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FUi<EWCVD

The documents in this publication reflect the efforts of
Czechoslovak citizens to express their opinions on issues of
importance to them and on rights guaranteed to them under
(Jzechoslovak law, the Helsinki Final Act, and other international
agreements. In Principle VII of the helsinki Final Act, the
participating States confirmed the "right of the individual to
know and act upon his rights." They also agreed to "promote and
encourage the effective exercise of civil, political, economic,
social, cultural and other rights and freedoms all of which derive
from the inherent dignity of the human person..." The signatories
further pledged to "recognize and respect the freedom of the
individual to profess and practice, alone or in community with
others, religion or belief acting in accordance with the dictates
of his own conscience."

Sadly, these noble words ring hollow in Czechoslovakia, one
of the 35 signatories to the Helsinki Final Act. In an effort to
improve their country's adherence to the principles and spirit of
the Helsinki document during the last five years,-over 1,000
czechoslovak citizens -- workers, scholars, clergymen,
professionais, students, government employees, scientists and
others -- have affixed their names to the manifesto of human
rights known as Charter 77. Many have also worked actively with
VANS -- the Committee for the D~efense of the Unjustly Persecuted
-- to report and document violations of basic human freedoms.
While in most signatory countries these efforts on behalf of human
rights would be applauded and rewarded, in Czechoslovakia both
signers of Charter 77 and members of VONS have fallen victim to
unrelenting government repression.

Charter 77 clearly emphasizes that its aim is not to change
the existing sociai system, but simply to demonstrate the need for
"observance of laws" -- both domestic and international -- by the
Czechoslovak authorities. As an example of this comnitment to
international law and other agreements, Charter 77 calied upon the
Czechosiovak delegation to the Madrid Meeting of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe to honor its word and implement
all the provisions of the helsinki Final Act, including Principle
ViI. The constant surveillance, house searches, detentions,
arrests, beatings and terms of. imprisonment to which these
courageous men and women are subjected are difficult to reconcile
with the statements attesting to full implementation presented by
the Czechoslovak delegations to both the belgrade and Madrid
review meetings.
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In October, i979, six Charter 77 signatories were sentenced
to pr i son terms ranging I rorn two to five years for thei r
activities. That travesty of justice was the culmination of a
year-long crackdown on individuals who publicly sought to
encourage their government's compliance with the standards set by
Heisinki. Four of the six are still imprisoned: Vaclav havel
ksentenced to 4 1/2 years); Petr Uhl t5 years); Vaclav Benda (4
years); and Jiri Dienstbier i3 vears).

In iMiay of i981, the Czechoslovak government once again spread
tear throughout the country with a wave of mass arrests and
detentions of Charter 77 signatories and VONS memDers. Seven
human rights activists -- Eva Kanturkova, Karel Kyncl, Jan
Mvllynarik, Jan Rurnl, Jiri Rumi, Jirina Siklova and Milan Simnecka --
were arrested on charges of subversion and collusion with a
foreign power and placed in pretrial detention where they remained
for nearly a year. All were released by June, i982 although the
charges against them have not been dropped. An additional ten
were indicted on the same charges but were not detained beyond the
original questioning period. They include jiri Hajek, Ivan havel,
Olga Haviova, Karel Holomek, jozef Jablonicky, Zoenek iicinsky,
fviojmir Klansky, Miroslav Kusy, jaroslav 1vMeznik and Jiri Muller.

IThe Corrn-ission receives extensive documentation of events in
Czechoslovakia from various sources. It is our intent to publi-
cize the writings of Czechoslovak citizens that reach us in order
to highlight the gross disparity between the actions of alleged
"criminals" and the reaction of their government. Why citizens
concerned with such issues as the safe operation of nuclear power
plants, the inability to practice religion freely, discrimination
in employment, inhumane prison conditions and the loss of social,
political and economic rights, should be harassed, imprisoned or
beaten to death is of deep concern to the United States and to
others who believed the signing of the Helsinki Final Act would
serve to guarantee the peaceful and lawful expression of views in
the exercise of human rights.

This compilation begins with a collection of five letters by
Charter 77 and other human rights activists addressed to Or.
Gustav husak, the President of Czechoslovakia and to the Madrid
review conference. We have included these letters because they
give a vivid, broad view of the extent ot human rights and other
abuses currently taking place in Czechoslovakia and demonstrate
the close links between the goals and purpose of the CSCE process
and the activity of Charter 77.
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The second section contains all of the numbered Charter
documents dealing with aspects of the regimes' treatment of its
own citizens issued from 1977-79. Not included are those which
merely list new Charter signatories. After 1979, due to increased
harassment by the regime, the Charter ceased to issue lengthy
numbered documents but continued to release short bulletins and
ietters on specific human rights-related issues. These bulletins
are not included in this compilation (with the exception of the
five letters in Section I). Two of the documents describing
specific cases -- #6 and #19 -- have been updated as much as
possible. The other issue-oriented documents, despite having been
released 3-5 years ago, describe conditions which are still
prevalent today.

beginning in 1982, with the selection of three new Charter
spokespersons and the adoption of a more activist profile, the
Charter once again began to number its documents, which have dealt
with issues ranging from solidarity with the people of Poland to
the status of religious liberty in Czechoslovakia. The numbering
system has been resumed due to recent efforts to circulate bogus
documents in the name of Charter 77. Those documents of the first
19 issued in 1982 dealing specifically with conditions in Czecho-
slovakia are found in the last section of this compilation.

The words, thoughts, and beliefs of the authors in this
collection will stand on their own merit. The U.S. Commission
on Security and Cooperation in Europe publishes the collection in
dedication to those who have already suffered for their beliefs
and to those who -- despite the risk of suffering -- are still
willing to fight for those fundamental freedoms guaranteed to us
ali.

Sincerely. _

A4 a. FASCELL RObERT
ChLa i rman Co-Cha
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liv P U1b Vl~l

hlilariks to Uiiarter // political sainiodat nas
sp reau 'Aioe 1 ailaong us. it is a mne ium oI
coranunlcatiorn wiiicn, in comparison with the
talltaSticaily eiiective rotary presses ano color
television seenms meager. In lact, it is an un-
usually powerful lorce, anci inGestructibie
power... It is written oniy by someone who nas
soiiet i ng, to say . . When i take it in my handi, i
know that it cost someone a goou deal to write it -
- without an honorariun, ana at no little risK . . .
Anu it cost sonmeone to devote his time ani energy
to copying it. this is sornetiniirg I cannot say of
ally newspaper, any journal, or any bJroadcast."'

~tid-til hI. / / iNUVabLiiLij Lkk.UL1Y' S

In conmunist Last nurope, especially in the Soviet Union,
k-oiand d[16 Czeci'oslovakia, censorship anu the aenial of the
right oi iree expression and ot a iree press llave given rise to
tile pflenOmenOrn OI samiz(,at. this expressive Kussian acronym, an
auvreviation uf words that may ue translateu as "seli-puolica-
tion," is used to uescrioe niateriais produceo by individuals anu
groups, usually in typewritten iormi. ihese "horiue-ilacie ,,L puUiica-
tlons are written, copied anci circuiateui uy anu armong those wno
wish to enjoy a source of inlormation ana ot iaeas other tnan
those OI the oiliciai censoreci press, other mass meoia and
puu i ishiing houses.

bucn typeai materials were producec ana circuiated iong
uelore %Anarter / -- evtn aurirg tne Stalinist tiities, ana
stiliLTnore so in tne sixties anc, the early seventies. Since the
issuance o0 tile 1narter in ianuary i5/I, there nas been a spate
ot such activity by inciviciuais anci g6roups, ancd the Iiood is
continuirng in spite oi repressive 'reasures taken against it. it
nay ue rougihly estimateu that well over i,Uuu items i-ave passec,
Irout harnu to inanu in kzechosiovakia ana have Ieen sent avroad.
Customarily tihe typewriter, using as many carbon copies as
teasiuie, iias iueer, Tiie mneans oi production, since xerox and
nimneographing macnines are not reaciily accessioie. Moreover,
I ie use oI SUCii techniques, as v~eii as t ie p rinting press, are
regardiedi as more liKei y to resuit in arrest anu irnprisowrnent Ior
ilegal publication.
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liis constitutes "a paraiiel information system," in the
worus OI ur. V\iieni P-recan, who possesses a ricrn archive ol
CzecniosIovaK saIIIizoat ano wsno ijas puoli sneo seve ai coiiections
o Iinese materiaIs.: Inis treasury inclucieu not only materials
autnorizeu ano uistributeo uy t-narter // itseii, out aiso uie
writings oI iinAlviouais ana groups oL persons, ior whiolm knarter
// nas ueen a catalyst ox inuepenuent expression in tine lorni o0
open letters, appeals, aeciarations, essays, Ieuilietons, poems,
plays, oooks ana periouicals.

1 ime translations given in this volume represent oniy a part
O0 ti-e "authorizea" k-harter // "puolications," i.e. materials
sigined ana thus legitinmatea Uy those wno nave oeen "spokesmen"
OI tne _harter at any given tinme. in au6ition to these nurnuereci
6ocuraients, the spoKesmien nave issueu many other types of niater-
iai, such as coriMunicues, ueclarations anca appeals, or letters
to tihe _zeciioslovaK authorities and to persons or institutions
ao roa. Ine signature oi the spoKesmen confirnis their authien-
ticity and tneir accurate expression oI the ',narter 's point o0
view Ikwith exceptions to be noted DelowJi. Inese cocurnents are
usuaiiy circulateu separateiy, an(o in auiition are puulishec6 in
the bulietiri, Inlorniace o cnarte // riniorniation on -iiarter //i
whichi is issuea every three weeks in typewritten torni y a group
oX wI -artists.

When Utiarter i/ was first xorrnuiated, its initiators
p arinecu to issue four nma jor aocurnen ts on numan r ights tithe r ight
to eaucation anu to work, ana freeuom OI belief ano ot expres-
sion) Ior transrmission to tne oelgraae 'onference which was to
meet in the fail of the year. In the four years since then,
twh arter spoKiesmen puuiisihea a total OI twenty-eight nurmered
ucocurnents, most ot whicn are given below. ihe rest k omitted
here) containeci tne lists o0 signatories kiqos. ), b, ii, iL4, ii,
LU, L), 41 anc, 6xJ. 'ihe cocuinients incluuie reports orn the
current situation ki'os. , , t anu Lu). More than halt,
inclucing the initial Declaration, were stuciies of those areas
of life in wnich rights, guaranteeu iuy the LUniteci iNations
Covenants on ihuman Rights ani confirmeci in the helsinki Hinai
mct, liau ueen restricteo or oeniec entirely. niey thus provideci
evioence of the violations of humtan rights in -zeciosu1ovakia anci
in some cases suggesteu ways in whiich these iils coulo be
correcteu or eiinuinateu. The iniorrnation oifereui was obten useo
iy loreign moass ruieuia, uy scahoiars anik writers, anu in soime
cases oy Ioreign governments ano uy international institutions,
such as the international Lauor organization.

Une shouica not rminniLze tne uiliicuities unuer wnicni tnis
sdmizoat rmateriai was proouced. 1o oegin with, it is usually
cormuposed aiter an exnausting uiay o1 manuai or meniai labor,
perhaps late at nignt when the lanri ly nas retirea or early in
tne morning. the preparation ol the uocuinents is not easy since
the autiiors are cieniec Lne right to use iluraries or research
institutes, hiave only ranuoni access to loreign news trom raoio,
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television anui the occasional foreign newspaper, and are olten
unoer continuous police surveiliance. 'iis riiaue it ciifticult
ior a group to meet to discuss the docurient or even to secure
tine approvai of statements Uly tile spoKesrilen or other .nart istswho iiad to ue consul teci.

Abile (Aiiliculties facing these "pre-Gutenberg scribes," has
been well aescrioed iy -etr Vithart.

When the work is tinisnec, it is copieci uy others,
once again in their spare time anri with rio assistance
Irom either the mail or the telephone, it is passed
on to d lew Irienos ana acquaintances, anra thus
ultirrmateiy, to iiunureis and periiaps even tihousands of
reauers. All ot titeni share the auiciitiollal worry o0
being possibly sun-floneu to contess wietiLer they have
reac it, irom wnomn they received it aria to whomli they
ient it, wilo talked themn into coing it arici who paia
tnem ±or cooing it, anru how much... 'ihus, entirely
thirough the ciedicate6 eitort and expense of the
peopie addiresselJ, a work is published which cannot
possiuly lie iciie, unwanteu anu superfluous. Are
these ci rcuris t ances really au normal, when t ne extent
to which the written word gets circuiateo uepenois
upon nothing niiore than the urgency oi its message,
rnocieratec, iet us aurilt, Dy the au thor's fear ot
trouble? i-ow Oiiticult ana exhausting it all is!

vuring the periocic Douts oX intra-thartist 6iscussion o0
tiie purposes arid rijethocis of 1-harter activity, tile documents arna
the mariner o± their preparation were su jecteci to examination
ana sometarines to criticism. Some acirtists ieit that Uiarter 7/
was iocussing too mucn on this verbal kinci of activity and that
nrlarly OI its docuiiients were too legaiistic anc ciiu not aeai with
pressing problems O0 daily lie. Speciiic documents were
criticizeoI as weaN, ior example the one on ireedom o0 religious
oeiiei kNo. ;J wiiicn ilau ueeui waterec down ior the sake ot
agreement anc was not as strong as statemienits issueu incpeen-
aeritly by groups o0 Ciartist Catholics andc Protestants. It was
also feit that more people should participate in the preparation
ot tihe docunients ano that the latter should ieal witn a wider
range of problerims, likely to awaken interest aniong average
per sonris.

the vigorous discussion in i9/6 cuiminateu in a general
consensus on charter tactics, or at least a compromlise anmorig
ditfering viewpoints. A "document on documents," as No.. Li ksee
ueiow) was called, provioeG that documents would continue to oe
issued by tne spokesmen Dut wouid be corisiciere6 a basis for
oiscussion rather tnan t'he expression o0 an agreed viewpoint oI
-iiar e r 1/. .It was hoped thia t rnany more persons, especially
ti-Ose witih expert Knowledge, would ie drawn into the work ofpreparation arna that their nanies wouid necessarily be
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0 ivuIgeui. In this spirit a num-riber O0 documents were puolisihed,
iricluciirig No. -z on nuclear accicients, io. z) on ciiscriimination
aga inst gypsies, iNo. - oll impediments to travel airoau , anci
iNo. L/ on consurriers' prolenis. Ihe latter, in Miay iO/V, anu a
supplement to No. io on imprisoniment anu' prisons, in Noveinuer
ij ', were the latest, arid perhaps the last, substantive
numoered documients oi this kind. During 15Ou no otihers
appeared, aitnough thie spoKesnien aic release a nurnuer of studies
as conrinunicques or announcements, including those on the law on
the 5S\b k~orps oi National Securityj, prison conuitions, treedomn
to travel, problems oI pensioners, discrimination in employment
anci the Madrid conference. ihis shiit OI emphasis away from
nurfoered aocuments was perkaps the result of increasing regime
inarassment inciucding the iniprisonment of outstanding tCha hartists
for long terms, and the growing conviction that other matters
recquirec tne attention oI those (-nartists who remained iree.

Whiat Mviian Simeci<a has written o0 "home-niaie oooks,"
applies equally to the corpus oI authorized -inarter 71
materials, including the cocuments given below:

"concealed in attics and in various ausuru hidiing
places, they kthe iiome-maue books) are passei
secret iy iroin hand to hand. Some oI thiem are in
saies, secured with ridiculous bits of string anui
plasticine. Some of them have been paid bor dearly,
by imprisonment, ihurniliation and anxiety. but onie
thing is certain: wnatever the tuture may bring, it
will oe these nome-rimaue Dooos WlliCil will provicde a
testiniony of the time in which we live, for the
language wiiicn sounds like failing gravel wiili not
interest arayone."

lorronto, Lanacia ni. (Uordorn Siiiing
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-Footnotes

I. Joset Stracch (pseudon.j, 'uivaia sarnizcatu' UIn Praise
ot Saamizoatj April i i//, given in Czech, Listy ikonjej, Vol. VII,
INO. >-4, July 197/.

z. Milan Siniecka, 'Kniiy ne-knihy' kbratislava, 4u
February ia79j, published in Lngiisi, unoer the title 'honie-iviaue
books,' tlnoex on c-ensorship, Voi. 6, iNo. $, Sept.-Oct. io79,

tpp. s4 - a

J. Viiem k'recan, Knina Charty: hiasy z ciomova lJY/b-7/
iouok oI the Lharter, Voices trom the honeland, iA/b-//,

Cologne, iv/ij and Krestane a Ciarta 'i7 (Christians and Charter
i, Cologne, i60).

4. I-or tuli discussion of this material ana a list of aii
authorized Charter 7/ documents see h. Gordon Skilirng, Charter
77 anu human itights in Czechoslovai<ia kLondon, i96l), chap. V,
Vi anci Appendix 1.

j. i-etr Pithart, 'I-ruklepovy papir bily 3U grim kUnion-
skin paper, while, ju gn/m j published in tzec'! in SpeKtrum
kUnoex on Lensorship, London, 1976).

b. stimecka, 'home-Mace books,' cited above.
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LETTERS SENT TO THE MADRID CONFERENCE AND TO PRESIDENT HUSAK



U-IARLK H/ Li i' li-h Iu ik. C651A hUSAK,
FL)tL lbL)i (JlUi-iizz -- iZWLUVi S(..iALi Si kLUP6Lbit

iMir . P res i aen t:

Ast present, preparatory negotiations are under way for the
Madrid review conference of states that signeu the Finai Act of
the Lonterence on Security anrd Looperation in curope, on August I,
iv/). iihe conference will review the extent oi implementation by
these states ot the principles anu obligations imposed uy this
historic docunment. i'urtherrniore, it will consioer aoditional
nieasures aimed at strengthening the process of lessening
international tensions which received a powerful impulse by the
signing of tne Fiinal Act.

We are anmong those who take seriously the principles of this
oocur~ient atici, in accoroance with the statements you maoe on
several occasions dS its signatory, we consiaer the impienentation
of its principles not exclusively a rimatter ior the governments,
iut ol whole nations anu of ail citizens. 'therefore, we welcome
tne assurance of responsible authorities expressinig the interest
uf our government in thorough preparations for and constructive
proceedings of the Madrid conierence whic<h should help to improve
relations among states and nations, strengthen security and rights
of their citizens, and avert the cianger of a confrontation, as
weii as of a return to the atmosphere of cold war. We agree with
those parts of the May declaration ily the Warsaw i act states - of
Which you are a signatory - emphasizing strict impiementation of
aii provisions of the Final Act, especially of those principles
wnich the participating governments piedgeui to Ioiiow as guicance
governing relations aniong themselves ana towarc their citizens, as
explicitly statei in the Final Act and confirmed in this
ieclaration. 'Ihe respect for humnan rights arid funoarinental
freediorms is explicitly and forcefully expressed in the Final Act
as one of the basic principles and conditions of genuine peaceful
coexistence arid cooperation and is oI equal importance with
political, econonmic, anu nji litary prerequisites or consicierations
o: internationai iaw. We believe that this is precisely one of
trie great contributions of the Final Act ior a peaceful
development of international relations and social progress in
general.

however, we are equally concerned thal the Madrid
negotiations aciiieve progress in mi litary nmatters, in reoucing the
burden oi armaments and in lessening the danger oI conflicts. ths
ordinary ci1 izens, we are hardiy in a position to voice our
opinion of concrete measures in this field, since it requires
k nowleedge oi often complex technical pr obderijs, sorme even protected
with understandable secrecy. We can only express our sympathy
withl cienmjand s tnat suchi miieasures be e fective and equally just ior
all participants, without uniiaterai acivantages ior any one of
them .
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we woula weicome a positive contribution by Czecnoslovakia to
negotiations concerned with the problems oi nurnan rights and
fundarriental freeaorns, anc of the so-called basket Three in
general. Tlhis is a mnatter oi internal relationship between the
authorities ana a citizen. however, if certain norms of this
relationship become the subject of an international treaty, then
automaticaliy the implementation of these norms kthe Final Act
specifically mentions the binuing nature of internationai
tovenants on iiumnar rigiits which you nave aiso ratified and
arranted to comne into force in i 6/oo oeconies an internationai
issue anud a iscussion of it on an internationai level cannot be
consiuered as interference in the internai affairs of any state.
we wouli, of course, be pleased if sucn a aiscussion wouli proceed
in a constructive manner, iree of polemics of the coib war era.
And we particularly hope that sucn polemics wiii not be caused Dy
acts perpetrated against citizens by the authorities in our
country, acts which clearly violate provisions of the
international covenants on human riglits, tue binding nature of
wnich has been solemnly eniuouiied in the Final Act arin whicn, as an
integral part of our legal system, must guioe the interpretation
and application of other norins relating to the rights anad cuties
of citizens.

As participants in citizens' initiatives, based on explicit
provisions of the Final Act and on Article i7 of the Constitution
oI our Republic, we have since the beginning of iY// repeatedly
brought to the attention of the authorities of our state various
concrete situations andi cases conflicting with tile principles and
obligations of the Final Act and international covenants, now an
integral part of our legal system. The usual reaction was yet
another, even rijore blatant violation, includinE, police harassment
and trials which were so flagrantly contrary to the international
ouiigations unaerldKen by you that they provoked wiaespread
international reaction, in particular in progressive kuropean
puolic opinion cornili tteci to peaceful co-existence.

ihis is precisely why we regardi it as our civic duty to d'raw
your attention to the probability that these acts coniittecid by
some organs of our state, flagrantly violating these obligations,
are generating polemics not conciucive to a constructive discussion
of ±rinciple Vii of the Finai Act. We beiieve that suci, polemics
can De prevented only if the real causes are eliminated or at
ieast restrained. \We, therefore, submit for your consideration
the following:

i. As Presioent of the tSSk, you could use your autnority
arid grant full pardon to the unjustly conoenined, j. babata, 'V.
benda, U. beunarova, J. iWienstbier, V. havei, P. Uhi, A. zerny,
i. iavrca, P. Libuika and others, and expunge their convictions
wnicn are contrary to provisions of the international covenants on
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civii anu potitical rights which our government has ratified.
lhese convictions, t hie re fore, are a i so contrary to our
(onstitution which must now be interpreted within the context oI
these covenants;

z. You shoula order an inmediate stop to all criminal
proceedings against kudolf battek, iKarel Soukup and others, whose
cases we could present to you with detailea documentation;

:. You should initiate a thorough re-examination of those
components ot our legal systeni - especially of the Penal Code and
of tne law on the SNb torgans of national security) - which do not
contorm to the provisions of the international hutiman rights
covenants or to the obligations undertaken by you in heisinki, as
expressed in Principle VII of the. Finai Act. We believe that
rnerely initiating such a re-examination - as requested in concrete
proposals in -harter // Document i. - wouii contribute to a more
constructive atmosphere surrounding oebate ot this point in
isiac.riG. Needless to say, the spokespersons and legai experts of
t-harter 77, as weli as its numierous Iriends, are willing to assist
such an action if undiertaken in the spirit of genuine
irripierrentation of the principles anc obligations enibodiedi in tne
I-inai Act. We are also reaay to submit auditional documentation
focusing on existing discrepancies between tihe laws andi practice,
on one hand, and the principles and oDligations of the Finai Act,
on thle other. These proposals and initiatives have one purpose
only: to eliminate these aiscrepancies;

4. It would aiso contribute to the creation of a
constructive atmiosphere ii the debate on Principie VII oi the
Final Act and on basket liI in general iocused on reaching an
agreement stipulating that the participating states wouic. bring
their laws and legal practice, especially police procecures, into
conformity with krinciple VII anoi the internationai treaties
mentioned in it, as well as with the Universal Declaration of
Hunman R igh ts. A special coordinating body should oe established
for this purpose, analogous to the Ui. N. i-iunjan kights Lonrrrission
k or, th is Conmrji ss ion coui a oe asked for ass is tance i n thi s
matter). it would enhance the international reputation of our
country it the Czechoslovak delegation to the Macirid conference
s ubmi t ted th i s p roposa l;

). An important criterion for assessing the fulfiilment of
the principles and obligations of the 1-inal Act is the behavior of
state autnorities toward citizens' mon itoring initiatives.
Iherelore, the constructive atrmiosphere ox the Madrid negotiations
would ae enhancedi by an agreement giving legal recognition and
full support to such initiatives by tne participating goverinrments.
A way should be found aiso to link the concrete activities in
basket iII with these citizens' ronitoring initiatives kperhaps
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sini iar to the relationship between the U.N. Lconomic and Social
;ouncii ant the nion-governimierital organizations in our opinion,

an initiative by the -zechoslovak aelegation in this matter would
also enhance the authority of (-zechosiovakia at this conference.

We would be giati, Mr. President, it you received and
considered these proposais in the spirit in which they are
submitted. We believe that an understanding of their purposes
would contribute to the implementation of tile principles and
obligations of the Final Act; to the improvement in mutual trust
among states; to increased confidence of our citizens toward their
government, and to the advancement of the cause of peace in
Eu rope.

Unfortunateiy, we are forced to add that, in connection with
the preparation of this letter, we - together with some of our
friends - were interrogated in recent weeks and some of us were
even detained for L& hours by the police, without valio reason ana
contrary to our laws. We were suspected of acts and intentions
which run completely counter to the purposes oI this letter as an
impartial reading of its text would convincingly prove.

Mvari e i-ironiadkova
Miios kejchert

spokespersons of Charter 77

e~rague, Septerri.er i7, i9bU
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lext of the letter sent to the delegates
of the Macirorid Conference by br. Vaclav bericia, iiri Dienstbier

ana Vaclav havel from their prison in t.Czechoslovakia

We are addressing the delegates to the M/adrid Conference from
a Czechoslovak prison, to whicn we were sentenced for
participating in the Czechoslovak human rights movemen t Charter 77
and for our work in the -omriittee for the Defense oi the Un justly
Persecuted kVENS) in the hope that the discussions and proceedings
of the Conference wili really contribute to the relaxation of
international tensions and assist in averting war ani in creating
a premise tor the beginning of real discussions of disarmament.

on our part, we would like to stress, that through our work,
which has been directed primarily at the cultural and scientific
areas - which naturally bina all segments of society as well as
all nations arid states - we tried to assist in keeping peace anr
stabi ity inrt Europe and thus to preserve peaceful uncerstanciirig ini
a worid really threatened with self-destruction. Our
participation in the nmoverrient Charter // and our work in VUk4S was
and is entirely in harm-nony with the F-inal Act of the Helsinki
Conference, and, as is evident Irom the text ox Charter //, the
creation ot this movement concerning human rights was actually
motivated by tne F~inal act.

just as the delegates to the Helsinki Conference, we also
consiber the Final Act to be an integral unit, whose individual
sections can neither be given special prominence nor can they be
suppresseci. We are convinced that real progress in the dis-
cussions on relaxation of tensions can be achieved only when
relaxation is achieved in the area of human and civil rights and
freedoms. Political discrimination against citizens in any
country, retrenchment of democratic principles, monopolization of
information sources anci the media, social discrimination, harass-

nment and persecution of non-conformist citizens, suppression of
religious :treedorns and expressions of freedom of conscience,
subordination ot arts and sciences to utilitarian ioeologicai
principles all provoke tension in society and strengthen the
repressive functions of the state.

Representatives of those state systems, in whicn uncontrolled
police and other repressive organs grow stronger or in whichi they
develop, are then, in their nervousness unable to overcome fears
for their own positions of power. Thus the tensions in
international relations assist themT), in certain circumstances, to
justify repressive actions against all those who take their
propagandist slogans seriously and who insist they they be
translated into actions.
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Iwe feel, therefore, that in the interest of the relaxation of
international tension, the discussions at the Madridc Conference
should be directed towards the question of human and civil rights
as much as possible. We also feel that it would serve the goals
oi the Conierence, if the eIelegates would corisiuer the possibility
of oetermining principles according to wihLII tile signatories of
the helsinki Pinai Act wouid be obligated to suonjit lists o0 their
political prisoners and to establish a conmission wiiich would
examine tie justification for the imprisonment of these political
prisoners. This would be done from the standpoint of the laws of
the particular country as well as from tne standpoint of the
helsinki Final Act ana the International Covenants on Civil and
'olitical Rights. 'Ihe commission would also examine the living

conditions of tihe political prisoners ano their health. We are
convinced that primarily through democratization and humanization
of life in all countries, it will be possible to achieve the goal
which the ivMadrid Conference is striving for.

Dr. Vaclav benda Jiri Dienstbier Vaclav havel

Uecember, IVoO

NVU H-ermanice, PS z, PU i3, PSC Iib 02, Ostrava i)
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Wi'lILR lIU (.SCL ivikljkll.b LOFLkh<LNOU l-RUIfvi iROV PiklSUNrkS

"As political prisoners of a socialist state we are forceo to
point out that Czechoslovak representatives in Madrid are lying
when they claim that docurimentation and arguments presented by
others with regard to human rights violations in Czechoslovakia
are pure fabrications. We ourselves are testimiony to judicial
discrimination in prisons and are an embarrassment to justice in a
state that does not observe human rights in any way. As long as
agreements, already accepted, are not being implemented, it is not
possible to agree to conclude new agreements. We were sentenced
because we raised the question of violations of human rights.
Some ot us were sentenced uncier tiae impact of a spy-scare, while
others were sentenced because they returned home to their families
f rom abroad - even though they were promised that they would not
be punrished.

"these facts aione document the approacn to a human being, as
well as to the conditions of the Czechoslovak prison system. None
oI us are enemies of our people; we are an inconvenience to those
who un just ly govern in the name of the people a nd6 whho fear for
their position of power. Many cases present enough documentation
regarding the violation of the judicial process, as well as the
impossibility of correcting the situation. Czechoslovak official
agencies are not interested in correcting the situation because
they are afraid of the shame it would bring upon them, which wouid
discredit tnem completely. however, they do not seem to realize
that these conditions wiii, in themselves, cause a crisis in
society sooner or later.

"Today, only a few citizens believe in the sort of
ideological purity and humanity which is being presented to them
by the media. They are being confronted at every step with the
contradiction of words with reality. The same applies to equality
of citizens before the law. As long as this state of affairs
prevails, no citizen can be certain that his human rights will be
observed and that he wili not be deprived of his property and
employnment. This approach to a human being is in direct violation
of accepted obligations in this area of human rights. instead
of implementing accepted agreements, the regime points 'elsewhere'
and calls facts fabrications, in order to divert attention.

"We, therefore, confirm the rightfulness of the charges
brought up in M~iadrid and we request that the participants ol the
Conference, as well as the United Nations and world public
opinion, condemn these actions andi demand an inmediate release of
political prisoners in Czechoslovakia and strict observance of
civil and huriman rights."

Political prisoners in NVU, Mirov.

January, i98l.
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LL'I iLk Fktvi ChARThrk 77
TU Ih H

PRLSIDELN OF IhE (-SSk, DR. (1USTAV hLJSAK

Mr. P resident!

Un September 17, i96O, Charter H7 spokesmen sent you a
letter, which stated their stand with regard to the Conference on
Security and Cooperation going on in Miadrid andf to the discussions
that leave taken - ana will take place. They offered their
suggestions and recorrmendations, whicn, in their view, could
assist constructive discussions and lead to tre acceptance of the
necessary conclusions. 'they did not receive an answer to this
letter nor did any of our officials express their stand - directiy
or indirectly - with regard to the questions raised in the letter.

We have, therefore, read with great interest the January -/,
i156 interview of a representative of the (CK tnews agency) with
the thief of the Czechoslovak delegation to the second phase of
the ivladrid Conference which is still in progress in Madrid. 'We
have noted, with some satisfaction, that among the five proposals
surnmitted by our delegation, is a request for the participating
states to ratify the International Covenants on human Rights. *We
take this as a confirmation of tihe stand embodied in the Final
rAct, which you signed, anu which is also expressed in the afore-
mentionea letter, namely, that respect for h uman rights and fund a-
mental freedoms is one of tihe basic premises for peaceful co-
existence and cooperation among nations. We also take this as
confirmation that this question is a legitimate subject for inter-
national discussion, regardless of efforts to claim that human
rights problems are the internal affair of each state or that any
state can deal with its own citizens as it sees fit.

Lven if most of the participating states have ratified the
Covenants, it is necessary that they be ratified by all states.
however, what is most important is to make certain that
ratification of the documents is not just an empty formaiity,
which would have no concrete meaning in any of the participating
states. You yourself have, in 1976, signed, as a Secretary
(general of the Czechoslovak Corrmunist Party, the Final Document of
the Madrid Conference of Corrnmunist and Workers Parties which
contains a call for the ratification as well as implementation of
both International Covenants by all European states. We are,
therefore, of the opinion that the proposal of the Czechoslovak
uelegation should not be restricted only to the ratification of
these documents thereby weakening what has aiready been formulated
in helsinki, what is alreauy embodied in these International
Covenants and that which was, also under your signature, presented
to the European and world public. We feel that, on the contrary,
the request for implementation of the principles embodied in the
Covenants in everyday life inside the signatory states should
be stressed and finalizec. We feel, therefore, that it is our
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duty to repeat what Charter 77 spokesmen have submitted to you for
consideration in their letter sent to you in September of last
year:

'lo expand and to define with more precision the Czechoslovak
proposal in such a way that the participating states would agree
to bring into harmony their laws - especially their legal and
police practice - with the International Covenants on human rights
arid to establish, under the auspices of the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe, a coordinating cominission on human
rights similar to the one established with the United Nations.
This would aiso correspond with Article 2 of the Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights. 'ihere is no doubt that the effectiveness
and prestige of such a Czechoslovak initiative would be enhanced
it our highest organs would accept other suggestions submitted Dy
Charter 77 in its letter of Septemoer il, i98U.

lo review those parts ot our legal system that are not in
conformity with provisions of the International Covenants on human
Rights, especially the Penal Code and the Law on SNB 'security
po lice.

1o enact new laws which would be in accord with the
provisions of the Covenants (ior example, the law concerning
high schools, enacted in 196, which was publicized after the
ratification of the helsinki Agreement, is in direct contradiction
with the aforementioned Covenants).

'Ifo release trorn prison persons who are being persecuted or
who have been sentenced because they brought to the attention of
the authorities cases of court and administrative practices which
were in violation of the provisions of both Covenants; to cease
criminal proceedings against them and not to initiate new ones -
in short, to annul sentences that were meted out. tVaclav benda,
Rudolf battek, Otta bednarova, iarniila belikova, Albert Cerny,
jiri Dienstbier, Vaclav havel, Ladislav Lis, Vaclav scaly, jan
Litomisky, Dana Nemcova, jiri Nemec, Petr Ulhl and others.)

lo give legal status to civic initiatives (groups) which are
striving to remove contradictions between the provisions of the
Covenants arid our legal system, as well as the legal and
especially police practices of the organs of our Republic.

We are convinced that such steps would assist in bringing
about fruitful discussions concerning human rights at the Madria
Conference. 'hey would also enhance the reputation of our
Republic and really strengthen security and cooperation in Europe.

Vaciav Maly, Charter 77 spokesman
br.jaroslav Sabata, Charter 77 spokesman
prof.MUilr.bedrich Placak, Charter 77 spokesman

Prague, February LŽ, iiSl
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TO 1T-ire PARTIcIPANTS (r' TIhEl LONIEkLRLN. 'F TIH SiUNAIURlElS OF -1hL
fiNiAL AC'l - THE (CANFLRLNCL UNo SECLLiTY ANDl U hrKl ION IN EUROPE'i -

hIVAL~k I U::

Ladies and Gentlemen:

You have already, within the framework of your deliberations,
taken notice of the latest repressive measures of the Czechoslovak
state organs against defenders of human rights in our country. We
want to thank you for this attention and we hope arid believe that
you will continue to be interested in further developments in this
regard in our country. We would like to inform you, in more
detail, about this repressive action anu we are, therefore,
enclosing our bulletin which Geais with this question.

lo properly evaluate the consequences arid the extent of this
latest police action geared probably for the massive liquidation
of all expressions of citizens' disagreements is very difficult,
especially now, when national culture is in aanger of being
destroyed and when citizens are upset because of the hopelessness
of the situation in which they find themselves.

It is quite evident from the actions of the authorities that
every intellectual and special-interest contact with someone
abroad, which is not conducted under the watchful eye of the
authorities and thus the police organs, is - regardless of its
purpose and merit - viewed as a criminal offense under para. 96 of
the Penal cone (subversion of the Republic). fhis trend has also
mane its mark in the new commentary to the Penal Code, published
recently, according to which a criminal offense under para. 56 has
been made, for example, by a mere complaint of a Gzechoslovak
citizen published abroad addressed to the state organs or to the
courts, or, where there is the mere chance that it might be
published abroad, a distinct possibility when a citizen is trying
to act openly, as is his right as far as relations between a
citizen and the state are concerned. However, the present
situation in Czechoslovakia does not permit the publication of
citizens' complaints. There has not been even one case where the
Czechoslovak media, which is a state monopoly, would publish even
one suggestion, one complaint against the actions of the police,
or one Charter 77 document seven though Charter 77 documents and
publications of VANS are being sent to the proper authorities and
to the editors of the newspapers). Nor has there been one
literary work, one expert study or historical or legal analysis
which does not blindly conform with the official line - which is,
for any clear-thinking human being who is serious about his
responsibilities, absolutely unacceptable.
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TI'his unnatural situation, understaridably, makes platforms for
publicity and criticism located abroad more important, due to
their role in assisting in some way, to maintain a place for the
Iree exchange of ideas. Their activity has corresponcoed with tihe
general trend of free distribution and exchange of information, as
declared in the 1Final Act of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe in Helsinki and has been of vital importance
for Czechoslovak cuitural awareness, which is being crippled by
unnatural administrative actions. Responsibility for such actions
lies squarely on the shoulcers of those who initiated them. They
have continued, not accidently, during the Madrid conference Where
you have been trying, with great patience and perseverance, to
prepare a concluding document. Ihese actions show ciearly, what
value the Czechoslovak authorities place on their international
obligations, and how they vaiue international activity to bring
about full awareness of basic human rights.

On May 49th, it will be two years since dozens of members of
our (Corrmittee were arrested. Four of them are still unjustly
imprisoned. Another member, kudolf Battek, was arrested last
year. Ile has now, for li months, been in detention awaiting
trial. And in February of this year, still another member, ian
Litomisky, was arrested and is still being detained. While these
repressive actions were being undertaken by the authorities,
criminal proceedings were initiated against 16 citizens. Miost of
these criminal proceedings have been initiated because of the
beliefs of the persons concerned. These facts speak for
themselves. We are not even naming all of those who are being
unjustly persecuted, otherwise, our list would be much, much
longer.

Prague, tMay iv, il98 Corrmittee for the Defense of the
Unjustly Persecuted; Czechoslovak
League for human Rights; member,
International Feceration for
human Rights.

* * * *

bulletin of VONS No. Z)U I(Criminal Proceedings for Subversion
of the Republic).

between May 6th and May l2th, l98i, the police in Prague,
Orrio arid bratislava initiated mass ar-rests of citizens, mostly
Charter 77 signatories. The authorities detained about 30 persons
whose apartments, hormes or places of employment were searched.
During these searches many things were confiscated, such as liter-
ary texts, personal correspondence and notes and even books which
were published in the Czechoslovak state publishing houses. 'the
reasons for these massive repressive actions was the detention of
two French citizens, the lawyer G(illes Thonon and the student
IPrancoise Anis, which occurred at the Austrian border on April a7,
i961.
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Srome of those who were unjustly detained, were released after
46 or >b hours - such as Dr. Zbynek Fiser (pen name Lgon bonoy);
poet, author, philosopher anu worker Jan bednar; poet Karel
Siktanc; priest jan Sinisa; sociologist Jaroslav Meznik; Olga
havlova; journalist Vera Stovickova; historian Milan Otahal St.;
author Karel Pecka; worker Jiri becinar and Zina Freundova.

Some others were detained, were also released frorn prison,
but Aere charged with the criminal offense of subversion unrer
para, 6ji-Z, a, b of the Penal Code (subversion of the Republic in
conjunction with a foreign power - and on a greater scalej and
they face up to iO years of imprisonment tsuch as prof. Dr. Jiri
haajek, politician; prof. Dr. z.denek jicinsky, lawyer; computer
expert Ivan Havel; historian ur. Jozef jablonicky; Karel holornek,
former chairman of the Association of Romans, which was disbanded
on the orders of the state; author iviojmiir Klansky.)

'ihe most significant aspect of the current wave of repression
is, however, that according to our information - which may not be
complete - the following i2 citizens remain in aetention: student
of Law Francoise Anis (24 years old); lawyer (illes Thonon (25
years old); author Eva rKanturkova, Charter 77 signatory (born May
Ii, i9jU, residence Praha j, iiaveriova i3); sociologist Dr. Jirina
Siklova (residence Praha i, Klimentska 17); journalist Karel
Kyncl, (harter 77 signatory (born Jan. 1, 1527, residence Praha 4,
Lounskych iij; journalist Jiri Ruml, Charter 77 signatory and
member of VCNS (born July 8, i92), resilence Praha i0, Kremelska
lu4); worker Jan Rumil, Charter 77 signatory and member of VONS, as
well as member of the collective of Charter 77 spokesmen (born
March 5, i953, residence Praha 10, Kremelska iu4j; historian
prof.Dr. M0iroslav Kusy, (Charter 77 signatory, member of the
collective of Charter 77 spokesriien kborn December i, i53.i,
resioence bratislava - Trnavka, Slovackeho 21); historian NMilan
Siniecka (born March 6, i930, resiaence bratislava, Prazska 3)i;
worker Jiri Muller, former leader of the student movernent, Charter
/7 signatory (born Decemnber 29, 143, residence brno, Chudobova
LI)j; historian Dr. Jan Mvilynarik, Charter 77 signatory (born
F-ebruary ii, i9'o, residence Praha 1, Nosticova i4j; poet Jaromir
horec (born December 18, i9zl, residence Praha 4 - Sporilov,
Jihozapadni III/i4). All these citizens are charged with the
criminal offense of subversion under para 5/jl-i, a, b of the
Penal Coue.

Prague, iviay l9, iS51 Cornnittee for the Defense of the
Unjust l y Per s ecu ted; Czechos l ovak
League for human Rtights; memrrber,
lnternationai Feueration for human
Rights.

* * * *
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P.S. According to information received since the bulletin was
written, the two French citizens, Francoise Anis and Uilles Ihonron
have been released dra are back in France. The Czechoslovak
authorities have also released prof. Dr. Mvi roslav Kusy in
bratislava and jiri Mvluller in brno (as of May 25, 1981). l A.F.j
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SECTION I I

NIJvBERED DOCULvENTS I S SUED BY CIARTER 77 SPCKESMEN



Wthat C-harter 77 Is - And What It Is lNot

Document {No. I

(iWhy right is on its side and wny no slander or torcible measures
will snake it.)

Today's mankind, torn apart by various ideologies, aiscon-
tentea amidst tne possibilities of affluence, is longing for a
quick solution of problems with new tecnnicai recipes. however,
this longirig aiso carries with it a dependency on political might
dari the state. The state appears to be ever rmjore clearly tne
great factory and supplier of strength, which has at its disposal
all the forces which exist - physical and mental.

Thinkers, nowever,are looking around and observing that it is
not ds yet possible to technically proauce mans' needs - moral-
ity, a set of principles for his own internal satisfaction. It isnot possible to trust even a habit or to think that a person will
do something automatically without the necessary convictions.

In order for inankino to be able to develop and grow in
harmony with technical possibilities, in order to harmonize the
progress in knowledge with progress in skills, it is necessary for
mankind to believe in something "higher," something which will be
binding tor everyone. In otner words, it is necessary to believe
in something non-tecnnical - in morality, whicn woulai not be usedonly as a tricK Dut which would be something that is lasting. We
cannot, therefore, expect rescue in tnese things froin the state,
or from the producing society, nor from might or force.

Those who propagate one government would iike for everyone to
accept their truths as the only truths, but this is not possiDle.
Uur century has given every power base a chance to operate and to
show its usefulness. The results are clear as far as the people's
wisnes are concerned.

Without a moral base, without convictions, which are not
triggered Dy opportunism and by expectations of privileges, even
the best technically equipped society cannot function. Morality,
However, is not to be used to make society function, it is here tomake a human being human.

That is the reason why we feel that tne time has come for
this simple truth, for these life-iong experiences, to penetrate
the conscience of all of us. And that time is now. why?

The idea of human rights is nothing else but the convictions
that the whole of society as well as states are being guidea by a
supreme feeling ot morality, that there is something aDove themwhich is binding, whicih is holy, whicn is untouchable, anG to
which they are contributing through their endeavors in enacting
laws anG iegal norms.
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Such convictions have to live also in the nearts anci minds ot
inaiviauals anc thus form the base for the tultillment of their
oDligations in private lite as well as in employment anc public
lite. Uniy wnen in harmony witn these convictions can we be
certain that people are not acting from fear or because they
expect privileges, but that they are acting ireely, willingly and
responsibly.

These convictions are expressed Dy BCrarter 77, which ex-
presses the joy ot citizens over tne tact that their government
(state) through its signature, whicn guarantees the rights ot men
ano which makes this (document) a part oX the Czechoslovak legal
system, is aspiring to a nigher inoral base for everything poiit-
ical anr that it is ready to contribute to the implementation of
these principles, which express the will of the people.

Ciarter 77 signatories are oi the opinion that this act far
exceeds in importance ail other international Agreements, whicr
more or less deal with questions of power ano opportunism, because
it reaches into the area of morality and spiritual values. for
the %harter 77 signatories, this and nothing else is the basis for
tneir initiative.

These relationships between the moral area and tne state
mi-i rt point to the tact that Charter 77 is not a political act,
that it is not in competition with or seeking to interfere in the
sphere of any political tunction. Charter 77 is not a club or an
organization - its Dase is only the individual; moral obligations,
ensuing from this association have the same character.

The Charter, however, reminds us that 18U years ago it was
established that all moral obligations of men rest on the analysis
of what one can call obligations of a man to himself, which
include the duty to Gefenu nimselt against any wrongs suffered Dy
nim. This means that Charter 77 signatories are not acting
because of some special interests but because o± obligations which
mnean something higher than mere political obligations.

Charter 77 signatories are not claiming any political rights
or functions. They uo not even wish to be a moral authority or a
conscience oX society. They are not claiming to De someDoGy
better and they Go not even judge anybody. Iheir only endeavor is
to cleanse and strengthen the knowledge that there exists a higher
authority, to which individuals in good conscience are obligated,
andi enuorse sucn witn their acceptance ot inportan t international
uocuments anu Agreements. Tnat the states are motivated not
merely by opportunism or political considerations, Dut that tneir
signature means obligation, that signifies politics is guiaea by
law and not law by politics. This also means that a person not
oniy has a Uuty to detena hiznselt against any wrongs out that he
also has tne obligation to inform others of wrongdoings which are
being perpetrated anywhere.
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It is important for everyone to realize that in order to
aetend n is moral rights, i.e. his obligation to himselt and
others, it is not necessary to get organized, because the thingthat should guiue us is respect for a human being as such.
Theretore, no individual who is being persecuted should feei
isolated annd at true mercy of powers that be, if he nimiseli isaeterrninea not to resign his duty to defend himseit - which is
also his duty to the society of which he is a merrmer.

The purpose of Lharter 77 is, therefore, a spontaneous
solidarity - relieved of all obligations - of all who unoerstand
the meaning of moral thinking in a normally functioning society.

We regard this era, which made possible the signing ot adeclaration ot human rights, as a new era in history, an era which
is of great importance because it represents a turning point inthe thinking or society in its attitude towards itself and
others. It is necessary to strive for the goal where respect forsomething higher will replace fear and opportunism. It is, there-
fore, necessary to accept in this respect some inconvenience, lackor understanding and some risks.

Prof. Jan Patocka
Charter 77 spokesman

Prague, January 7, i977
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keport On uelivering the Text of Cnarter 77
to the Lzechoslovak (.overnment

Locument No. 2

on tne morning of January 6, i577, automoiiiles of the state
security service, in the miost of normal trattic, encircled a car
in which authors Vaclav havel and Lucivik Vaculij< as well as actor
Pavei Landovsky were on their way to deliver the text of tnarter
77 with all its signatures to tne government ot Czeciioslovakia,
tne l-'eaerai Assernbly and the news agency eT&, ano to mai it to
ail signatories. Ail three above-narnea persons, as well as author
Zaenek rirbanek, were subsequently questioned bor several nours,
althougn it was very clear irom tne contents ot the envelopes that
tne action oi the STb was inappropriate anu unjustified, because
k-narter 77, as proven by legal expertise, does in no way violate
Czecnoslovak laws, but, on the contrary, supports them.

I'he apparatus ot tnie ministry ol interior o0 Czechoslovakia
nas ignored - not for tne first time - international agreements as
well as laws of its own state. Taking part in the action against
citizens oI gooc reputation were iozens of automobiies and entire
staits ot investigation ofIicers, tecnnicians and surveillance
oliicers, who the ministry probaoly woula have neecied more re-
cently to prevent tne hijacking o± a (zecnoslovak plane.

uuring the interrogations, the aetainea persons were filmed
by television cameras and photographed like spies, together with
tne uocuments which were acuressed to the hignest state organs.
hiowever, tne documents were contiscated. Tne S~rb aiso tiflmnea the
apartment ana the country norne of playwright Vaclav h-avel aespite
his emphatic protest - and tne home of Zoenek Urbanek.
Pkiotographed were, among other items, a coilection o0 foreign
publications and various private articles of property. many items
were confiscated, especially books, correspondence, pnotograpns
ana other personal items. Some items were conftiscated ouring
house searches in April of 1975, in oroer to subsequently black-
mail citizens with them.

Among things confiscatea from Luavik Vaculik was the book
"Uruppenoild mit uame" kuroup Portrait with Lady) oy heinrich
tboeil. uther items incdue some sixty manuscripts bound in
linen. Lucivik Vacuiik hac tne manuscript of his own novel, on
wiici ne was working, contiscatea for the secono time.

At Vaclav havel's home official publications of the Anerican
tmbassy in erague were conliscateci ani filmea. significantly, the
'lb aiso contiscateo the recently pubiisheG o±±iciai collection of

laws containing the texts of the Covenants on Livil Kights.
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Detained at the same time and interrogated and subjected to
house searches, were author l-rantisek Pavlicek and journalist Jan
Petranek, both uharter 77 signatories. While the first tour were
released aiter midnight on January 7th, and Vaclav havel was
rejeased after his second aetainment on January 7th at 10 p.m.,
the other two were released one day later.

Through its measures and actions, the ST hlas clearly proven
the legitimacy of Charter 77 because civil rights are being viola-
tea in Czechoslovakia. 'he Charter 77 spokesmen pointed out to
the Ministry o0 Interior that the house searches were against the
law because no oificial legal proceedings were initiated - which
is requireG unoer Czechoslovak law. The filming of persons
against their will, as well as their apartments and priva-te prop-
erty, can be viewed as intimidation according to par. 237 of the
Penal Code.

During the entire period of action, the Charter 77 spokesmen
and other signatories protested against this arbitrariness. fNow
they demand that further unlawful action be stopped and the riyme-
dciate return of all contiscated documents and items.

The spokesmen of Charter 77 - in accordance with Article 19
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights -
continue to reserve the right to make public every case of
uniawful pressure against the signatories and other citizens. The
spokesmen oi Cnarter 77 also declare that the publication of tne
text oI tne Charter in foreign countries prior to its delivery to
Czechoslovak government authorities is the fault of the Ministry
oI Interior which prevente d its aelivery.

The spokesmen also announce that there are an additional
forty signatories to the document. Their names, like the names of
all turther signatories, will not be published, as long as tnere
is no guaranty tnat tne police action of Lpiphany Day will not be
repeated. Tnese signatories will, however, take part in the work
of Charter 77.

The C-harter 77 spokesmen also announce that for the same
reason, they have chosen three substitute spokesinen. their names
wiii be published should the first three spokesmen be prevented
from carrying out their activities.

The Charter 77 spokesmen are grateful for the manifestation
ot Domestic and international solidarity. however, foreign cotrmen-
tators snould note that Charter 77 signatories are not only intel-
lectuais, but also workers and other working people as well as
citizens who were not exposeo to repression because of events in
i9bo, but who want to be engaged in this activity out of moral
convictions. Charter 77 should, therefore, not be termed a
"dissident group," but a citizens' initiative.
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-narter 77 believes in issuing statenents in orcder to preventarbitrary action by tne Ivinistry ot Interior - actions, which
endanger not only us but a great number of our citizens.

Proi. ur. Jan Patocka
Spokesman for
nflarter 17

Vaclav havel
Spokesman for
charter 77

Prof. Or. Jiri hajek
Spokesman ior
charter /7

Prague, January 8, i977
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Adoress to the Presidium of the Federal Assembly,
tne Government o0 the CSSR ana Press Agencies

Document No. 3

In the Charter 77 Manifesto of January 1, 1977, 24z citizensof our Republic turned to the highest state organs and to thepublic to inform theiri of their determiination to strive for imple-mentation of the norms of the international covenants on hurnanrights which have become a part of our legal system, as wasacknowledged by their promulgation in the Collection of Laws, No.lUili976. by doing so, these citizens acted in accordance withArticles is and zi of tne CSSk Constitution and Article 19 of theInternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

on the 6th of January, i977, the Czech police unlawfully
uetained citizens who were on their way to hand over the documentand enclosed explanatory letters to the Supreme organs of the
C55K. Ihe document was, therefore, subsequently sent to tnese
authorities by post. The only answer until now has been extensiverepressive action by the security organs and an offensive and out-rageous defamatory campaign against the signatories of Charter 77in all Czechoslovak information media. The insults, accusations
and calumnies used in this campaign nave had no analogy in our
country since the time of similar campaigns waged in the years ofillegal political trials. As in those times a campaign is beingorganized in places of work, factories, offices, schools andsimilar institutions, where people are asked, collectively orindividually, to condemn something with which they are not even
acquainted. Condemnation of Charter 77 is enforced in such a waythat refusal to comply means the threat of repercussions. In somepiaces the anti-Charter signature-sheets are presented for signingin an authoritative manner during the payment of wages or onsimilar occasions. The text of the Charter, however, is kept
secret from the people and, as was expressly stated by RudePravo on Janurary 15, 1977, it wili never be published.

un the night preceding Thursday, January i3, 1977, dozens ofsignatories were surrmoned by the police, and in many cases house
searches were conducted. Although they were formaiiy questioned
as witnesses, they were taken away by police cars at an unneces-sariiy early hour - between 4-5 a-zn. iviany of them were treatea aspotential criminals in a rude and ruthless manner. the spokesmen
of Charter 77 were interrogated practically for a whole week,being released only at night. On January 13, the journalist jiriLederer was arrested on the basis of a house search, and on Janu-ary 14, the writer Vaclav inavel, one of the spokesmen of Charter77, Gid not return home from nis interrogation. on tne morning ofJanuary 15, his wife was informed in reply to her telephone callthat V. elavel "had surrendered to the security police" and that hewas being detained for reasons other than Charter 77. on January
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I), associate professors of the Pedagogical Faculty, ur. F.
jiranek ano ur. K. Palous, were dismnissed frorn their posts by
uecision of the University Senate. The specific reason given was
their signing of Charter 77. Many other signatories are expecting
Uisrnissai froin their jobs for the very same reason.

we believe that all this is sufficient to show now urgent it
is for us in this country to deal in a specific manner with prob-
leims relating to the exercise of rights, the honouring of which
has been pledged by our State in international agreements.

The unarter 77 Ivianifesto expressly states that this citizens'
initiative is not to be interpreted as political activity. Yet
the whole campaign against Charter 77 is conGucted by means of
political propaganda slogans. Reference is made to the counter-
revolutionary and anti-socialist aims of _narter 77 anG so on.
ihe campaign shows that the CGovernment considers it dangerous to
its interests to abide by citizens' rights which it has itself
pledgea to honour. We believe that it is up to the political
organizations, political parties, traoe unions, etc. in all
European countries to judge for themselves whether or not the
requirement to respect civil and political rights is anti-social-
ist, anti-national and counter-revolutionary. The signatories of
cnarter 77 hold the view that it is not and cannot be so.

bound by thle responsibility which we have taken on ourselves
as spokesmen of charter 77, we demand:

Tnat all police persecution against the signatories of the
Charter 77 manifesto be stopped and all citizens detained in
connection with this mianifesto be released.

That all fornis of coercion - in particular, witn regard to
employment - against citizens who call for the honouring of
pledges set forth in international pacts on human rights, be
stopped.

That the czechoslovak people are given truthful information
about the contents of the charter 77 mvianifesto anG that the organs
of political power initiate a dialogue on how to resolve the
practical problems arising in Czechoslovakia in connection with
the exercise of these rights.

We, on our part, are ready and willing to conduct this
diaglogue.

Spokesmen of Charter 77:

Prof. Phur. Jan Patocka
Prof. ibur. Jiri Hajek, urSc.

Prague, POth January, i977
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Viscrimination in Education

LUocument iNo. 4

For many years now one of the most burning problems in the
area of numan rights in Czechoslovakia has been persistent
discrimination in the selection of young people for secondary
schools and universities. Every year the chance for further
education is denied to a large number of young people whose
scnolastic achievements, qualities of character, interest in
education, and good results in entrance examinations have proven
thern to be suitable for it.

This discrimination has been practiced for a great many years
against the children of citizens o0 many different socially
"uncomfortable categories according to undeclared but strictly
auministered directives. In this way, contrary to the law but all
tne more efficiently, they are depriveG of many fundamental human
rights, among them the right to free education for their
children. In earlier times this affected the families of the so-
called kulaks, of political prisoners in the various trials of the
i95us, of merriDers of Western armies in the Second World War, of
emigres, of those who practiced a religion, etc. At the present
time the victims are (on a massive scale) in particular the
families of those citizens who in 1968 were actively involved in
public, political, scientific and artistic life.

The accusations raised against these citizens cannot be
sustained because the democratic principles they were defending
are today subscribed to, among others, by the majority of the
communist and labor movement. Indeed, in 1968, they were also
being furthered by the Czechosiovak Government whose Ueputy Prime
Miinisters were at that time L)r. U. Husak (President of the CSSR
and the General Secretary of the tC ;CPCS) and ur. L. Strougal
(Prime Minister and a member of the Presidium of the CC (-PCS).
Moreover, the promulgators of democratic principles have never
been and could not have been openly prosecuted for this activity,
nor could they have been legally convicted. Consequently the
discrimination against them is often willfui and not infrequently
amounts to a settling of old scores. but even provided that these
people were criminally prosecuted and convicted, their punishment
should not extend to persons who are evidently innocent, viz.
their children. Punishment of these children in the most
sensitive sphere of their education and preparation for life is
not only completely illegal but also contrary to all ideas of a
aiecent and humane society, especially a society which claims to be
socialist. It is nothing more than an act of revenge, the
bullying and corruption of both parents and teachers as well as of
those who are only in an early stage of preparing themselves for
life and who are thus being conditioned to become pliable
instruments of the state power iromn their childhood.
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Light years after the declaration of the normalization
policy, secondary schools still do not accept children who in 1968
were 7-8 years old, and universities do not accept children who in
icon were i(J-ii years of age it at tnat time their parents spoke
up for the democratization of our public and political life.

The present system of selection for study at secondary
scnools and universities is not concerned with an objective
evaluation of the abilities, talents and prospects of the
candidates, nor with the proper utilization, development and
dispersal ot talent. Its two basic functions are: firstly, to
give reward for political "involvernent" and conformity; and
secondly, to punish parents for their political views if they are
not in complete agreement with today's political practice.

Politically motivateu discriminatory sanctions thus hit the
most sensitive sphere of human relations, those between parents
and their children. both the parents and their children are
intimidated into outward obedience and a hypocritical stance. The
sanctions aexorm the characters of both the parents and their
chiidren, and those who wield them resemble people who by their
behavior can influence the fate of hostages. They force the
parents and their children to play out a humiliating comedy for
the sake of being given a chance to study.

uIscrimination in education, never publicly adrnitted but all
the more actively practiced by the state ancl the political power-
hoiders, is at variance with the claim that a socialist society
holds the capabilities of its citizens in high esteem and offers
them every possibility for their development anri utilization.

Instead of the gifted and talented, it is often candidates
with well below average or even poor scholastic results that are
accepted for further study, provided they or their parents
demonstrate their political cormiritment, either reai or phoney, and
provided they are prepared to accept passively and agree
ostensibly with everything the present political leadership is
preaching.

A proof oi discrimination coupled with patronage can be seen,
for instance, in the official directive of the Ministry of
Education concerning the selection procedure for the schooi year
i976-77 .

According to this directive, an entrant who has passed his
matriculation with honors with grade "one" (On the scale of I to
j, "one" being the best, i.e. excellent, anG "five" unsatis-
factory, i.e. the failing grade) in all subjects, and who has
obtained grade one in both the written and oral entrance exarnina-
tion, but who does not fulfill the "class-political criteria,"
wiil rank lower in the acceptance scale to an institute of higher
education than an entrant whose matriculation results and marks
throughout his secondary school only reach the average of 2.7
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ki.e. there may be no "ones" and more "threes" than "twos") whosewritten entrance exam is "unsatisfactory" and the oral only aver-age, it this latter student meets the "class-poli.tical criteria."

Such an official Ministry of Education directive does notinduce secondary school students to study, to aevelop tneir'
knowledge and to work haro; rather the opposite is true.

The illegality of the entrance procedure is aggravated byotner f ac tor s:

1) The directives and rules are secret and so they are beyondpublic control, not to speak of the fact that the absence ofinformation about these rules decreases the chances of themajority of applicants.

2) Tme whole selection procedure is also secret ana notsubject to any public control.

3) The number of college places is also not made known and byartificially lowering the number of places available in some
SUDjects particularly in non-technical lieldsj the chances of
acceptance for politically handicapped children are againdecreased. This latter strategy aftects the specially gifted inparticular, e.g. talented linguists, artists, musicians, etc. itis necessary to bear in mind that for a person to be able topractice a profession gainfully, in a number of fields, talent onits own, even if it is considerable, or skills and good results
are not sufficient, accorGing to our laws and the prevailing
practice. It is essential to have a certificate (e.g. to be amusician, in the visual arts, and also for literary activities,
translating and so on). Of serious relevance here are therepercussions for the life of society as a whole; the conmmunity isartificially deprived of a suitably trained intelligentsia in thehumanities and arts.

4) In certain fields some courses are being opened secretly;for instance, one year no applications were officially acceptedfor a "history of Art" course but subsequently the course wassuddenly opened and filled exclusively with children, particularlygirls, from today's "prominent families."

5) Numerous cases are known of students from these circlesbeing accepted without going through the usual selection
p roceou re.

6) The chances of regular study for politically handicapped
youngsters are further diminished by the unjustified patronage ofthe less gifted but politically "desirable." Tnese students aretaking up a number of places, in the first year in particular, andthen later, in spite of being granted various furtner favors, tneyabandon their studies. Tnis is demonstrated by the nigh
mortality" rate among first-year students, particularly in those
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fielas where it is not so easy to bluff one's way through (e.g.medicine, technical subje'cts). All this represents a squandering
of financial and other resources, which is a burden on us all, butat the same time it is one of the ways of limiting the educational
opportunities o± young people trom other categories of the
population.

7) All this involves a general degradation of human values in
education and it also creates favorable conditions for all kinds
of patronage. There are also rumors of bribery. This latter
aspect is, of course, very difficult to prove. Those who admit
tnat they have secured a university place for their chiia by means
of a bribe (some of them practically boast of it), simultaneously
declare tnat they will never publicly testify to it. The Ministry
of Education, of course, could and should find ways of uncovering
and investigating such cases.

The demoralizing consequences of the present system of
selection are extremely damaging to the moral profile of the young
generation. Young people quickly learn to tell the difference
between the high-sounding official political proclamations and
reality, which is at variance with them. This concerns not only
those who are unjustly discriminated against but also those who
are given unfair preterence.

In its demoralizing consequences this practice also affects
the teachers; because of the enforced attitudes of the students,
they cannot adopt a professional educational approach. At the
same time they are driven into the same moral dilemmrna as the
parents of the chilaren concerned since failure to respect the
aforementioned procedure and instructions would endanger their
pos i t i ons.

Apart from the contribution the current selection practice
makes to the devaluation of moral values and to widespread
hypocrisy ana patronage, it also iAas grave consequences for
standards in secondary schools and universities. It influences
the professional standards of the graduates of these schools in
their future positions and in practical life. The whole of
society is being deprived of creative forces and talent. Sucn
practices have a particularly grave and alarming effect on the
economic and cultural development of a small country like ours,
poor in raw materials and other extensive sources of growth.
Those who are today responsible for husbanding our country's most
valuable resource, the creative abilities of the people, should
realize what enormous and often irretrieveable losses are being
inflicted on our society as a whole.

Those who formulate decisions about the entrance requirements
for secondary schools and universities are not only disregarding
the solemn international pledges of our highest state function-
aries, but they are also gravely violating Czechoslovak legal
norms .
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As the signatories of Charter 77, we demand:

iJ That the educational authorities abrogate all their dis-criminatory directives, regulations, instructions and the like,
relating to the procedure for selecting new students, if these are
at variance with the norms of the Conventions on human Rights,
which have been approved by our legislative organs and promul-
gated, and thus become a part of the Czechoslovak legal code. Itis of particular importance to bring into torce Article 26 of theConvention on Civil and Political Rights which stipulates that all
discrimination will be forbidden by law and everyone will be
guaranteea equal and effective protection against discrimination
for any reason.

2) 'That it should be openly announced in the press that theUSSR has carried out the pledge undertaken in accordance with
Article 40 of the Convention which calls on all parties to report
on measures taken to implement the rights acknowledged in this
pact and on the progress which has been achieved in the imple-
mentation of these rights within the period of one year from the
day they became parties to the pact. The deadline for Czecho-
slovakia is, therefore, 23rd March, i977.

i) lhat an independent cormyission of inquiry is set up con-
sisting of qualified pedagogues and educationalists who have notbeen involved in discriminatory practices in the selection pro-
ceoure, to make an objective analysis of the situation prevailing
in the recent past in the selection of new students for secondary
schools and universities, and to evaluate its consequences for theeducational potential of our nation and for the country's presentand future economic, technical, scientific and moral development.
This document should be made public.

4, That on the basis of this investigation people who have
been uiscrirninated against are given a chance to study.

Charter 77 considers it useful and expedient to collect data
on concrete cases of discrimination in the educational sphere and
make them known to the responsible political and administrative
authorities, with the request that tnese cases are examined and
rec t i i ea.

Motivated by their sincere wish to contribute to a solution
of this problem in a constructive and positive manner, without
setting themselves any other aims or making any claims of a poiit-
ical or other nature, the signatories of the Uharter 77 Manifesto
consider it their morai and civic duty to offer their help in
eliminating discrimination in the selection of students for sec-
onoary schools and universities. They consider this document as
the first stimulus tor an informed approach wnich can eliminate
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the shortcomings of the prevailing system and bring the selection
procedures into harmony with the Conventions on Humnan Rights,
legally endorsed by the Czechoslovak State.

Professor Jan Patocka, Ph.u
Professor Jiri hajek, Ph.D

Prague, January 23, i977
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Report on the L'etention ana Imrrisonment
o_(Charter 77 Signatories*

Document No. 6

LUespite the fact that tharter 77 represents an exercise o±
the right to petition and the right to treeciom ot speech guar-
anteci oy the Constitution, the signatories oi this cocument,
after it was made public, were subjectea to various acts ot police
harassment as well as to restrictions on their ±reeoom, as it the
concept ot *the tharter ana its dissemination constitutea a
criminiai o0 tense. We hereby submit a short summary Of those acts
aimea against the signatories of Charter 77 which have come to our
knowledge, and we request that they be redressed where possible.

irst, we consider it necessary to mention some facts about
those signatories who are nelci in detention. it has been four
weeks now tfrorm 14th January) since the writer Vaciav havel was
aetainea. iie had alreauy been the victim of police narassrnent tne
previous week, some o0 this harassment being at variance with tne
law. IA house search was maoe in nis flat in his absence, d fihiTI
recording was made of the interior of nis flat, and later, during
trme search in his country property at Vicice, of tne whole o0 this
Builoing as well. On the lUth ana ilth January, he was subjectea
to a whole day of interrogation in Ruzyne. Vaclav havel has not
been seen by any of his relatives or acquaintances since i4th
January. tie was unable to comply with a suninons for a technical
inspection 0t his car scneouiea for itnh January. Un 16th
January, V. havel's wife received a letter informing ner tnat her
husband was being held in custody ana had been charged in accora-
ance with Article ;P, para. I and 2 (a), and, turther, that ne
requestea the services of a lawyer to be procured (this coimrnunica-
tion from the Prosecutor-&aeneral's OUf ice regarding detention in
accordance with Articie 68 of the Lriminai Procedure Act was
received on P8th January). Un 21st January, Havel's typewriter
was conliscated and inforrmation was received about his new
investigator. Tne first meeting between the lawyer and tne ae-
tendant took place on zith January. LDr. Lukavek, however, was not
present at any hearing of witnesses, nor was he acquaintea witn
any documentary material. he informed the writer's wife tnat
havel's pnysical condition was good ana that the interrogations
were conducted "in the form of literary debates." Sne received two
letters from her husband; i-e received one parcel but a letter sent
to nirn was not delivered. Further, ur. Lukavec announced that ne
was thinking of handing tme case over to someone else.
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Another two signatories nave been aetainea lor nearly the
same length of time as V. iavel, one oI the spoKesmen oI the
-narter. They are Frantisek Paviicek ano the journalist jiri

Leuerer. Iogetner with the theatrical director Uta Urnest, who is
not a signatory, they are respectively charged with subversion of
tne Kepuulic ano aarnaging the isepuuiic's interests abroad.
(Attention snould ve arawn to the tact that the connection between
the aetentions oI u. Urnest ana the other aforernentionea persons
is derived Dasicaiiy from various suggestive hints by the corrrnuni-
cation media ana the police, ana that the linkage is entirely
unclear). The organs participating in the criminal proceeoings
have never inforrmeo either the defenaants' relatives or the public
wriat particular crime they are supposed to nave co-mmittea. Iheir
lawyers, tne choice of whom was very iimitea, for tne most part Go
not participate in the interrogations. Uta Urnest's state of
nealth gives rise to grave fears since before his detention he haa
suflereo two heart attacks and, in aociition, suffers from
adiabetes.

These, as well as other circumstances, but in particular the
silence of the state organs and organs of justice, leaa us to
urgently insist, in accordance with Article 29 of the CS(R onsti-
tution, on the irrinreaiate release of V. riavel, F. Pavkicek, J.
Leaerer ana U. Ornest. If this solution is at variance with the
juriaicai opinion of the organs of justice, we aemana that, after
tne prior assent of the Prosecutor, the reasons for these criminal
proceedings ana detentions are made public. It our request were
not granted the puDlic woula be strengthenea in their belief that
tne case is suspect because two signatories oI knarter 77 ana one
of its spokesmen are being aetained while Lnarter activities as
such are not otherwise criminally prosecutea.

In this connection we also oraw attention to a numoer of
turtner repressive measures against the signatories as well as
other persons since the beginning o0 this year.

Nearly all the signatories wno haa signea Detore January 1,
iY/7, i.e. more than 20U persons, were taken or surrmonea tor cross-
examination as witnesses in a criminal case of subversion ot tne
Kepublic and they were repeatedly asked about Lcharter 77. Ine
spokesmen of the charter and some other signatories were subjectea
Dy the State security Police organs to repeatea interrogations,
some of them lasting whole days. The interrogations are still
going on; the citizens who nave already given their testimonies or
(as in most cases) usea their right to refuse to ao so, are being
surrmonea over and over again.

Tne State Security Police has conoucted almost fifty nouse
searches, mostly at the nomes oI Lharter 77 signatories. Luring
these searches printed and typewritten materiais were confiscated,
also manuscripts, items of private correspondence and other
articles not in the least connected with the investigation.
wopies were mace of typewriter scripts. According to incomplete
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intormatiorn the foliowing signatories were subjected to house
searches: iMiilan balaban, Rudolf battek, Jan beranek, Torman broc,
rNarel Uejka, Jiri Uienstbier, bohunil ljIoIezai, iviichel byrnacek,
Vratislav Ltfenberger, Karel kFfricirich', Jiri hajek, Vaclav havel,
Lacislav he ejanek, Uldrich saaerka, Alirea Kocab, bozena
Kornarkova, Anna Koutna, Pavel Landovsky, Jiri Leaerer, Ladislav
Lis, J. ivieznik, lviilan Utahal, F. Pavlicek, Jan Petranek, 4.
Pokorny, L. Prikryi, Milos Keejchert, Ales ana 4uzana Richter, Jan
Sabata, L. Sabata, iviliuse Stevichova, Jan Trefulka, Jakub 'lrojan,
mvIilan Ufde, '. Ur'ianek, Ludvik Vaculik, z. Vokaty, Petr Zeman, A.
Vyroubai, Vaclav Vrabec.

During a random caii on J. Patocka manuscripts ana
typescripts were confiscated. Lighteen of the victims come from
brno, i.e. nearly all o the brno signatories.

Several signatories suffered an existential loss by on-the-
spot dismissal from their jobs. As far as we know this step was
always substantiated by reference to their signing of -narter 77.
The irrmeaiate effect OI the aismissals is being justiIiea by
allegations ot either "grave iniringerrient ot the working disci-
pline" according to Article 53 (DJ OI the Labour C>ode or "endan-
gering the security ot the State" Article i tci. Some of the
reasons given as grounds for the termination of employment are
unlawfui. In this manner the following lost their jobs: i.
mvylnar, Associate Professor F. Jiranek, Associate Professor Racairr
Palous, Anna Farova, Ivan iviecek, helena Seiolova, vrahuse
Probostova, Jakub Trojan, K. vvorak, Milan Mviachovec, Petr Pithart
anc 0Ulurichi hromaciko, the last three only last week. tvM.
Stevicnova and J. Litera had their new jobs terminated without
reason curing a one monti's trial period. Other signatories
expect similar repercussions, juaging from the talks they have had
with their employers within the tramework of the campaign lea
against them at their places of work. Jiri Ruml, Jan Sokol ana
Vaclav Trojan were divested of trace union rnerrbership; jitka
biciarova and Zuzana Dienstbirova were expelled trom their "brig-
aces of Socialist Work." The data at our disposal is probaDly
incomplete, ana it does not include the lost work orders and
conmnissions which have occurrea in connection with tne signing ot
ktharter 77

Some actions against the signatories have endangered their
health or caused bodily harm. For example, on lutn January Jelena
viasinova suffered a long-term injury to the meniscus on her left
leg itne doctors nave suggested an operation) while being forcibly
taken for interrogation. Zina Kocova was forcibly hospitalizea
for i3 iays in the isolation venerological uepartment of-the
Faculty hospital, Prague 2 t Al poiinarej, aithougn ner way of lite
dia not provice grounds for suspicion that she cou1G nave a
venereal aisease. between zist andi z4th January, the writer Narel

iaon was helo in detention for more then iuU hours; since no
charge was made within tie tirst 46 hours of his cetention, it is
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to be deduced that for more than 48 hours, he was illegally
subjectea to a restriction of his personal freeoom. A grave
inhringernent on the personal f reedorn of j. Suk occurreae on January
zi. Lvieffbers of the police usea violence to force their way into
his house, which was subjectea to a search; a copy of his
typewritten script was taKen. An injustice was also corrinittea
against Ivana hyblerova, nee Simkova. Un January 3i, she was
first aisnmisseci Ironm the hospital of UiNz. Wjistrict Institute of
osational health), ceska Lipa, with a aiagnosis of abortus
imiinens ana as being unlit for work. Later on the same Gay, this
decision was altered; on the orders of her superior, the Director
of UINI, she was aecldrea as fit for work. On the same Gay her
one-mionth triai period at work expired and her employment cou ia
technically be terminatea without any reason being given; she
found medical help in Prague, UI0 krn. away, where she is
hospitalized to this Gay with the same aiagnosis.

Starting on January 10, the mass corrmunication media
unleashec a concerted campaign against charter 77 which grossly
aistorted its content; not only did it employ slanoers ana lies,
it also gravely impinged on the private lives of the signatories,
wnich is contrary to the law, ana it did not even shirk from
anti-Semitism. The main victims were Vaclav Havel, Pavel Konout,
oaenek vvilynar, Frantisek &riegel and, in particularly, Luavik

Vaculik. The smear campaign against inoivioual signatories still
continues. _ontrary to Article i7 of the International tovenant
on civii ano 1lurnan Rights, none of the victims were given a chance
to either iefend themselves against these unlawful attacks on
their personal integrity or to aefeno the charter and the correct
interpretation of the propositions it contains.

L. Vacuiik, who lodgea a complaint against tciT (the
czechoslovak Press Agency) for reproduction anG circulation of
imrproper photographs, is being sued for libei.

A series of repressive acts ana defamnations against Pavel
Kohout was followeci by scores of threatening letters wnose content
can give rise to the possibility that the adoressee will oe eitner
physically liquidated or that he will meet with grievous bodily
harin.

Further, numerous signatories had their oriving licenses and
tecnnical certificates taken away from them. In the majority of
cases, these aocuments have not been returnea. Driving licenses
were even taken away from aoctors. This is of especial
consequence to Vera Jarosova, who is thus prevented from
performing her job as a ariver.

both spokesmen of the charter kwho are not in aetention), as
well as Pavel Kohout, trika ana iviiroslav &iadlec, F. &riegel,
Uertruaa Sekaninova-Cakrtova, Petr Uhi, L. Vacuiik and F. Vodsion
naci their telephone lines cut. Some of thern have already receivea
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a letter seeking to justify the action by reterence to urgent
public interest due to which the Telecornmunications board is
forced to use their lines for other purposes.

Some signatories have even had their identity cards taken
away trom them by tne police; they have been given temporary
certificates which cannot be used as proof of identity in hotels
or for withdrawals from their bank accounts.

Ihe state organs invited several signatories to ask for
permission to emigrate (they were: 2.. Mlynar, F. &riegel, Milan
Hiubi, Pavel Kohout and Luavik Vaculik). M. Hubi ignored a sun-monsin this connection. The request was turned down by the
signatories. (We believe that it is worthwhile mentioning that
the signatory tvzen Sennert, who wanted to ask for emigration on
his own initiative on the basis of the Austrian -hancelior ur.&reisky's offer, was told by the Czecnoslovak authorities that itwill probably involve a lengtny and complex administrative
procedure).

In recent weeks many signator ies have been surnmone6 by the
State Security Police and asked to witndraw their signatures from
Onarter 77. This request was coupled with pressure, but there
were also instances where the signatories were oftereG in returnan improvement in their conditions. In most cases, these eftorts
were futile, but this cio not deter the police; they continue in
their attempts to this date.

the repercussions were not limited to the signatories and
their families; they also extended to those who did not wish to
have their signatures to the Charter maae public, friends of thesignatories and their colleagues, and other citizens who expressed
their agreement with, or support for, the Cnarter or some of thesignatories. The Senior of the Czech brethren Lvangelical Church,
Vaclav Nejr, was interrogated in Ruzyne prison only because the
Synodal Council of the Church adopted a neutral stand towards theCharter by not condemning it, while the Czechoslovak press incor-
rectly informed the public that it diia. Out of twenty-five of
Ivan mvedek's colleagues who protested against his dismissal,
eighteen withdrew their signatures from the protest under pressurefrom the Director of the Supraphon company; of the remaining seven
who refused to retract, three were dismissed and two subjected toother forms of punishment.

- Dr. Alena Capkova was subjected to a house search becauseshe copied the Charter, and her typewriter was confiscated.

- harel Freund, prior to his becoming a signatory of Charter
/7 was twice subjecteo to an illegal personal search.

- ir .. ano ivirs . Pr i nc, f r iends of tvii use Ste vichova, and
living in her house, have run into serious troubles.
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- Particularly glaring is the case of the gra~mmar school
teacher Jan Urban, who had his employment contract terminated with
inrnediate etfect only because he refused to sign a resolution
conoemning Charter 77 (see the letter from the South bohemian
Regional National Cormrittee, Department of taucation).

- Professor Dr. J. iosinova was rebuked for not supporting
tie resolution condemning Charter 77 in an ordinance Irom the head
of tne School of Librarianship, Prague 1. In it she was taken to
task as a potential reserve of the "anti-state group" of Charter
77 foilowers. These cases can also serve as illustrations of the
way in which the petitions against Charter 77 were obtained.

As spokesmen of the Charter, we have considered it our duty
to mention all these circumstances; the awareness ot these facts
is of particular importance for those citizens who support the
charter movement and expressly wish to make it publicly known that
by their signatures they expressed their agreement with Charter
77. The knowledge of these facts gives them a better picture of
the situation and also makes it possible to Gefine their attituoe
to the Charter more fuily. Let us repeat that Charter 77 is in no
way a closed society, but that it is a grouping of all those who
consider it right and beneficial that the principles of both
international pacts, i.e. the Covenant on Civil and Human Rights
and the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, are
fully implemented on a wide scale in our society. both these
pacts are alter all a part of our Legal Code and they allow no
ambiguous interpretation. For these reasons, Charter 77 is open
to all Czecnoslovak citizens without any further qualification.
cnarter 77 welcomes tne support and expressions of sympathy which
are being received in various torms Irom the followers of the
fight for human rights. The solidarity expressed by the workers
and their organizations, and progressive forces in Czechoslovakia
and ail over the world helps the signatories to apply themselves
to the tasks formulated in the Charter. The determination to ao
so is also demonstratec by the fact that on February 1, a further
ZU9 names of people supporting Charter 77 were mace public.

ProI. Dr. Jan Patocka, [jrSc, Prof. ur. jiri Hajek, urSc
or. h.c.

Prague, 15th February, 1977

*Since the issuance of this document, extensive detention has
culminated in show trials of Charter 77 signatories (See Imple-
mentation of the Final Act of the Conference on Security anG
Cooperation in Europe: Findings and kecormnendations Five Years
Alter helsinki: Appendix b) and recent arrests in May i581 (See
updated Appendix A at the end of this document). The cases listed
in this document were examples current in 1977. All available
information for updates of these cases can be found in Appendix b
to this document.
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APi-PLiNUIA A 10 QLlVIzitiNT ). b,

UPuATE UN ' t-it STATU S UF PUL II I-AL PK I SUILRS IN L41:Ct1IJsLUVAKIA
AS UF SEPThMbLi{ 1981

Sent enced

bAIlts, Ruciol, born November 2, 1924, oetainea since June 198u,
sentenced on July 28, 19bl to 7 1/2 years of imprrisonient
for "subversion" unaer para 9jI and 2, letter amb
Icollusion with a Ioreign power) and three years of "house
arrest" or "internal exile" after his prison term. battek
is one ot the original ztharter 77 signers, mneinber OI VUNS
toonmnittee for the uefense of the Unjustly Persecuted) ana
former tharter 77 spokesman.

UKLJNifU9 , jiri, 28 years old, nharter 77 signatory, rnember ot
VUlV,, eai tor of undergrouncr magazine "Forum", currently
serving z year sentence under para !U9 (attempting
illegal departure from the Kepubiic); sentencea on July
8, 1961 to 4 years imnprisonment under paragraph 98
(subversion) for trying to smuggie out of prison a letter
to friends abroad (in the west) asking for help.

ULLJtS, Antonin
LtJLLSuJVA, bianka, husbana ana wife; sentenceo on Lviarch ze4, i9si

by a court in uneb - Antonin Loiejjs to IU Lonths impri-
sonment, unconditionaily, to secono prison category,
under para 155/i, (attacking a public official) and
blanka uiolejsova (wife), to 1i months suspended sentence
for three years in tne first prison category, unoer para
i.)S!i(a)' and zma), for attacking a public official. In

MLay l980 the secret police forceo their way into their
apartment in the early morning hours and beat both of
them for "aisturbing the peace"; the police were
supposedly acting on a complaint from a neighbor. botn
sentences were appealead.

H1ABINA, Jan, born January 1, 1954, residence in cernokostelecka
105, Praha, worker, Uharter 77 signatory. Sentencea
on June i4, 1961 by a military court in Prague for
fai ling to report for auditional 5 months mi litary
service khrabina just completed Ij months of oasic
military training), unoer para 26b/l ot tne Penal uooe,
to 30( months imprisonment, unconcitionally. hrabina has
appealedI the sentence.
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Re leased

PElTIVY, Tomas, 25 year old torrner student from bratislava, was
was sentenced under para 15)/i/b and para 156 (attacking a
public official). Released on May 4, 1981 having served
half ot his sentence. The remaining sentence of 9 months
was suspended, conditionally, for 2 years.

Detained, awaiting trial tpresently in Prague-/ruzyne prison)

All the following citizens have been detained since the
beginning of May 1981 and charged with subversion in
collusion with a foreign power kpara 98/1 and a, letters
a) and bj. The trial is supposed to be held in the
m-iddle of September 1981.

HkUett, jaromir, Dr. born uecernber 18, 192i, poet and publicist;
graduated from the philosophical faculty oI the Charles
University in Prague. Member of the Union of Czech authors
ana the Union of Czech journalists. UrganizeG the
publishing of samizoat literature, particularly poetry.

1V-VNTUtiKOVA, Eva, born may Ii, 19I0, author; graduated from the
philosophical faculty of the Charles University in Prague;
published several novels, stories, films and television
scenarios; until 197u member of the Union of Czech authors
then not permitted to publish her works. her stories and
novels have been distributed in samizdzat form, some were
published abroad, sucn as the "Cerna hvezaa" (black star)
twen svarta stjarnan, Alba Stockholm, 1980) and a book on
discussions with ii Czechoslovak women, activists in the
field of human rights (Douze fenmes a Prague, Maspero,
Paris, 1981). Charter 77 signatory.

IYNCl, Karel, born January 6, 1927, journalist and publicist.
Until 1969 editor and foreign correspondent of the
Czecnoslovak radio and television; menber of the Union of
Czech journalists; later worked in a medical documentary
office. In 1972-1973 imprisoned for 20 months for
"subversion" (sentenced in July 1972). his interviews and
commentaries were published abroad. Charter 7/ signatory.

iViLYlNAKIN, Jan, Dr. born February ii, u933, Slovak historian,
residing in Prague. Graduated trom the Philosophical
Faculty of the Charles University in Prague; author of
ix books on specialized subjects; in 1970 fired for poli-
tical reasons from tne Acaaemy ot Musical Arts in Prague;
later worker, forbidden to publish his works. Under the
pseudonym of "Danubius" wrote, in i978 , a polemical essay
on the transfer of Sudeten Uermans from Czechoslovakia,
which was published abroad; in this connection he was
interrogated by the Ylb. When detained in May 198l, he
actually was no longer a Czechoslovak citizen, because he
obtained permission to emigrate. Charter 77 signatory.
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RULVL, Jan, born March ), 19M5, worker (as a son of a politically
persecuted journalist, he was not permitted to study,
aitnough ne passed college entrance exams three times).
Charter 77 signatory and rnerrmer of the col lective order
of Charter 77 spokesmen; member of the (ornmiittee for tne
uefense of the Unjustly Persecutea (VUN.Aj). he was
persecuted in the past for his activity in the field of
human rights.

(UML, Jiri, born July 8, 192j, journalist and publicist (Father
of Jan Rumli. Until 1969 editor of the magazine "Reporter"
ano member of the Union of Czech journalists, later worker.
Now on disability pension. Author of some samizuat
literature, reports and critical essays, which cannot be
published in Czechoslovakia. Charter 77 signatory; member
of the Conmmittee for the Defense of the Unjustly Persecuted
k VU.NS

SIKLuVA, Jirina, Dr. born June 17, 1935, sociologist; graduated
from the Philosophical Faculty of the Charles University
in Prague. In 1969 fired from her position at the Cnarles
University for political reasons. In 1970 worked on the
problems of geriatrics. When detainea, she was working
at the clinic for internal medicine in tne Thomayer
iospital in Prague.

SI .ECKA, milan, Dr., born March 6, 1930, pni iosopher and
publicist; graduated from the Philosophical Faculty of
the University of brno; residing in bratislava. Since 1954
teacher at a high school in bratislava. In 1970i fired from
the Co llege of iviusical Arts, where he was the Dean, for
political reasons; later worked as a driver ana in tne
production of cement. 'Wrote essays, studies and
coranentaries on the situation in Czechoslovakia. Sorne
were published abroao in (Cerman, French (L'Alternative) and
English (index on Censorship). his works included an
analysis of the "normalized" aevelopment; book "Obnoveni
poradku" (The establishment of Order) (Le retablissement
ce l'ordre, Maspero, Paris, 1979).

Awaiting trial-indicteo-Dut not detained
("Subversion" para 98/1 and 2, letters a) and bj in collusion
with a foreign power)

hAJLK, Jiri, Dr., born June 6, 1913; graouated from the Faculty
of Law of the Charles University in Prague; Imprisoned
during the Uerman occupation 1939-1945; 1948-19j4 as
Professor at the School ox Political ana Economic Science;
enterea diplomatic service in 19)4; Ambassador to (jreat
britain and Delegate to the United Nations; in 1965 Minister
of Education and in 1968 Minister oI Foreign Affairs;
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expelled from the communist party in 1970; one of the
original signers of Charter 77 and one of the first three
Charter 77 spokesmen. Author of a number of books,
articles and essays.

hAVEL, Ivan, mathmetician, brotner of playwright, Vaciav havel
(currently imnprisoned)

HAVLOVA, Olga, worker, wife of Vaclav Havel (currently imrpisoned)

ti-LU NK, Karel, architect, brother-in-law of Milan Simecka

jAbLUNICNY, Jozef, vr., for 1932, Slovak historian

JlI s1ixNSY, kdenek, Dr., born 1929 , university professor, former
Deputy

NLANSKIY, Mojmir, born 1921, writer and journalist

KUSY, miroslav, Dr., born Decernber 1, 1931; graouated from the
Philosohical Facuity of the Charies University in Prague;
in 1957-1971 as lecturer, later professsor at the
Philosophical Faculty of the Comenius University in
bratislava; had to leave the University for political
reasons; until fired in 1976, worked in the journalist
Institute in bratislava; later worked as worker.
Was memrber of the corrrnunist party f rom 19);2-197U);
in 1968-1969 directed the ideological department of the
Central Corrmi ttee of the Cornmunist Party. (Published
several books on Marxist theory, etc.j Charter 77 signa-
tory, member of the Collective of Charter 77 signatories.

ivLrLNIK, Jaroslav, Dr., born 1928, historian. Previously
irnprisoned for human rights activities. Charter 77
signatory.

ivIULLtR, Jiri, born 1943, worker and former leader of the student
movement. Imprisoned previously for 5 years. Charter 77
signatory.

Deetained

NtA-'AS, Vladimir, ur., born April 9, 1929; worker, former
journalist and editor of the magazine "Reporter"; seriously
ill. Arrested for "inciting" (para U(U) and because of
"contacts with unnamed persons abroad." Detained after
house searcn was conducted by the Sib during which samizdat
literature and Charter 77 materials were confiscated.
uetained July z3, 1981. Presently at: PU 614 PS U)7 1611)2
Praha 6 Ruzyne prison.
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LIZNA, Frantisek, Catholic priest, born November 8, 1941;
imprisoned from September 10, 1979 to January 198U for
"unauthorized business venture" kpara 118/l). Detained
at the end of July 1981, charged under para 112 (daamaging
the interests ot the Republic abroad). No other details
available.

L)etained also were: Father uuka from Pilsen and Dr. Vit
benes kpriest) also from Pilsen. No other details
available.
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APPENDIX b To U(OCtvENT NU. 6
Dated February 1D, 1977

MELUK, Ivan, member of VUNS, emigrated to Austria in 1979.

iviL1'ANb, Zdenek, Ur., emigrated to Austria in 1977.

LLULkER, jiri, sentenced January 13, i977 to 3 years for
"subversion," together with Vaclav I-avel, Frantisek
Pavlicek and Uta Ornest; released January 13, 1980;
emigrated to Germany with wife, wno is of Polish
descent. She was ordered to go back to Poland (dia not
have Czechoslovak citizenship)-that was the main reason
for emigrating together to Germany.

KUHOUJT, Pavel, was officially permitted to go abroad; however,
later stripped of Czechoslovak citizenship, now in Austria.

LUvr- YVSKY, Pavel, was officially permitted to go abroad;
stripped of Lzechoslovk citizenship, now in Austria.

Nr.NNERT, Evzen, emigrated to the Netherlands.

VorATY, Zaenek, harassed in June 1979, warned of criminal
proceedings if lie continues to be active in VUNS; emigrated
to Austria in 1980.

SUs, jaroslav, detained in November 1979 for distributing
sarnizoat literature; emigrated to Sweden on February
Z6, 1981.

KkREGEL, Frantisek, Dr., deceased.

LIS, Ladislav, detained in May 1979, remained in detention until
December 22, i979 (Havel's trial); detained in March 1980
for co-signing letter requesting permit for quiet aemonstra-
tion in support of Petr Cibulka; detained several times
while attending, in 1980, Prof. Tomin's lectures.

PAL(WS, Radirn, detained in March 19980 for co-signing letter
requesting permit for quiet demonstration in support of
Petr Uibulka; detained several times in 1980 while attending
Prof. Tomiin's lectures.

SluSN, Karol, narassed during the appeal proceedings concerning
the trial of Havel, etc. in December i979; detained in March
1981 for wearing "Solidarity" badge at a dance.
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ShKANINOV-cAKRTOVA, Getruaa, Dr., detained during the round-up
of dissidents (preparation for Havel's trial) in l179 and
again in April 1980, attending Prof. Tomin's lectures.

BALAbAN, Milan, Ur., priest, detained in 1979 during the round-up
of dissidents preparation for Havel's trial); also in may
l190, no specific reason given.

Ez.NIK, Jaroslav, ur., detained in January 198U with about 3U
other citizens; detained in May i981 in connection with the
detention of Gilles Tnonon and Francoise Anise.

hA^EK, jiri, ur., harassed and detained off and on for many years;
in LMay 1981 detained in connection with the detention of
Thonon and Anise (French citizens).

HEJiuVEK, Ladislav, detained in June 1978 during breznnev's visit
in Prague, detained in 1980 for attending Prof. Tomin's
lectures; also harassed continuously.

tLtJuhKT, Milos, detained for co-signing letter requesting permit
for quiet demonstration in support of Petr Cibulka (viarch
1 00); detained in 1980 for attending Prof. Tornin 's
lectures; detained in September 1980 during a round-up
of citizens with regard to the Madrid Conference.

Hajek, Iejoanek and Rejchrt are Charter 77 spokesmen.

TRUJAN, Jakub, or., harassed in June 1979, warned about being
active in VONS; detained in May i981 in connection with
Thonon and Anise.

hYbLLROVA, Ivana, detained in March 1980 Ico-signing letter
concerning request for permit for demonstration in support
of Petr Cibuika).

STEVIU-LVA, Miluse, detained in June 1978, during brezhnev's
visit to Prague; detained in 1979 (October 2z,) during
Havel's trial.

PAVLI(EK, Frantisek, sentenced with havel, Lederer and Ornest for
"subversion" to 17 months imprisonment, was released from
detention, conditionally for 3 years.

URNLST, Ota, sentenced January 13, 1977 with Havel, Lederer and
Pavlicek for "subversion." Imprisoned for more than one
year (sentenced to 2 1/2 years); released conditionally
in 1976.

UTAHAL, Milan, Dr., detained in May 1981 in connection with
arrests of Thonon and Anise.

UYNAIEtK, ivMichal, detained in June 1978, during brezhnev's visit
to Prague.
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K&OAb, Alfrea, detained for co-signing letter requesting permit
for a peaceful demonstration in support of Petr Cibulka
(March 1980).

POKOUiNY, zdenek, detained in January 19U with about 30 other
citizens, no specific reason given.

_LMNS Petr, detained in January 198U with about 30 other
citizens, no specific reason given.

HRvvDWKU, Uldrich, detained in June 1978 during brezhnev's visit
to Prague.

VACULIK, Ludvik is a well-known writer, who cannot publish in the
CSSR, some works have been published abroad.
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Violations of Social Rights in Czechoslovakia

ULocument No. 7

Since the emergence of the Charter 77 movement, many critical
voices have been hearG with respect to social and economic rights.
We think it useful to sufmarize in this document the main ideas on
the subject.

both of the Covenants with which Charter 77 is linked are
imbued witn the democratic ideal of the tree human being. In this
context, we consider it fair to emphasize that the ideal of man's
liberation fromi the tear of destitution has always had ana still
has its most radical guardian in the international workers move-
ment, which is also responsible for the most advanced formulations
of these rights. The socialist movement has always aimed and
still aims to create conditions in which workers will not have to
sell their labour. but striving towards this ultimate goal of the
complete liberation of labour, the socialists have never put aside
the simple and ever-present requirement that the man who enters
the labour market should be able to sell his labour under the mostfavorable conditions: the right to work should not be understood
in the narrow sense of the concept. When seeking employment, the
indiviaual should also have the right of free choice; for his
labour the worker should get a reward which can provide a decent
standard of living for his family; the worker should have the
right to negotiate his wages and his conditions of work as an
equal partner; he should further have the right to organize with
his fellow workers in pursuit of wage and other claims both in the
factory and at other places of work; he should have the right to
found trace unions and to operate them freely, etc.

All these requirements have now become law through the Inter-
national Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (see the
Collection of Czechoslovak Laws, para. 120/76 Sb.) which has
become a part of tne Czechoslovak legal system.

we, the signatories of Charter 77, citizens of various polit-
ical beliefs, have one thing in corm-ion, namely our identification
with the provisions of this Covenant. A careful examination of
the latter has led us to conclude that the state of economic and
social rights in Czechoslovakia requires an unbiased evaluation;
the present document should serve as a stimulus to this end.

i. Une of the most important articles of the pact speaks of
the "right to freely choose or accept work"(Article 6). It is
often claimed that in Czechoslovakia this right has already been
realized and that, as distinct from the capitalist countries,
Czechoslovakia has no unemployment. It is true that the Czecho-
slovak workers created economic conditions which have abolished
open unemployment; in this sense the workers have greater social

security than in other developed countries. However, this has
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been achieved at a price incommensurate with the purpose; there
was a decrease in the effectiveness of the national economy which
resulted in widespread hidden unemployment, which took the form of
a large number of superfluous institutions and jobs that could
nave been disposed of long ago by the use of advanced technology
and organization of labour.

At the same time, this state of af fairs is accompanied by the
virtual obligation to be employed, by the curtailment of the right
to vote, to resign from employment or to change jobs, and-by the
possibility that those who do not comply in this respect with the
increasingly severe requirements of the state are liable to legal
prosecution. The state is the almost monopolistic employer; the
formation of cooperatives is being progressively limited and the
cooperatives are increasingly more ano more directed by the state.
The free choice of employment is an integral part of the right to
work; it is particularly this last attribute of the right to work
whicn is very littl.e heeded by both current practice and the valid
Labour Code. In this respect labour legislation as well as the
labour policy have in recent years even shown signs of oeteriora-
t ion.

z. The International Covenant also stipulates the right to a
just reward ior work which can provide "a aecent living for fami-
lies" (Article 7j. Within this definition, the right to a just
reward is, in Czechoslovakia, almost non-existent because the
salary of a wage-earner only seldom ensures a decent standard of
living for his whole family.

Tnis is also why Czecnoslovakia has a very high level of
female employment; in fact, one of the highest in the world. 13ut
we are all aware that this fact makes a virtue out of necessity.
Most women do not take jobs because they wish for a fuller life of
i nuepencience, but rather under economic pressure and out of bare
necessity, because their husbands' pay would not ensure a decent
life for their families. Consequently, the almost universal
employment of women is not a sign of their increased equality, but
rather of a higher degree of their dependence.

\Women are also discriminated against in the assignment of
jobs and in wages. Data from the first half of the 1970s, pub-
lished in various sources, show that women's wages are on the
average approximately one-third lower than those of men. Those
fields of employment which are predominantly staffed with women
generally offer inferior wages. In addition, the decision whether
to fill a particular vacancy with a woman or a man is usually made
administratively. Working conditions in the fields where women
play a particularly important role f light industry, trade, agri-
culture) are far from satisfactory; in fact, these very areas are
so demanoing on physical exertion as to approach the bounds of
human capabi I i ties.
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The social situation of women is also aggravated by a system-
atic disregard for the development of all kinds of services and
even more by the constant increase in their cost. This malaise
has been with us almost throughout tne existence of the present
social order. 'We all know of the chronic problems regarding the
supply of all kinds of consumer goods. Even though the assortment
of scarce goods does change from time to time, the problem itselI
remains the same.

The official women's organization does not criticize these
things and if it does, then in a very lukewarm manner; it does not
approach the organs of either legislative or executive power with
any significant initiatives with a view to improving this state of
affairs. instead its energy is fully concentrated on efforts to
prove, directty or indirectly, that in Czechoslovakia the problem
of women 's equality has already been solved and that the equal
rights of men and women (Article 3) are simply secured. The
creation of a new organization, which would sincerely detend
women's interests and rights, is, however, made impossible by the
legal ruling on the right of association.

3. Discrimination between men and women is, however, not the
only case of wage discrimination. Tne trend towards discrimina-
ting between large groups of workers can be seen in comparing the
young with the old,.manual with non-manual workers, some highly
skilled groups with the non-skilled, and also in the wage classi-
fication of individual branches of the national economy, etc.

A massive and largely Uemoralizing aspect of discrimination
in remuneration is the so-called personal work appraisal; this
practice places political involvement above professional skills
or the actual work output. There is no need to prove that, apart
from other things, this practice contradicts the right of "equal
opportunity for everyone to oe promoted in his employment to an
appropriate higher level, subject to no considerations other than
those of seniority and competence" (Article 7.. The aforemen-
tioned contradiction is all the more apparent when we realize that
the criteria of so-called political involvement are miles away
from tne real needs of society.

Drastic manifestations of the above-mentioned practice can be
seen in the sphere of labour management in the so-called cadre
nomenclatures and cadre ceilings which allow preferential treat-
ment for some (in particular mrnemers of the Communist Party) and
unjust discrimination against others. As a result of this mech-
anism of labour remuneration and personnel selection, economic
management and professional management in general have become a
part of the apparatus of power and politics; their function is
distorted: it is not work that they are primarily concerned with
but rather the need to protect and safeguard the regime; the
criteria for the appraisal and remuneration of managerial staff
are not related to a really optimal selection and performance. In
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actual tact, the fate of those people who were forced to leave
their jobs for political reasons and who are at present doing jobs
not corrynensurate to their skills, is only an extreme manifestation
ot this general practice.

4. both the current practices of the trade union movement
and the legal norms concerning association in trade unions con-
tradict the right of trade unions to "function freely" kArticle
8), since they do not concede the "right of everyone to join thetraoe union of nis choice" (Article 8(a)). The trade unions are
not run primarily by workers and shop-floor employees but by
economic and other apparatuses. The function which the trade
unions have fulfilled for many decades - the protection of the
vital interests of the workers - has been practically eliminated.
It has long since been forgotten that in the first years following
the Secona World War there also existed alongside the trade
unions, works councils, organs of the workers which were invested
with considerable powers, including participation in management;
apart troll that they displayed impressive political ana socioecon-
omic activity. It is also oeing forgotten that the post-May 194)
works councils had a continuation of a kind in the councils of the
working people in 1968*.

The trade unions 0o not make any effort to sateguard the
participation of tne broad masses of the workers in wages policy,
whether it be on a local or national level. They allow this
aspect of policy to be organized from above; when the workers
resist wage reductions tfor example, during the rationalization of
the wage system in i973-75j, the trade unions Go not support them.
1t the workers attempt to organize a strike, (which does not
happen too frequently due to the risk of persecution which is at
variance with the right to strike), they discourage them. The
trade unions do not even press the Government to establish anexistential minimum which could be reviewed yearly and which could
serve as a basis for determining a minimum wage.

The trade unions have at their disposal various data on the
situation regarding safety at work and on the living conditions of
workers in general; they have information on the effective

*People's attitude to work at that time is revealed in a sociolo-
gical survey conducted in 1969.

Interest in work until August 1968 after August 1968

much higher than betore 46.8Uo.9%
sligntly higner 20.i% 2.6%
no change 21.U% 11. S
sligntly lower 4.9% 14.2%
much lower 3.1% 68.e%
don't know, don't remember 4.z% 2.8%
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decrease in real wages by covert and overt price rises, and theirattention is often drawn to the irregularities in the allocation
of housing; but despite all this they do not press for a funda-mental solution of these problems. Instead of struggling forparticipation in all fundamental economic decisions, they desertthe field and, in this way, they are co-responsible for the re-
sulting bureaucratic decision-making.

the traae unions participate in the sermonizing campaigns forthe tull utilization of the working day, the workers' real opinion
on and interest in this question. It is a true and well-known
fact that as far as the utilization of the working day is con-
cerned, Czechoslovakia probably has the shortest working week inthe world; the basic working time is in reality utilized mucd lessetficiently then it could be, often with the tacit consent ot theforeman. trut it is also generally known that with overtime andweekenu work the working hours in Czechoslovakia rank among thehighest in Europe. This is a result of the spontaneous attenptsby the workers to arrive at a just reward in a way which, witnthe current generally poor level of management and labour or gani-zation, they find the most feasible. For this reason, the averageworker is conserving his labour and does not deliver the perfor-mance of which he is capable. The 'conserved' labour is then
realized in overtime or sold on the black market nwhere there isanyway a big demand for a great variety of servicesi, in mostmanual jobs, the reward for overtime constitutes an important part
of wages.

The trade unions do not take any productive stand on thiscomplex economic problem although there springs to mind a wholerange of possibilities how, with everyone participating, the reallength of the working week and the feasibility of reducing it to

analobs th rewar four~ ovrtieveonstitscutes ae ipreconsidered

at leastdbasic4> 1UUb ori even lessAtI could b e reconiarawhile maintaining and even increasing (in some sectors) the cur-rent wage levels.

It would, however, be unrealistic to expect that the tradeunions, which have become an appendage of the economic apparatus,
can be the advocates of the workers' right to a just reward orthat they should show a radical initiative in this respect.
However, this realization should not be used as an alibi for allthose involved because "the individual, having duties to otherindividuals and to the community to which he belongs, is under aresponsibility to strive for the promotion and observance of therights recognized in the present Covenant" (preamble of the Cove-nant on Economnic, Social and Cultural Rights).

There are many other points that could be added to thiscriticism of the trade unions. Each of the points mentioned herecould be elaborated in much greater Retail than we have done. Thesame holds true for the other questions we have touched on andalso such problems of social relevance as the right to a safe jobwithout health hazards, questions regarding public transport,
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problems relating to the health service, the right to a choice in
cultural life ana questions concerning the regimentation of cul-
ture, problems concerning the deterioration of the environment and
conservation in general, and so on and so forth. These grave
problems can be solved only by their being publicized and dis-
cussea. Their concealment and, on the other hand, the exaggerated
inphasis on achievements only, deepens the accumulated contra-
dictions and aggravates the sorry state of affairs still further.
'[he Charter 77 movement wi ll, therefore, undertake to work out
critical analyses in the social, economic and cultural spheres and
submit them for discussion by all the members of our society.

In many spheres of our life, we can also observe many posi-
tive phenomena, especially in comparison with the past. The
essence of the matter does not lie, however, in the proportion of
pluses and minuses in the field of economic and social rights, but
rather in the way they are approached. We consider it our civic
outy to voice our disagreement with the view that a working man in
our country has full social freedom and that all his rights are
safeguarded; we disagree in particular with the thesis that, with
the achievement of the right to work and of some other social
rights, all the other rights, in particular political rights and
cemocratic treedomns, lose irrportance.

True enough, the worker does not sell his labour in the old-
type capitalist market. however, this does not mean that all his
rights are automatically respected. We believe that the rights
and interests of the workers can only be guaranteec by the working
people themselves. If this role of the workers is restricted,
curtaileo or even abrogated by their being denied their civil anci
political rights, the unavoidable consequence is the appearance of
negative tendencies throughout the social ana economic life of
society. In agreement with the Covenant on Social, Economic and
Cultural Rights, we are convinced that "the ioeal of free human
beings, enjoying freedom from fear and want, can only be achieved
if conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy his economic,
social and cultural rights, as well as his civil and political
rights" preamble to the Pact).

With equal urgency, we would like to draw attention to the
fact that the purpose and essence of socialism is not simply to
secure the social rights and certainties but rather the all-round
development of man as a free being, i.e. the liberation of man in
the Deepest and fullest sense of the word. A great deal still
remains to be done before this aim is realized. This would still
hold true even if we could enjoy the social and economic rights in
Czechoslovakia to a much greater extent than is possible today; it
would hold true even it we could exercise these rights to tne
extent stipulated by the International Covenant on Economic,
S)ocial ana u ultura RKignhts.

Prof. [Jr. Jan Patocka
Prague, March 8, i977 Prof. ur. jiri hajek
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[reeoni o0± kei ig ion

Documient No. Y

J.A. tomenius: (Xrinia sponte liuant, absit violentia rebus.
k.Let everything happen Ireely ana witiiout violence)

kecognition and implernentation ot hurinan rights is becoming anissue o1 crucial iIIJortance rotn nationally arin internationally.
Ihe struggle bor nunman uignity, for tue respect ox tne indiviouai
and nis laith, for ireedomii of conscience and conviction is in-
creasing. At the same time, mankind is being threatened oy a wave
ox barbarilSm, violence and terror. human rights ano the very
principles eniodied during the last decades in signilicant docu-
Imients OI tne Uniteu Nations are Deing brutally trampled upon.

It is to ie welcomed that some o± these cocuments ktwo ot tne
International -overiantsj recently vecarme part oI our legislation.
it is important that the Final Act o0 the helsinki Agreement and
dn Aereeniert on Prevention oxt nucational Discrimination were
signeu by our representatives, and that the Universal Declaration
oI humnan ixghts is considereu practicaliy all over the world to oe
an inspiring uocument oi great spiritual and moral strength.
Disrespect bor human rights doesn't just bring suIxering on indi-
viduais and groupings within their respective societies, but it
aiso threatens the international corrmunity as a whole. As this is
Deing increasingly reaiized, it binds the individual citizens,
suciai institutions as well as governments to respect tnese prin-
ciples and to work persistently towarcs their impiementation.

I-reedonm o± conviction, thought, conscience, religion and
beliex, together with ail other liberties and rights of man should
oe an object OI attention and respect not because they may repre-
sent a privileged claim of some citizens, e.g. religious treeoorn)but sIniply because without tneril the society cannot become truly
human. It is for this reason that neither individuals nor states
can claim any right to obstruct the expression of treedom oI
tnought, conviction ano conscience. Un the contrary, it is their
task anc, auty to contribute their powers towarus the full realiza-
tion ox everybody's freedom. human beings shalt cievelop freely
ano snail apply tiheir freedom creativeiy according to their
cnoice, actively participating in the politicai life of their
country, in the aliijinistration o0 tne state ano in the econoimic
and culturai development ot society.

Ihe Inter national ovenrant on tiv i dnd Political Kignts
ueciares the right oi freedom ox thought, conscience and religion
in Article i6. it ceclares xreedoni "to seek, receive and ciisseini-
nate information and ideas oi any kina regardless of borders,
whetner oral, wr itten or printed, through art or any othier means
according to one's own cnoice." (Article iY, ,Para. i,i-i. In light
O0 these principles, it is necessary to rernove all obstacles
nindering The irmplenientation of these rights.
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It is of utrnost irmiportance that believers anu non-believers
alike shoulid be able to express their opinions, even it these
shouija iiffer trorn the ofticiai ones, without fear of reprisals.
besides Article Ž5 ot tne above-nientioned Covenant which proviaes
tor equality oI conditions bor those entering puolic employment,
it is also necessary to resolutely respect Article 1O oI our
Constitution, according to whicn "the society ot working people
assures the equality oI citizens by the creation ol equal possi-
Dilities as weii as opportunities in all areas ot the life of
society. "

lrreconciiable with this is the conrmon tendency curing tne
processing o( employriment applications and other administrative
proceeoings to pressure people to "abandon their outinoded reli-
gious views." Although religious aenomination nas been ornittea
trom otticial aocunments ior more than LU years, it is known that
in rmany instances it nevertheless plays an important part in the
evaluation ot people. It is necessary to ensure that believers
and non-believers have equal opportunity to become teachers,
proressors, scientitic workers, civil servants, employees in the
courts ano the otnices ot the prosecutor and in other institutions
without having to niie their convictions. Ability ana moral
qualities should be the only criteria In aeciding job suitability.

ihe general state OI attairs wili be helped it the rignt to
freedom of expression will not ue restricted as, for example, in
the case oX the believers to a merely passive attenoance ot avail-
able religious services. believers siouia have tne right to
ireely exercise and develop tneir spiritual and religious lite, to
realize their aspirations in keeping with their traditions anG in
the light oI newly acquired knowledge, witnout outsile interter-
ence. At the same time, they shoul be unhinaereu to publicly
SUDInit proposals, to treely discuss and proclaim their views ana
to puulisn them in the religious and secular press. A -hristiari
or a Jewish artist, teacner, scientist, phiiosopher, theologian or
publicist has tne right to take part in the cultural life of his
country in the same way as a person wno is an active adherent of
LviarxIsm-Leninismn. both ot them, and naturally others, who, for
example, share the humanistic, democratic and atheistic traditions
shoula have the opportunity to discuss their views in the mass
meoia to the benetit oX the entire society. It is irreconcilable
with the principles ot the right to treedoim of conscience, thought
arid expression it certain occupations ke.g. teacning)are entrus-
tea only to people who take an oath adhering to an ioeology of the
ruling political power. All iaeas are weakened if they are propa-
gatea anc administered ry power. lo this our history Dears ample
witness. lhat is also why the ideal to proclaim treely one's
taith was enunciated here alreaay in the times ot the hussites,
ahead oI other nations in Europe.
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'the right to Ireedorn of expression includes the right to
receive ioeas and inspirations regardless ot frontiers. It is
contrary to this right ii people are prevented from obtaining
philosophical, theological, religious and other literature from
abroao ano if they are precluded from ireeiy disseminating ideas,
articles, essays and other works across the bounoaries. It is
time to put an end to the aisastrous practice of curtailing by all
available means tne opportunity oI obtaining unoistortea informa-
tion and ideas about Christianity andi other religions. it is
wrong it Ithe dissemination of religious and other literature and
even the bible is considered practically a punishable offense ana
an anti-state act tIor example, it is unreservedly prohibited to
read the 5criptures in prisors).

TIhe state oI religious instruction and the education o1 the
young poses a special problern. ne current practice should be
brought into line with the principles embodied in both interna-
tional Covenants and in the Agreement on the Prevention of Louca-
tionai uiscrimination. icducation shouid oe mace available to aii
without discrimination 01 any kind. Only ability ano talent ox
the applicant should deciae. In both Covenants kArticie iP. oI
Coven. I anu Article i'O ox toven. z., states which are a party to
them undertake to respect the right of parents and guardians to
guarantee tnie religious ano mioral eaucation o0 their children
according to their own convictions. It this education takes place
partly in scnool, it is the outy ot the state to ensure that this
right is exlectively carried out by removing all obstacles, i.e.,
pressure exerted on parents by school and other authorities not to
send their chiliren to religious ciasses; to spare cniiren rioi-
cuIe because of their ana their parents' faith; anc, to ensure that
they snall not suffer discrinimnation because of their beliet. 'Ihe
Church ana the fanmilies should impart religious instruction in
tneir customary way regardless o0 age.

Our Constitution and ooth International Covenants (Article
iS, Article il of Coven.i and Article 22 oI Coven.2J proclairm the
right to peaceful assemfbiy anao the ireeoron oI association. These
Ireedorns provide tor the right to associate with others and to
create organizations to implement such freedoms as well as to
asserible with others not only in designated places but also in
public places, in the open air, etc. In practicai terms, this
means that the state recognizes the right oI cnurciies and reli-
gious societies to hold congresses and ineetings oI all kinds in
_izurcn and other buildings at whicn questions of corrrnon interest
can be discussed, iaeas freely exchangea anu thereby the conniunity
strengtheneu. Ito this end there shall also be speciai courses and
seniiinars for the believers, conferences o± laymen and clergy,
youth coventions and gatherings, work parties, trips and extended
stays for recreational and stuay purposes. Various church organi-
zations, societies and associations as weil as extensive ecumen-
ical contacts amiong the nerrnjers ox different churches nave an
important role to play in their regard. 'ihis applies in equai
measure to tne monastic oruers which have been an integral part oI
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tihe k-atholic and Orthocoox cnurch tor thousands ot years. The
Ireecion of the church anci reIigious conrnuunities to seek ties w it h
iraternai comrnunities abroaa is an inalienable part of the rignt
o0 association anci asserbiliy. This incluaes exchanges among stu-
uents and teachers of theological colleges, contacts between
inriiviauais anci representatives O0 -hurches at various levels bor
purposes Oi triencship ana stuoy. Lively contacts amiong _hris-
tians across bounaaries ot nations ana states, and mutually bruit-
tul exchanges among various trdcaitions and mioveiments wili have a
positive influence on the lite ot the wnole ot society. Ine
existence ot these is specifically implied in the Final Act ot the
heisinki Conterence kin the chapter concerning cooperation on
nurimanitarian matters).

Last but not least there is the question ol the social wel-
fare ot the clergy ana their status vis-a-vis thie Labour Law.
'here must be full application ot the principle explicitly pro-
claimed by law no. zi8i/'949, namely, that the clergy are employees
of the churcn and are autnorizeu by it to carry out their mission.
The situation will be better served it tne clergy are permitteo to
0o their jobs without the gross interference of the state organs
wnich otten, without grounds, refuse them permission to carry out
their ecclesiastical auties. As the labour legislation dating
back to i945 ana still in use is wholly insu±Iicient, it is neces-
sary to implement, particulariy in clerical ana Uhurcn practice,
tne ofilcial Labour L.ooe. In Paragraph S such application is,
in ±act, specifically stipulateci.

Une must be wary also of unwarranted interterence in tne
conoucting of entrance examinations to the theological colleges.
T1he needs ot tne believers, and time interest and personai merit of
tihe applicant should be the only criteria.

This document is introduced by a quotation from an outstanci-
ing ±igure in our cultural and intellectuai history. u-is spirit
is living testimony to the ±act that ail these ±reedorns constitute
an integral part oI a total nistorical heritdge ana that their
importance in the lite of every inciivioual as well as the whole oI
society is crucial. It would be tragic it inalienable freeaorns
and humnan rignts were to De regardci as something that could be
expedientiy subordinateo to political or ideological aims. 'we
continue to hope and believe our social system has the capacity to
ensure that these human rights and Ireeaoms are not only recog-
nized, but also realized through popular initiative - in a spirit
of mutual trust anci cooperation.

Prof.Dr. jiri iaj jek, urSc.
Npokesman of Lharter 77

Prague, Aprii LL, i977
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Analysis of Charter 77 Following Protessor Patocka's ueatn

Luocurnent No. iU

Nearly tour montns have elapsed since the day the Charter 77
Manifesto was mace public. in the lite of society, it is not a
long time; but a great deal has happened and conseqently the
evaluaton o1 this period can be taken as a basis for constructive
deliberations.

The direct subrriss ion o0 the Charter 77 text to the CSSR
Uovernrnent ano to the Federal Assenriily was prevented by tie State
Security Police. The reaction ox the state powers to the puulic
announcement of Charter 77 was more marked both in extent and form
tnan the position whicn had hitherto been auopted in the case of
preceding petitions also submitted unaer Article 29 of the Consti-
tution. In the course of recent years, Czecnoslovak society has
experienced neitner such a vigorous campaign in the comimunication
media as the present one winicn used outrageous accusations to
discredit the spokesmen ano signatories ox Charter 77, nor such
widespread covert repression. At the same time, the suostance ox
the affair was kept secret trom the public.

wIhe response oI the conTiunication media was hysterical and
brutal. intimiiation and aelamation of one's fellow-citizens is
at variance not only with the rnucn emphasized etnics ot the journ-
alist but aiso with the law. The campaign against charter 77 has
in some respects set back our journaiism to the early i95Us.
however, this very campaign has arouseG the public's interest in
tne authentic text ox the ivianifesto anti other documents. She tact
that these documents had also been published abroad maoe it more
aillicult to attribute the Charter 77 views, pronouncements or
intentions which it had not promulgated ana whico it did not hold.
The documents o1 Charter 77 have been spontaneously distributed
among the population. The confrontation has revealeci the absurdi-
ty of the whole campaign. People have come to their own conclu-
sions and as a result, hundreds ot people have aooea their signa-
tures to Charter 77 and many others have expressed their sympa-
thies in a variety of ways.

With few exceptions, the representatives of the state powers
have reacteo to Cnarter 77 with restraint. Since they learned
that the text does nothing other than appeai to them to observe
the pledges they thezziselves have accepted and enacted, they did
not want the world to see thenm in the role o0 those who uo not
respect international pacts or our own law. however, they en-
dorsed the statement that the signatories ox Charter 77 are a
fith column o0 the imperialists, they allowed oubious political
actions in whicn, under existential pressure, charter 77 was
conoemned and, above all, they gave the authorities a free hand in
mlaking the lives ox the signatories as ditficult as possible.
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Constantly emphasizing the legality of their measures, the
authorities have placed some signatories practically outsiae tne
law. Ihey have been forcefully taken to police stations ior
interviews, subjecten to house and personal searches and inter-
rogations, dismissed from their jobs, their telephones have been
cut, their post withheld anr their driving licenses, technical
vehicle certificates and even their identity cards confiscated.
Slovak signatories are not aiiowed in Prague and Lzech signatories
in bratislava; visitors are accompanied bacK to their nornes. iA
nungber of signatories have ueen suojecteo to a costly M4-hour
police surveillance. ihey are ioiiowed wherever they go. Three
of them, 5iri hajek, a spokesman for uharter 77, Errantisek &riegel
andi Zuenek M/llynar, have been besieged by the police for niany
weeks, their visitors are registered anr searched, guests from
aoroan, including cominunists, are not admitted and some oi theni
have even been prevented from entering the country. (A mouerate
estimate o1 the cost of two mionths of police surveillance is about
scs 350,G0O just for wages.) 1-or four morinths now, a spokesman for
Btharter 77, Vaciav havel, and a signatory, jiri Lederer, have been
held in custody without being charged; there are certain signs
that a trial is being prepared, ostensibly perhaps on other char-
ges but to the public at home ani abroad it would unequivocally De
a trial against &harter 71.

the events surrounding the tragic death and funeral of a
spokesman for charter 77, Professor Jan Patocka, are a particu-
larly sad testimony to the way some organs of power respect civil
rights guaranteed by law anr the norms of human aecency anG re-
spect for the 6ean.

both the press campaign, which did not offer a single perti-
nent argunient, ann the repression which has hardly spareu a single
signatory, are eloquent prooi that Uharter 77 has only drawn
attention to al1 those numerous problems in our country which must
be solved. At long last the subject o0 civil rights and demnocra-
tic freedoms has neservedly come into the public focus. kharter
77 has given a number of citizens the courage to act, individually
and in groups, in the netense of numnian rights. Ofticial pressure
on the people to condemn Charter 77 has mane a large number of
citizens politically aware by confronting them with a personal
decision. F-or the price of insincerely condemning Uarter 77 or
formally declaring their loyalty somne citizens, especially in the
fielu of culture, were given the promise that they would be al-
iowea to carry on in their professions. 6veryone living in this
country can judge for himseif whether this price is not too nigh
ann the result too uncertain. The state authorities have also
attempted in a very unobtrusive way to make some minor cosmetic
changes in current practices which are at variance with the law or
the state's international pledges. Ihat is how we can judge, for
the time being, the changes which have been mane in tne procedure
tor selecting students for seconuary scnools, until we have more
information. The same holds for the so-called free sale ot the
bourgeois press announced abroadi but not realized in practical
t e rrus .
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'ne public's increased interest in the problems of human
rights and oeriiocratic freedoms initiated by charter 77 ano the re-
action to it was aiso rehiected in the proceedings of the Federdl
Assembly on 5th April this year. Many citizens understand the
communique issued by the Federal Assembly as a partial answer to
tihe Charter 77 Manifesto and draw attention to the fact that
neither this communique nor the puDlished part of the debate
repeated the unsubstantiated charges against the Charter. iviore-
over, the Federal Assembly confirms, even if only in general
terms, the legality, expediency and also the necessity of civic
initiative aimed at the real implementation of civil rights and
exercise of neniocratic freedoms. However, it Goes not draw con-
crete conclusions from their violation despite the fact that these
have been brought to its attention numerous times by the Charter
77 documents.

One of the sub jects whicn the czechoslovak corm-unication
media persistently dwell on, and mostly in a dismissive manner, is
the reaction to Charter 77 abroad. The State Security Police also
focuses its attention on this problem in almost all the interroga-
tions of the signatories. 'Ihe most absurd fabrictions are being
voiced about some kind of ineological, organizational and even
material dependence of Charter 77 on the centres of imperialism
and anti-conmunismn. We are witnessing - with slight variations -
a repetition oi the false accusations of the early 1950s, which
are not supported by anything but the nmonopolisitc position of its
fabricators who are systematically attempting to misinlorm the
public here ana abroad. Their false and totally unsubstantiated
accusations are reprinted in other Warsaw Pact countries. We,
therefore, appreciate all the more the solidarity and moral sup-
port of many of the citizens of these countries. We also appreci-
ate the sympathy expressed by representatives of the human rights
movements working in these countries under extremely difficult
conditions. Similarly we are encouraged by t'he solidarity of
comnunists, socialists and democrats from all over the world, the
solidarity of anyone who is concerned in the same way as Charter
77 with a respect for human and civil rights as one of the precon-
ditions for real peaceful co-existence and equal cooperation
amongst all countries without regard to their social system or
their level of economic development, in accordance with the UiN
Charter, the Uenerai Declaration of human Rights and the Final Act
of the conference on Security and Cooperation in Lurope.

The nature of the response of the surrounding countries,
whether positive or negative, its intensity anu sincerity, are
dependent on the current situation in the individual societies and
on the state of international relations, ano the signatories of
charter 77 have only a limited influence here. Uur task - despite
ail the campaigns and repression - is to further nevelop legal
civic initiative as laid down in the Charter 77 Manifesto. 'we are
convincen that the critical social phenomena and above all the
unnecessary tension with regard to the implementation of human
rights ano the exercise of neujiocratic freedoms can be removed only
by a rational and constitutional procedure, in particular:
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kaj by checking on the facts whicn have hitherto
been adduced by Charter 77;

bD) by a responsible analysis of their causes and
consequences;

(c) by the graoual but consistent elimination of all
procedures, phenomena anG practices which are at
variance with the prevailing rule of law; and

(d) by the gradual but consistent abrogation of
all the provisions of the Czecnoslovak rule oI
law which are at variance with the two inter-
national covenants and other Lzectioslovak inter-
national pledges and, on toe other hand, by
enacting sucn legal provisions as would be in
full accordance with them and would not allow
an amnbiguous interpretation.

We, theretore, propose:

1. That the undignified campaign against Charter 77 and its
signatories is stopped and all unlawful measures are rescinded.
that the costly police actions, whicn do not solve anything but
create further and further contlict situations, are stopped. That
all the citizens detained in connection with Charter 77 are re-
1 easea.

z. That the two international covenants are published in
sufticent nurnber to meet the aemand. The publication of Ordinance
No. iŽO/76 of the Collection of Laws, whicii was solo out long ago,
is quite insufficient. That the ideas of both the covenants are
propagated in the conmunication media and by otner means, in
particular, where tnere are evident contradictions between the two
covenants on the one hand and the Lzecnoslovak rule of law and the
implementation of civil rights and democratic freedonis on the
other.

.. That the Federal Assemuly conmunique of the 5th April
this year, which instructs the corrIjiittees of both national assem-
blies and dl1 the deputies to keep a close watcn on the observance
of the law, is consistently implemented. In this connection,
attention should be paid to the protection of civil rights and
aemocratic freedoms ano the suggestions and complaints of citizens
should be dealt with in a responsible manner. That ail citizens
are given not merely a theoretical but a real possibility to looge
complaints with them - either in written form or by word of mouth -
concerning provable violations of the rule of law ana that all
influences wishing to prevent this are excluded. As the supreme
organ ox state power the Federal Assembly should on its own ini-
tiative deal with sucn cases that discredit the policy of the
state and inauce the constitutionally subordinate organs to rec-
t i fy themn.
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4. Un the basis o0 an ali-nation discussion, steps should De
taken to amend and adjust individual laws, in particular in the
uield 0i criminai iaw but also in civil law, in the Labour Code
and elsewhere, so that the Czechoslovak rule of law is in harmony
with both the international covenants. Not only will a puolic
discussion on these problems help to settle the ditferences be-
tween the Lzecnoslovak rule of law and the two covenants but it
will aiso strengthen the legal security of citizens anr their
iegai awareness, and in this way it wili contribute to the imple-
mentation of socialist principles.

5. Proposais, suggestions and complaints should be discussed
with tne spokesmen for Charter 77, its signatories and other
citizens who request this, within the relevant political and state
organs, institutions and social organizations and not in the
interrogation rooms of the State Security Police, since the major-
ity oi the alorementioned problems most deciaely do not tall
within their jurisdiction.

6. In accordance with Article 4i of the Internationai Cove-
nant on Civil and Political Rights, our state should recognize the
competence () the Corrmission for human Rights to consider reports
on violations ot this pledge Dy a state. IWith this step, whereby
a state submits itself voluntarily to international control, the
prestige ox the Czechoslovak State would oe erinariced and it wouio
also dispel tears that our adherence to the two pacts is only
f orma I .

7. 'That employees oD the communication media, security
police and other state and political organs who have abuseo their
position by spreading untruths, by inadcrrissible repression arin
violence or by influencing the judicial, administrative and other
organs with the aim ox harming citizens psycnologicaily and
physicaliy, are brought to justice. People who infringe laws anu
binding civil regulations in this way damage the reputation of the
state institutions. It is they who have to be afraid ot an effec-
tive system of'control. It is they who feel threatened by a
properly functioning system of legality. Real social democracy is
a nightmare tor them and that is why they are the very people who
are and aiways will be the most vehement opponents o± human and
civil rights and democratic freedoms. loday they direct their
threats only against us but their repeated attempts to resurrect
the triais o0 the 1950s - the only aspect of their activities to
meet with the resistance of the political leaoership - have proved
that tney will not stop for anyone.

Charter 77 offers cooperation in aealing witn the problems
contained in these seven points; it is wiiiing and able to submit'
concrete proposals and documentation and to participate in working
out the appropriate measures.
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In the past four months, Charter 77 has gone through many a
trial and has held its ground. All its arguments have withstood
the fire of defamation and despite the persecution only one single
signatory has withdrawn his signature. charter 77 has vindicatea
its legal basis. Even those who are being detained have not been
charged in connection with it and the statement of the Prosecutor
Cenerai, although he has frequently been abused recently in labour
disputes, has a rather indefinite formulation which cannot, there-
fore, be legally binding. But, above all, Charter 77 has main-
tained its moral credit and resolve to continue in its efforts to
cooperate with anyone who considers the effective protection of
and full respect for human and civil rights a significant contri-
bution to the strengthening of peace and the easing of tension in
Europe and the world and a prerequisite for the development of a
reaily advanced and democratic society in our country.

Signed on the 2Lth April, i9/7 by the Charter 77 spokesman
Professor Dr. Jiri hajek, DrSc.

Published in Prague on 29th April, 19/7
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Meemoranurum to the Federal Assembly - Employment

Document No. il (Synopsis)

on Miay b0, 1977, the Chartists sent a memorandum to the
Feaerai Parliament which challenges its most important allegation
to the effect that the domestic laws on civil, political and
economiic rights far surpass their international standaros because
they guarantee the right to work and its implementation in fuilest
possible measures. While it is true that the Constitution of the
country guarantees this right, the Chartists make a well documented
case against the government by pointing out that serious discrim-
ination in its application exists, based essentially upon polit-
ical criteria.

'the document says that the practice of stripping a citizen oi
his right to work, as a punishment for political reasons, is
nothing new in the country. hundreds of thousands of people have
been victims of this discriminatory practice in the past as well
as alter 1969, the cases of which have been by arid large docu-
mented, and only in a very few cases has redress been afforaed.
however, this repression and discrimination continues even today,
and although a few hundred of people have been victimizeo so far,
the tact remains that any citizen initiative and independent'
political v'iews may touch off reprisals on a mass scale by disrnis-
sais from work. Thus, the right to work has been transformed,
ceases to be a right and becomes an award, an award a citizen can
be deprived of for political reasons at any time.

This situation is clearly in conflict with the Constitution
and the existing laws, as is evident from the following fac'ts. In
i9b9 the Labour Law had been aniendea to enable the government to
dismiss thousands of citizens frorn work for political reasons
connected with the oeniocratization process of i968. 'This amend-
ment of the Labour Law was then challenged at the meetings of the
International Labour Office, where Czechoslovakia was cited as one
of the countries violating the provisions of international labour
conventions which prohibit dismiissal from work for political
reasons. In view of this international censure the government of
Czechoslovakia amended the Labour Law in i975, and on the basis of
this amendment its representative declared at the meeting of the
International Labour Office in Geneva that the amendment had
removed the objectionable clauses and thus brought the Labour Law
in harmony with the appropriate international stanoards, including
the standards set out in the Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights arid the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
Thus amendcid,the Labour Law then makes it impossible to dismiss a
person from work for political reasons, said the representative.
In fact, according to the minutes No. 36 of the 60th Session of
the International Labour Office in Geneva the Czechoslovak repre-
sentative said that the revised text of Article 53 of the Labour
Law concerning the reasons for which a person can be dismissed
from work explicitly stipulates that a person may be lawfully
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dismissed only when his actions pose a threat to national secur-
ity; in such cases, however, it is necessary to prove this by
documentary evidence in the courts. In tnis connection, said the
representative, the threat to national security means acts which
endanger the territorial integrity ot the state, its ability to
organize self-aelence, and state institutions and secrets. In
view of this declaration, the International Labour Office made the
following statement:

"It now appears that the definition of Articles 46
and 53 of tie Czechoslovak Labour Law, which replaced
tne term 'threat to the socialist social system' with
a term 'threat to national security,' has remnoveG those
specific characteristics of the previous text of these
two articles which leao to objections. It is important
now that these changes are made Known and really
applied. It is important to emphasize that disagree-
mnent with decisions of a political nature arid with poli-
tical views cannot be consioered as a threat to national
security, but as a matter failing into the province
of freedom of thought. This principle must be
applied both in letter and spirit."

After caretully presenting this legal basis of its argument,
Documient No. 1u then says that this interpretation of the two
articles of the Labour Law mace by the Czechoslovak representative
in ueneva is not respected by the authorities in the country
because many people have been dismissed from work for political
reasons, i.e., because they signed Charter 77 whicn merely calls
for the application of civil and political rights enacted by the
Federal Parliament as Law lzu of 1976, or because they refused to
sign statements conoernning the Charter without seeing it first.
The reason for these dismissals is the fact that in spite ox the
declaration mace in Geneva, many employers consider a mere signa-
ture of the Charter as an act which threatens national security.
It is distressing that the employers who dismiss the people, as
well as the courts which hear their appeals against these uniawfui
dismissals, are instigatec to take this position by the Procurator
Qeneral, whose responsibility in fact is to see that the laws are
observed ant their meaning is not interpreted differently abroao
anti at home.

lhe memorandum then lists and documents 8i cases of people
who were dismissed from jobs up to April 30, i177 for political
reasons connected with the Charter; the list is not complete
because the appeals of many people are still pending before the
courts, and due to difficulties in collecting information from
other parts of the country.
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These cases of dismissals for political reasons are divided
into seven categories: (ui i9 cases of irrmediate dismissals; (2)
23 cases of dismissals on the basis of a 3-month notice; (3)
coercion of 6 persons to resign the job under threats, and in one
case, blackmail; (4) in 5 cases the new employers refused to
normalize the contract after the expiration of the trial period of
one month for people who had previously been dismissed from jobs
for political reasons; .)) 40 cases of people who could not find
employment after being dismissed for political reasons because of
the discrimination against them by prospective employers; (6)
transfer to a less desirable or less paid work well below the
qualifications ot at least 9 employees who had to comply because
otherwise they would be dismissed; (7) by other forms of political
pressure and manipulation.

In these and other cases of dismissais for political reasons,
and other violations of the right to work, a significant role is
played by the trade unions. In fact, the Central Council of I1rade
Unions issued directives to all employers to the effect that all
who had signed Charter 77 must be expelled from the trade union.
Moreover, all cases of dismissals are confirmed by the trace union
organizations in the plants and other places of employment.

Also the courts, which hear the appeals of the people unlaw-
fully dismissed, turn down their appeals by references to the
directives of the Procurator gjeneral branding Charter 77 as an
anti-state document, in spite of the fact that sucn directives
should not be binding upon the courts. Moreover, Charter 77 is
not read at the courts, is not entered as an exhibit in the pro-
ceedings and files and no evidence is demanded to prove how the
dismisseo people threatened the national security. In this re-
spect the courts and their judges themselves are violating the
standing laws, both substantive and the law of evidence and pro-
cedure, because they are afraid; they are afraid for their own
jobs because an independent inquiry into the evidence upon whicn
the dismissals were based would show that Charter 77 does not pose
a danger to state security, its signature is not a violation of
labour discipline and that, therefore, the dismissals were wrong-
ful.

The majority of people who have recently been dismissed have
been unable to find new employment; the reason is that the govern-
merit -as the monopoly employer who directs all economic institu-
tions, courts, police, social, health and educational institutions
- is in the position to issue instructions to the network of the
caore departments regarding who is permitted to work and where.
And it is for this reason that the people who were dismissed for
political reasons cannot find new employment, since prospective
employers depena upon these instructions for whom to employ and
how. This method of allocating employment results in a system of
forced and indentured labour from which it is very difficult to
free oneself, escape from the country being frequently the last
resor t.
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in view of these gross and documented violations of the right
to work, the Chartists appeal to the Federal Parliarnent, in ab-
sence of the Constitutional Court which so far has not been set
up:

ki) to offer a binding interpretation of Articles 46 and 53
of the Labour Law and thus to inform the citizens which interpre-
tation is correct: the one presented by the government delegate at
the meeting of the International Labour Office, or the
interpretation contained in the directives of the Procurator
General sent to the courts;

i.2. the legal corrrnittee of the parliament should investigate
the 60 pages of documents attached to this memoranaum on the
dismissals, order cancellation of those found unlawful and prohi-
bition of any dismissals for political reasons in the future;
moreover, similar redress should be afforded to tens of thousands
of people who were so persecuted in the past;

k3) because the courts as weil as the (jenerai Procurator are
responsible to the Federal Parliament, the latter should review
their work concerning the appeais against unlawful dismissals for
participating in citizen initiative or for political reasons;
moreover, it should make sure that the interpretation of laws by
the courts and the Procurator Ueneral reflect the legal norms anG
standards of the two Covenants on civil and political rights which
have precedence over the old laws; the parliament should inform
the people to that effect;

(4) the Chartists are ready to cooperate with the Federal
Parliament on these tasks, collect pertinent documentation, and
assist in every way in the removal of all discriminatory prac-
tices. This, in fact, is the central purpose of the Charter. As
an addendum to Document No. Ii, the Chartists issued on June 14,
i577, a list of 133 citizens who signed the Charter, increasing
their total to 75U persons. Of the new 133 signatories 81 are
workers, 30 clerks and technicians, 19 intellectuals, I agricul-
tural worker, I pensioner and I housewife.
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Discrimination in Literature

Document No. 12

Through this document, published on June 30, 1977, the Char-
tists addressed themselves to discrimination, repression and
existential terror in the field of literature, where writers are
denied - through the control o1 the government of the entire
publication industry -the right to work, freedom of thought and
the right to participate in the cultural life of the country.

The dismal state of literature in the country has its roots
in government interference in the activities of writers, which in
its scope and devastating effects has no parallel in the modern
history of the nation; there is no other historical period in
whicri so many writers were prevented by the authorities from
publishing than the period since i969. The devastation of the
cultural field is best seen from the fact that in June 1968, when
the Union of Czech Writers was established, some 400 writers were
its members. Soon, however, this union was dissolved by the
government and when a new union was set up, this had only some
40-5U writers, the membership increasing to 164 writers by 1977
who passed through the network of verification procedures in which
political criteria are decisive for admission to the rnembership in
this union. The significance of membership in the union is appar-
ent from the fact that only those writers who are its members are
afforded conditions for normal work, can publish in periodicals or
through publishing houses, can undertake study tours abroad, to
say nothing about the subsidies, scholarships, prizes, and various
forms of aid. Even some aspects of social and health insurance,
normally available to anyone, are available to the writers only
through membership in this union. This preferential treatment of
the "officially sponsored writers" is directly responsible for the
sorry state of literature in the country and its decline in spite
of the declarations to the contrary by the authorities; moreover,
this preferential treatment is the root cause of the vast discrim-
ination against other writers who represent the majority of the
national community of writers and who are, from the culturai point
of view, far rijore significant. These writers are then not only
deprived of the possibility of publishing in the fields oi their
competence, but are pushed, through existential pressures into
jobs which do not correspond to their qualifications, regardless
of waste of talent and ability and ciamage to national culture.

From the number of writers who have been victims of this
official discrimination, two have been in jail since January, one
has been jailed since last March, and several of them are reco-
vering after their release. About 90 writers who write in the
Lzech language are prevented from publishing in the country be-
cause they live abroad. Sorrie 15 writers who are not permitted to
publish or permitted to publish only as window dressing, have been
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in actual fact prevented from publishing during the past seven
years, in spite of the fact that they have maoe pleoges of loyalty
to the government in connection with its campaign against Charter
77, some of them having made this pledge several times.

In audition to the above 100 or more authors, some 130 listed
in the appendix are victimized in one way or another. This sub-
total of 230 writers ooes not include, however, a great number of
additional writers whose names are not listed because of fear that
this might worsen their position, both as writers and citizens.
If these were counted, then the total of persecuted writers
amounts to some 300-400 people. But even this number is partial,
because it includes only those authors who live in Prague, and
write in Czech, excluding those who live outside because of dif-
ticuities connected with obtaining information on them.

-he list of authors which is appended to Document No. 12
includes 130 writers who are totally excorrrnmunicated and not
permitted to publish at all, and those who are excommunicated
partially because they are permitted to publish translations of
toreign works, or publish only for children, or reprint their own
oid works but not permiitteo to publish more recent and new works.
On the other hand, the list contains the names of writers who are
not permitted to publish at all and whose works, frequently their
entire life's output, have been totally banned in the country.
All their books have been taken out of circulation, removed from
public libraries and there is a ban on reprinting them. Some 50
writers suffer this total exconrmunication; among them are poets,
novelists, dramatists, critics, historians, sociologists and
philosophers. The authorities totally ignore them and eliminate
all references to them as if they never lived; literaiiy, they are
buried alive. They are not perrnitteu to participate in cul-
tural life as translators, editors or to publish even historical
works and documents on past centuries. Their names must not
appear in press in any form, in references and bibliographies.
The- excommunication of these authors frequently incluoes a ban on
the entire literature in which their names appear; in practical
terms this means that thousands upon thousands of books are thus
proscribed, which has a crippling effect upon the whole national
cul ture.

this discrimination against and exconmunication of the major-
ity of writers is accompanied by an officially-sponsored campaign
in the mass media, press, radio and television in which the wri-
ters are systematically insulted, slurred and demeaned, while
having no access to the media for public defense of their personal
honour and artistic integrity. ihe list of the authors which is
attached to Document No. I does not i nclude the names of al i
those who are persecuted; its purpose is to draw attention to the
terrible state of czech literature and to refute the official
statement which denies the existence of a large number of writers
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and their works. The list could be enlarged by names of many
authors who write in the Siovak language, and who are equally
persecuted. In its final part, Document No. 12 refers to the
provisions of the two covenants relating to freedom of thought,
artistic anid scientilic activity, the right of organization and
other freecioms essential for creative activities, and calls for
their respect in the country.
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Analysis o0 Czechoslovak Laws

uocument No. 1)

To the Federal Assembly of the CSSk
lo the Federal Government of the CSSK

In the Proclamation of Charter 77, of January 1, i977, which
was submittea to the Federal Assemrly and the (overnment in accor-
cance witn Article i9 ot tne Constitution and presented to tne
public in accordance with Article 28 o1 the Constitution, 240
citizens twhose number is nearing 1,000) brought to the attention
of the highest organs ot the kepublic the discrepancies between
the established practices tin the CSSk) ana the obligations which
ensue from the fact that since Miarcn 23, 1976, the International
Covenant on cconornic, Cultural ano Social Rights as well as the
International Covenants on Political and Civil Rights have been in
f orce.

In a number o1 documents that were issued as a follow-up to
the Charter, the spokesmen, entrusted by these citizens to do so,
as well as other participants in this civic initiative, reported
on specific cases ano situations documenting these discrepancies.
in contravention of the letter o0 the Constitution none of these
citizens who brought attention to these facts, has received an
answer to their reports. however, many o1 these citizens, as was
specifically pointed out, have Decorre - Decause of their consis-
tent stand on the necessity ox upholding tie law - the victims o0
repression, discrimination and persecution, which in itself obvi-
ously has the cnaracter of illegaiity. because the organs, per-
petrating these acts (oi discrimination, persecution, etc.) are at
least in some cases trying to refer to established legal regula-
tions., they themselves are thus affirming the necessity of the
request to bring the whole legal system oi our Republic in con-
lorn-ity with the Internationai Convenants on human Rights.

We want to bring attention to the tact that these Covenants
were signed in the name o1 the CSSR on October 7th, i966, that the
Federal Assembly accepted them on Noverrber 11, 1975, that they
were ratified by the President and the ratified documents were
registered on uecember z,, 1975 with the Secretary General o1 the
United Nations. In the CSSR these Covenants have been in lorce
since ivMarcn z3, 1976 and they were published on October 13, i976
in the Collection of Laws unoer No. 12U, Item 23.
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The (CSSk is obligated - under the universally accepted norms
of international law, confirm-jed many times, also in the helsinki
Final Act - to uphold the obligations ensuing from these Cove-
nants. As a signatory of an International Covenant, it cannot
justify eventual non-fulfijiment of these obligations with reler-
ences to its internal state laws (Article 27 of the Vienna tonven-
tion on Contracting Law - 196!i. Neither can it - through refer-
ences to its sovereignty - refuse to discuss with other signator-
ies the tul i llrnient of that wnicn forms the content and the oasis
of these contracting obligations, which it accepted. The princi-
ple of contracting faithiuiness as far as the two Covenants are
concerned, is also strengthened by trie fact that the Czechoslovak
Uovernrrient has several times, at international forums, specifi-
caliy reactiririne their binding force. Let us here cite again tile
-inai Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
and a nurrner of Resolutions oI the United Nations for which tne
USSk voted, the last one being the Resolution ox the General
Assembiy of the u.N. of uecerrner 1v, i977 (declaration on the
intensification and strengthening of relaxation of international
tensions).

In accordance with the position whicn is recognized by our
legislative bodies and executive organs, as well as socialist
legal science, an international agreement, properly concluded in
accordance with the provisions of our constitution, becomes auto-
rnatically a part of the legal system of our RepuDlic; it comes
into force by proper publication. Since it was accepted by the
legislative body, ratified by the President and published in tile
Collection oi Laws, it has the force of law ano the alreauy esta-
blished principles are valid for its application to other parts of
our legal system.

in accordance with Article a, Par. i, 2 of both Covenants tile
signatories - including the CSSR - have pleageG to:

a, respect rights recognized by the Covenants;

b)' to guarantee these rights to all individuals on its
territory and suoject to Its jurisdiction as a signatory, without
discrimination as to race, color, sex, religion, political or
other opinions, national or social origin, property, descent or
otner status;

cj to undertake sucn necessary steps in accordance with its
constitutional provisions and with the provisions of the Covenants
in order to adopt sucn legislative or other measures as may be
necessary to give effect to the rights recognized in these Cove-
nants, where such legislative or other measures are not adequate.

In our country, the Covenants have the force of internal
laws: they specify, define more precisely and intensity the
respective principles reflected in the Constitution. The Rules
and Regulations concerning the rights and duties of citizens
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should be interpreted in the spirit ox these Covenants. Experi-
ences, some of which were the basis ior tne submission oI Charter
77 to the Federal Assembly, are a testimony to the tact that the
organs in power in our country are not only not doing tnat but
that, on the contrary, very otten they ignore or even violate the
provisions oi the Covenants. Were the highest organ ot state
power, for example, methodicaly and purposefuliy to see to it that
ail state organs anci social institutions abide by the provisions
of the Covenants on human rights and fulfill the obligations
ensuing Irom them, it would act not only in accordance with Artic-
le i7 of the -onstitution concerning the auty of upholding the
law, but also in the spirit and letter ot the Decree of April 5,
l177 OS the Federal Assembly, with regard to consistent protection
o0 the rights and interests o0 citizens. This applies not only to
the Federal Assembly as an entity, but also - in accordance with
tne said Liecree - to its conmriittees and all its rmemuers.

harmonizing the legal system with the International Covenants
can, in some cases, be done through the interpretation of esta-
olished legal rules, although sometimes only theoretically. In
other cases existing laws would have to be amenoed or new regula-
tions would have to be worked out on the application of the legal
adjustriments in instances where they are lacking.

We feel that - as is the case in some other socialist
countries - it would be necessary to ensure:

- the widest publicity o0 documents concerning human
rights, particularly of the Declaration, the
Covenants,and related special Conventions, etc.

- scientilic analysis ot the relevant problems
and the publication of technical and popular
scientific publications.

- inclusion of the theme of human rights in the
curriculum of schools on all levels.

Such a course is a condition for the realization of tne
principles as stated in the preamble to the Covenant on civic anci
political rights, according to whicr "the individual, having
duties to other individuals ana to the conmunity to which he
belongs, has a duty to strive for the promotion and observance of
the rights recognized in this Pact."

Dr. jiri hajek Marta Kuuisova ur. Ladislav hejdanek
spoKesman for spOKesman for spokesman for
Charter 77 charter 77 Charter 77

Prague, Feoruary 8, i97oS
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Supplement to Charter 77 Document No. 15

Concrete Suggestions

i) General standing of the citizen in relation to the state

It is stated in the preanble of the covenant on civil and
political rights that, inter alia, contracting parties acknowledge
"natural dignity and equal and inalienable rights oi all rnerrbers
of the human family" to be the basis of freedom, justice and peace
in the world; they acknowledge that "these rights are derived from
the natural dignity of the human being."

Civil and political, as well as other rights, are not, there-
tore, "donated" by the state to its citizens. The state does not
limiit itself to "its" own rights by "providing" them. xather, on
tne contrary, all power in the Lzecnoslovak Socialist Repuolic
belongs to the working people; state power is executed by theworking people through the representative bodies, Irom wnicn tne
jurisdiction ox other executive state institutions is oeriveu
kArticle 2 oi the Constitution of the Czecnoslovak Socialist
itep ub I i C).

From this tiow the foilowing resuits:

a) the citizen is not a "subject of the state," but rather an
equal partner ox the state and its organs;

o, the state may interfere in the lives of its citizens only
so far as it is explicitly allowed by the legal code whicn in-
ciudes both covenants. The remaining sphere ox the life of the
society includes activities that are legally indifferent or it
includes tne sphere of activities that have been alloweoi (the
maxim "wnat is not legally forbidden is allowed"j;

c) State administration is not an "authoritarian" activity
but, rather, a societal function performed in the interest and for
the well-being of the citizens' conrrrunity.

These conditions, flowing fromrithe general conception of the
individual covenants land, of course, irom the Constitution of the
Czecnoslovak Socialist Republic) should be emphatically enforced
by the Feaeral Assembly in its legislative, political ano supervi-
sory activities (cf. point A/7).

I} The responsibility to ensure the legal defense against the
violation of laws or rights (Art. 1, par. 3, of the Covenant onCivil and Political fights).

Consider the following in this context:
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-- the Feuieral Assembly has so far not passed an executive
law ano constitutional law of the national councils envisaged by
tne constitutional articles number lUO anu Il. anu constitutional
law i 4 S/i1b9; consequently, constitutional courts have so tar not
been establisheci. Lven though the above-quotea constitutional
law relies on the existence of the constitutional courts and
regulates its basic proceciures.j

-- 1ill now the law concerning a court's function in the
process of Geterimiining the legality oi juuicial cecisions has not
been passed. It has been envisaged in the constitutional enact-
ment number HY, par. 4, constitutional law number L5) of l169.
Consequently, the courts examine the legality of acirninistrative
Decisions ce facto solely in the sphere of social security and
then oniy in specific matters. . this arrangement represents the
realization of obligations under ditferent international agree-

men t s .

-- because the responsibility for damage caused by unlawful
ruling is dependent on the abrogation of such an unlawful ruling
and oecause meritorious re-evaluation of an administrative deci-
sion ot the court is not usually allowed, the law nurrber 58i!969
may be applieid in the aciniinistrative sphere to a considerably
I imi ted cieg ree .

-- The right to petition, in the sense of constitutional
article numiber 29 is not -- as far as its execution is concerned --
regulated by the law (governmental regulation number i)5 of i'ib9
Gealing with the settlement of complaints, announcements, and
suggestions by the people has a aouDtful legal value anu does not
satisfactorily solve the whole problem). There is even a tenclericy
in practice to limit the right to petition, guaranteed by the
Constitution, to a specific content, etc.

-- It is impossible to appropriately determine the question
wnetner the public prosecutor Geals justly with all criminal acts
corirmitted by public representatives in connection with performance
of their Guties, because in thi s regarG the public is not providoed
with all the necessary information.

j) The Right to Lixe (art. 6 of the above-mentionea covenant)

It is necessary to note that the covenant apparently prefers
the abolition of the death penalty, even though the contracting
parties are not obligated to adopt this provision. There is
worlIdwicje support for this provision. however, there is a ten-
dency towards the abolition ot the death penalty; scnolarly olis-
cussions carried out in the Czechoslovak Socialist kepublic have
reacned the same conclusion.
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4) The kight to Freedom and Personal Security (art. 9 and 10 ofthe above-rcientioned covenant; inviolability of a person, accordingto the constitutional article number 30). Consider the followingin this context:

-- this right is not completely regulateo Dy law;

-- the Penal Coce (the complete text is to be found unoerart. i4S ot 1973) regulates in detail the detention of a personsuspected ot a cririinal act or a rinisoerneanor, the detention of theaccused and his arrest. Court regulation, however, is closelyiinkeo with materially legal regulation (the Penal Coue -- thecomplete text under art. 113 of 1973); therefore, it the actualevidence of a criminal act was at variance with the covenants, thearrest etc. for that act would be also indirectly at variance witht herij;

-- the authorization of members of the SNb (the police force)
to ciemand an explanation in the spirit of the constitutional
paragraph i9, law number 40 of 1974 (and for this purpose tosunmon citizens etc.) as well as the authorization to detain aperson in the spirit ox the constitutional paragraph z3 of theabove-mentioned law is not, in its procedural aspect, regulated insuch a way that an abuse would be impossible;

-- while the execution of a sentence of imprisonment isregulated iby law (number 59 of 1965 in its valid form), the exe-cution of detention of persons accused tcharged) is regulatedmerely by edicts of the appropriate ministers. Legal regulationis lacking (the accused persons, according to article 10, para-graph ' of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, are to betreated as ix the verdict ox "guilty" has not been ciecided on asyet).

5) Freedom of movement and the freedom to choose one's place ofresidence (article 12, paragraphs I and 3 of the above-mentioned
covenant; freedom of residence according to the constitutional
article number 31).

tonsider the following in this context:

-- Complex legal regulation of these rights is lacking.

-- Legal regulation, pertaining to entry and presence in theborcier security zone, envisaged in the constitutional paragraph10, law number 69 of 1951, concerning the protection ot the stateborders, is lacking (mere guidelines of an internal character arenot binding on citizens).
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6) Everyone may freely leave any country, even his own; no one
may be arbitrarily denieo the right of entering his own country
(article 12, paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of the covenant; this regula-
tion is lacking in the constitution; one may only apply the con-
stitutional article 31 concerning unlimited freedom of residence).

consider the following in this context:

-- According to law number 63 of i965 concerning travel
cocuiiients, the issuance of travel documents may be denied to
citizens "whose trip abroao would be at variance with state inter-
ests" as well as in three other concrete cases. 'Ihe notion of
"state interest" has ueen specified kin a quite unsuitable rnannerj
in a governmental edict number ii4 of 1~9o whicn has been issued
by thie government without any legal authorization; its legal value
is, therefore, doubtful to say the least. This whole regulation
is at variance with the enactment number 1 paragraph 3 of the
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which states that everyone
has the right to leave any country freely, including one's own.
This right is not subject to any limitations except for the fol-
l owi ng:

a) those that are stated by law,

bj those necessary for the protection of national security,
public order, health, and moraiity or the rights and freedoms of
others,

c) those that are in accordance with other rights recognized
in this covenant.

New legal regulation should be coordinated with special legal
regulations Itor example, tile Penal Cooe, the law concerning the
weifare and health of the people -- as long as epiemiological
measures are concerned, etc.); this new legal regulation should be
in accordance with the reasons that are, according to the cove-
nant, acceptable and should state explicitly, when the issuance of
a travel document should be denied.

'Ihe valia decree number 44 of 1970 by far exceeds the author-
ization given by the law; it even goes so far as to state that the
issuance of a travel document de facto depends upon the agreement
of one's superior at work, i.e. the school's headmaster, chairman
of the national council, etc.

As long as tne issuance ox a travel document was or is in
practice conditional upon one's signing a document whereby the
applicant gives up all his property rights as weii as his social
security claims etc., then, this practice is illegal for a nunoer
of reasons.
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For the same reasons regulations concerning administrative
fees (as long as they formally enable the authorities to requirearbitrarily as much as 10,00O Czechoslovak Crowns for the issuanceof a travel document with no criteria explicitly stated) should berev i sed.

The factual essence of the criminal act of defecting from theRepublic according to article 109 of the Penal Cooe must now beinterpreted in accordance with article 12, paragraph 2 and 3 ofthe Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The courts may incertain appropriate cases apply article 3, paragraph 2 of thePenal Coae (an act which involves only a minute risk for thesociety is not a criminal act even if it has the appearance of acriminal act). The courts may, then, consider the act as a meremisdemeanor according to the law number 60 of 1961. Sucn an
attituae, however, will not be acceptable in the long run. It,tnerelore, appears advisable to review article 109 of the PenalCooe in the appropriate way or to abrogate it altogether.

-- For the same reason it is necessary to revise the legalregulation of depriving persons of their citizenship as well asregulations on administrative fees which allow the authorities tocharge as much as 12,500 Czechoslovak Crowns as a fee for a per-son's release from- his citizenship (the sum is arbitrarily arrivedat -- there are no explicit criteria). The same applies to hard-currency regulations (particularly article 1, paragraph 3 number
i43 of i970).

-- Revision of such criteria is called for also in the caseof article 69 of the Social Security Law number 1212 of i975.1'his article declares that "unless international treaties state
otherwise, payments will not be sent abroad and one's claim willnot be honored for the period of time that one has spent outsidethe country." This regulation, in its present-oay form, is a defacto sanction of the person who is exercising his rights. italso has no support in the logic of the whole legal regulation;
the citizen who is subject to this regulation has become eligibleto receive the payments for his work for Czechoslovak society justas well as the citizen who does not reside abroad.

-- It will also be necessary to deal with the well-knownproblems pertaining to the application of article 39 of the CivilCooe (invalidity of legal actions) on legal actions of the personswho after the act left the Republic without permission or stayedabroad illegally.

7j No one is to become subject to arbitrary interference in hisprivate life, family, home or correspondence as well as be subjectto attacks upon his dignity and reputation (article 17 paragraph Iof the Lovenant; inviolability of one's residence, secrecy of mailas well as other corrmunications are guaranteed by article 31 ofthe Covenant without limitationsj.
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Consider the following in this context:

-- A complex legal regulation concerning the protection from
arbitrary interference in one's private life and residence is
lacking. This is an extremely complex issue concerning the confi-
uentiality of the doctor-patient and attorney-client relation-
ships, regulation on the entry into a residence without the ow-
ner's permission as weli as questions pertaining to protection
irom interference in one's private life by means of physical and
audio-visual surveillance.

What was stated with regard to the right of freedom and
personal security (see point 4) applies also to the inviolability
of resiience.

To the same category belongs the act of demanding information
on citizens without their knowledge; they also have no access to
that information and cannot, therefore, dispute its accuracy. lo
this category also belongs the act of uemanding information by
one's employer and administrative organs on private affairs of an
employee or a participant in an administrative procedure and his
relatives, etc, without there being a material connection proviced
between the release of this information and one's performance at
work.

-- Postal and telecommunication confidentiality are regulated
by appropriate laws; this applies particularly to guarantees of
their implementation (here applies, as far as criminal procedure
is concerneci, what was said above).

-- The citizen is protected against attacks on his dignity
aria reputation by articles 11 and i2 of the Civil Loce (or article
b6 of the Labor code in case of work evaluation reports) and
article 206 of the Penal Coce (libel). It is especially important
that protection be provided effectively (it is doubtful, for
instance, whether sanctions enumerated in the Civil ocie are
e f f ec t i ve j.

-- It is the public prosecutor's official duty to take legal
action against criminal acts violating the above-nientioneG rights.
these criminal acts are outside of the sphere of the citizen's
right to take legal action. Neither can a citizen Gemand that
criminal proceedings be instituted. (This applies to the Czecho-
slovak Penal Cove generally).

8A Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience,
and religion (article 18 of the Covenant; freedom of thought
according to article 32 of the Constitution).
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This includes not only the freedom of general intellectualorientation (ideological, philosophical, religious belief orpersuasionj but also the attitude toward some specific, concretequestions. Conscience sterns from general intellectual orientationas moral awareness ka sort of self-control of human behavior,evaluation of one's own deedsi. This is recognized as one of thebasic human freecdoms.

Consider the following in this context:

-- This freedom includes not only the right to hold a certainpersuasion, but also the right not to have to hide it out of fearof adverse consequences (as opposed to the right to have an opin-ion according to article 19 of the Covenant).

-- It is illegal to extort a binding statement pertaining toa particular persuasion or the absence of it (but see the text ofoaths and vows which require expression of loyalty to certainphilosophical and political persuasions - this is the case, forinstance, wit h menmb ers of the armed forces or employees of certainbranches of the governmental apparatus, or teacners).

-- There is no legal regulation providing alternative ser-vice for persons who because of their convictions and their con-science refuse to serve in a military combat unit.

-- This right, according to the Covenant, includes "thefreedom to practice or accept a religion or belief according toone's own choice and the freedom to express one's own religion orbelief alone or with others, publicly or privately, by performingreligious rites, services, observing rituals, and proselytizing."According to article i8, paragraph 2 of the Covenant on Civil andPolitical Rights, "the freedom to express religion or belief canbe subject only to limitations prescribed by laws which are neces-sary for the preservation of public safety, order, health, ormorality or the basic rights and freedoms of others."

In practice executive organs distinguish between churchesand religious societies that have been authorized ano sects thathave not been authorized (i.e. illegal). The authority of theappropriate central organ of the state administration to "author-ize" activities of churches and religious societies used to bederived from article 2 (not valid anymore) of the law number 217of 1949. This law authorized the State Office of Religious Niat-ters to "ensure that religious activities will evolve in accor-ciance with the Constitution and the premises of the people'sdemocracy." however, this is only an organizational regulation,there is no materially legal regulation. Therefore, there are nocriteria to determine whether a church or a religious societyshould be authorized or not. the law number 218 of 1949 cancelledall obligations to support religious activities. It also author-ized state supervision of ecclesiastic property. It also stated
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that personal salaries of clergymen would be proviaed by the
state, within a given range and provided that the clergymen's
activities had been authorized (guidelines for this authorization
have not been established).

Ihe Covenant, therefore, introduces certain basic innovations
which should oe reflected in the legal system by appropriate
changes.

Ithis also relates to the question of re-evaluating the legal
content of the abuse of a religious function according to article
iOi of the Penal Code. It also relates to the legal content of
the criminal act of obstructing the supervision of churches and
religious societies according to article 178 ol the Penal Code, or
to their interpretation and application.

9) Everybody has the right to hold an opinion Ireely and the
right of the freecio of expression (article ii of the Covenant;
freedom of expression as well as the freedom of the press accor-
ding to article 28 of the Constitution).

Consider the following in this context:

-- The right to hold an opinion freely is linkeo to the
Ireedoms listed under point 8). This freedom, according to the
Covenant, cannot be limitea (the only limitations are imposed by
the rights of others, according to the Covenant). A certain
persuasion, even it it is expressed as an opinion, cannot be the
grounds for discrimination or privileges in the area of respecting
and safeguarding the rights guaranteed by the Covenant (article 2,
paragraph i of the covenant); they cannot also lead to inequality
before the law (discrimination and privileges), article 26 of the
Covenant, article 20, paragraph I of the Constitution.

An opinion cannot, therefore, result in discrimination in the
hiring process or the termination of one's work contract by the
employer, in the process of determining rights and obligations of
the citizen in a judicial or an administrative procedure, etc.
holding an opinion kor not holding one) cannot, therefore, lead to
a termination of one's work contract by the employer according to
article 46, paragraph i, letter of the Labor Cone (this cannot be
considered as a precondition or a requirement for work perfor-
mance). Similarly, holding an opinion or not holding it cannot
lead to a denial of a place in the secondary school or the univer-
sity, denial of a travel document, an apartment or the right to
own a gun (hunting or other). It cannot result in discrimination
in the process ox settling marital and family issues and the like.

-- the freedom of expression includes, according to article
19, paragraph 2 of the Covenant on Civil and Political kights, the
freedom to seek, spread and accept information and ideas of all
sort without regards to frontiers, whether orally or in written
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form by means of art or any other means; limitations of these
rights cannot be imposed only by law. From this point of view itis necessary to consider whether they are indispensable to thepreservation of the rights and reputations of others, preservation
of national security, public order, public health and morality
(article i9, paragraph 3).

Closely linked with the freecorn of expression is the right ofevery citizen to participate in cultural life, etc., see article1) of the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.

-- The valid legal regulation is, in Czechoslovakia, based onthese premises:

a) Organization

1. the Czechoslovak Press Agency is the sole information
agency in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. It is a state-runorganization, the purpose of which is, inter alia, to collect andto edit political, economic, cultural, sport and other information
in print and film from the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic andfrom abroad and to mnake this information available to tue press inaccordance with the valia agreements (law number 123 of 1965 inits valid form).

a. the Czechoslovak Radio is a state-run organization with amonopoly for creating and disseminating broadcast material; itsoperation is guided by the policy of the Conrnunist Party of Czecn-oslovakia (law number 17 of i964 in its valid formj.

3. Czechoslovak television is a state organization with amonopoly to produce television programs; its activity is based onthe policy of the Czechoslovak Conrmunist Party (law No. 18/l964/Sb
in its valid form).

4. Periodicals (newspapers, magazines, etc.) can be publishedby political parties, volunteer public organizations, state or-gans, scientific and cultural institutions, economic and otherorganizations in fulfillment of their societal functions. For aperiodical to be authorized it must, first of all, be registeredtIi.e. a state organ must issue an authorization); it is not to beissued if there are no "guarantees that the periodical will befulfilling its societal function: (more detailed legal conditionsare lacking). Registration expires and the authorization topublish a periodical ceases to be valid "if there occurs, postfactum, a factor which would have prevented the registration";
furthermore, state organs can apply additional sanctions againsttihe editor (the right to appeal such decisions by state organs wascancelled in i969). Current law applying to periodicals and othermass media is Number 81 of 1966. temporary measures for perio-dicals and other mass media are provided for in Number 127 of 1968and legal regulation Number 99 of 1969.
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The registration is conditional on the requirement thatpublication is "secure in the material, technical and financialaspects"; should a situation arise whicn does not fulfill thisobligation it would result in the cancellation of the authoriza-tion. The publishing industry is also run by the state. And thestate, therefore, controls the paper allocation, and thus influ-ences not only the circulation but also the very existence ofcertain newspapers, etc.

Publishers may circulate their periodicals directly or bymeans of the appropriate state-controlled organization (postal-periodical service).

5. books, sheet music and other non-periodical publicationscan be published only by certain organizations which have beengranted publishing authorization; to set up a publishing house aspecial permit is required; conGitions for issuance (or Genial) ofthis authorization are not stated.

A state authorization is required for the distribution of non-periodical publications except in the case of publications distri-buted by the publisher himself who has been authorized to do solaw number 94 of i949 in its valid form).

6. Film (documentary and artistic) is under state control inproduction, import, and distribution. The general director ofCzeciioslovak Film is authorized to issue regulations concerning
cinematography, particularly regulations pertaining to the opera-tion of cinemas that are run by the National Councils (governmen-tal regulation number i3 of 1962 in its valid form).

7. All theaters are state-controlled without any exceptions.The state establishes and operates its own theaters and authorizesthe establishment of other theaters (only socialist, legal person-alities may apply for this authorization); furthermore, the stateauthorizes performances outside the permanent site or district ofthe theater, special performances, performances by amateur thea-trical companies (the latter can be produced by certain organiza-tions only) etc. Conditions for the authorization (or the refusalof authorization) are lacking. (The Iheatrical Law number 55 of1)57 and relevant regulations.)

8. Concerts and all other musical performances are controlledby the state through its organs and organizations. ensembles offull-time musicians may be set up only by state organizations withspecial authorization; ensembles of folk musicians performing asamateurs may be set up by a chosen organization on the basis of anauthorization froma an appropriate state organ (an appropriateideological and artistic level is, inter alia, a criterion). (Lawnumber 8i of 197, regulation number 1l1 o0 i960 and others.)
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Public musical performances (even if they are realized
through mechanical, optical or other means) can be staged only
with special authorization from the appropriate state organ.

9. Matinee and circus performances and establishments ofpopular entertainment (folk festivals, public balls and amusement
parks) are run by the state through its organs and appropriate
organizations; a special authorization from the appropriate stateorgan is required ( law number 82 of i957).

i). Libraries of state organs and institutions, con-munity
organizations and cooperatives are all parts of a unified system
of libraries. Their purpose is to "contribute to general educa-
tion of the working people according to the spirit of scientific
world outlook." State organs monitor and control the operation of
libraries to make sure that their performance "contributes through
its ideological impact to the needs of a socialist society."

11. Adult education is on all levels within the state's terri-
tory, run in accordance with a unified plan of adult education
which is subject to authorization by the appropriate state organs.
Establishments of adult education are set up by state organs
(National Councils), conmunity organizations united in the Nation-
al Front, farmers' cooperatives and by branches of the armed
forces. I-lie arrangement of individual actions is sub ject to
authorization of state organs (law number 52k of 1959).

b) Censorship

While the Constitution ot May 9 of 1948 explicitly forbade
censorship, the Constitution of i960 has no explicit clause per-
taining to it.

i. Mass media (periodicals, news agency reporting, journal-
istic and other components of radio and television broadcasting,
documentary f i Ims and audio-visual records used for spreading
information about events, facts and opinions in the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic or abroad) as well as other public media and
activities of cultural and educational establishments came under
state control (according to article 17 of the Press Law number 81
of i966) which ensured that the content was not at variance withtihe interests of the society. It the information involved state,
economic, nuilitary or police secrets, the appropriate state organ
could stop or put on hold the publication or the dissemination ofit. This decision was subject to a judicial review. If the
content was at variance with other interests of the society, the
state organ was to inform the editor-in-chief and the publisher.
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1his regulation has been cancelled by law number 84 of 1968
which states explicitly that "censorship is inadrnissable." Article
17 of the Press Law is now valid in the following revised form:

Law number 127 of 1968 on some temporary measures in the area
of the press (which has been valid now for ten yearsj states that:

-- The validity of article i7 of the Press Law in its revised
form has been temporarily cancelled; this article, therefore, has
remained a part of the Czechoslovak legal system but it is in
abeyance and the maxim that "censorship is inadmissable" cannot be
appealed to;

-- the appropriate state organ through its authorized agents
ensures that the mass media will not publish information not in
accordance with important interests of the state's domestic and
foreign policies; the appropriate state organ or its agent is
authorized to delay the publication or other distribution of sucn
information (jucicial control is inadmissable).

This regulation does not interfere with the freeGom to puD-
lish results of scholarly research and artistic endeavor.

Already in June of i970, the highest authorities proclaimed,
that as of September i969, "it was possible to drop the practice
of preliminary controls and to place the responsibility squarely
on the shoulders of the chief editors, with the end result that
today (1970j censorship in Czechoslovakia practically does not
exist;" the majority of the mass media have, as a matter of fact,
"become a political power tool of the Party (the Corrinunist Party
of Czechoslovakia) and the state," ano, "the editorial offices
were placed into the hands ot persons, who support the new course
of the party politics" (Ruae Pravo, June 27, 1970). however, no
legal adjustment was mace.

2. As far as non-periodical publications are concerned, the
government can, in accordance with par 5 of law 12!i968/Sb, order
organizations and organs, which have been authorized to publish,
to ensure within their editorial guidelines that important inter-
ests of the state's domestic and foreign policies will not be
violated. Similarly, the government may issue orders to the
printing industry and other organizations involved in printing but
not covered by the law 94 of i949. So far details have not been
set by legal regulation. It is also true here that the freedom to
pubiish the results of scholarly research and artistic endeavor
has not been affected by this regulation.

3. Organizers of public concerts ano other musical procuc-
tiorns, matinees and circus performances, and establishments of
popular entertainment of performances outsiae ttie permanent site
or district of the theater, performances by amateur theatrical
companies, exhibitions, lectures and films shown outside the
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regular movie theaters are obliged to apply in advance for an
authorization from the appropriate state organ, even if the pro-
duction is carried out by mechanical, optical or other technical
devices.

Whiie considering such an application, the state organ is to
consider first of all whether "the ideological and artistic level"
of the production corresponds with the requirement to increase
systematically the quality of performances.

Every production is attended by an agent-censor of the appro-
priate organ who is authorized to stop it (cf. regulation 99 of
19)8).

Authorization of a theater's season schedule implies author-
ization to stage the plays included therein; the manner of and the
prerequisites for approval are not legally stated.

ci The status of journalists, etc.

Editors of newspapers, radio and television are not provided
with a legal guarantee with regard to their right to express their
opinions freely (e.g. special legal regulation safeguarding their
right to hold an opinion different from the one held by the publi-
sher).

d) Exchange of information with foreign countries

1. According to article 22 of the Press Law number 81 of
1966, exchange of information between the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic and other states is unrestricted; this privilege is not
to be misused to jeopardize the reputation and the rights of
Czechoslovak citizens and their socialist coexistence, nor is it
to be misused to jeopardize the interests of the socialist state
or the development of peaceful coexistence. Import and distribu-
tion of foreign periodicals will be forbidden by the appropriate
state organ if their content violates legally protected interests
of the society or international agreements (article 23 of the
above-mentioned law). The manner and the publication of this
injunction is not stated. (Cf. misdemeanor according to article 5
letter b law number 150 of 1969, which regulates the import of
foreign periodicals in bulk, and of films or records.)

2. Distribution of non-periodical publications imported from
abroad is controlled by the appropriate state organ.

3. The appropriate state organizations have a monopoly on the
export and import of films and television programs (regulation
number 31 of 1967).
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4. The author's rights abroad ( as well as those of foreig-
ners residing in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic) may be
exercised only through the appropriate organization; it also
applies to concerts and other musical activities.

e) Direct influence of the working people on state ano other
cultural organizations

There is no legal regulation that would enable the working
people - who, according to the Constitution, have all the power in
the state - to influence directly particularly the activities of
state organizations such as radio, television, the film inoustry,
the post office, theaters, musical organizations, etc. and in that
manner influence the orientation, quality, scope, and organization
of programs, staffing and technical equipment etc. (in the area of
distribution of periodicals, non-periodical publications, etc.).

-- Some criminal violations and misdemeanors are formulated
in such a general way and in such vague terms that citizens can
never be sure that their expression of a certain opinion is not in
fact a violation of the law. Such certainty, however,is a sine
qua non of a conscious attitude of citizens of all states, and a
fortiori in a socialist state. Since there is no preliminary
censorship, such certainty would provide a guideline for the
activities of citizens. It would be, therefore, important to
distinguish between the sphere of basic interests of the society
iprotection of a republican form of government, administration of
the state according to the principles of socialist democracy,
protection of funoainiental rights and freedoms of citizens, etc.)
and the sphere of unfettered expression of one's opinions, freedom
of thought, conscience and religion, etc. The first segment of
the special part of the Penal Code, particularly articles 98-104
and article 112 must be changed accordingly.

iO) Freedom of peaceful assembly

(Article 21 of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;
freedom of assembly, freedom of public marches and manifestations
are guaranteed by article 28, paragraph I of the Constitution,.
According to the Covenant, this right must not be limited except
for limitations stated by the law and which are necessary in a
democratic society for the protection of national security, public
order, public health and morals or rights and freedoms of others.

Compare the following in this context:

-- The basic legal regulation safeguarding public rnanifesta-
tions includes only the auty of advance notice; preliminary auth-
orization is, therefore, not required for a public manifestation
law number 68 of i951, regulation number 320 of 1951). According
to the interpretation of the Minister of Internai Affairs (his
regulation of December 20, 1951, intimated under the number 969 of
19ji, circular for the regional National Councils, KNVJ state
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organs are authorized to delegate their representatives to attend
such manifestations. These representatives may disband such
manifestations, if illegal events occur or if the manifestation
begins to threaten the people's democratic system or public order
(this interpretation is based, in the absence of appropriate legal
regulation, on the fact that para 24, section 1 of the May 9
Constitution may be applied directly).

-- Law i26 of i968, concerning some temporary measures for
strengthening public order, which is in force (para 1) states that
the appropriate state organ is authorized to prohibit or, if
necessary, to disband a public meeting, manifestation or a parade,
if the orientation or progress of such a public gathering might
endanger important interests of the state in the area of foreign
policy, if the public meeting were at variance with the law, if it
were directed against the socialist order, or if it endangered
public order in any way.

-- The legal steps leading to the disbandment of a public
meeting, manifestation or a paraae are taken by the State Police
Force, SNB, on the basis of a decision of the appropriate state
organ (the National Council). The police force can take these
legal steps even without a prior decision by the appropriate state
organ provided the participants in a public meeting, manifesta-
tion, or parade are committing a criminal act, a misdemeanor, or a
violation and if the police inrmediately notifies the appropriate
National Council (para 40, law number 40 of 1974).

What was concluded about the essence of violations, misue-
meanors and criminal acts applies here. Hooliganism as a criminal
act (para 202 of the Penal Code) and its interpretation deserve
special attention.

11) Everyone has a right to associate freely with others as well
as the right to establish unions for the protection of his inter-
ests or join such unions

(Article 22 of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
further article 8 of the Covenant on Econornic, Social and Cultural
Rights -- Cf. article 5 of the Constitution which regulates the
standing of volunteer community organizations.)

The exercise of this right must not be, according to the
Covenant, limited in any way. An exception is made for limita-
tions which are stated by law and which are necessary in a aemo-
cratic society, in the interests of national or public security,
protection of public health or morals, or protection of the rights
and freedoms of others.
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Compare the following in this context:

-- The Czechoslovak Legal Code recognizes in particular:

a) Volunteer organizations such as the women's organization,
youth organization, physical training, cultural and scientific
associations; the appropriate state organ must approve the regula-
tions of an organization in order for it to be establishes (condi-
tions are not stated.)

b) Associations which had been established prior to October
1, i951 are to change their status to organizations or join them;
they can also be disbanded by the decision of a state organ if,
according to the state organ's opinion, the association "does notfurther the building of socialism or if it indeed slows it down."

(The law number 68 of i951, regulation number 320 of 1951;
the existence of some volunteer comrrnunity organizations is direct-
ly established legally; for instance, the Czechoslovak Red Cross,and hunting, fishing and paramilitary organizations, etc.)

cj Labor Unions are not covered by the regulation pertaining
to volunteer organizations (law number 74 of 1973). No authoriza-
tion is required for a labor union to be established (this area isnot regulated by law).

da The law number 68 of 1951 does not cover even political
parties. Their standing, therefore, since the National Front law
number 128 of 1968 has been cancelled by law 146 of 1970, is not
regulated by law.

e) The standing of churches and religious associations is
governed by special regulations.

-- The state takes care of the development of organizations,
creates favorable conditions for their activities and growth, and
insures that their development will be in accordance with the
Constitution, as well as with the principles of the people's
democrat i c system (para 4 of the law number 68 of 1951 ) . The
right of the appropriate state organ to disband an organization
used to be derived directly from para 24 of the May 9 Constitution
(detailed regulation is lacking).

-- According to para 2, law number 126 of 1968 on some tern-
porary measures for reinforcing the public order, which is still
in force, an organ of the state administration will discontinue
the activities of a volunteer organization for a maximum of three
months or it will disband the organization if its activities are
directed against its independence and entirety, against the Con-
stitution of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, against the
socialist economic system, peaceful coexistence among nations or
against important foreign policy interests of the state; the same
will apply if the activities of the organization are otherwise at
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variance with law and decrees provided that redress is impossibleto obtain according to other legal regulations. The possibility
of appeal against such decisions has been cancelled through alegal measure, number 99 of i969.

-- the executive state organs apply in practice that, whichin theory, is inadmissable; such as, for example, that registra-tion can be denied or an organization can be disbanded if theactivities of such an organization are similar to activities anopurposes of another organization.

-- There appears to be a tendency in practice to force toge-ther volunteer community organizations; certain rights that gener-ally belong to citizens are provided only if the person is amermber of a particular community organization (that does notinclude factual advantages for which the citizens have unite d inthe first place). Consider, for example, that local committees ofthe Revoiu-tionary Labor Union represent all the employees of anorganization even if they are not all members of the RevolutionaryLabor Union; monopolistic organizations of artists issue certain
legally relevant opinions on taxes, housing, author's rights andso on. Those interested in hunting, ham radio, motion pictures,etc. must be organized in specific organizations, otherwise theywoula be denied the necessary public-legal authorization. Aperson's membership in the Revolutionary Labor Union enables himto obtain insurance on damages caused while at work (or othertypes of insurance on membership in other organizations) etc.

i2. The right and opportunity to participate in the conduct ofpublic affairs without any distinction listed in article 2 of theCovenant on Civil and Political Rights and without groundless
limitations (article 25 of the Covenant). This is a realization
of principles expressed in detail in Czechoslovak constitutional
documents, particularly article 2 and 3 of the Constitution (allpower belongs to the working people; representational structure;derivation of authority of all remaining organs of the state fromthe authority of the representational bodies, the right to voteand, in articles i and 2 of the Constitutional Law number 143 of1968, particularly the principle of socialist democracyj.

Compare the following in this context:

-- 1here is no legal regulation that would guarantee thatcitizens would be fully informed about the activities of the statein the political and economic spheres (publication of a detailedoutlay of the state budget, the final account of the balance oftrade, and other documents expressing the true state of affairs,and the right of access to unpublished aata and documents).
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-- Article z2 of the Covenant also covers the execution of
administration in the territorial components of the state and
suggests the need for an analysis of problems pertaining to local
self-adminnistration (cf. the results of the United Nations semi-
nar, "participation of the citizen in local administration as an
instrument of progress in the sphere of human rights," budapest,
June 1966).

13. All are equal before the law and have a right to the same
protection by the law without any discrimination whatsoever
(article 26 of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights:
according to article 20 of the Constitution all citizens have
equal rights and equal duties; they should be provioed with equal
opportunities in all areas of the life of society. Also article
z, paragraph 2 of the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights.

Consider the following in this context:

-- According to the quoted article, the law is supposed to
prohibit any discrimination and to guarantee ail persons the same
and effective protection against d iscrimination for any reason
whatsoever, for instance, race, color, sex, language, religion,
political or other persuasion, national or social background,
economic status and family origin. The Constitution of the Czech-
oslovak Socialist Republic proclaims in article 20 absolute equal-
ity of all citizens. In concrete laws, however, these principles
are not usually explicitly stated. This may result in discrimina-
tory interpretation of individual and generally formulated regula-
tions by the state organs (providing of privileges is also a form
of discrimination). The same applies also for everyday activities
of organizations,-particularly employee organizations. The quoted
principle must, therefore, be already applied during the legisla-
tive process.

14. The rights of ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities
(article 27 of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights).

Compare the following in this context:

-- Regulating laws anticipated by the constitutional law
numoer 144 of 1968 concerning the status of nationalities in the
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic have not been passed. Principles
of the constitutional law cannot, therefore, be substantially
applied to practice.

15. The right to work (article 6 of the Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights; article i9, paragraph 2 of the Consti-
tu t i on).

Compare the following in this context:
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-- There is no legal regulation which would guarantee every-body's right for the opportunity to earn one's living by workwhich has been freely chosen and accepted without any discrimina-
tion whatsoever according to race, color, sex, language, religion,political or other persuasion, national or social background,
economic status, and family origin (article 2, paragraph 2 of theCovenant). Procedure controlled by regulation para 5 of the
governmental decree number 92 of 1958 or by social security regu-lations Goes not suffice. The citizen does not have an enforce-able right to obtain a recormmendation from the National Counciland he does not have any other legal means to obtain a statement
that he has not been accepted for a job due to discrimination.

-- ihe regulation whereby contracts are terminated by anorganization is not sufficient as long as it, in violation of theCovenant on Human Rights and the Constitution, admits a possibil-
ity that circumstances that have nothing to do with the nature ofthe job constitute the grounds for the termination of the
contract.

-- There is no legal regulation which would ensure "equal
opportunity for all to be promoted at work to the appropriate
higher position while no other criteria but the length of employ-
ment and ability will be applied" (article 6, letter c, and possi-
bly letter e of the Covenant on Economic,' Social and Cultural
Rights).

-- Article 19, paragraph 2 of the Constitution concerning theduty to work could also be interpreted as being in violation ofthe ban on forced labor according to article 8, paragraph 3 con-cerning civil and political rights. According to article 9 of theConstitution, very small private enterprises where only the owneris employed and the exploitation of another person's work isexcluded are permitted within the boundaries of the socialist
economic system. Since the tradesman (capitalist) system has beenabolished by the Labor Code, legal regulation covering this sphereis missing which results in a serious, legal uncertainty. (Regu-iations concerning some services and the maintenance authorized bya National Council, governmental decree of March 3, 1965, pub-lished as number 20 of 1965 have no basis in law and no force of alegal regulation even though they are, mistakenly, taken as suchby the state organs).

16. The right to strike, (article 8, paragraph 1, letter d of theCovenant on Economnic, Social and Cultural Rights).

Consider the following in this context:

-- The right to strike, according to the Covenant, should beexercised in accordance with the laws of the state. however, thislaw concerning the right to strike and the exercise of this righthas not been passed.
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-- Some provisions of legal regulations, for instance of the
Labor Coae (concerning work discipline) and penal regulations
(para 8 of the law number 150 of 1969 concerning misdemeanors and
so on)i may create an impression that the strike is in fact a legal
delinquency. Some related labor-legal questions have not been
solved in the area of aamage compensation (para 173, Item 3 and
others of the Labor Code). It should be added that the World
Labor Federation during the seventh meeting of its General Council
in Decernber of 1954 in Warsaw accepted the Charter of Labor Union
Rights. The latter states that the right to strike is an essen-
tial right of the working people and that to organize a strike or
to participate in it must not result in any repressive measures.

17. the right to education (article 13 of the Covenant on Econo-
mic, Social and Cultural Rights; compare also article 24 of the
Constitution. Compare the following in this context:

-- Selection of students carried out during the admissions
process for secondary and other schools, according to valid, legal
regulations, limits the exercise of the generally guaranteed right
to an education to persons who have been admitted; furthermore, it
does not provide guarantees that there will be no discrimination
(providing of privileges) which is in violation of article 2,
paragraph 2 of the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights.

18. Freedom of scholarly research and creative activities (article
i5, paragraph 3 of the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights). Compare the following in this context:

-- The formulation of article 16, paragraph 1 of the Consti-
tution stating that "all cultural politics in Czechoslovakia,
advancement of education, upbringing, and tuition are guided in
the spirit of a scientific world outlook and Marxism-Leninism,"
could create an impression that this regulation is in violation of
the obligation of article 15, paragraph 3 of the Covenant and of
the freedoms and rights guaranteed by the Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights.

Research is carried out particularly in universities and the
Academies of Sciences. It is, therefore, necessary to consider
whether legal regulations strengthening the influence of the state
organs on the activities of scientific institutions correspond
with the requirement of free scholarly research (compare particu-
larly the legal regulation number 26 of 1970 which changes and
complements the law number 54 of 1963 concerning the Czechoslovak
Academy of Sciences; law number 163 of 1969 changes law number 19
of 1966 concerning universities). This is connected with the
question of the origin and termination of work contracts of scho-
lars and teaching scholars, the question of publication of scno-
larly works and so on.
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A similar situation exists also in the area of art (the
status and the sphere of action of artists' corrrnmittees, cultural
funds, and various organs and organizations active in this field,enforcement of copyright laws, etc.).

19. The Czechoslovak Republic abstained during the vote on the
General Declaration of Human Rights in the General Assembly of theUnited Nations in 1948. However, both Covenants explicitly referto the Declaration. According to contemporary international law,it is possible to assume that even the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic is bound by article 15 of the Declaration according towhich "everybody has a right to a nationality; nobody can bearbitrarily deprived of his nationality and his right to change
it."

From this point of view it would be helpful to review the
current, very doubtful and complicated regulation concerning
citizenship, particularly because the state organs have been
authorized to deprive persons of their citizenship (there should
be a clause authorizing the withdrawal of citizenship solely onthe basis of the circumstances stated by the law with a provision
which would prevent statelessness and otherwise ensure that this
regulation would correspond with the rules of internationl law).
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Pr i son Lon6it itons

Document No. 1b

10 the Federal Assemibly of the Lzectioslovak Socialist RepuD-
lic, to the Lzech National kouncil, the Slovak National -ouncii.
-opies to: the Penological Researcn Institute (uirector - Dr.
Lepelakj, tAdministration ot Iorrectional Laucation ot the Lzech
Soc ial is t Repub l i c, Praha 4-lNus le, Tabor ska 966.

Ihe International Lovenant on Livil anca Political Rights,
wnicn camne into force in Lzecnoslovakia on L ard Mlarcn 1976, lays
ciown in Articles 5 anG iU certain principles concerning the condi-
tions o0 custody anci inprisonmient, by decision o1 the supreme
bodies oI the State ihese principles as wel l as a I other st ipula-
tions containeci in the covenant are binuing for the whole of
Lzechioslovak society, and voth the State and all the citizens have
the outy to observe them. In this connection we ueein it correct
ana necessary to po int out that the tzechoslova k Loce otf Lririinal
Proceoure ki.e. the law governing court proceedings) is not in
accoruance with certain provisions containeci in the above-men-
tioneu Articles of the Lovenant. what is even more serious is
tnat the conaitions of custouy ana inprisonment also largely
violate other legal provisions which aetermine these conoitions,
in particular the relevant stipulations of the Lonstitution, the
Loae o0 Lriminai Proceuure, the Penal Lode and the Law on Impri-
sonment . In this aocument on the prison system, we intena topoint to the violations o1 the law and ot human rights (lj in this
sphere anci propose certain measures aesignea to remeay this state
ol affairs.

I . _U_'I W

"Anyone arrested or detainec, on the basis of criminal cnarges
shall be brought without aelay betore a magistrate or another
otficai invested by law with the powers oI a judge, or shall be
entitlec to be triea tz) within an appropriate time to be
releasea. Persons awaiting trial shall not as a general rule be
aetainea in custooy..." dci. the Lovenant Article 9, paragraph 5.
Under the Lzechoslovak Coue ot Lriiniinal Proceuure "custody shall
be oroered by the court or, in the course o0 Investigation by the
law ot the Procurator's office. In tact, however, investigations
generally last several months kcf. Article 71 ot the Locue OI
-rinminai Procedure), ana they are known to have taken muore than
one year 13). 1hroughout this period, the Procurator or superior
procurator is authorizeai to order aetention in custody. but the
Procurator is not emrpowered to exercise court authority since the
law requires him to be an inciepenoent official, wnich, unoer tneCzecnoslovak Legal Loue the Procurator is not (cf. e.g. the Law on
Procurator Uflice, whicn clearly stipulates the suooraination o1
tne Procurator to a superior Procurator).
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It is true that complaints against the ruling of a Procurator
on custouy are oealt with by a court (article i46a OI the CriminalProcedure Code); but this is aone in closed session without the
presence of the oefenoant (cf. the above-nientioned clause of tileCovenant: "...shall be brought without delay before a rmagis-
trate..."; vioreover, if the period of custocy Is extenoed by theProcurator--Generai his ruling is final kArticle 141, paragraph 2of the -oce o0 C r imi na l Proce aure)j 4i. The Cooe of CriminalProcedure, furthermore, does not stipulate a maximurm length of
custoay (cf. the above-rimentioned clause of the Covenant) beforetne expiry OI which the dexendant must be releasea or brought
before a court to assess his guilt and offer him legal guarantees.

It is, therefore, evident that the discrepancies between theCoue ot triminal Proceaure ano the above-mentioned provisions ofthe tovenant can only be eliminated by amending the Code of Crimi-nal Proceaure, which should stipulate that aecision on custodyshali in future be taken solely by an independent judge or by
another olticial with the powers ot a juage whose incepenuence
woula be guaranteed by law. In audition, the upper limit of the
auration ot custody should be set.

We also regard as mnsufticient the legal provision under
Article 67 oI the tocie of Criminal Procecure on the grounds forcustody which are formulated under Sections "b" and "c" so loosely
anci vaguely that the Procurator can, with a touch of rhetoric
juggling, justify the detention of anyone SUDjected to criminal
proceedings. That is why we propose an adjustment which would
stipulate that the grounos under "b" or "c" should be invoked only
against those who have aemonstrably attempted to obstruct investi-
gations even atter charges have been made, or have subsequently
proceeoeo with their criminal activity. both siaes -Gefenaant anathe investigator - would participate in the gathering of evidence
on grounds for custoay (unaer "a", "D" and "c") before a court or
independent official with the powers of a judge.

It is true that a aefenaant is not inevitably remanaed incustody even in (zechoslovakia. but it occurs frequently, and theCooe of (Crirainal Procedure makes this possible. The statistics
published by the authorities do not state the number oI defendants
in custody; but according to a responsible estimate, their nurber
has been fluctuating between 5,)00 ana 8,000 in the past few
years. With an average auration of custoay - including aetention
auring the trial - of three months, this means that between 20,000
and 30,O0 persons are remancea in custoay every year. 'This,furthermore, means that in recent years 5U-75 percent of the
persons chargea with crimes or offences who were subsequently
sentenced to unconditional terms of imprisonment haa been taken
into custooy 5). This high and probably rising percentage of
cases of custody is influenced by increasingly longer sentences ofinp r i sonmen t .
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Speciai mention should be made of the unlawful prdctices
auopted by National Security Corps bodies in cases of aetention
and arrest. Under certain circumstances specified in the Law on
the National Security Corps an official of the Corps can detain
anyone violating public law and order for up to 48 hours; under
the Cone ol Criminal Proceaure, the National Security Corps inves-
tigator can in exceptional circuinstarices also detain tor 48 hours
anyone under well-founoeo suspicion of having coninitted a crime
and again in exceptional circumstances he can detain him for
another 4b nours on charges of having coninitteo a crime, before
tne Procurator decides on custody. These provisions are frequent-
iy mnisused: not only those who violate public law and order are
detained, but other persons as well (6). 'oe exceptional circumn-
stances governing the detention o1 a suspect or oefenrant are notrespected and legally perinissable exceptions have become unlawful
practice. Ihe provisions are also violateG by the Duration ot
interrogation not being included in the duration permitted by law
and by the fact that relatives are not informed of detention
exceeding 24 hours, etc. (7). Detained and arrested persons who
ought to be protected by the presumption oi innocence, are kept in
so-called preliminary detention cells in unhygenic and degrading
conditions (8).

We propose, therefore, that the provisions on detention
should be rescinded on the grounds of their unconstitutional
character and the difficulty of exercising puolic control over
their implementation. As regards the detention of a suspect or
defendant, we propose amendments whicn would guarantee observance
o0 the exceptional nature of these measures and provide for their
effective public control. We also propose a substantial reduction
ot tne 48 hour time imits.

fIhe law stipulates that "no one shall be regarded as guilty
unless and until found guilty by the valid verdict of a court of
Law" (Article Z, para. a, of the Code of Criminal Procedure) and
it goes on to stipulate that "while in custody the defendant shall
be subjected only to such restrictions as are necessary to ensure
the adequate implementation of criminal proceedings" kArticle 36U,
paragraph 2 of the LoGe of Criminai Proceaure). It also stipu-
iates that the authorities conducting criminal proceedings must
fully observe human rights guaranteed in the Constitution (Article
L, paragraph 4 ox the Code of Criminal Procedure). but these
legal provisions are systematically violated. 'This is aermon-
strated by the following description of conditions existing in
custody. Indivioual sections of it can be con-pared with the
provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure quoted above.

't'he most frequent practice is physical torture of coimmon
crime suspects by rneiffoers o0 the National Security Corps even
before remanding thein in custody, especially if the culprit is
caught in the act or if he refuses to confess and the official is
convinced of his guilt. Alter charges have been proferreo, inves-
tigators resort to physical torture only in exceptional cases 19).
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but the regiime of custody imposes so many restrictions on the
aefenoant that some of themn maintain that the conditions of im-pri-
sonment even in the second or third corrective educational cate-
gory (iO? are more bearable than those prevailing in custody. In
custody defendants are placed in cells which are locked throughout
the uay ( II l . Four or Iive t imes a week ( somet imes even less
Irequently) they are taken out for 30) minutes, at times for even
less, to a courtyard mostly with an area of barely 1U square
metres. They are ailowed to send one letter only once a fortnight
kthat is how the prison administration arbitrarily interprets
point 13 of the uniawful rules - see Appendix). This is censored
by the prison administration as well as by the investigator accor-
ding to arbitrary criteria k"he is not allowed to write about the
situation in pr ison and about his fellow Gefenaants" - of point 3
in the Appendix). Letters often take many days and even weeks to
reach their Destination, they are arbitrarily confiscated, and
other postal conmunications are excluded with minor exceptions
tsee points 20 and z1 of Appendixj. Yet the censors are backed by
the law only if the grounds for custody are the tear that the
investigation may be frustrated by influencing witnesses, co-
detendants, etc., and this tear should be the sole criterion for
the confiscation of a letter or part of it. The prison adminstra-
tions which censor letters from defendants who are in custody for
other reasons are connii tting a criminal offense.

Unly once a month does the detendant have the right (which he
may ue cenied) to receive a 0oo0 parcel of up to 3 kg. Its con-
tents are subject to numerous restrictions. The defendants are
not entitleo to receive visits iroin relatives unless authorized by
the investigator. lhey have the right to a shower and a cnange of
underwear only once every ten cays. They are virtually forbidden
to wear their civilian clothes. In defiance of their wishes their
hair is cut short and beards are shaved off. They are not enti-
tled to choose books. There is one allocated book per week per
Defendant in a cell. The prison administration prevents the
sending of books, including legal regulations, in parcels. "nhe
only legal regulations generally available are the Penal tooe and
the t.ode of Criminal Procedure from which the prison guard reads
out on request a passage in which the defendant is interested; the
defendant must remain standing and cannot take notes. Defendants
are allowed to purchase an exrermely limited range of foodstuffs,
toiletries or tobacco only once a fortnight (13), and even this
right can be restricted or suppressed altogether. Defenoants are
not allowed to keep any personal belongings in their cells with
the exception of purchased or received foodstuffs, certain toile-
tries kbut not shaving accessories), legal regulations (which are
however, virtually unobtainable), the latest letter from a rela-
tive kthe administration allegedly Gestroy all previous ones) and
a few authorized photographs. They are not alloweea to lie down
between 6 a .m. and 7 p .m., they are not permi tted to sit down or
smoke in the presence of a guard, they have to stand at attention
and report in a military manner, told their blankets and sheets
into so-called "ooxes," just like in the Prussian army, ano so
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forth. The prison guards are organized in the so-called Correc-
tive Laucation Corps along nmi litary lines. tvienbers of the Correc-
tive Lducation Corps also serve in Corrective Educational Institu-
tions where convicted persons serve their sentences. The useful-
ness of their service in prisons is, of course, hard to justify
since there can be no question of "correcting" defendants who must
be regarded as innocent. -Ihe miemnbers of this Corps are often
influenced by the nature and conditions of their occupation, for
the cnoice of whicn one needs a certain mental disposition. That
is why the proportion of unrestrained explosive psychopaths or
even people with sadist inclinations is roughly equal among tne
guaros anG tne prisoners. This is the source of frequent con-
flicts. Moreover, the guards have the right to beat the prisoners
- a right derived fromi the custody regulations (see point 6 of the
Appenoixj. Even though ten specifically mentioned forms of physi-
cal torture ktie more frequent being beating with a truncheon or
splashing tear gas into the eyes) may only be used against someone
who cespite previous reprimands or admonitions continues to frus-
trate the purpose of custody, guards often resort to torture
without these grounds, especially on minors (between the ages of
19 and i9, of whom there are relatively large numbers in custody)
and against young defendants (roughly up to the age of 25, who
formn an absolute majority in custody) and against gypsies. Physi-
cal torture of female defendants is particularly inexcusable.
Male members of the Corrective Education Corps are currently on
cuty outside cells where women are being held, ano they peer into
the cells and watch women attending even to their hygienic needs.
Un the other hand, female guards are sometimes on cuty in male
corridors. For violating regulations - often in a conflict pro-
voked by the guard - prisoners are punished unoer these regula-
tions but in violation of the law (see point 4 of the Appendix),
including by solitary confinement up to i) oays 14). In some
cases, collective punishment is meted out or the cell "corrmandant"
is punished for something he has not connmitTed.

With the support of the supervising procurator, the prison
administration unlawfully prevents the Gefenoant's counsel, who is
simultaneously his legal counsel, or another lawyer acting in a
similar capacity from intervening in his favour in conflicts with
the prison administration or it the prisoner claims his rights in
connection with his detention. Lming to an inconsistent Gefense
or to obstacles created for the defense counsel by the investi-
gator - which is usual in political cases - the defendant most
frequently meets his defense counsel for the first time two or
three months after being rerimanded in custody, often only after
having been informed of the result of the investigation.

In this connection, we aernano that the legislator should set
up an independent arbitration body whose activities would be under
tne supervision of the public kmass organizations, the mass media,
civic initiative groups and conmlittees) and which would solve
conflicts between the prisoner and the prison administration and
deal with complaints from prisoners about conditions in custody.
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Even a court could act as such a body: in any case, the legisla-tor should enact a mandatory procedural coae bor such a boay. The
right ot the defendanit to attend a public hearing ot the arbitra-
tion body, the right o1 the aefenuant to be represented by coun-
sel, the right of the body to carry out investigations inside the
prison anG the right of the public (initiative groups) to partici-
pate in the proceedings (in the same way as a public defense
counsel and prosecutor in criminal proceedings) should be en-
shrined in the procedural code.

Concerning conditions of custody we might add that the life
of the aefenaant in the cell can also be influenced by the inves-
tigators, who are police officers kPublic and State Security) andin some cases, ollicials of the prosecutor's ollice. When the
prison is in a regional town, the State Security investigators
ottices are situated inside the prison building. The investi-
gators can, tor example, influence decisions on the type of cell,
lellow-prisoners, textbooks, authorization to consult books onpenal regulations. Without having to justify their decisions,
they deciae on visits to the aefenaants, on the allocation of work(where the prison exceptionally allows the defendant to work) etc.
It is normai that investigators use these "powers" to bring pres-
sure to bear on the detendant to give evidence and make a full
confession.

The feeling of impotence and absurdity endured by the delen-
aant is increased when in a nurrier of cases, the Gefenoant remains
in custody for many weeks without any investigation proceedings or
when after the conclusion of the investigations, he has to wait along time for the trial. Defendants in custody are reduced to
long periods of inactivity and kept in an atmosphere of emptiness
and boredom. There are very few opportunities for entertainment,
intellectual work, study, games, art or sport tif physical train-
ing in the cell can be so called), and their manipulation is one
of the methods of tormenting aefenoants (15). Long-term sensory
deprivation, bad nutrition, appalling conditions of hygiene, lack
ot exercise and Iresh air as well as other conditions of Retention
influence the incidence of various mental disorders and diseases,
but also oX other complaints such as vitamin deficiency, skin and
eye diseases, tuberculosis, hypertension, diseases of the spine,
muscle fatigue, etc. Prison doctors are unable to administer
prophylactic treatment since the causes of the diseases frequently
lie in prison conditions. As regards the chance to work mentioned
in the prison regulations (see point 22 of the Appendix) we havealready pointed out that prisons provide them very rarely, ana
working conditions do not correspond to generally valid labour
regulations.
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Financial aspects and the livelihood of the families of the
aefenoants form a separate and sad chapter. While the defenciant
is in custody, his family has no financial support, not even when
he is the sole breaowinner. The situation is most difficult and
even tragic in families with a large number of cnildren especially
where the wife is not employed. The wife has no chance to receive
chiio benefit until the cteendant has been tried and sentenced.
In acdition, the court demanas payment of legal expenses which the
prisoner pays in a lump sum (if the services of an expert or an
interpreter have been needed, it amounts to Kcs 1,000); the legal
advice centers charge the fees of the defense counsel even when he
was court-appointed, so that the prisoner faces mounting debts.
the payment oi all types o0 benefit and allowances is suspended
for the ouration of custooy and imprisonment, which is particu-
larly critical in cases where the family depends entirely on such
benefits. If a prisoner has to pay maintenance money his ciebt in
this respect accumulates during his detention. II sentence has
been passeo (which happens in 99 percent of all cases of custoay)
trie prisoner has to pay for his custody and this amounts to Kcs i0
per Gay 06). In complicated cases, i.e. in most cases involving
the investigation of political offenses, the prisoner finds that
he owes the State many thousand crowns on release (x7). This must
be seen as a further form of sanctions affecting not only the
prisoner but aiso his family. There have been cases oI imnpounGea
wages after the prisoner's release when he had not fully paid his
installments (ilj. In this connection, we oemand that the expen-
ses incurred by criminal proceedings including the cost of impri-
sonment be covered by the State.

'Lie conditions of custody are concealed from the public. The
relevant authorities of the Ministry of Justice and Ministry of
the Interior unlawfuliy seek to create the impression that the
nere announcement of the state of these conditions would be pun-
ishable. In this connection they sometimes press the prisoners to
sign various illegal statements promising secrecy, they censor any
mention to this effect in letters etc., (19), i20). Supervision
over custody, which now comes under the procurator, should be
widened and entrusted to a public body which would have the right
to carry out investigations in prisons. vMass organizations and
civic initiative groups should be specifically allowed to partici-
pate in the work of such a public bosy. The public should be able
to carry out effective checks on the conditions of custody. The
law should furthermore, specify the scope of action ot such a
public supervisory body and of the arbitration body mentioned
earlier as well as of the forms of their cooperation.

While the conditions of imprisonment are governed by the Law
on imprisonment, there is no law governing the conditions of
custody. The only legal regulation on conditions of custody under
Article 3b0, paragraph 2 of the Cooe of Criminal Proceuure, hlds
already been mentioned. The detailed conditions of custody are
set forth in an Order from the Minister of Justice entitled the
Code of Custody, which is in stark violation of the Law (of the
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above-mentioned legal provision of the Lode of Criminal Procedure)
and has never been mace public. It is one of the legal regula-
tions which are binding for a section of the society but are at
the same time concealed. We note this with regret. brief ex-
cerpts from this Code, which state certain duties and rights of
the aefenaant in custody, are formulated in the so-called Prison
Regulations displayed in every cell. Yet these regulations, the
mere comparison of which with the above-mentioned legal reguia-
tions under Article 360, paragraph 2 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, significantly reveal that this unlawful state of af-
fairs, have never been rendered public: Charter 77 does this for
the first time in the Appendix to this document.

In this connection, we demand the legal regulation of the
conditions of custouy either by expanding the Code of Criminal
Procedure or by a new law on the conditions of custody. Despite
its general character, we regard the existing stipulations under
Article 360, paragraph 2 of the Code of Criminal Procedure as a
suitable basis for the proposed adjustment.

II. 11iVkISO[ViENT

The number of persons serving prison sentences in Lzecnoslo-
vakia in proportion to the country's population is several times
bigger than in other advanced countries. In this document, we do
not intend to analyze the causes of this phenomenon; we see it in
the context of overall social conditions, in the feeling of alien-
ation pervading society; in the fact that young people (who are
those most frequently sentenced) see no prospects in their lives;
in the fact that the punishment of imprisonment fails to fulfill
its task of re-education and the majority of culprits eventually
return to prison; in the lack of public interest in these problems
which is, of course, linked with the absence of any effective
public control of the prison system and with the tact that the
latter's problems are taboo for the mass media. but in our view
another reason is that the Penal Cone regards as crimes a number
O0 actions which are not regarded as such in other countries and
that courts pass far higher sentences than those of other coun-
tries. It is a sad statistic that the number of persons sentenced
to unconditional terms of imprisonment is constantly rising (t21):

(a to d figures in thousands) 1962 1965 1969 1972 1975

a) Persons charged 64 74 65 148 138
b) Persons sentenced 61 72 60 139 114
c) of these sentenced to 14 20 12 44 40

unconditional ternis
d. Sentenced to suspended 33 37 35 53 40

t e rms
e) c) in proportion to di 0.42 0.54 0.34 0.83 1.00
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These figures show that the number of persons charged and
sentenced has been growing over the years but also that the propor-
tion of those sentenced to unconditional terms of imprisonment has
been rising. The higher number of persons sentenced to serve time
is creating problems which cannot be solved even by the construc-
tion of new prisons (,22).

Even though the Law on Imprisonment is based on the Constitu-
tion and the Penal Code and is in accordance with Article iO of
the above-mentioned Covenant ("all persons deprived of personal
freedom shall be treated in a humane manner and with respect for
the dignity of the human being"), the actual situation contrasts
sharply with thern. From the formal point of view, the formal
objection could be made that the Law on Imprisonment is merely an
outline and that the actual conditions of imprisonment are aeter-
mined by an order of the Minister of Justice entitled Code on
Impr isonment in Correctional Education Categories. This (Code,
too, is concealed from the prisoners and the public. The condi-
tions of imprisonment are also laid down in further secret orders
from the Miinister of Justice which are not necessarily in accoro-
ance with the letter of the Law or may even contradict it (23).
Mwost of the guards are unfamiliar with this law and, as a corps
organized on a military basis, they accept the authority of their
superiors. Many officials see this law as a cocument designed to
placate the public (including international public opinion), or to
cope with improper complaints from prisoners. True, the Law on
Imprisonment - as distinct from the rules on custody - proviCies
for control by national corrnittees as well as civic control, which
are to be performed by bodies of tne two (Czech and Slovak)
National Counciis, but this control, if it takes place at all, is
purely f ormal .

Just as the defendant in custody, the convict in prison has
no guarantees of his legal position. His right to complain is
restricted, what is more, the prisoner runs the risk of being
punished for looging a complaint, especially if it has been turned
down. he is completely powerless in conflicts with the admini-
stration of the institution, as he cannot be represented by a
lawyer in such conflicts. (The Administration of the Corrective
Education Corps thus arbitrarily interprets, inoeed cenies, the
legal stipulation under Article 15, paragraph 3 of the Law on
Imprisonment: "the convict can obtain legal aid by a lawyer who
within the limits of his power of attorney has the right to cor-
respona with the prisoner or talk to him"). Dealings with the
administration of the institution are not public and everything
depends on the benevolence or arbitrary judgment of the Governor,
education officer, case officer or guards. The personal atten-
cance of the prisoner in court proceedings dealing with his pos-
sible civil lawsuit with the institution is extremely difficult.
bringing charges against a member of the Corrective Eaucation
Corps appears to be an absurd, though in theory, possible method.
A prisoner's access to the supervising procurator, responsible for
ensuring observance of legality in prison and respect of the
prisoners' rights, is subject to the arbitrary decision of the
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institute administration. Nor does the institution of supervising
procurators on its own fulfill its function (24).

That is why we demand the amendment of the Law on Imprison-
ment. The new version ought to set out the differences of regime
in the various imprisonment categories. It should stipulate which
rights are denied to a prisoner, which are restricted and how. It
should confirm that other civic rights are maintained and stipu-
late fundamental ways of their application. The new version would
replace those clauses of the prison regulations which run counter
to the law or circumvent the law, and it would abolish all other
secret orders laying down certain conditions of imprisonment. nhe
amenoment should also take account of international covenants on
human rights. We, furthermore, propose that disputes between the
prisoners ano the institute's administration should be dealt with
by an independent arbitration body which would have prerogatives
similar to those suggested for the proposed arbitration boGy on
custody. The amendment should also ensure effective public con-
trol of the conditions of imprisonment which cannot be entrusted
merely to the supervising procurator and representative bodies
(cormaissions of regional national conrmittees and bodies of the
National Councils) (25) unless they have closer links with the
public, encourage its interest in the problems of the prison
system and enable public participation in the solution of these
problems. That is why both the conditions of imprisonment and
those of custody should be watched by a public control and super-
visory body with the right to carry out investigations inside
prisons and with the participation of mass organizations and civic
initiative groups and conmittees. The new version would stipulate
the forms of cooperation and participation of this public control
body as well as of the control body mentioned previously. This
new legal amendment would likewise create the conditions for the
application of modern penology in practice, including experiments.
We shall come back to certain questions connected with the amend-
ment of the law when describing existing conditions of imprison-
ment.

The primary method of re-education is senseless military
drill (26), exacerbated by a system of organized snooping (27),
aimed at breaking the prisoner, at stifling his personality and
consequently at simplifying the task of the guards. That is why
discrimination of every kind is encouraged: against new arrivals
in favour of those who have been in prison for a long time,
against young prisoners in favour of older ones, against prisoners
who keep their distance from guards in favour of those who adopt a
devout attitude. The Administration frequently encourages the
oppression of gypsies (28) by other inmates as well as the oppres-
sion of those serving sentences for sexual offenses and of homo-
sexuals who in the homosexual act play the female part. The
administration of the institution - this time without the partici-
pation of the other prisoners - discriminates in every way against
those serving time for so-called anti-State crimes or those in
whom the State Security is particularly interested (29).
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Special attention must be given to medical care, whicn is
generally inadequate as a result of indifference shown by insti-
tute administrations, particularly in places further removed from
larger towns (30,3i). It is also worth mentioning that a number
of epileptics are placed among the other prisoners with virtually
no concessions. Especially in the second prison category there
are many prisoners suffering from psychoses (schizophrenia, manic
depression, etc.) who should never be in prison but should undergo
treatment.

Imprisonment in Czechoslovakia automatically means forced
labor. Refusal to work is punished by disciplinary action, legal
transfer to a higher prison category and frequently even by fur-
ther proceedings on charges of obstructing the execution of an
official directive. Tne further term in such cases is usually
between six and nine months. Work is generally boring and hard.
The prisoners are compelled to work overtime to make up for shifts
(even an hour) lost owing to idle time or a visit to the doctor.
Failure to achieve expected output is punished by disciplinary
action. The pace of work set by the output targets, is exhaus-
ting. Work frequently continues on Saturdays. Working conditions
are in complete contravention of the Labor Cooe (there is no
normal work contract) and of safety and hygiene regulations. The
long-term performance of certain operations causes lasting uamage
to the prisoner's health. The low cast of the prisoner's labor is
reflected in the evaluation of his person: for example, at the
Preciosa plant in Jablonec, as well as in the Plzen-bory or Minko-
vice prisons half the machines are idle ouring the oay while at
night they operate to full capacity to take advantage of the cheap
night electricity rates. At the latter place of work every pri-
soner works night shifts two weeks out of every four, and morning
and afternoon shifts the remaining two weeks. The system of
remuneration for prisoners is utterly inhuman and illegal (from
the point of view of legal provisions under Article 29, paragraph
I of the Law on Imprisonment). Wage regulations are kept secret.
In a number of cases, prisoners receive a lower wage than ordinary
workers. Often they receive no night shift pay. Certain jobs
have long ago ceased to be performed outside and the prisoners are
paid rates which were valid in the 1950's. That is how in certain
cases (for example at the Koh-i-noor works) the monthly wage
amounts to a mere Kcs 450 or less, even when the output target has
been fulfilled 100 percent. The average wage (except for mining)
is less than Kcs 1,000 a month, i.e. under 40 percent of the
average wage in Czechoslovakia. Where the employer for whom the
prisoner had been working before his imprisonment dismisses him or
where the prisoner had been out of a job before starting to serve
time, the period over which he works while serving his sentence is
not included in the time relevant to the length of his holidays or
to the sickness benefit to which he will be entitled after his
release (32). This punishment affects the majority of prisoners
and its effects are felt years after release.
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The new version of the Law on Imprisonment for which we are
pressing should, therefore, stipulate clearly that working condi-
tions in prison shall be governed by the general labor regulations
including wage regulations. Work in prison should be considered
regular employment with all ensuing rights. The law should,
furthermore, lay down the minimum rates for work done for the
institution. The new version should offer legal guarantees that
its provisions shall be respected (public control and supervisory
body, arbitration body, the participation of a hygiene officer and
safety officer as well as of the trace unions, etc.)

Juvenile prisons for people between the ages of 1S and 18 arefrequently only a transit station for youngsters released from so-called children's homes. The harshest of these homes differ from
prisons in mere details. This example clearly casts doubts on the
corrective purpose of the so-called re-education system. Corporal
punishment is riore frequent in prisons than in other corrective
institutions. Their specific features include clans headed by
"kings" who terrorize the others.

There are a few pregnant women in prison. Their condition is
taken into account when deciding on custody and passing sentence;
when the term is short the court generally pronounces a suspended
sentence. Yet the very fact that pregnant women are imprisoned atall is a particularly outrageous example of the disproportionate
application of the law. A petition for the remission of imprison-
ment or for release from custody can be turned down especially
where the woman has been, or expects to be, given a long sentence.
Unless a doctor decided otherwise, the confinement takes place on
the prison premises.

When comparing the Czechoslovak prison system with the situ-
ation fifty years ago, it appears that there have been only few
changes for the better. On the contrary, there has been an over-
all brutalization of conditions of imprisonment; military disci-
pline has been introduced and prisoners must attend lectures on
the advantages of "real socialism" and are supplied with legends
on recent Czechoslovak history (33). Discrimination of political
prisoners is another new phenomenon. The living conditions of
prisoners have remained unchanged. Prisons are situated either in
camp compounds or in buildings bating back to the last century or
even further. The prisoners eat out of mess-tins with a spoon,
they sleep on bunks, in some prisons they heat their cells in coal
stoves and have to fetch their water in buckets (34). Their
material conditions are deplorable: we have already spoken about
their wages, but it must be remembered that 80-95 percent of the
wages are deducted (35) to cover the cost of imprisonment and
other items (36). Modern penology seems to have passed Czechoslo-
vakia by. The role of prison education officers and psychologists
- as far as these posts have been filled at all - is of a formal
or administrative nature. We are again inclined to believe that
this state of affairs is encouraged by a black-out on all circum-
stances connected with imprisonment and by the absence of public
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participation in solving these problems. Since we believe that a
free press, radio and television as well as schools, free artistic
creation and scientific research would be of irmmense significance
for highlighting the problems of the prison system, we once again
insist on the need for changes leading to a greater freedom of
speech.

Ilne social position of a prisoner's family is generally
catastrophic, especially in the case of large families. The
reason is not only the prisoner's low earnings but also the fact
that the prison administration entirely ignores these questions
and refuses to provide his relatives with information on his
earnings. Without a court order on the prisoner's auty to pay
maintenance money (and to obtain such an order can take several
months) the prison administration - at the prisoner's request in
accordance with a surviving legal provision - sends a mere Kcs 100
- a month for every dependent child. Prisoners are in most cases
held in prisons a long way from their home so that every visit
causes the family considerable hardship. Discrimination at times
affects the family as well (the wife in her job, the children at
school, etc.).

Imprisonment, especially over a long period, has a socially
destructive influence on most prisoners. After-care, that is to
say, care for prisoners who have completed their term is absolute-
ly inaaequate and the system of probation officers ineffective.
Released prisoners see it as an additional instrument of the
repressive system and try to evade it. The Law on Protective
Surveillance, directed against recidivists, has an exclusively
repressive character; moreover, it is formulated in such a way as
to be also applicable to released political prisoners, although
the regime has so far not resorted to such a course .37j. Phy-
sical torture of prisoners is less frequent than in custody but it
does occur particularly after an attempted escape (38), an assault
on a guard - often only verbal - and on other occasions. humilia-
tion is imposed by depriving the prisoner of every privacy.
During personal searches, for which there are no legal provisions,
the guards confiscate whatever they like, including notes, let-
ters, poems, textbooks, quotations from books (39). These mea-
sures, affect political prisoners and intellectuals more than
others. The absence of heterosexual intercourse also has a disin-
tegrating influence. Masturbation is a widespread phenomenon
among men. Around one percent of all prisoners are homosexual
male couples with emotional ties. Roughly one percent of all
prisoners engage in prostitution for payment. In women's prisons
most prisoners form latent or explicit lesbian couples; in the
second and third prison categories relations among these couples
are marked by abnormal domination or submission. homosexuality is
more frequent under hard living conditions. Where it is accom-
panied by emotional ties it is frequently a desperate substitute
for broken or frustrated previous ties. Prison conditions and a
loss of prospects for the future only increase this emotional
emptiness. The feeling of precariousness - in certain cases
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exacerbated by a crisis in homosexual relations - leads the priso-ners to numerous suicide attempts. Even though most of them arefaked, many are genuine and some end in death (40). Some prison-ers seek a relative alleviation or an opportunity to escape inself-mutilation; they deliberately cause an accident or demon-stratively swallow metal objects and so forth. Drugs provide anillusory escape from the prison environment (41). The illicitmanufacture of spirits is also fairly frequent. Mutiny is often adesperate revolt against inhuman prison conditions. The heavysentences imposed under the Penal Code for those resorting to thistype of revolt does not solve the situation (42). The reaction ofprisoners described here are, of course, individual demonstrationsby a few prisoners. ihe longer the sentence the harder the prisonconditions, and the higher the prison category the more frequentand general are these demonstrations. For the moment it is impos-sible to disprove the hypothesis that it is imprisonment whichturns a human being into a person with chronic anti-social mani-festations. We reiterate our view that the constant humiliationto which the prisoner is exposed is a significant factor of hissocial disintegration (43).

In a society where the constitutionally guaranteed freedom ofspeech and freedom of religious belief are constantly violatedthey are violated to an even greater extent in the prisons.Religious services are not permitted. Churches and chapels havebeen abolished in prisons and corrective institutions. The prisonadministrations do not even tolerate religious rites (prayer,fasting, sermons, theological debates) which the prisoners couldperform on their own. Where they do perform them they do thissecretly to avoid disciplinary punishment. Political prisonersare forbidden to read political literature, except Marxist orpseudo-Marxist. However, even this literature is banned foriviarxists serving prison sentences on political grounds.

A sociological analysis of the prisoners may be significantwhen assessing numerous problems pertaining to penology, thetheory of law and other social sciences (including politicalscience). It can be reliably estimated (statistics keep silent onthe subject) that there is a far higher percentage of people up tothe age of 25 among the prisoners than in society as a whole,people who have not completed their basic education, unskilledworkers, workers in general, non-members of the Comrmunist Partyand gypsies. On the other hand, people holding a more prominentposition in society are rarely found among the prisoners. This isfairly revealing of the nature of social conflicts and theirsolution as well as of the character of the regime.

Officials of the Ministry of Justice institutions oftenproceed from the mechanical and essentially incorrect assumptionthat punishment and the conditions under which it is meted outshould have a deterrent effect. This explains why courts areencouraged to pronounce more severe sentences. There is even anofficial term for this: "punitive policy." The current trends of
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this policy are evident: more verdicts of guilty, more unsus-
pended sentences than suspended ones, longer terms of imprison-
ment, fewer releases on parole. That is why the conditions of
custody and of imprisonment have been steadily getting worse since
1969. For example, the right to wear one's own clothes while in
custody has been abolished, the duration of exercise has been
shortened, conditions governing correspondence and the receipt of
parcels have been radically stiffened. The weight of parcels ano
the range of their contents have been restricted and letter-wri-
ting facilities have become worse even in prisons where contacts
with relatives have been restricted: in the first person category
visits are now authorized once every one to three months, in the
second category once every six to eight months, and in the third
category once a year. The duration of visits is generally one
hour and only the closest relatives are given permission for
visits (in the third category only one member of the family). The
conversation may only deal with "family matters" otherwise the
visit may be interrupted or cut short. CGuards often behave rudely
to the relatives.

Disciplinary punishment has also been gradually getting more
severe since i968. Prisoners are given disciplinary punishment
relatively often for conflicts with the guards or with the prison
administration. A frequent reason is failure of the prisoner to
achieve his expected output. but in some cases he fails to do so
because it is physically beyond him (44). The result is a cut in
food rations, which again leads to a reduced work performance.
The prisoner is deprived of so-called privileges, for example the
possibility of attending selected film shows, watching television,
etc. Actual disciplinary punishments include a reprimand, denial
of the right to receive a parcel, a reduction of pocket money by
up to 50 percent, confinement in a locked ward after working hours
or throughout the day and solitary confinement. A specific pun-
ishment is confinement in a special ward for up to three months
tin the third category for six months) (45). The so-called locked
wards and solitary confinement blocks (the prisoner slang word
"hole" is more appropriate to the conditions in these abodes) are
generally damp, cold and the prisoners' clothing and blankets are
utterly inadequate, ventilation and lighting are poor (the cells
are generally in the cellars of the buildings or in so-called huts
in camps). These conditions, together with malnutrition -espe-
cially a shortage of proteins - are a breeding ground for tubercu-
losis (46). The disciplinary punishment of all-day confinement in
a locked ward for up to 20 cays and of solitary confinement of up
to 20 days (both punishments can be repeated in succession) as
well as similar measures applied in custody are basically tanta-
mount to imprisonment in a dungeon. The sum representing the
daily food ration amounts to Kcs 3 to 3.50 (it has not been pos-
sible to verify the amount more accurately as it is kept secret),
and the food must contain no meat (the gravy is strained to remove
all traces of meat). Such a punishment can, if repeated, lead to
the physical destruction of the prisoner. but even if such a
punishment is limited to 20 days it causes damage and sometimes
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results in serious harm to a person's health. In a civilized 20thcentury society such disciplinary measures must be regarded asbarbaric punishment. The public is entirely unaware that thispunishment, and specifically its conditions entailing drasticration cuts, has been sanctioned by a secret order of the Ministerof Justice issued in the second half of 1971 and the practice ofapplying it twice or more times in succession has been made pos-sible by an amendment of the Law on Imprisonment passed in 1973(Law No. 47/73 which, however, does not mention the size of ra-tions.)

In this document we have made repeated reference to prisonerssentenced for so-called anti-State acts whom we inaccurately callpolitical prisoners. This document discusses conditions in pri-sons and corrective institutions and does not deal with jurisdic-tion. Consequently, it does not deal with the different categor-ies of sentenced persons. but we must point out that it is alasting blot on the record of Czechoslovak society that people aresentenced for political opposition activities, for their standsand views and for political or other convictions which they havevoiced. Statistics on sentences passed by Czechoslovak courtsunder Chapter 1 of the Penal Code (not including Article 109 -"leaving the country without authorization") which, of course, donot include a number of crimes of a political or similar nature,provide some idea of their number (47):

1958 4337
196i 2740
1964 757
1967 2512
1968 111
1969 942
i970 1576
1971 861
1972 582
1973 279
1974 272
1975 206

The overwhelming majority of political prisoners in Czecho-slovakia have never used nor intended to use violence. Theirincarceration is the object of protests by committed citizens andthe world public. before some substantial changes are brought
about we demand that political prisoners without distinctionshould not be subjected to discrimination in jail, that they beplaced together with prisoners serving sentences for non-political
crimes. In the 1970's, certain prisons and institutions (Mirov,bory, Opava, Litomerice and Ostrava) set up political isolation
wards, again on the basis of a secret order of the Minister ofJustice. This isolation could not fail to have a destructive
influence of the prisoners' health, especially in cases of longsentences (48). It is characterisitc that with small exceptions -
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which were later corrected after complaints had been made - condi-
tions even in these isolation wards were formally in keeping with
the Law on Imprisonment. This indicates the "flexibility" and
irrelevance of the law. It must be pointed out that most priso-
ners sentenced for criticizing the political system or its mani-
festations, for ridiculing certain phenomena, for conflicts with
the police or State officials, for making an unsuccessful attempt
to leave the Republic, etc., are placed among the rest of the
prisoners (49). Only some are detained in political isolation
wards (at the end of 1972 there were 120 persons in all) which is
a special additional punishment determined not by the court but by
the prison administration on instructions from the political
police. It should be pointed out for the sake of accuracy that
since December i976 when Milan Huebl, Jiri Muller, Antonin Rusek
and Jaroslav Sabata were released after a five years stay in
prison, these political isolation wards were probably not used in
any of the prisons or institutions until February 1978 when Jiri
Lederer started to serve his term of imprisonment in Ostrava.

The abolition of political isolation and of all other discri-
mination of political prisoners is a significant step in the
Czechoslovak prison system. lhe introduction of the status of
political prisoners who would enjoy certain advantages would be a
further humane act of the regime. Such a status will be part of a
radical reappraisal of the notion that people are to be punishes
for non-violent political activities, beliefs or even expressed
views. The status of political prisoners in many European coun-
tries t50) could serve as an example.

ill. LutNCLUSIUNS

We propose that the Federal Assembly:

1. Arneno the Cooe of criminal procedure to bring it in accordance
with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

It is particularly necessary that the Cooe of Criminal
Procedure should:

- stipulate that anyone detained on criminal charges shall be
mace to appear without delay before a judge or another official
empowered by law to act as a judge, i.e. an independent official;

- lay down the upper limit of the duration of custoay;

- state the grounds for custody more accurately;

- establish an independent arbitration Doay to solve con-
flicts between the prisoner and the prison administration whose
functioning would be under effective public control;

- stipulate that the State shall cover the expenses of the
legal proceedings including those incurred in custody;
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3. call on the mass media to help provoke a public debate on these
problems;

4. increase expenditure within the framework of their budgets on
the modernization of prisons and institutions, the modernization
and demilitarization of the Corrective Education Corps (Prison
Gzuards - tr. note), the improvement of the living cond itions of
prisoners, the promotion of penology and the application of its
f i ndings in practice;

i. implement temporary urgent legal amendments; abrogate unlawful
orders of the Minister of Justices and unlawful provisions of the
custody and imprisonment codes and replace them by more humane
measures; abolish all discrimination not ordered by the court.

All these measures can be taken by both National Councils
before the Cooe of Criminal Procedure and the Law on Imprisonment
are amended and before the Law on Custody is passed by the Federal
Assembly.

Charter 77 offers the legislative and executive bodies its
cooperation in dealing with the problems of the prison system. It
recalls that a Con-nittee for the Protection of Persons Unjustly
PersecuteG was recently formed in oroer to fulfill some of the
tasks oi charter 77 not merely by defending those who are suo-
jectea to unjust criminal proceedings, mainly for having expressed
their convictions, but also those who are the victim of unlawful
or inhuman treatment regardless of the grounds on which they nave
remanded in custody or imprisoned. The members and associates of
this civic initiative conmittee and supporters of Charter 77
include many fellow-citizens determined to contribute to the
solution of pressing problems of the Czechoslovak prison system.

* ** ************** ***

tslT ES

l.) The account of conditions in custody and imprisonment would
not be complete it it did not mention these aspects which do not
lend themselves to legal analysis (the result of which is the
proposed legal arnendrrient). Apart from pointing out the inadequacy
of legal regulations and their violation it is necessary to criti-
cize other phenomena which, by their very nature, are linked with
disregard of the innate dignity of the human being and which,
being hara to specify in legal terms, are connected with the
political and social system of society and with the existing level
of social progress. Some of these phenomena cannot, of course, be
regarded unequivocally as criticism of the existing political
regime. They are much mIore a criticism of the present possibili-
ties of society as a whole and of society's level of civilization.
In many cases they are not even specific to Czechoslovakia or East
Europe. This applies, for example, to the following problems
mentioned in our document:
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- broaden supervision over the conditions of custody and
entrust this to a public body which would incluoe mass organiza-
tions and civic initiative groups or corrmittees, and thus provide
for public control of the conditions of custody, i.e. with the
help of the mass media.

2. Enact a legal amendment of conditions of custody either by
enlarging the Coue of Criminal Proceaure - proceeding from the
present Article 360, paragraph 2 - or pass a new law on custody.
'Ihe amendment would list the rights which would be denied or
restricted in custody.

3. Aniena the Law on Impr isonment to:

- specify the regime of individual prison categories and the
differences between them ano stipulate which right shall be
restricted or denied in imprisonment. In so doing it would
replace most existing provisions contained in the Regulations on
Imprisonment and abolish all inhuman stipulations violating tne
law ana the covenants on human rights;

- establish effective social assistance to the families of
prisoners and imrprove tiie social position of sentenced persons
while in prison and after release, i.e. by stipulating that the
working conditions (especially wages) of prisoners shall be
governed by the same labour regulations (especially as regards
wages) which are generally binding for workers and employers, and
that work in prison should be viewed as a work contract with all
ensuing rights;

- entrust supervision and control over conditions of impri-
sonment to a public booy with the participation of mass organiza-
tions and civic initiative groups and corrmittees, thus providing
for public control of imprisonment conditions, i.e. with the
assistance of the mass media;

- create the conditions for the application of modern peno-
logy in practice.

4. Stipulate explicitly that the amendment of the above-mentioned
legal norms is the exclusive task of the legislator, and that all
regulations concerning custody and imprisonment (orders, prison
rules, instructions) must be public (for example in the form of
orders of the Ministries of Justice).

We call on the two National Councils, the Czech and Slovak,
t o :

l. put down a question to the respective Ministers of Justice on
the basis of this document concerning the conditions of custody
and imprisonment;

2. publish reports on the progress and outcome of these questions;
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- certain aspects pertaining to the treatment of persons in
custody and in prison,

- the assessment of prison guards and their mental
dispositions,

- aspects of recidivism, "punitive policy" as practiced by
the courts and after-care,

- the description of certain conditions prevailing in prisons
tnmilitary drill, informing, discrimination and privileges, impri-
sonment of juveniles and of pregnant women),

- the passage on the socially destructive influence of the
prison sentence and humiliation, homosexuality, self-mutiliation
and drug audiction,

- an account of the social structure of the prison popula-
t ion.

Although we are unable to propose methods of solving these
problems, we believe that they, too, can be solved even though the
present degree of social progress only allows partial or tentative
solutions.

In our opinion, a remedy can be brought about by the partici-
pation of the public - especially, though not only, by those
qualified - in the solution of these problems. A condition for
such participation is an interest in these problems as well as aproper understanding of them. This requires freedom of speech and
of the press, freedomn of assembly, freedom of scientific research
and artistic creation.

This document is, admittedly, somewhat heterogeneous. This
has been caused by combining examples of "easily soluble" (or
rather easily formulated) problems - regardless of whether we see
their solution in legal amendments or in changes of political and
social climate and practices - with examples of shortcomings for
which the present regime carries only hypothetical responsibility.
But this is perhaps compensated by a comprehensive account of the
Czechoslovak prison system, an account which was part oI our
original and primary objective - to arouse greater interest in
this range of problems.

(2) Frormwhat we have said it follows that the Covenant uses the
term criminal proceedings to mean court proceedings. Unaer the
1-zechoslovak Code of Criminal Procedure, however, criminal procee-
dings cornence the ritomrent the relevant boay issues a warrant for
the instigation of prosecution, i.e. shortly after being notified
that a crime has been coninitted. (it can instigate criminal
proceedings against an unknown offender or prefer charges against
a specific person). Criminal proceedings are diviaed into crimi-
nal prosecution which ends by a valid court verdict, and into
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proceedings putting the verdict into practice when for example,
the convicted person is serving a prison sentence. Criminal
proceedings are terminated generally by the completion of a term
of imprisonment. Criminal prosecution, too, falls into two parts:
preliminary procedure which is inaugurated by the court prosecutor
preferring charges. Since the above-quoted Covenant is part of
the Czechoslovak legal system and in view of the desirability of
uniform terminology we propose that the term "criminal procee-
aings" should be replaced in future editions of the text of the
Covenant by "court proceedings" as this is the meaning clearly
implied by the above-meritioned provison of the Covenant.

(3) For exarmple, Luoek Pachman, Han Tesar and Rudolf battek were
remanded in custody in August and September 1969 and preparatory
procedure undertaken while they were in custody lasted until
September 1970, when the procurator preferred charges to the court
and, in accordance with legal provisions valid at the time, the
court accepted them. (The case of these persons and of Karel
Kynci did not come to court until the Surrmer of 1972, but Pachman,
Tesar and battek were not in detention between October 1970 and
the end of i971. Others implicated in this connection were never
tried even though criminal proceedings against them have never
been abandoned.) Some of the defendants in the case against Petr
Uhl and associates were remanded in custody for more than a year
while preliminary proceedings were in progress (from December 1969
till January 1971). Their custody was extended by a further six
months following a court decision. The defendants tried in
Prague, brno and bratislava in the surrmer of 1972 on charges of
allegedly subverting the republic and incitement haG spent up to
eight months in custody ordered by the procurator. Long spells in
custoay are also Irequent in cases of comjimon crimes, especially
when there is a large number of defendants, who refuse to confess,
when there is not sufficient evidence, etc.

(4) The extension of custody is regarded as merely a formal mat-
ter. A defendant may be informed of the extension of his custody
with a one-month or even longer delay, especially when the preli-
minary proceedings have been terminated and the court has not yet
reached a decision on custody.

(5) In our estimates, we assessed the influence of a number of
factors: only a low percentage of persons in custody are prose-
cuted merely for an offense. Certain defendants in custody are
eventually given suspended sentences, sometimes the court even
drops charges, etc. Some defendants are charged more than once in
the course of 12 months. We used i.a. official statistics (Sta-
tistical Yearbooks), which indicate that in recent years suspended
sentences have been given to some 40,000 persons a year.
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i.j For example, under Article 23 of the Law of the National
Security Corps dozens of Charter 77 signatories and their asso-
ciates were detained in 1977 even though the circumstances of
their detention (marching people off from their homes or places of
work) could in no way be justified by the provision of this arti-
cle "anyone ... violating law and order..."j.

(7) Ivan Dejmal, for example, was detained from 10th to 14th
February i978; after the expiration of the first 48 hours he was
detained again as he was about to leave the police building. But
no charges were proferred even curing the second 48 hours.

(8) See the article by Jaroslav hutka "The trial", and the report
by Utta Bednarova "how I went to visit Klement Lukes".

(9) Jiri Muller, for example, who was charged with allegedly
subverting the Republic and remanded in custody in November 1971,
was physically tortured by a police investigator during interroga-
tion. In the course of investigations of political offenses this
is evidently an exception. (There were signs of physical violence
used on Pavel Ryba, a Charter 77 signatory, curing his interroga-
tion about Charter 77, under Article 19 of the Law on the National
Security Corps in i977).

(10) People are kept in custody in prisons of the Ministry of
Justice. In the Czech Lands there are eleven prisons: Liberec
and Litomerice for the North Bohemian region, Ostrov and nad Ohri
for the West Bohemian (and partly the North Bohemian region),
Plzen-Bory for the West bohemian region, Prague-Ruzyne (predomi-
nantly for detention in custody ordered by the court) for Prague
and the Central Bohemian region, Ceske Budejovice for the south
Bohemian region, hradec Kralove for the East Bohemian region, Brno-
bohunice for the South Moravian region and Olomouc and Ostrava for
the North Moravian region. Slovakia has five prisons: bratislava
(The Palace of Justice) and Leopoldov for the West Slovak region,
banska Bysirica for the Central Slovak region and Kosice and
Presov for the East Slovak region. Sentences are served in so-
called corrective education institutions of the M0iinistry of Jus-
tice which are divided into three categories: Category I has a
more lenient regime; Category 11 is particularly designed for
convicts jailed in the previous ten years on charges of premedi-
tated crime; Category III the strictest, is for dangerous recidi-
vists (classified as such in the verdict) and for perpetrators of
certain especially serious crimes (including certain crimes
against the Republic). In the Czech Lands there are over twenty
corrective education institutions and, with the exception of Plzen-
bory and Praha-Pankrac, they are in buildings other than prisons.
At the end of 1975, there were a total of 45 prisons and correc-
tive education institutions in Czechoslovakia (not including sub-
divisions).
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t11j) In Prague-Ruzyne, for exampple, there are a mere six squaremetres for two and often three prisoners. In Brno-bohunice cellsare extremely badly ventilated (their area is 8.5 square metres
and there are five to six prisoners per cell). Conditions in eachprison vary to some extent but the basic restrictions are identi-
cal. Jaroslav Sauata had this to say: "On the first corridor atbrno-boiunice five prisoners occupied cells for two. The cell
became an outsize Wcv, especially in Winter when it was forbidoen
to open the window because of inadequate heating. Dishwashing and
personal hygiene over the toilet pan are below human dignity.
Once or twice a week the prison guards would bring the convicts
shaving tackle. The razor blace was so blunt that shaving becamesheer torture. Several dozen convicts had to shave with one
single bad blaoe."

(i2) For example, in 1972-73 Pavel Murasko and his fellow-iefen-
uants in custody at Kosice for 14 months were taken out for exer-cise twice a week on average. Sometimes they had no exercise atal I for 16 Gays .

(13j In some places the value of purchases is restricted; at Brno-Bohunice, for example, to Kcs 60 a time (i.e. once a fortnight).

(14) Conditions of solitary confinement are the same as in impri-
sonment and we deal with them in the second part of the docurnent.

k.i5) Prisoners cannot borrow books according to their choice and
are frequently prevented from studying if they wish to do so. Incertain prisons, the guards confiscate everything that is written
by hand so that they destroy the result of many months of inten-sive intellectual work. There have been cases of prison guards
obstructing the teaching of illiterates, preventing the mutual
education of prisoners, language studies, etc. Guards arbitrarily
or on instructions from their superiors forbid physical training
in the cells, talking during exercise, sitting on the floor (evenwhen there is a shortage of stoolsj, leaning against the wall,
resting one's head on the table or drawing the curtain round the
W'C. They can shorten showers, refuse to put the light on at duskor, on the contrary, switch on the dirrmed lights after "lights-
out" (in custody the lights are kept on throughout the night). insome places, it is forbidden to sleep lying on one's back withone's hands on the blanket, etc. etc. Detainees in custody areforced to walk with their hands behind their back, to stand facing
the wall, or stand to attention and report in a military manner.
In reply to requests in these situations the guards' frequent
answer is: "You should not have committed an offense" or "You
will be allowed to do this after you have served your sentence;"
they say this even to people who have not been sentenced. Hiumili-
ation takes on a variety of forms: women, for example, are onlyallowed clean underwear every ten Gays (they are forbidden to wash
it) and get one packet of twelve sanitary towels a month; some
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cannot look into a mirror for weeks and even months. In this
respect, conditions in imprisonment are less harsh then in cus-
tody, but in some places it is the other way round. The criteriaapplied by the administration in certain prisons (tor example, atbory or in Minkovice) are cruelly absurd: if a: guard finds apiece of paper with words in a foreign language the prisoner isplaced in a locked ward since the administration considers this apreparation to escape. The same applies to any kind of map, forexample, of ancient Greece.

(16) This includes a mere Kcs 6.51) to 7 (an estimate, the actualfigures are kept secret) for a whole day's food. The rest ispayment towards guarding, running costs, etc.

(17) For example, Petr Uhl, Jan Frolik and Petruska Sustrova
receives Kcs 11,020, j'aroslav Suk receives Kcs 9,2000, JaromirLitera Kes 3,5000 and so forth.

(18) This happened to Karel Cejka, Jan Sabata, Milan Daniel, MilanSilhan, Alois Vyroubal and others. Antonin Rusek had to pay thedebt incurred by imprisonment before being released from Czecho-slovak citizenship to emigrate to Austria in April 1978.

(19., The public has only a vague idea of conditions in custody.
People are generally astonished that there are beds and books incustody, that defendants are allowed to smoke, etc. Often they donot realize that weeks and months of custody can produce mental
hardship. This is pointed out, for example, in a letter to Gustavhusak by relatives of political prisoners on 1st March 1976 aboutprison conditions at that time. Since conditions in custody arevirtually identical to those described in the letter here is partof i t:

"Our relatives are subjected to long-term and cruel sensorydeprivation: their world lacks the natural colors, sounds andimpressions. Paucity or lack of new sensory impulses, long-termisolation, long-term forced company - ail these conditions aimedto break a human being. As demonstrated by laboratory experimentsas well as by the findings accumulated in Arctic or space expedi-
tions, long-term sensory deprivation unsettles the human person-
ality. contemporary science admits that man has other vitallyimportant needs than mere physiological requirements. Certain'higher' needs are just as 'instinctive,' inborn and specific tothe human species as the organic needs of food, water, etc. Theyinclude the need for security, communication, self-assertion, theneed to see and to understand, the need for aesthetic values andself-realization. Maslow's theory is sunmed up by K.B. Madsen
in The Theory of Motivation, Academica, 1972. 'Failure to satisfythese higher requirements is just as much torture as classicaltor ture.'"
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1.20 A testimony about insufficient rations and their bad quality
is contained, for example, in a message from prison which was reac
out at a public hearing of the Plzen Regional Court on 23rd Decem-
ber 1977 curing the trial of Frantisek Pitor and associates. The
author of the message was Pitor's co-defendant, Alena Klimova.
(They were sentenced to three years and one year imprisonment
respectively for incitement under Article 100, paragraph 3a of the
Penal Lode, for distributing The Charter 77 Manifesto.)

.21) These figures have been taken from official statistical
yearbooks which, naturally, do not publish a number of facts such
as indications about custody, the length of sentences, the number
of convicted persons in prison, the social structure of the prison
population, etc. The first statistical yearbook that contained
any information about the prison system was published in i968.
(It contains information dating back to 1958 and thereafter.) The
yearbooks published in the i970's contain less information.
Certain indications, for example, the number of crimes under
Chapter I of the Penal Coce, are not trustworthy because the
figures contained in yearbooks of various years are the same for
that year but in one case with the note "Article 109 of the Penal
Law not included" and in another case without that note.

(22, Although in recent years, (broadly speaking in the early
1970's) at least one large corrective education institution wasbuilt in Msilaca boleslav and another at Ricany was probably openei
quite recently - and various subsidiary institutions are being set
up depending on requirements - corrective education institutions
as well as prisons are overcrowded. Prisoners are at times ob-
liged to sleep on mattresses on the floor close together (there
would be no room for an appropriate number of beds in these cells)
or bunks (in certain prisons, such as rtirov, even three-tier
bunks). At Ruzyne prison four people have been known to share six
square metres, at Bohunice fourteen defendants were put in a cell
for six inmates. Two defendants had to share one straw mattress
even when one of them was suffering from an acute skin disease.

1.c2) There is, for example, a secret directive on conditions of
imprisonment for political prisoners convicted in 1c72, adopted
specifically for this category. It subjected these prisoners (and
others included with theim to a regime of constantly locked cells
Cewith two to four prisoners in each) so that their prison condi-
tions were, i fact, mare even harsher by the auty to work (also
in locked cells). The directive stipulated the most minute
details of the regime, for example, for how long the radio was to
be left on, and it was known to only a selected group of prison
officers- the prison Governors and senior guards in wings.

1.24) ihe supervising procurator in Plzen did not even reply to a
complaint lodged by Jaroslav basta and Jaroslav Suk in 1971.
During an interview he told Zdenek Sumavsky: "Your mother thinks
you an angel but you are a rascal." iPri Muller arrived at the
conclusion that by complaining a prisoner was knowlingly causing
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himself harm. Where the complaint had been turned down the Gover-
nor would issue a disciplinary punishment on the grounds that the
prisoner had retained a copy in his cell. Complaints are not
acknowledged; if they are dealt with the prisoner receives nothing
in writing but selected passages of the official reply are read
out to him. The prison administration prevented Jiri Muller's
lawyer (legal representative) from visiting him at Litomerice
prison where he was serving a sentence in conditions of political
isolation (cf. Note 2i).

(25) The Law on Imprisonment No. 59/65 in conformity with amend-
ments No. 84/69 and No. 47/73 states that it is the procurator's
responsibility to ensure observance of legality in prison institu-
tions, that bodies of the two National Councils are responsible
for public supervision of imprisonment conditions (the Federal
Assembly, which passed the Law on Imprisonment, did not even
retain the power of exercising any supervision), that judges have
a share in influencing convicts, that regional national corrmnittees
(their conmissions) participate in the reform of convicts, and
finally that even mass organizations (i.e. the trade unions, the
youth organization) at the prisoner's former place of work or of
residence as well as the mass organizations of the factory where
time prisoners work during their imprisonment also participate in
the reform. The prerogatives of these institutions are graded: a
decision of the prison administration can be annulled only by the
supervising procurator who alone is authorized to issue binding
instructions. Only the supervising procurator, the National
Council conmission or the judge are allowed to talk to the pri-
soner without the presence of a third party, while the competence
of the judge is clearly specified in the Law on Imprisonment
(discharge on parole, transfer to another prison category, remis-
sion of sentence, transfer to stricter isolation, etc.). Even
though the Regional National Cormmittee commissions have access to
prisons, the law does not stipulate that they may talk to the
prisoners. Mass organizations at the convict's former place of
work or o0 residence may correspond with him and maintain personal
contacts with him. But the law does not specify the conditions
governing the participation of the mass organizations at the
factory where the prisoner is working while serving his sentence.

These legal provisions are a dead letter. The procurator's
supervisory role is a mere formality and if a prisoner compels him
(by a complaint in writing) to deal with his case, he does so most
reluctantly. He always seeks to cover up for the prison admini-
stration. His activity is subject to no public control and he is
responsible solely to his superior procurator. Judges never go to
see the prisoners and deal with these matters at so-called public
sessions (inside the prison compound or building). The cornmis-
sions of the National Councils and National Corrmittees, if they
manage to get further than the prison administration, dash through
a number of cells and work places without stating where they come
from, why they have come and what their rights are. They hastily
ask: "Any complaints?" to which the prisoners either remain
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silent or say something irrelevant. This is natural, as it takes
place in the presence of the guards. The mass organizations of
the prisoner's former place of work or of residence do not corres-
pond with him and do not visit him (this applies to at least 99
percent of all cases). When they do make an attempt they soon
realize that this is unwelcome. The mass organization in the
factory where the prisoner is working can exert no influence
because the prisoners work either insiae the prison or in strictly
guarded and isolated workshops which are out of bounds to ordinary
workers, with the exception of foremen or other specified persons.
Consequently, supervision over the conditions of imprisonment
exists only on paper.

(26, The colors khaki and drab grey, prison uniforms, the equip-
ment of the cells, roll-call, reporting, orders and disciplinary
punishment - all this resembles military drill. Many situations
are absurd, for example long drill exercises (about-turns on the
spot and on the march), including for women convicts.

z27) This system has even been institutionalized, and its institu-
tion is absurdly called "self-administration" of the prisoners.
The prison administration selects the members of the "self-admini-
stration" from among subservient or otherwise suitable prisoners.
The special cell for members of the self-administration is gener-
ally called the "squealers' den." Ine prison administration fre-
quently appoints prisoners serving long sentences, such as mur-
aerers or violent robbers, to the self-administration. This
applied to the murderer Smozanica, who was in charge of the self-
administration of block 1/2 at the Plzen-Bory prison in the early
i97O's. He enjoyed a number of privileges including an annual
fortnight's release and concentrated on checking on the contacts
and remarks of political prisoners.

(28) The discrimination of gypsies in prison takes on a form of
apartheid, i.e. their compulsory segregation from the rest of the
prisoners: there are special cells for gypsies. At Rynovice,
where the prison is of detention-camp type, there are two bar-
racks, of which one is reserved mostly for gypsies, who go to
different work places than the others, as building-site labourers.

(29) The discrimination of certain prisoners and preferential
treatment given to others are also reflected by special uniforms
or distinctions. Members of the self-administration generally
carry some special identification. Prisoners under disciplinary
punishment in locked wards or solitary confinement wear distinc-
tive clothing. Dr. Pavel Murasko, imprisoned in Mirov, was made
to wear green bands on his uniform which was a special ioentifi-
cation of "dangerous" (but also some political) prisoners in 1973-
74. This particularly humiliating measure has been in operation
since the end of i972.
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(30) A prisoner died of blood poisoning from a perforated gastric
ulIcer in Mirov prison in 1972 because his fellow-prisoners were
unable to attract the attention of a guard in the middle of the
night. The same year the prisoner Betak died in the same prison
as a result of a hunger strike. Dr. Ladislav Zadina became per-rnanently disabled owing to aelayed treatment of an accident. Lt.
col. Vaclav Jesensky from hranice in Moravia, imprisoned on poli-
tical charges, suffered a brain collapse in Pizen prison in 1972.
The guard believed that he was malingering and instead of sending
him to the clinic, transferred him to a locked ward. Criminal
proceedings were even instigated against Vaclav Jesensky for
remarks lie had inaoe to the guard in a state of delirium. The
charges were later dropped. Conflicts in prison frequently lead
to an additional term of imprisonment. Among the political pri-
soners of the 1970's, we know of the case of the historian Jan
Svoboaa from Ostrava who shortly before completing his two-year
sentence for alleged subversion of the Republic (this referred toremarks made in private letters) was charged again in the surrmer
of 1972 and sentenced to eight months for allegedly degrading the
authority of the President of the Republic. He served this sen-tence immediately after completing the first. (he was again
charged and remanded in custody at the end of i973 for translating
a letter into German for his friend. he was eventually released
from custody but the whole matter is still the subject of prelimi-
nary proceedings although no investigations have taken place for
the past four years.)

(3i) Prisoners are allowed to see a doctor only once a week on a
specific day. If a prisoner feels unwell on a different day
especially during working hours, he runs the risk of disciplinary
action should the doctor declare him unfit for work. At the same
time the criteria applied by most prison doctors are determined bythe repressive objectives of the prison administration (a tempera-
ture of up to 38 degrees Celsius is no ground for unfitness to
work, a painful abscess is no obstacle to work, etc.). Dr.
Sadilek, the chief medical officer at Plzen-Bory prison used to
refuse permission for specialist treatment in the early 1970's
even where it had been recommended by a specialist for internal
diseases. At the moment he is treating Miloslav Cerny from
Liberec (incitement in connection with Charter 77), suffering from
post-traurnatic epi lepsy who, according to members of his fami ly,
is being denied medicine.

(32) Of course, leave and sickness benefits do not exist in pri-
son. If the prisoner has been working prior to his illness and is
unfit for work, he receives just Kcs I pocket money a day.

(33) To give an idea of this schooling to those who do not know
the workings of a prison it should be pointed out that it is a
parallel to the political part of so-called civil defense training
for Czechoslovak citizens in ordinary life. Various lectures of a
general educational nature are also given in prisons but the
majority are of a low standard and at times even disorienting.
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(34) Coal is used for heating in small stoves in the Mirov,
belusice, Oracov, Nove Sedlo (up to 1972), Vsehrdy and other
prisons; water has to be fetched at Mirov and until recently even
in custody wings at Pankrac.

(35) This was still in force in 1976.

036) There is a complicated system of deductions. Priority is
given to maintenance money based on a court order, the cost of
imprisonment, installments to cover the cost of criminal procee-
dings and custody, compensation for possible damages determined by
the court, so-called deposits (in most cases up to Kcs 50 a month)
which are given back to the prisoner on discharge provided he has
no debts with the State (otherwise he receives a maximum of Kcs
600). The pocket money left over and paid out in prison vouchers
which the prisoner uses to shop in the canteen, subscribe to
newspapers and pay a fee of Kcs I for every medical prescription,
is extremely low, again up to Kcs 50 a month. Pocket money excee-
ding Kcs 100 is very exceptional for prisoners who do not work in
the nines.

(37) Pavel Murasko, sentenced for subverting the Republic (the
case was connected with opposition activities in neighboring
Ukraine, especially the criminal case of Ivan Dzyuba and associ-
ates) was the target of an attempt of this type. In 1975 the
procurator proposed protective surveillance of Pavel Murasko but
Murasko was released before the court was able to give such a
ruling. (The Law on protective surveillance denies courts the
right to order such measures against a prisoner after his
release.)

(38i The circumstances of a number of unsuccessful attempts to
escape which are generally accompanied by shooting (the killing of
Marinak and wounding of Froehlich at Bory in 1971, the case of
balcarek at Iory in 1972, are noteworthy for their "deterrent
effect" on the other prisoners as are similar situations from the
early i940's and early i950's. Collective punishment is meted out
in many prisons in the event of a prisoner's escape or attempted
escape even today. The prison administration apparently aimed at
inducing fellow-prisoners to report those planning to escape.

(39) The Law on Imprisonment contains no provisions for personal
searches of convicted persons. Cf. an analogous regulation under
Article &2, paragraph 3 of the Coae of Criminal Proceoure; "A
personal search of a detained person, or of a person to be appre-
hended or remanded in custody may also be carried out if that
person is suspected of being in possession of a weapon or another
object with which he could endanger his own or another person's
life or health." The judicature (ruling 54/70) moreover stipu-
lates that a police officer must have a warrant or the consent of
the procurator even for a search under these circumstances, unless
the personal search is the initial stage of criminal prosecution.
however, this is not observed in practice. Everyone has to under-
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go several personal searches when remanded in custody, duringcustody and in the course of imprisonment. Even if we were toconcede that the above-mentioned legal provisions can be dulyapplied in the course of imprisonment by police officers, it isimpossible to accept the arbitrary nature of these searches which,naturally, are not concerned merely with arms or objects harmfulto a person's health.

(40j Official Czechoslovak statistics which give no indicationsabout suicides nor about the number of persons serving terms ofimprisonment, say even less about suicides of prisoners. Yetevery year there are several dozen suicides ending in death. Thecircumstances surrounding some of them arouse doubt whether theywere really suicides, as in the case of Marie Zivna from Dvojanov,a student of thie Faculty of Philosophy at the Jan EvangelistaPurkyne University, who died in the spring of 1974 while in cus-tody in bratislava. She was charged in the criminal case againstAlzbeta Daniskova and associates (subverting the Republic - thecase of Fundamentalist Christians).

t41) The prisoners inhale ether and trichlorethylene, they swallowvarious drugs which they obtain in the most devious ways, theydrink boiled tobacco and so forth. Drug addition is also punishedby disciplinary measures.

(42) At Minkovice, for example, there have been at least two suchmutinies in the past ten years, and one at Rynovice. The lives ofthe guards were not in the least endangered while those of theprisoners were. A mass complaint lodged by the inmates may alsobe considered a mutiny (Rynovice).

(43) In prison the inmates have to raise their military caps whenmeeting a guard. At Ostrov nad Ohri, where the corrective educa-tion institution consists of huts separated by roads and pave-ments, the latter were reserved solely for the guards in 1972, andmay be still. When a prisoner is punished with round-the-clockconfinement to a locked ward or solitary confinement, his hair isshaved off completely (introduced in 1973). The arrival of new-comers in prison is accompanied by a humiliating procedure whenthe convict is forced to strip naked, surrender all his belong-ings, take a bath and have his hair cut and is allowed to put onhis prison clothes only after a considerable time. Similar humi-liating procedures are used during detention and remanding incustody (cf. Note 39). During the week preceding his dischargefrom Bory prison in 1977, Miroslav Skalicky had his hair shavedoff three times, the last time irimediately before release, alle-gedly for reasons of hygiene. On the other hand, he was confinedauring that same week to the so-called locked ward where, as herecalled, he had a job to rid himself of "hygienic" rats at night.
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(44) Inadequate rations contribute to this. When assigned to a
job, the prisoner receives no pocket money since it is always paia
on the 15tn of each month for the previous month so that he is
unable to better his lot by purchasing food in the canteen.
Certain canteens do not stock cheap items which would raise the
calory value of rations. In many prison canteens butter is not
available; the Mirov prison sells no sugar; in the Minkovice
prison there is no lard and so forth.

(45) Owing to inadequate information we do not refer to conditions
in the category III prisons. In the Czech lands there are two
such prisons: at Valdice near Jicin for men and Opava for women.
The building at Valdice has landings where prisoners, after recei-
ving a disciplinary punishment, are confined in locked wards after
working hours, throughout the cay or in solitary confinement. In
addition, there are special punishment blocks as well as special
strict security isolation wings. This is where specially deranged
(intractable) persons are kept. The conditions under which they
are made to live (in strict security isolation for six months up
to two years) are appallingly cruel. Even the Law on Imprisonment
states that while confined to strict security isolation, the
prisoner receives no pocket money, is not allowed to receive
parcels and is allocated to a job only where the prison admini-
stration considers this expedient. It is reported that in strict
security isolation, there are two prisoners to a cell and frequent
fights break out between them.

(46) The cells in locked wards and solitary confinement provide
only for the most basic human needs, essential for survival. In
some places, conditions are even worse than stipulated by the
regulations. For example, at the Minkovice prison the cells have
concrete stands instead of plank-beds on which the prisoners spend
the night (that was the situation as recently as in 1976). At the
Rynovice prison locked wards, sharp stones protrude from the
concrete floor so that the prisoner has to stand or walk all day
long. There is no furniture, only planks lifted against the wall
during the day. When the buzzer goes the prisoner has to stand
facing the wall. Guards punish disobedience by a beating with a
truncheon or kicking. Certain guards leave the buzzer on for a
long time, others bang on the cell doors during the night waking
the prisoners and so forth. At Plzen-Bory prison there are locked
wards where the guards turn the heating down or completely off
during the winter months.

(47) In recent years people involved in unofficial culture or
those indulging in a non-conformist style of life, have been
prosecuted on many occasions for the crime of hooliganism. This
applied in 1976 to the musicians, the Plastic People of the Uni-
verse, the DG 307 and other groups. In 1977 this charge was used
against Jan Princ, and now against Ivan Jirous.
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(48) A letter from relatives of political prisoners - cf. NoteNo.i9 - says "In 1973-74, Dr. Jan Tesar suffered from chronic
gastric complaints. He was examined for three weeks in the brnoprison hospital (gastric ulcers). In May 1974 he underwent anoperation at Pankrac (acute appendicitis). Between August andNovember i976, he had bladder trouble. He spent five weeks at theBrno hospital being examined for a disease of the pancreas (iso-tope examination)."

(49) They are normally subject to minor discrimination togetherwith those who tried to leave the country illegally or those whodo not behave in a subservient manner. Most of them are confinedin proper rather than in prison camps. They are given worse jobs,and are not allowed to be included in so-called work parties sentto do jobs outside the prison. They are confined in cells (segre-gated) with a stricter regime. The differentiation in regimes -of which the court which sentenced the defendants naturally knowsnothing - is by and large one of the principles by which theprison administration enforces discipline and obedience. The"worst" cell on the landing is deprived of all "privileges." It iskept locked more frequently. The greatest privileges are grantedto the self-administration. Yet collective punishment isextremely current and this, in turn, encourages informing.

(50) Political prisoners in the USSR, too, have drawn up astatus of political prisoners and many are trying to act accor-dingly. But the Soviet authorities have so far not recognized it.

Dr. Ladislav Hejdanek Marta KubisovaSpokesman of Charter 77 Spokesman for
Charter 77

Dr. Jaroslav Sabata
Spokesman for Charter 77

May 22, 1978
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APPENDIX
PRI SUN RE(iULATIONS

1. Duties and rights of defendants

While in custody the defendants' duties are laid down in theLaw on Imprisonment in addition to these duties emanating from thelaw and other legal regulations.

1. The defendant shall observe these prison regulations, obeyinstructions from members of the Corrective Education Corps of theCzech Socialist Republic, keep his cell and its equipment tidy andclean, conform with basic hygiene requirements, adhere to acceptedstandards in the area of his hair and beard, submit to personalsearches, under the conditions mentioned in Article 82, paragraph
3 of the Cooe of Criminal Procedures, handle the property of theprison and of other prisoners with care, behave with courtesy toall persons with whom he shall come into contact (including hisfellow-defendants), maintain quiet in the cell, stand to attention
and report in the prescribed manner when members of the Corrective
Education Corps of the Czech Socialist Republic or other persons
enter the cells for a prison inspection. Members of the Correc-tive Education Corps or other persons visiting the prison shall beaddressed in a formal manner as "Sir" or "Madam" or by theirofficial title or rank (provided the defendant is aware of these).

2. The defendant shall take part in exercises lasting 30 to 60minutes a day except on non-working days. The defendant shall
dress for exercise according to the weather. Sick defendants andpregnant women shall take part in exercise only with the consent
of a doctor.

3. A defendant shall not be allowed to establish unauthorized
contacts with other defendants or persons not in custody or keepobjects in his cell which could be used to damage his own health
or that of persons or for escape purposes. He shall not rest onhis bed outside the hours stipulated for resting except by specialpermission on health grounds or engage in self-mutiliation. Inletters not addressed to bodies mentioned under point 20 he shallnot write about conditions in prison or about other defendants andin his complaints use offensive language and deliberately stateuntrue facts. If a defendant systematically refuses food he shallbe confined to a special cell of his own. If he persists inrefusing food, measures under regulation 4 of Law 23 No.20/1966 onthe care of people's health shall be taken.

4. If a defendant violates the prison rules or prison discipline,the following disciplinary action may be initiated against him:

a) verbal reprimand
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b) withdrawal of the right to receive a parcel and prohibition to
buy articles of personal use (with the exception of hygienic
needs) up to one month (for adults) and up to two weeks (for young
persons)

c) may be placed in solitary confinement for up to 15 days (for
adults) and up to ten aays (for young persons)

When the disciplinary action is solitary confinement, the
defendant is placed alone in a cell. He is not permitted to
smoke, to receive or to write letters (except for correspondence
with his defense attorney), to receive parcels and to have visit-
ors (with the exception of a visit by his defense attorney), to
buy articles of personal use and to rest on the prison cot from
the time he wakes up to the time he has to retire for the night.

5. The defendant has a right, within three aays, to protest a
disciplinary action; however, he is not permitted to protest
against the type or the length of a disciplinary action.

6. In order to make certain that the goals of the detention will
be attained, the members of the SNV of CSR (guards) are authorized
to use exceptional punitive measures against defendants obstruc-
ting the purpose of custody or when a prior appeal or reproof had
been of no avail; these include the chaining of a defendant,
handcuffs, an elbow-lock, strangle-hold, straight jacket, aerosol
tear gas spray, the use of truncheon, striking by hand, the use of
a police dog, striking with a weapon.

7. The defendant shall be entitled to rations served three times
a day in quantities and calorie value corresponding to the princi-
ples of adequate nutrition.

8. While in custody the defendant shall wear prison clothing and
underwear. The prison warden may allow the defendant to wear his
own clothes, underwear and shoes only on condition that the defen-
aant has the facilities for a regular exchange of underwear andthat his clothing meets the standard of hygiene and good taste.

Underwear allocated to the defendants shall be exchanged once
every ten days, bedding at least once a month.

9. Defenaants shall take a bath once every ten aays.

10. Where a defendant is not in possession of basic toiletries and
is unable to obtain them with his own funds, the prison admini-
stration shall provide him with soap, a comb and a toothbrush.

11. The defendant shall be entitled to eight hours sleep.

12. The defendant shall be entitled to medical services.
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13. The defendant shall be authorized to write and receive letters
generally once a fortnight unless the body competent for the
criminal proceedings shall determine otherwise. This restriction
shall not apply to the defenaant's correspondence with the author-
ities mentioned under point 20, with his defense counsel and
lawyer. All correspondence addressed to the aefendant or written
by him shall be passed by the prison administration to the rele-
vant body conducting criminal proceedings for possible measures.
Written material which a defendant unable or incapable of reading
and writing receives from bodies or organizations, shall be read
to him and he shall be given assistance in drawing up and writing
applications, complaints or important reports as well as his
correspondence with members of his family and defense counsel.

i4.A defendant shall be authorized to receive visits only with the
consent of the competent body conducting the criminal proceedings.
The authorizing official shall be present during visits.

15. The defendant shall be permitted to talk with his defense
counsel without the presence of a third person. The body compe-
tent for his criminal proceedings shall make provisions for such
conversation. If, however, the defendant has been remanded in
custody for fear that he will obstruct investigations (Article 67,
b. of the Code of Criminal Procedure) and has not yet been
informed of the result of these investigations, consent for a
conversation without the presence of a third person must be
obtained fromn the investigator.

16. The defendant shall be entitled to receive parcels containing
authorized foodstuffs and other personal effects once a month
(this does not apply to a change of underwear). The maximum
weight of these parcels shall be 3 kg. The contents of parcels
shall be subject to inspection. Objects barred from the cells
shall not be handed to the defendant. The defendant shall be
permitted to receive medicaments in parcels only in specially
justified cases.

17. The defendant shall be allowed to purchase non-perishable
foodstuffs, fruit, tobacco, letter-writing materials and personal
effects in reasonable quantities once a fortnight.

If the defendant has a sum of money in safekeeping with the
prison administration which is lower than the estimated fare to
his place of residence he shall not be permitted to purchase
effects.

18. The defendant shall be allowed to buy national daily news-
papers and magazines, and borrow books from the prison library
including legal regulations. The defendant shall be allowed to
borrow and use games available in the prison.
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19. The defendant shall be permitted to keep in his cell writing
material, newspapers, magazines, books, legal regulations, photo-
graphs of members of his family and other personal effects sent to
him in parcels, purchased by him or in his possession on admission
to the prison provided the quantity and nature of these objects do
not violate cell regulations.

20. In order to apply and ensure his civic rights and justified
interests the defendant shall be permitted to submit complaints,
applications, reports or suggestions:

a) tothe Federal Assembly, the Office of the President of the
Republic, the Czech National Council, the Slovak National Council,
the Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, the Govern-
ment of the Czech Socialist Republic, the Government of the Slovak
Socialist Republic as well as the procurator or the court,

bi to the competent or superior authorities.

The defendant shall not be allowed to lodge a complaint on
one and the same subject to several bodies simultaneously. At the
defenaant's request he shall be granted an interview with the
Prison Governor, the procurator supervising custody, the authority
conducting the criminal proceedings or an official who at a given
time is on an inspection tour of the prison.

21. The defendant shall be authorized to secure legal aid from a
lawyer, even in matters not concerned with the criminal offense
for which he is in custody. Visits by a lawyer shall be subject
to the relevant provisions under point 15.

22. While in custody the defendant may be permitted to work at his
own request with the consent of the competent authority respon-
sible for the criminal proceedings, provided work opportunities
available in the prison correspond to the defendant's state of
health, abilities and skills. If work opportunities are available
outside the prison the defendant may be allowed to work for an
organization on the basis of a contract between the prison adrnini-
stration and that organization. The job allocation, remuneration,
health insurance and social security of such a defendant shall be
governed by the same provisions as those applicable to prisoners
serving a sentence.

II. Daily routine

23. a) reveille . ............................... 6 a.m.
tidying cells and personal hygiene ...... between 6-7 a.m.
breakfast ........... .................... 7 a.m.
lunch .................................... 12 p.m.
supper . ................................. 6 p.m.
rest on the bed ....... .................. 7 p.m.
lights-out .......... .................... 9 p.m.
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b) If the defendant is unable to adhere to the daily routine (for
example, owing to his appearance at court proceedings) his rations
shall be made up to him and he may even by allowed extra time to
make up for lost rest.

Ill. Certain privileges granted to defendants

24. a) Defendants shall take daily exercise.
b) Defendants shall take a bath in accordance with point 9.
c) Defendants shall make their purchases in accordance with

point 17.
d) Defendants may borrow books once a week.
ej Defendants shall be lent games on request.
f) Preventive out-patients' medical care shall be provided

twice a week, in acute cases daily.

IV. These regulations shall come into force on 1st January 1971.
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Soviet Occupation ot Lzechosiovaikia

Uocument No. ia

in the next few ciays, it will be iU years since the military
interventioin by live mernerer states oI the Warsaw Pact on the soil
of our country, which happenea without the knowledge anci consent
oI the highest organs OI tile Czechosiovak state - the Presioent o0
the Republic, the government anci the Nationai Asserribly kand witn-
out tne knowleuge and consent of the then leacership of tne Lzech-
oslovak Corirnunist Party - its First Secretary, its Presidium ano
tne '.entrai uoranittee). THis incursion of the armies on our
territory was unlawful and in violation of the LharTer of the
United Nations, as well as tne Warsaw Agreement, the Agreement on
l-riendship, tne Agreement on uooperation and Friendship ana
k-rienoiy Assistance uetween the U(SS anra the oSr, aated LUeceiroer
iz, 194), as weil as tnie agreernent concerning the aeilnition oI an
aggressor arnu an act oI ag6ression, Gatea JUiy 4, i Se, SigleCa Gy
uoth countries dno still vaiia tocay.

'lne i j legal ity 01 tllis act was ai so co ni iriijea Dy tII e tinal
r-ct of the ConIerence on Cooperation anu Security in Lurope,
signecu in tielsinKi on August i, I9/., wic ii In -FrincipIe VI on
peaceiui coexistence specilIcdiiy states that the participating
atates wall reirain irom any intervention, airect or ino irect,
inilviuual or collective, in tne internal aiiairs OI any state,
wniLn Inclucies any lorrn oI armeu intervention against any parti-
cipating state.

'Ine slationing ot arrmnes oi the U.31 on tne soil oi our
country was subsequently adijusteG oy an agreement ietween Tne
governments; oI the ,SSK ana the U_,S, ciateai uctouer Io, itbb.
however, tnis agreement aoi not legalize Tne incursion of tne
armies on uzecnoslovak soil. Accoruing to this agreement tne
)ovlet armies are statione in uzecnoslovakia only terrporariIy,
specItical y, to secure the security of the countries of tne
socicalist system iII Tie iace oI tne growing revarcnilst eitorts o0
tne West uerran mil tar ist iorces . kirt icie i oI the Agreementi

we, tnerexore, asK - vasing our question on the text oI tne
Agreement - wnethier the reason Ior Tne presence oI these troops in
our country is still valia, especially in view oI tne tact Enat
relations between tne countries oI the warsaw I.-act and the west
uerrnian hxepubilc nave oeen norniaiizeo vy an Agreenjent between tiie
U5SK ana tne west uerman KepuDlic, renouncing Tne use oI xorce in
uilateral relations kisiu). A sirniiar Agreeun-ent uetween tne
Poolisn Peoples iRepublic ana tne west uerman Kepuuiic 697u), anu
an ASreetiient concerning tiie relations between Tne two uerman
STates \i'Zj are also in iorce, as well as dn Agreeinent on Dila-
terai relal:ions vetween tne kzb) anu tEhe west Uermuan mepuulic
Ito/J. Inere is also Tne Pour Power Agreement on beriin, signec

also by TneZ t35) anaC, specixically, tne participation oI all
countries OI the Warsaw Pact ana the West uerinan Kepul1ic at tne
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(,onlerence on Security ano' Cooperation in Lurope. Ihis tact was
also unoaeriineo uy the visit ot trie Presioent oI tne tSdK to tne
West uerrnan KepuDl 1c and tne visit ox the tnairrnan ot the Presi-
aium oI tne b to mne West uernarn Kepuolic Dotn oI wh ich
coniirmeu the peacexul cnaracter oI tnat country, witnout once
niuentionilng any uanger whicn wouiu justixy tne presence ot the
armi es oI t he Ubi-. i n our country. 'inese iacts shouiu De tne
basis ior normrralization oI relations uetween The k5SK ano tne
bZO3: the presence oI tne armies oI one country oni tne territory
OI another country in peacetime, certainly cannot oe vieweG as a
normal occurrence.

Iine military Intervention ox August ib6 nids grdvely compil-
cameo uoruuestic cievelopifienis aria tine consequences oi tnese corrupli-
cations are with us even touay.

ur. Ldoislav tiejoianek Msiarta Nuui sova
Linarter 77 spokesman Cnarter 7/ spoKeswomran

ur. Jaroslav Sauata
t-narier 77 spokesman

Frague ano Drno, August iz, Lv76
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tiarassrment OI char ter 17 Signatories

L)ocuroent tdo . l o*

Ine tr irne mvinister o0 the czecnos lovak l-eoeral overnmrient,
Lur. LUDorflir Strouga i, as weii as other governiient olIicials,
stated that the authorities are proceecing against -narter 77 witn
po l itical aiimeans.

miowever, such statements contl ict witn what is being Gone inpractice: many state organs anu institutions act against Charter
77 signator ies, their Iamiliiies anci trienios with everything in
tneir power -- Iiring Ironi a joD, persecution O0 cniluren as wellas tnrougn courts. 'iney Dase their actions on the ciecisions OI
tne i-rosecutor Ueneral: i) aatea January b, i>/7, whicn rexers
oirectly to the charter 77 mvanitesto, stating tnat tne Prosecutor
Ueneral is initiating prosecution oI an unknown perpetrator oI tnecriminai otlense ot subverting tthe Kepuolic anc Z) Gated IFebruary
ia, i.77, which evaluates cnarter 77 as an antisocial ana anti-
soc iali st ciocunent.

cnarter 7/ spokesirien, Jiri H-ajec anci ian Patocka, rejecteai
tnese aecisions as acts which contraoict the actual state oI
allairs ana are in violation oI law anc remnarkeca that such aeci-
sions will have only negative eIlects on our lives. 'fhis has now
Deen contirnmea to the lull extent.

Since tnen tne arguinent about the antisocial character of
cnarter 77 is aIlecting various actions anu is being Ieit in nany
juoiciai proceeoings anc uiscrimiiinatory actions. it has gotten
worse ciuring tne last Iew rionths.

At the beginning ot sunrner a 7L-year-oia prolessor of philo-
soptiy,, \laaimir irina, was sentenceo in Prague to b Imiontns ot
unconaitlonai loss oI Iree om Ior "inciting," wnicn l he is suppose a
to nave comnittea oy cotimenting on the state oI axtairs at hom01e
ana abroac ana Dy expressing cisagreement with the situation as it
nas aeveiopea since those August aays. 'ine court was trying toprove Vlaaimir Kina's hostility by stating that he "went over to
the rigiht-wing opposition" the was expelleci iromr tne -orrmrunist
Party in 17UJ anici that he allieci himseli with enermies ox the
socialist system, who are associateci with the so-caiieci cnarter
7/."

At the the enu o0 the su-mier a 4j-year-ola protestant priest,
wilo is in the borefront oU the k-zecn protestant movement, was sen-
tenceci to 8 months ox loss oI freed6m unconcitionally ior "in-
citing." uuring the visit o i'eoniui brezhnev, Jan 'rinisa, togetner
witn some other cnarter 7/ signatories, was arrestea' anci cietaineci
on suspicion oI inciting. ihe next aay hie was taken oy tne police
to nis apartment where tne S'lb was going to conu'uct a searcn, even
thioughJ .imsa was iii kne suxxers Iromn a chronic iisease ana has
Only one kianey). 'This was the second searcii OI tne apartment --
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baseci on the aecision oI the Prosecutor uenerai with regara to
"prosecuting an unknown perpetrator oi a criime of subversion,"
catea January 6, 1977. L)uring the tense atmospnere at the apart-
ment createa by tne searcn, an argument aeveiopea. lhe Simsas
were keeping, as a treasurea momento, a personai letter Irom jai
latocka, one O0 the last letters Patocka wrote Defore his aeatn.
mlhe poiice wanteai to contiscate the letter even tnough tney iiau no
autnority to Uo so. jan Siimsa protestea. however, wilen the
police tried to take the letter Irom ivrs. Simnsa, sne tried to
protect it. Simsa pushea the police aside, away trornj his wife.

since then, his iate nas been sealea; ne GiG not return tromn
aetention. A rnan OI good Will, who abnors injustice against his
ieilow citizens, became a parian, a Duily. irie prosecution, whicri
conoucted its case against Sinisa in tills vein, cierianceci an uncon-
uitionai punishment ol loss OI ireeuom ror i8 months even tnougiI
such a "crime" is normially punisihaDie by a conoitiondi sentence
.such a severe punisnrnent tor Simsa couiG mean, in view oI his
inipai rea neal th, a sentence "tor iIie"); to top it OII, the prose-
cution suggestea that jan Simnsa oe especially guaroeG as a person
with crimninal tenoencies. Tne court cia not go that lar, but the
trial was concuctea in a very aiscrirninatory atmosphere. it was
easy to preciict a baa enoing.

We will not go into a oetaiiea account of the trial, nor into
trie proceecings ut tre appeal kwhich contirlnea tne original sen-
tence) Dut we want to, Iirst O1 all, point to tne transparent
tenuency to tnrow, in one wdy or anotner, the worse light on tnose
citizens who nave the courage to protest the violations oI rights
o0 their leilow citizens, ana to eilininate tnern, uncer whatever
pretence, Irorn society as secona class citizens. It anything is
making citizens especially mao, it is this tenaency.

Young people, who are being given long sentences bor al iegeo
"inciting" ktor example Ivan ilvanasei< was sentenceci to ia niormtns,
,vicnal Nobai to iz months; the trial O0 Petr ibuilka, Libor Loupek
anu 'etr Fospicnal was postponeu, however all oI them are being
kept in cietentionj anu whose "crime" lies in tne tact that they
are aiscontentea witn the otlicial culture ana pubiic lixe ana are
trying to find tneir own values -- are ueiioerateiy being por-
trayea as antisocial indiviuuais anr/ narcomnliacs.

lTe same pattern is being IOi loweci whicn we know tromn tne
past. Laaislav LiS, wiho is known to tnousands OI Fkratue cormnu-
nists O0 the oloer generation as a long-time aecicatea party
tunctionary, was iraprisoneu bor an alleged crime with regdrci to
his property, wnicn ne Gia not corirnit. uttd beunarova Ironm
Prague, is ueing persecutea, uecause she spoke up on Denali of her
bellow prisoner, who, in turn, uncier pressure of threats fron tne
prosecution, turnea against beanarova as a witness ior the prosecu-
tion, accusing ner OI the criminal otlense of attacKing state and
social organs, as well as putting ner up to do the same thing.
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tA young Catholic priest, Frantisek bubian in breciav, was
uepriveu of permission to pertorn uuties as a priest Ior obstruc-
ting tne pImplementation of ofticial outies. he raiseG a black
IIag aIter tne oeatn ot trie Pope.

Ine case OI Jan Simrsa is especially upsetting. -rouni some oI
tne speecnes at tne trial, a person, not tamiliar witn tne life o0
Jan iinisa, would De led to believe tnat nie was tar remnoveu Irorn
tne lile oI Czechoslovak citizens, that Jan Sbirmsa Delongeo to some
kino oI unoerworia O oau reputation, wniiie, on the contrary, tnis
man is one oI tnose people wllo wds tne most courageous in tis
enueavor to bring some oetter values into the lIe oI society. he
nas been tnus engagea since nis youtni.

'he oertiocratic ano progressive trdoitions ot Simsa's Iamii ly
are exemplary. Jaroslav Simnisa, jan's Iather, was a progressive
tninker Of the pre-war tsepuDlic, wno aieo alter live years O0
irfpr isonment in concentrat ion camps . Pne miotner o0 Jan Simsa was
a prominent resistance worker ano, alter the war, worked Ior
several years ior tte Colirnunist Party. lhis trauition nas Deen
ciocummienteo in an original collection of correspondence Irom prison
auring tne war, whicth was puolishea unGer tne title "Anxiety ana
hope" 0'965J by milena and Jan Simsa. Jan Sirnsa nas aciopteci sorie
thinking oI ur. mviartin Lutner King. wnen, ouring the trial, ne
wanted to reier to this tact, Sirrisa was interrupteci arui warneci.
we teei it our auty to say Ior jan _iumsa, since ne cannot say it
hirnsell, that tne name of ihartin Luther iing iecame a symbol of
tne Iight for numan rights ano against racisri not oniy in the
unitea states but elsewhere.

We coulo raise tne question: was this iKepubiic born Iromi
aillerent experiences' And was it not said' tiat "states live ano
continue their existence on tnie strengtn of those iueas, irom
whicn tney were born?"

Tne governftient ot this state may ieei oIlenoeo when we talk
auout persecution ana oppression in connection with proolemns, ior
whicn it is responsibie. but as long as they act unuer rules anc
provisions wnich justity ana encourage "solving" oI arguruients anto
cisputes concerning political icieas by iorcibly cealing witn
cietenciers ot human ani, civic rights, by treating them as enernies
of society, by hurniiiating thern ana portraying them as outcasts,
it wiii be ciespotism which will have the upper nana, ana the iaw
wiil be only a cover. t-n6 in such a situation, it wili be the
real criminals wno will be taking "justice" into their hands -- as
was confirrned recently by the treacherous attack on jiri Nasai,
Charter 77 signatory irom Liberec.
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ine decisions oI the Prosecutor uenerai OI thie tcSzK, pertain-
ing to '..harter 77, Go not protect society -- tney in tact narm it.
This oeiiberate and wiaespreaa manipulation o0 these aecisions
Goes not aid in strengthening tne law, it, on the contrary, cre-
ates a teeling ot legai uncertainty kin the sentelice meted out in
the case of Jan Siuiisa, tne prosecution oI an "unknown" perpetra-
tor, became the prosecution oI jan Sinsa). If the public liue in
our country is to oe maoe healthier, these Gecisions have to De
repeale6 as unconstitutional. Tney are irreconciiable with a
i-ealtiy public life.

We are going to strive for that goal with others, wno are
interestec in strengthening the legal system -- together with
Ieilow citizens ana responsible ofticials wno uo not ciose their
eyes to the real aangers ano wfio are not ojeat when they are tola
ox reai complaints oI citizens; we are going to stay in this
struggle as long as it takes to have these ciecisions annulled as
Giscriminatory ana illegal.

ur. Laciislav hejoanek Lviarta &ubisova
ur. Jaroslav iabata cnarter 77 5pokeswoman
charter 77 Spokesmen

Prague ana brno, )eptember jO, i97a

* * *

Remark: The text oI this aocurment was worKea out by tne
three spokesmen on September u, i976. Dr. jarosiav SbData pro-
misea to aGO some aGaitional information irom the last two triais,
nowever, tne spokesmen, living in Prague, hacj to GO so tnemselves
because yr. Sabata in tne meantime was illegally Getainea.

ur. Ladislav fiejdanek Lviarta Nuoisova
tharter 77 Spokesman charter 77 Spokeswoirian

Prague, uctober 8, i976

* ne cases listed in this Gocument were current examples in
l'/6. An updateG version oI extensive harassment, especially
relateG to the uctober lj/9 show tirals can De touno in _SUL
toninission puDlication "Vinourigs ano keconimnenoations Five Years
Alter helsinki," Appenuix b , ibu. iAso see Appencix to this
Gocument.
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APri-Nu IA
Docurnen t No. i 9

MIlr-VA, VIlaaii r, proI.-receiveco amnesty

i\Ub/- L, LVIicai r, releaseo tromn prison F-ebruary 7'j, later Irom
psychiatric hospital at tne enci Oi July '7/9 to
wficrh mne ws i ilegai y transIerreci. uetaineu 46
nours on iviay z6, i 58i ior "Hoo I igan i sin."

tr1LUUPLK, Libor, reieasea trom prison December zb, ij7zi kservea
ŽU months), harassea several timies since tnen.

/u~L<is., Ivan, releasea ena ot July l,7, 'serveG 1s rrmonths in
prison), narassea since then, also ouring trial
O0 r-avel ana others; aetainea ana interrogatea
auring trie preparatory meeting in mLaoriu k5eptem-
Der I96u) wnen the (-zecroslovak autnorities
aetainea over Su people from 46 to wFb nours
accusing tnem ot "oillegal activities" tor pre-
paring Gocumentation bor the tviaoria Lonterence.
D~etainec bor it nours on Lviay zS, i9bl ior
"noo I i gan i sm. "

FUSPJ-'HAL, Petr, releasea probably in Aprii i979 tservedi li montns
in prison); narassea ana aetainea wnile attencing
Prof. Julius lornin's unaergrouna university in
196U; also auring the crackoown on dissioents
uuring the preparatory meeting in tmiaarla; severely
Deaten in September ana Uctober 11j6U.

SiivbS/, Jan, releaseci january jU, ilP/> kserveU 6 months in prison);
harassec, since then. interrogateci ano oetaineG in
viarcn lou for beeing one oI tne i7 0 signator ies to
a letter requesting permission bor a peacetul
demomistrdtioon in support ot I etr _ioulKa. .was also
aetainea for more tnan 46 hours in mvay lji during
the recent arrests O0 over ju L-zecnoslovak
citizens. uetainea in January i obu witn about (J
otner citizens, no specitic reason given.
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mission ana Activities of Lnarter 77

L)ocument lo. L I

lne new diverse citizens' initiatives which are being tormea
enliven the aiscussions regaraing the mission ana activity of
%-narter 77. Uiarter 7/ views very positively not only ail tnese
initiatives andi aiscussions, but also all the aeliverations about
tne cnances ot the movement for funian rights as sucn. It will,
therefore, continue to support these dctivities.

tharter 77 is an association which is active, alive ano open.
it coes not separate itself irorn society, it is not a ciosed
society. From its inception the tnarter has been baseu on tne
beliel that tne search tor truth is a matter that is open to ail
citizens without exception ano that it never can be a closea
process. In this respect as in ali other matters, it auneres to
its original principles. it regarus itseii as a tree, inlormai
and open association ot persons oI 0itierent belieis anc faitns -
an association of persons, wno either separately or collectively
are wor ing for tne respect for ruinan rights in our country anu in
tine wor ia. It is not - ana it wi ii not become - an opposition
organization witn its own program ot political ana social retorms
ana cn anges.

We will listen to anyone who wili show willingness to open a
constructive dialogue about the rights oI citizens ano who will
also want to open sucni a aiaiogue with state ana politicai autn-
orities. We regret tnat the respective authorities keep on retu-
sing sucn a Oialogue. but we have to speak out wnen authorities
try to prevent citizens Irorn excercising their legal right to seek
an unoerstanding about questions which are extremely important for
society and which bear more ana iiiore heavily on all oi us. As
citizens we have a particular outy to protest openly, when the
authorities use unlawful nieans oI repression against those who
come forward with critical initiatives or suggestions.

Prucient government is not atraia OI criticism - on the con-
trary, it actually welcomes constructive criticism. In a society
which nas been shockeo by complicatea and conflicting aevelop-
ments, public criticism may cause misunoerstanuing, open ola
conflicts ano at Iirst may seem to even aeepen tne contlicts.
however, clashes ano conflicts, wnich are causec Dy aorogating the
rights oI a citizen, cannot be solvea Dy having tnat citizen
accept his iate ana withuraw trom public ifie. L)iscrimination
cannot be appeasea, it can only oe overcome by courage and
Dravery, which form the basis Ior d controlleo lawtuiiness.

he courage oI the citizenry is bluriteo by societal con-
Ilicts and conflicting situations. lhereiore, we consicer it our
cuty to stanoL up to everytning tnat deepens tne animr1osity 0f tne
past as well as to that whicn creates new animosities that aiviae,
disrupt ano paraiyze the creative torces of the society.
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Almost two years have eiapsed trom the day wnen we welcorimeciwith joy the legal acts through whicn international agreementsregarding human rights became a part o0 the 4.zecnoslovak legaisystem. we wish to assure our fellow citizens ana the governmentthat we wiii weicorme every further step on this path ana that weare gratixieu by progress, even if it is only simali or partial.W'e wiii support everything whicri makes the state ox our societybetter ana enhances the rights oi citizens. however, we are justas deterrminea to point out - matter-ot-factiy anu in accoruancewiti the laws oI the lanc - everytning whicn Makes the state oI
the society worse, as weli as who is violating citizens rignts ancihow they are aoing so.

In discussions concerning the mission and the work ot -harter77, a consensus was reacnea to change tne present practice regar-cing the preparation ox oocurrierits of Uiarter 77 concerning theproblems o0: life in our society. up to now, we have triea tolormulate the problems ox reaching the goals of inaividual humanrights - civil, political, social, economic and cultural - in thetorrn ot more or less iinal conclusions. In the future, we willgive preference to critical discussions and submit ail conclusionsto the wiciest possible scrutiny.

We wiii - as far as we will be able to - turn to experts andinterested sociai groups, to tne public and, ox course, to therespective olficial organs. we wiil also try - with ail availablemeans - to publicize anci aistribute ail views, even iI contra-dictory and without regard to the attituce of their authorstowards charter 77. we are lirmly convincea that the evolution O0social criticism andi ot a critical spirit is the basis ror apostive approach to the solving of problems, as weii as ior thesearch ox a constructive way out ox the alientma.

.harter 17 did not come to iiIe as an expression ox a crys-taiized political stanopoint in a narrow sense. it aoes not seekpower. Its documients therexore cannot and wili not express tnestandpoint oI any group of signatories or its toliowers. iNeitherare they a platform tor inoivicual trends of opposition. we arenot, however, giving up our right to toucn upon ail xorms orconinon, philosophical and political aspects o0 concrete pneno-menon. we will continue to Ueveiop intiatives regarding necessarylegislative adjustrnents. We ao not consiaer ourselves to be thearbitrators in ideological and political disagreements and we donot clainm the rignt to have tne Iinai say in wiaat is or is not thetruth ana justice; we are not elevating ourselves to be the con-science ox the nation.

tharter 7/ was born out ox a deep need bor legislative secur-ity, iroorm a longirig for enauring moraiity ana fromn the desire tocontribute to a state ox aftairs where ail Lzecnoslovak citizenswouia b e abLe to live ana work as free citizens. This is theoasis from which springs the Lnarter's criticism ox the unlawtulsystermi ox subjugation ox ail institutions and organizations in the
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state to political directives ot the governing party ana to the
Uecisions OI powerxui individuais. t.harter 77 is a reminoer tnat
tnis system causes the suppression oI a number ot citizens'
rights, that tlie representatives ot this system are not account-
able to anyone, ana that uecisions of powerful inuiviouais have
priority even before law. L)issatisiaction with tiis system ano
its consequences has been expressed by niany citizens wno do not
realize its causes aria who, tearing bor the saiety OI tneir
iamiImes, do not want to speak out.

LitizensI criticism has taken rmany iorins. Some are critical
o0 the state of aftairs in principle as is Uiharter 77. Such
criticism has been made at great risk - despite possible reserva-
tions with tharter proceoure. The aixterences ao not touch only
upon a ailterence in view ot how the system camie aoout, how it
expresses itselI, how active it is ana how it snoulu be changea,
but also regarding what extent it is useiui to aeai witn these
questions. It these aixterences haa the chance to be expressed
Ireeiy and tuiiy, this wouli give rise to new spiritual anarnater-
iai values. This state oI aitairs cannot be reacneci in a oay.
niowever, this realization cannot be an obstacle ior those wno nave
a will to neip society; tnere is a vast area OI neeus which can be
adaresseo ana through which it wiii De possiDie to strive ior a
better quality ox iite - a rise in the stanoara ot all sociai
1 I e.

Lnarter 77 spokesmen are contactea Dy inaiviouais ana
groups oI citizens with aditerent suggestions anci considerations
wno tina no recourse in otticial institutions. All aspects of
social lite are oiscussea: questions ox aemocracy ano seiI-
government; proolenms of organizational activities; problems ox
religious lixe; the work ot justice, security anu tne law; legal
protection ot citizens ana union rignts; problems of emigration
ana political exile; proDlems ot the economy, Ioreign traoe,
pianning, prograrrming, prices, consumner neeus, traveiiing; resi-
aence ana architecture; health ana the satety ot the operations ot
atomic plants; questions of the environment; questions ox school-
ing ano school refornrs, ot science ano technical aevelopmnent. ui
special interest are questions ox Lzecn-Slovak relations and
questions oI minorities as well as problems of women ana youth.

lhis vast range ox interests has not been exhausted; it is
being enlarged by other themes. -however, we oo not intena to make
a list o0 them. We are aevoting our attention to practical pri-
orities ana to practical aevelopinent ox these initiatives and
aiscussions. We believe that we have the support of all those wno
agree dna symipatnize with Lharter 77. we welcome everyone wno
wants to work in this regara aria wno wants - together with others -
to uncertake tne researcn- ot some important social problem ana to
subrinlt suggestions on how to solve it.
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We woulo like for adl the signatories of tharter 77 and itsIollowers *to get acquainted with this document ana then to channeitneir eltorts in accordance with this document to enable us to
more ettectively assist in tne implementation of Irunan rights lawswnicn would cover all citizens. Charter 77 at the same timeconsicers as its auty the support ano encouragement oi activities
of ail citAzens in a way whicn would help these activities to
become more inoepenoent ana more mature, wnich woulc take moreindependent paths and which wouia have many participants, partic-
uiarty among those citizens whose lives are being aftecteo. Th eTharter woulu also like to iiave thiese activities developed on a
broauier cieujocratic basis.

ur. Lauislav hejdanek Mvarta rNuDisova
t.narter 77 spokesman uharter 77 spokeswoman

ur. Jaroslav Sabata
-harter 77 spokesman

Uctober ii., iY78

Ihis text was issuea alter uJr. Jaroslav Sabata nad been
apprehended; ihe askea tne two other spokesmen to iinaiize the
text .
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lNuclear trnergy in Czechoslovakia

uocument iNo. zz

In the spirit ol Charter 77 uocuneiit oso. zi, we are now
starting a new practice ou issuing aocunents. As of how, Charter
spokesmen snail issue aocuments primarily as suDjects tor oiscus-
sion, which shouloi support open rellections on given issues! Itmeans that the documents wili not represent any Qetinitive stanca-
points ot tne Charter 77 on these issues. The aocumients ao riot
nave to mirror the view OI ali or the majority of Cnarter signd-
tories, nor cio they have to reflect the view oI tile spokesmen.
Inrougn themn tihe spokesmen wili oniy express their view tnat tne
clocunients, wnetner elaoorateo oy small groups oI Cndrter // signa-
tories or by persons coiiaborating with them, mignt be a serious
starting point tor aiscussion. The Iirst doc unent ot this type
concerns the proolem ot the sate operation of nuclear power plants
in R5R. We hola that tne trerme is unusually lively ana imnpor-
tant, as Gocunienteui by the interest this subject increasingly
generates in many countries. lne theme nas not Deen aiscussea
sutliciently at all in Czeciiuoslovakia, especially tne ecological
problems. Ariditionaiiy, Charter 77 wants to raise these issues in
the Iuture ano support the enueavors ot those who are aeuicateci tothese issues through tneir lasting ano uncensureu attention.

'rague, iNovemnber z7, 1i;7Ž

Vaciav navel
ur. LacaisIav hej aanei<
5pokesinan tor Cnarter 77

L46.



Ine utilization of nuclear energy represents -- in tne viewof experts -one OI te means oI so ving tne probiem o0 growingconsumption or shrinking energy sources. however, in contrast to
the classical usage ot energy, the utilization of nuclear energy
orings with it the risk ot raaioactive radiation. lne problem oIsafely operating a nuclear power plant is, therefore, o0 central
importance, not only for the protection ot the nealttn ana lives ofpeople, but aiso for thie protection o1 the environment.

l-irst l-art -- Kaaioactivity and tne riealtn of human beings

Kauioactive raaiation is causea auring the cisintegration of
atomic kernels during nuclear reactions; thre waste passes througn
live matter provoking a series of physical reactions whiicn causetne disturDance or aestruction Of celliular molecuies. A greataniount of radioactive rauiation can cause serious uarmage to anorganism or even aeath because it will cause ciamage to a signiii-

cant numrber oI ceiis wniicn the organism cannot reproauce. Smalleramounts oI radiation can cause damage to the cellular structure,
especially to that part wnicti carries the genetic information OIthe ceil. A cell, which is otherwise unuarnageo, may Degin theproauction o0 other cells, which are aitferent from the mother
celi. The greatest danger for d person exposeu to raoiation isthe emergence oI cancerous cells, wnicn spread uncontrollably intoa cancerous growth, ana then spreac througn tne entire organisrn
ana cause paralysis o0 indivioual organs ana aeath. Kesearch hascontirmnea increased incidence of cancer and leukemia in persons
exposea to great amounts of radiation causea by a nuclear expio-
sion or by working in a nuclear power plant.

The consequences oI radiation are not necessarily Jiilim tea topersons wno nave been directly exposed to it. More treacherousare the consequences wnich these people may transmit to theiroffspring. The tirst form of such a danger is the adeormation o1tne letus, wnicn may happen curing the exposure to racijat ion oxtne mother. The aeveloping embryo is unusuaily sensitive even tothe smallest amount ot radiation; the disturbance of only one cellmay mean that the development of the organ will be aeformned.
AccorcJing t:o sone studies there nave alreaay been cases of aie-tormied chiuldren in cities or areas with a higher exposure toradiation. Another iorrm oI aanger to Tne olispring is geneticdisturbance ot the sexual celis ot parents. It can manifest
itself in various forms o0 hereditary detects or genetic changes.
miutation aoes not necessarily nave to snow up in the next gen-eration; it may remain latent for several generations ana thensuoaeniy show up alter many Gecaoes. These consequences may oecaused not only by direct exposure to radiation, but aiso as aconsequence of deposition o0 radioactive isotopes in an organism.
Isotopes are not a stable matter and are subject to slow anc
longterm aisintegration. Some of them, however, settle in theorganism permanently and subject their inmnediate environment tohigrh and iongterm radiation.
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'he radioisotope oI iodine, which settles in the thyroio
gland, nas similar quaiities, as nave raoioisotopes of strontium
wnicn settle in the bones. Ali this matter is aiso tne proauct of
reactions used in nuclear energy, irom wnicn they spreaa into the
environment, sometimes aiso into the water anci the soil.

in rexlecting on tne safety o0 nuclear power plant opera-
tions, it shouli be rioted tnat even the minimum amount oI raoia-
tion can resuit in some ox the given after effects. Attention is
especially being arawn to the aanger of genetic aamage, wnicn
cannot be ettectively evaluatea at present oue to the lack oI
long-term evaluation.

Second Part -- Movement Against iuclear tnergy

'ne aborementioned facts ana otner issues relatea to the ae-
veiopment oI nuclear energy lea to the formation ot anti-nuclear
movements in many curopean countries opposing the construction OI
nuclear power plants. 'Ine opponents of nuclear energy argue that
its proponents intentionally exaggerate the seriousness of the
energy crisis; the world tossile fuel deposits will actually last
tor a long time. They criticize the policy ot oil companies that
artilicially creates a crude oil shortage in order to justify an
increase in price, as well as the economic policy oriented toward
increasing energy consumption. Uiten anti-nuclear forces claim
that tne political and economic system is tne cause ot these
social iils, or that it at least provides tor disproportionate
empnasis on the development of nuclear energy. Upponents of
nuclear energy deveiopment recormirenc an alternative in the form oI
more economiical utilization of classicai resources and improvea
international coordination of their production as well as aevelop-

ment oI alternate energy resources sucn as solar. lney aemana
tnat construction of nuclear power plants be discontinuea or at
least postponed until tne safety oI tneir operation can be better
safeguarded. The anti-nuclear energy movement has been gaining
strengtn including in the internationai arena.

Ine authors of this article, specialists in these problems,
co not want to pass any juogements on this movement. As special-
ists we state with satisfaction that the increasing public inter-
est and awareness of this issue nas resulted in increased safe-
guards in the manufacture of nuclear power equipment in many
countries ana in increaseo safeguards required for nuclear power
piant operation.

Thiro Part -- Radioactive Leaks ana iNuclear Power Plant Waste

Safe operation of nuclear power plants from tne point of view
of radiation impact on the popuiace rests on the aecrease of the
amount oI radioactive materials leaking into the environment. The
radioactive materials from nuclear power plants can leak into the
environment substantially in three ways: by leaking into water anc6
soil, etc.; in the form of radioactive waste Irom burnt-out fuel
elements; and through leaks auring an accident.
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i . by norrmai operation we mean operations perni tteu accor-
aing to operational gulieiines at which the expected parameters
witi matcn or approacn tihe highest allowed values. Under these
conditions the leaking of radioactive matter is very low; the
nuclear power plant causes lesser contamination of the living
environment -- including radioactive waste -- than a classical
power plant using brown coal.

k. Kaoioactive waste is tnickenec resiaue ot aeactivated
solutions used tor deactivation in nuclear plants together with
loosened parts o0 construction or other materials such as instru-

mients, clothing, etc. sorne rnateriais in the waste retain their
raciioactivity ior a very long time, in the range ox iuO,UUo years.
'here are no places in the worlo where they couii be kept without

tile danger that on some occasion they might disseminate into tne
environment. Anotner problem is tile issue ot suitable containers
since the materials used nave substantiaiiy lower aurability in a
radioactive environment. mviost oIten tile radioactive waste is
placed in aDandoned salt mines. Its disposal there and at the sea
bottom hlave met witn Iierce criticism. other rnethous of disposal
also exist such as submersion into polar ice.

burnt-out tuei elements can be reprocessea ana reused. Thne
world reprocessing capacity is insufticient, however, and the
elements are therefore temporarily stored... The tuel elements
ktresh as well as burnt-out) are subject to registration by the
international Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna. inThe elements OI
reactors belonging to the military are not subject, however, to
this registration).

i. In every operation, including a nuclear one, accidents
occur from time to time, aue to various causes. whiie the torms
ox leakage presented under items I and L remain more or less under
human control, the accident potential of nuclear power plants are
tile highest source ot canger ior the population as well as tor the
environment. The quality of preventive measures against these
accidents and the level of means for doing away with their eftects
are therefore the decisive tactors governing the satety of nuclear
power plant operation.

These measures coirnmence with a choice of tne process used,
suitable construction and proper materials. This inciuaes tne
quality of assembly, estaDiishing operational conditions and
satety limits as well as sateguarding ot the organizational and
personnel aspects of the operations. lhe measures that are to
limit the aftermiath of possible accidents lie in various forms ot
isolation of critical components and surroundings. In their
simplest form tney are variously designea covers oI equipment
wnicr make siphoning away the leaking waste a possibility.
The capacity oI this equipment is limited, mostly because the
equipment works etfectively oniy to a certain aegree. It does not
protect against the largest possible accidents, sucn as breakage
oI the primary piping. Tnle best possible protection against
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raoioacive leakage is consiaered to be the so-caiieo containment
equiproent. In substance it is an airtight metal cover. There may
be several such metal covers, reterrea to as mul t ilateral contain-
ment equipment. Not only aoes it reduce tne raoioactive leakage
into the atmosphere, but uue to various processes it also ae-
creases tne levels oI raciioactivity. The equipment naturally
increases the costs OI power plant construction - by as mucn as 3U
percent, accoruing to soxne estimates. in all avvancea countries,
nowever, the issue is resolvea unequivocally aue to tne benefit
aerived from containment; bor instance, in tne iFxu, any buture
nuclear power plants nave to be equippec with at least two-stage
con ta inmen t equipment.

t-ourth Part -- Nuclear Lnergy in Czechoslovakia

There are certain specific problems relatea to tne construc-
tion of nuclear power plants in Czecnoslovakia. Tne first one is
the diiIicuity in linuing a suitable place in view ot tne nigh
aensity ot population. It is requirea that tne aistance tromn the
nearest populated settlement be at least j kilometers. The con-
struction ot nuclear power plants and tne conditions of their
operation, especially the sabety operation, are not audsinistered
by any iaw, (thougn the so-called atomic law nas not yet been
passed) and tne conaitions for construction ana operation are set
by directives that proceea from materials of the international
Atomic knergy Agency. Anotner specific ieature is tne depenoence
oI Lzechoslovak nuclear energy on a monopoly of imports from the
rSR. nThis is manifestea not only in a narrower cnoice of equip-

ment, but also in the problem of sate operation since that whicn
mignt oe touno suIficient in tne U5SR kin view of the population
acensity), aoes not apply bor uzecnioslovak conoitions. For in-
stance, the issue of containment nas oeen expiaineo until recently
in tnis country by allegations that it is only tne means by which
the capitalist tirms artifically increase tneir probits. The
standpoint cnanged only alter several acciaents. Another specilic
teature is the retusal to cisclose all intormation Irom the spe-
ciaiized public. Information is often incomplete because the
project is subject to change until tne last moment. This status
prevents elaboration of gooci sabety reports that woula analyze tne
satety precautions both Guring normal operation and auring certain
types ot accidents. Ihe situation in nuclear energy was also
unfavorably influenced by cadre policy which resulted in the
aeparture of many foremost specialists in the years lb~o-l97U.

iFour nuclear reactors presently exist in Lzechoslovakia. A
small testing reactor SKu is being installea in Pilsen; it has a
smaii output capacity. At ez, near Prague, two reactors are at
work: TKu kvery smail output) and VViR <researcn reactor of low out-
put,. Tne Iourtn is tne nuclear power plant Ai at JaslovsKe bohun-
ice, \Western rlovakia, buiit near a spa area in Piestany. In view
ot tne tact tnat it is tne only real nuclear power plant in CSSi,
we shall aescribe it in more detail.
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1-ifth Part -- iNuclear Power Plant Ai at Jaslovske bohunice

It is equipped with a heavy-water reactor, cooled by carbondioxide. lThe project started about 20 years ago. Uriginaiiy, theconcept was to provide operation of )( ivMW output, but later -- inview ot the tense energy situation -- the planned output wasincreasea to i0j iviw. The power plant was put into operation inuecember ot i97i, but atter i years and z months the operation wasdiscontinued -- in February of i97'7. Moreover, during most o1this short time of its existence, the plant did not work due tonumerous accidents. The output was maximally luu NM. Ai is notequippeo with containment equipment. Safety is sateguardeci bycovers on critical parts of the primary circie from which theieaKing radioactive rnaterials might be syphoned oft into 4 acci-aent-prevention gas holders -- from wnicn the substance, afterlessening in radioactivity, is to be reieaseci through filters intoa chimney. I'he problems with the radioactive waste were notsatistactorily solved. All the waste was stored in guarded placesin tile power plant and is stili there. ut late they have beenthinking about adding the residue to the construction materiaistor construction o1 those parts that remain underground. Accor-ding to the customary internationai conventions tne manufacturer
should deliver his fuei elements for reprocessing. A simi iaragreement exists Detween the Soviet manufacturer and the (.zecho-slovak side as end-users. Since the start oI operations, not asingle tuel element has been taken away. The burnt-out fuelelements are being stored in the swiuriming pooi which at the timeof the discontinuation of operation of Al, in February o± 1977,
was hailf lull. It was assumea that another swimmning pool wouldnave to be built if the first pool became fillea and if the Sovietwoula not take away the elements.

The decision to construct Al resulted frorn the desire ofUzechoslovak energy leaders to realize a mnodern, independent
conception of nuclear power plants in Uzecnoslovakia based ondomestic fuei. The decision was based on the technically advancedproduction base of our heavy engineering (especially at isUijA
P-ilsen, .uivu Luubnica, -Ku Praha, etc.j, on the present trends ofworld development, ana it also counteci on broaa international
participation. The best (ezechosiovak atomic specialists workea onAi's preparation. At the time of its design, preparation for Aiwas comparable with similar projects abroad, incluaing in opera-
tion safety. L)uring the construction and especially during opera-
tion, the situation rapidly changed. LDuring the construction
serious organizational shortcomings appeared. The complete docu-mentation necessary for construction did not exist, which meant
that required elementary rules ot construction were ignored. For
instance, a series of changes connectea with construction work
k.tearing down, etc.) were carried out by improvisation without
proper regard for the cleanliness oI individual systems, thepremises, eltc. fThe equipment for automatically charging fuel
elements was never put into operation ... Also the satety equipment
was restoredi erraticaily auring operation, usually only after someaccident and only that part which was af±ected by the accident.
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in the area of labor organization and inter-personnel rela-
tionships, the situation was also unsatisfactory. Sate operation
depends not only on the specialized but also the psychic and moral
values of the employees, and on their cooperation. These tactors
were ignored. Nuclear power plants offered high salaries but poor
working conditions. This was also reflected in the assortment of
employees: good workers were leaving shortly alter coming and
those who stayed were only looking ior good wages. Alconoiism
spread and theits occurred, even oi activated materials.

Ihe key feature for efficient ana sate operation lies in the
labor tactor. The activities of the crew were assesseo as psycno-
logicialiy the most demanding of all. Neither the criteria oi
selection nor tne working conditions were in accord with that
assessment, however. The applicants lor the post of a reactor's
operator were never screened psychologically. Working hours for
similar jobs in tie Western advanced countries are shortened to
six or fewer hours, while at Al lb-four shitts were tolerated. In
addition, the operators at Al were exposed to another psychoiogi-
cai burden steirming trom emphasis on operational rather than
satety requirements. I-or instance, operational parameters above
the permissible values were tolerateo -- it, of course, no acci-
dent occurred in the process. In the case of an accident, the
operational and radiation guidelines naturally constituted a
starting point tor investigation. Un the otner hano, decreaseo
output or pulling Gown of the accident bars unnecessarily (that
means stopping tne reactor) was sanctioned generally as well as
financially. A similar attitude was taken witn respect to the
radiation guidelines as well. In theory kzeciisolovaK radiation
rules are among the strictest in the world, in practice, however,
they are the least adhered to.

Another important factor was pressure exerted on employees to
work in the radiation zone. As a consequence of various ailtticul-
ties, there is a need to carry out certain operations in radioac-
tive surroundings. The operations are dividea among more people in
order to avoid excessive exposure of any one person above tne
permissible dosage for a given time. At Ai, as a consequence of
numerous mishaps, situations occurred when ail the employees,
wnose job description included work in radiation zones, nad exhau-
sted their safety limit. In sucn cases, other employees were
xorced to Go this work by means of fiat. Refusal would be pun-
ished by withholding bonuses.

Uuring the operation of the power plant two major accidents
occurred. The first one took place January 5, i976 -- caused oy a
technical error. According to the official report, tiller got
into the loading mechanism and prevented satety emplacement of a
new fuel element. lme crew was under suspicion but nothing was
proven. The element, under pressure ot 6 viPa .bU at), shot out oftne reactor, foilowed by leakage under the same pressure condition
of radioactive coolant (carbon oioxioe) into the area of the
reactor. An evacuation order was issued. Two workers who, at the
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time of the accident, were not at their place of work, ran toward
an emergency exit but it was locked in order to prevent thetts.
before they managed to reach another emergency exit, they were
suftocated by the escaping carbon dioxide. The radioactive gas
was syphoned ott into the accident gas tanks trom where, after a
snort dying-otf period, it was released through filters into tne
air. This accident can be considered comparable to the worst
scenario possible. the probability of such an accident is given as
almost non-existent (once in iO-2U years). During such an acci-
dent a direct leakage of gas from the primary circle occurs.
Since the capacity o0 tne accident gas tanks and filters was not
sufficient, the radioactive gas was partially emitted into the
air. ihe data concerning the amount of radioactive leakage is
being kept secret, even from the employees involved who received
only unreliable information stating that no permissible values had
been exceeded. The employees were not even provided with the
dosage level they themselves had been exposed to.

The second serious accident took place February z4, i977
through the careless assembly of fuel elements and an error in its
loading. overheating occurred to the primary circle. This led to
heat damage of the fuel element and penetration ot the caisson
piping. As a consequence, carbon dioxiue and ceuterium leaked and
resulted in the contamination of the entire primary circle. the
overheating loosened the tightness oi the steam generator anG even
a part oX the secondary circle was contaminated. ihe leaking
radioactive tritium was brought through the air conditioning
system into the operation rooms. After the reactor was shut down,
a portion of the activated steam from the secondary circle was re-
leased by negligence into the sewage system and contaminated a
creek in the neighboring village of zikovce ttne creek was later
fenced ott for some time).

Power plant Ai has since been out of operation due to serious
Gnamage to the reactor. The question "what next?" has not yet been
solved. Tne operation was quite uneconomical and unreliable.
Repairs would require excessive expenditures and it would be
necessary to carry out relatively extensive assembly work directly
in the active zone of the reactor. The easiest solution would be
to disassemble the power plant but tnere would be a problem in
explaining this since no accident has yet been officially admitted
and information about it is being kept secret. (F'or instance, a
brief television report Irom Ai was made at a time just after one
accident when the plant was at a stanastiil. Tne television crew
imitated lighting with the use of hand lamps behind the rear wall
o0 the manning panel). We emphasize that the contractual duty of
the members of the International Atomic energy Cornmission is to
provide genuine data about the character and extent of such acci-
dents.
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Sixth Part -- Construction of Further Nuclear Power Plants

Presently, in Czechoslovakia, tne following modern nuciear
power plants with light-water reactors are in various stages of
construction or under project preparation:

iaslovske bohunice: VVWE i ki reactor before completion,
second in construction);

VVril< 2 (site in preparation) -- 4
reactors in to ta l, overai output
4 x 4U0 IViW.

Luukovany at Soutnern Moravia: VVcl< 3 and VVzK 4, again
total output ot 4 x 44O iviW; ground
work is being carriea out.

Project of ilUU MviW reactor VVc.R in Southern bohemia
in the state of project preparation.

Seventh Part -- Conclusion

On the basis of the experience ot the operation of Ai, wnicn
cannot be called anything but frightening, we submit several
requirements and proposals about which the Czechoslovak and worli
public should be intorrned -- especially tne public of neighboring
countries. Our proposais should be assessed by specialists, both
in Czechoslovakia and within the framework of the International
Atomic Energy Agency. The responsible state and economic organs
and institutions should then deciae what to do with our require-
ments and proposals -- in harmony with national ana international
Iaws.

We proceed from tne fact that "man is entitled to basic
rights to freeaoln, equality and acceptable living conditions that
provide bor d dignifiea and wholesome life" and that man has "a
serious responsibility to protect ana improve the living stanuaro
tor present and tuture generations" kquotes are from trie first
principle of the veclaration of Principles of the lUN Conference on
Living Environment, Stockholm, june )-16, 1972). We emphasize
this responsibi lity with urgency and reter in tnis respect to tne
following national ana international laws:

-- Article Z3 of the Czechoslovak Constitution kon health
protection);

-- Article 1l of the Czechoslovak Constitution kon protec-
tion of nature and living environment);

-- Article 6, Section i ot the lnternational Pact on Civil
and Political Rights kright to lite);

-- Article 7b of the Interntional Pact on Lconomic, Social
and Cultural Rights tright to sate ano wholesome work conditions;

-- Article iz, Section zb of the same pact (right to health).
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Further we reier to the Statement of Principles of the UNConference on Living Environment held in Stocknoim, June j-i6,i9'2. The Statement, supported by tie UN general assembly at itsz7th session, develops the fundatnental idea of responsibility ofstates for the protection of the living environment. In additionto the above-quoted first principle, the following apply as well:

-- the sixth principle (on the inaomissibiiity of contamina-ting the living environment by gaseous or similar matter and onsupport for the just struggles of nations of ail countries againstthe contamination of tne living enviromnent);
-- i6th principle ton subordination of economic development

and development of science and technology to ecological view-points);
-- the l9th principle (on education in schools as well as inthe public news rneoia toward protecting the living environment);
-- the 20th principle (on the free flow of scientific infor-rnation and on sharing experiences in the ecological field on aninternational scalej.

In view ot the above-quoted legal and contractual regulations
as well as of generally recognized principles we are justitied inproposing that in public discussion, supported by state organs andsocial organizations and safeguarded by the news nedia, special-ists from various fields should state their views on the necessityof developing nuclear energy and the risks involved. we considerit urgent that the populace in the vicinity of nuclear power
plants be informed about the character oI operations and aspectsof saiety, and that information concerning tne accidents to date,their causes and aitermatn, be irrmediately released. unly on thebasis ot public opinion -- or in the form of a national plebiscite
-- is it possible to decide the basic issue, that is, whether tocontinue the development of nuclear energy in Czechoslovakia orwhether to seek alternatives (the introduction of less energyintensive technoiogies, doing away with inetticient enterprises,
utilization of other energy resources, including solar, etc.). Wethink that even it a decision is maze to continue with nuclearenergy development, society -- as long as public opinion functions-- will always return to this basic issue, or to the issue of anoptimum degree of such development.

Under present conditions, when society is not informed aboutthe risks of nuclear power plant operations, we consider thefollowing necessary:

-- To inform the public about dil aspects of the safeoperation of nuclear power plants, including statistical dataabout the heaith status of employees and of the populace in
the vicinity, and to incorporate the issue into the curriculum inall schools.
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-- To safeguard materials ana measures and make them avail-
able to the pubI ic to provide for inaepenoent oversight regarding
sate operations tit is nonsensical to keep these materials secret
for strategic reasons since the level of similar projects is
higher in advanced countries).

-- To insist on using all the available effective safety
measures and equipment auring work projects and construction ot
new equipment including containment equipment, even it it is
necessary to pay hard currency for these imports.

-- To pay maximum attention to the elaboration of good safety
reports that would also include safety measures covering the erron-
eous actions ot attendants and the prevention of any serious
oamage to the fuel elements as a consequence of boiling or melting
which reportedly has occurred in similar plants in the ULR, JSSk
ana bulgaria.

-- lo safeguar6 operations regarding organizational,
personnel and working conditions in orcer to eliminate as tar as
possible, the breakdown of equipment and of the crew due to a lack
of specialized knowleage, psychological incapabilities, exnaus-
tion, mental neaith problems, use of alcohol or drugs tas a con-
sequence of tne intense social or working atmosphere) or oue to
excessive or contradictory dernanus. We incluce in this the eli-
mnination of political discrimination in ail work positions in
nuclear power plants and the introduction of strict psychological
criteria, establishing, for instance, the position ox a psycnoio-
gist or sociologist with extensive jurisdiction in every plant, in
order to promote positive social conditions among employees. We
also support the strict application ox the principle which afforus
the person in authority ksuch as the operator of a reactor) the
right, in case of uncertainty, to cnoose the proper safety measure
as he sees fit, tnough it might not seem necessary from an objec-
tive standpoint.

In tne interest of consistent observation of operational
guidelines and ensured respect ior safety rules ana radiation
regulations, to introduce ano apply a principle that, in case
sane of these regulations are too strict, no one has the authority
to exceed their until a new adjustment ot the rule and/or limit nas
taken place.

The report was prepared curing 1976 oy Czechoslovak special-
ists in the area of nuclear power. In November of i978, they
nancea over the report to Lharter 77 spokesmen for publication.
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Situation of the vypsies in Czechoslovakia

Document No. Z)

Stemning from the Czechoslovak Constitution and Cdzecho-slovak
Laws, as well as the international Covenants on Hunran Rights and
the Universal Declaration of human Rights of the United Nations,
Charter 77 has, since its inception, championed the principle that
all people are entitled to reap the benefits of human rights and
enliocratic freedoms without discriminat ion.

This aiso means that these rights and freedoms should benefit
all people regardless of their nationality or ethnic origin and
that belonging to a certain nationality or race cannot be a reason
for iinmiting a person's rights or depriving him of his rights al-
together and taking away his freedoms.

BTharter 7/ pointed out that as far as human rights are con-
cerned, the Czechoslovak legal system has discrepancies and is
inconsistent in the area of relevant legai and other rulings,
which establish and describe citizens' rights, as well as in the
area of legal guarantees of these rights. Charter 71 aiso pointeo
out nmany times that the daily practice of state and social organs
arid institutions is to deny human rights, which the Czechosiovak
government pledged to uphold and respect at international torums,
as well as those citizens' rights, guaranteed by the Czechoslovak
Constitution and Czechoslovak Laws. This douole-standard -- the
legal system and Gaily practice -- does not Iree us from our outy
to express criticism of such violations of human rights which are
not tied with political developments in the country, or with
political discrimination in employment or with criminal persecu-
tion of persons for freely expressing their beliefs.

Sucn less political -- and thus less visible -- violations of
human rights can be seen in discrimination against our fellow
citizens of Gypsy origin. Charter 71 prepared a documnent on dis-
crirmination against Gypsies, regarding violations of the legal
system concerning their social standing. Publishing this docu-
ment should generate a discussion about this question, as well as
interest in their problem. We are aware of the fact that their
social standing is influenced by a number of factors. We, there-
fore, want to assist in throwing some light on these factors and
thus help in elevating their social standing.

We feel aiso, that the Cypsies themselves will try to work at
getting their civil, political, social, cultural and economic
rights. We have found that after the state organs abolished the
tAssociation of Gypsies, there has been no organization or institu-
tion in this country willing to take up the cause of the Gypsies.

We feel that the establishment of such an organization is abso-
lute ly necessary.
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we also wish to emphasize that we co not see that the problem
of citizens of Ibnany descent will be solved by integrating then
into our society (and oy creating conditions for sucn integra-
tion). ohe question, whether they should get assimilated into
society and accept its vaiues and thereby lose, in the process,
their own ethnic identity, is for then, aione to aeciue. Tiley
alone can decide to what extent this integration should be accom-
plisneci, shoulo they accept it. every Gypsy is actually faceo
with such a decision every day. It is up to the state organs and
the citizens to create conditions for this aecision and to foster
the atnosphere ox mutual understand ing.

Th is will also ie Fostered by aelierations and essays
acdressing this issue -- especially on how to solve this problem
in tCzechoslovakia. Charter /7 presents such a deliberation to the
public and to the state organs as a basis for discussion.

Praha, Decernber Lo, i'Oia

Vaclav i-Havel
br. Lad islav hejoanek
Charter 77 Spokesmen

* * *

the situation of Gypsies in Czechoslovakia is not a theme
that holas the interest oi other people and it is, therefore,
prudent to say that most citizens do not know anything about this
minority against which there is so much discrimination. this lack
of information is a result of a well planned campaign to keep
secret everything that has anything to do with this minority.
however, the situation is too serious to let it go on unchecked
ano without protest.

Ihe attitude of the public on this issue vacillates between
indifference ano racism. Expressions of racism ano segregation
are-getting -- and will be getting -- more numerous. Gypsies, who
are the least protected group of citizens in Czechoslovakia and
have the fewest rignts, do not figure in the minds of other citi-
zens as being the victims of illegality; this seems to be a "pri-
vilege" of "decent" people. If the silence on this issue should
continue, it will leao to a tragic paradox: Gypsies will in the
minds of the population as well as in the minds of those who are
inditferent to these issues and, paradoxically, in the minos oi
tnose who are striving for legality, blend with a picture of
societal vices. What may happen in the end is that the repressive
organs, which bear primary responsibility for what has happened to
the gypsies in Czechoslovakia and for the way they live tooay will
actually protect the Gypsies before they help citizens who work
against tne same organs in the interest of legality and humanity.
And the old Jewish role will see a repeat performance with a new
cast -- a pertorniance which has already begun.
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'Ihe problenis 0o minor ities plagued the kepublic frorn the very
beginning, iran the tounding of Czechoslovakia as an inaependent
state. tlhis problem played a big role in the iviunich crisis and in
the catastrophe which followed. 'Ihere was no serious attempt to
analyze the pre-wdr minority situation and policy and there was no
minority pcIlicy tormulated aIter tne war. There are, in Czecho-
sIovakia today, quite a tew niinorities, nationaIities and ethnics,
whose problems are unknown to the great ma jority of Lzechoslovak
citizens. 'Ihe problerfis of minorities in our country are the more
serious, because Czechoslovakia has a high population Gensity arid
there are no great open spaces in our country. These dernographic-
geographical peculiarities underline in a specific way traditional
Czech nationalisin and its relationship to minorities. Neglecting
the probleIms of nminorities and suppressing any intormation on
tnese problems, is dangerous annd irresponsible. 1he specific
situation in Lzechoslovakia eniancis, on the contrary, an enligt -
teneci and more toierant poiicy, based on a rational will for co-
existence, not a conservative, restrictive policy which shows a
tenuency towards repression and which leads to social and cultural
e i imi nation.

Gypsies are d iferent from other minorities because they
represent a ceveloping culture in the midist of Luropean cultures.
they are the second most numerous minority in Lzecnoslovakia and
according to some experts, they may be the most numerous. The
traditional name "Gypsies" carries with it muci vilification,
steirraiing from centuries old prejudices anad does not reflect the
original narme oI this ethnic group. We have therefore cuosen to
call them RUVi(9tL, which is in nariiony with their language and
teeiings as well as with a trend in the world today to denote
ethnic and national groups in the way these groups prefer them-
selves.

'Ihere are approximately IUUUc0 komy kGypsies) in Lzecho-
slovakia. According to official sources their number is smaller
because their ethnic background was, during the census, either
leIt out ki.t depended on the "good" will of the census takers) or
because many oI them preterred not to disclose their ethnic ori-
gin. As tar as their percentage of the general population, the
estimates range between 1.6% and z Statistics put out by
otticial sources tena to use the iower figure, which is aetremen-
tai to the well-being of the Romy (Gypsiesj because underestima-
tion of the total number leads to overestimation of other factors.
Ihus the statistics on Gypsy criminality and poverty, corning from

otficial sources, teno to portray the Gypsies in an unfavorable
light without taking into consideration their background and the
society in which they live.
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More than one fourth of the Gypsy popuiation now live in the
Czech lanI s where they moved during the war years from Slovakia.
Pronm the or iginai, about 1I(, UUO Gyps ies who l ived in bohemi a annd
Moravia, only a few hundrea survives the Nazi occupation; the
others died in concentration camps or in gas chambers. The birth
rate amiong the Gypsies is three times greater than the rest of the
population, while the death rate among Gypsy cnildren is twice the
national seath rate. Ihe overall health stanoard of the Gypsy
population is very poor in comparison with the rest ot the popula-
t i o n .

In the past tihe reason for social isolation of the Gypsies
was racial difference, extreme poverty anr different life style.
Today the main reason for solving the problem are so-cal led "Gypsy
problems" -- in Czechoslovakia the problem niow is the problem of
majority rule. The "Gypsy problems" are getting worse at the same
rate as the economy grows worse ano are also Cue to the continuing
bureaucratic systern and the malfunction of puolic corrrmunications
in the area ox thought and intorniation; the problems are also clue
to growing brutality and illegal repressive institutions. she
so-called "Gypsy question" is a symptom of deeper, general prob-
lenis of the whole society. It is also the result of political-
administrative stereotyping,and constantly proclaimed ideological
theses, which only cover-up the real problenm.

T1here are inconsistencies between the actual and the legal
status of the Gypsies. Our Constitution, and many laws including
international Covenants, guarantee all citizens full equality not
only for the individual, but also as a group -- which nmeans the
right to use the mother tongue, culture and the pursuit of
development of specific interests.

however, the rights of Gypsies, as a Minority, are denied in
Czecnoslovakia. by stressing the fact that Gypsies are "only an
ethnic group" not a national minority andi using this artificial
distinction between "ethnic" and "national," the state powers
hoped to lessen the minority problem and to suDordinate it to
tne so-calleci interests of the whiole society. However, the ofti-
cial interpretation ox the "Gypsy question" sterns in fact from
Stalin's interpretation of nationality problems. i-or Gypsies
there is the question -- whether to become Czechs or Slovaks and
thereby risk the extinction of their identity. Legally the
Gypsies do not exist. however, the authorities established var-
ious governmental, regional and district conimissions, which regis-
ter Gypsies in various categories according to absurd criteria;
special schoois were aiso established -- not to assist the Gypsy
culture, but to suppress it. There are also rules and regulations
which are to assist in solving the "CGypsy question." In official
documents the Gypsies are recorded only as of "Gypsy descent" or
as "less integrated population."
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The so--called "solution of the Gypsy question" is limited to
repressive measures, which often have the characteristics of
nationwide carmppaigns, which are unknown to the general population.
A first such nationwiae action was registration of "nomads." It
was a "raid" conducted on the basis of PuDlic Law No. 74/i95) over
all of Czechoslovak territory Irorn February i to February 6, 19)9.
Para. 3 of Public Law 74/l9va states: "Persons, who persist in
living a nomadic life, despite assistance provided for a permanent
residence, will be punished for criminai offense by loss of free-
ciom I or 6 months to 3 years . "

rhis Law, which violates the Constitution and the administra-
tive measures which were used to give it some legal status, was
also employed against some social groups from the "majority of
population" -- such as against "worldly persons" (secular) who
specialize in fairs, etc.

These measures were meant mostly against Gypsies, who were
riot nomaas. Gypsies in Czechoslovakia are divined into three
groups, two of which represent about 90 to 95i% of the gypsy popu-
lation in our territory. 'they have been established here for at
least iOG years. ihe third group -- which represents from ) to it%
of the Gypsy population, did live as nomads. Law No. 74/i9)5 was
used directly only in a few cases; however, it was used in connec-
tion with the registration of nomads in i9)Y and later as a basis
for repression with racial overtones. ihis law is still valid
toaay and is, therefore, a constant threat to Gypsies who do not
leac a nomadic life and who live in conditions, which are not of
their own doing that force them to migrate.

Regulations, under whicn the registration of "nomads" was
conaucted, were worked out in secrecy, months before the regis-
tration, and specified in detail how the registration should be
conducted -- even the room where the registration was to be held.

fihe regulations stated that even those Gypsies who had a
permanent residence and employment had to be registered so long as
they allegedly sent their wife or companion to beg or to earn
money by prostitution. The regulations, however, did not cemand
proof of sucn begging or prostitution. Many Gypsies, who had
permanent residence and employment and did not live as nomads,
were registered simply because they happened to travel somewhere
on a train or were at a railway station between February 3 and 6,
if9)9. 7hey were detained and their liD was marked "nomad." Ouring
the registeration they were "offereo" an apartment and they were
asked to start working at a designated place in accordance with
para. i o0 Public Law No. /1+/'i)8. If a Gypsy, detained in this
raid, did not stay in the apartment that was "offered" and in the
employment that was "provided" -- even for the just reason that he
had a permanent residence elsewhere and that he was also employed
elsewhere -- he was accused by the authorities of "fluctuation"
meaning he was "masking his nomadic life."
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If a Gypsy wished to terminate such employment, he was asked
to provide -- even many years af ter this "registration" took place
-- permission from the local national corrnittee, which, however,
was never provided. Or if such a member of the Gypsy family even
wanted to move to stay with close relatives in a nearby district,
he had to meet the following conditions: permission from two
national corrmittees -- one from the place frorn which he wanteu to
move and one trom the place into which he wanted to move. Such
permission was generally not given, even in cases where the move
was motivated by illness or disability. The authorities, however,
had the "right" to assign them a place to live, even without a
court order.

Gypsies, who never lived as nomads, have, for many years
after the so-called registration took place, been submitting
applications asking the authorities to remove them from this
"registration." These applications were reviewed and decicied upon
by several members of the local national conmittee and one member
of the police. The view andior decision presented by one member
of police carried more weight than views presented by the other
members of the conmiission. Some applications were denied, even
though all the other members of the commission were of the opinion
that the applicant should not have been "registered" because one
memner, representing the police, maintained that the "registra-
tion" in that particular case was "legal" or that the applicant is
"known" to have visitors in his apartment who are of Gypsy origin
and from another district.

Another method to be used to "solve the Gypsy question" was
lorced "dispersenient" of Gypsy populations -- in other words, the
"liquidation of undesirable concentrations of CGypsy population."
This was supposed to have been carried out on the basis of a
government ruling, No. O2izi965, which, as it turned out, could
not be used for this purpose and was, therefore, abolished. how-
ever, the Gypsy population is feeling the effects of this ruling
even today. At the time when this dispersing of the Gypsy popula-
tion was to take place, about 14,OUO families lived in eastern
Slovakia in about i,6i6 settlements -- or rather ghettos half of
which were without electric power, the majority of whicn had no
sewer facilities, and most ot which had no access roads and were
far from the nearest shops. Drinking water was provided by about
one hydrant for 5uU or more persons while some settlements had
only a small stream. Quite a few of the huts were made of clay.
'he living stanuard in some of these settlements has not changed

much in all these years. TIhe directives, which were to be follow-
ed in dispersing the Gypsy population, gave priority to areas
which were tourist attractions and a settlement called Velka ida
was disbanded because it "threatened the heaith of workers of
Vychodoslovenskych zelezaren" (steel mills of eastern Slovakia).
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Ihe social and health threat of these "undesirable concen-
trations of the Gypsy population," never was the main reason for
their aispersement -- in fact, it was not even a secondary factor
in the reasoning of those who mace these decisions. [he direct-
ives stated further that citizens of "1Gypsy settlements, streets,
quarters, etc." have to be transferred to specificaliy designated
places; Lzechoslovak citizens of "Gypsy descent" living in a
certain settlement had to be moved to a specifically desigrnated
district or region and nowhere else - only because of their racial
origin.

gypsies who were assigned to a certain district had to move
into that district even if they had relatives or friends elsewhere
or if they had employment opportunities elsewhere. Characteristi-
cally tor such government rulings and regulations, the "liquiua-
tion of undesirable concentrations of Gypsy population," and thedispersing and movement of the Gypsy popuiation was obligatory and
at the same time "voluntary." This type of juridical alibi (or
double-talk) is quite visible in all documents in the if70's whichdeal with the "Gypsy problem" in the most hypocritical way possi-
ble. however, the majority of the population is unaware of all
these mach inations .

All these rules and regulations, limiting the right to free
movement and employment, were violations of the Constitution.

Scarcity of apartments and organizational inability are to beblamed for the fact that within the framework of the forced dis-
persement andi movement of the Gypsy population, only a fraction ofthe Gypsy families settled in the designated areas. the ruling
concerning forced dispersement also called for the elimination of
"unwanted migration of the Gypsy population." It dispersement
meant a forced migration, then "unplanned migration in order to
seek better employment, better housing or better social standing"
was undesirable and therefore prosecuted. The government ruling,
No. 50z/i965, was abolished; however, the unwritten formula on
"undesirable migration of Gypsy population" is still being used
and is a threat to a great part of the Gypsy population. A Gypsy
who moves from his settlement and finds accommodation and employ-
ment elsewhere cannot have his l) changed without specific per-
mission from the national corrnittee (such permission is not neces-sary with regard to other citizens of the Republic). he cannot
enter a work contract, is not entitled to medical attention and
cannot get assistance from funds administered by the respective
District National Committee should he need to assist his family.
As there is no direct contact between local national comrrnittees in
the Czech lands and those in Slovakia, it is very complicated for
any Gypsy to get any official business resolved. A Gypsy whose
original nome was in Slovakia and whose new home is in the Czech
lands, has to travel back and forth to get any official business
taken care of; sometimes these trips are futile. The local
national comIriiittee in the place of his new residence does not
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consider him to be a local citizen and refuses to deal with him;
the local national conmittee of his permanent residence refuses to
deal with him and does not recognize his claims "because he moved
away. "

"Preventing willful migration" leads to interference in
private life. The most outstanding feature of a Gypsy community
is its family unity. Gypsies are known to be traditionally hospi-
table, to visit one another of ten and to never refuse, hospitality
to one another. If some members of a family find better living
conditions, they mnake it possible for other members to join them
to share these better conditions. 1his trait in the Gypsy charac-
ter has olId roots; similar traits and custorrms can be found in a
number of nations with a highly developed cultural tradition, who
have lived for thousands of years on their own soil -- such as the
Chinese. however, if a Gypsy, with a permanent residence else-
where, is found to have stayed for several nights with a relative,
he can be -- and very often is -- "removed" by the police on the
pretext that he is engaged in "willful migration."

'Ihe dispersement also had some economic " justification."
Recorus of meetings of officials who were responsible for carrying
out government ruling No. JU2 show that obligatory dispersement is
also being justified with claims of lack of workers in the Czech
lands and of too many workers, i.e. unemployment, in the eastern
part of Slovakia. In the middle of the i960's when the dispersing
of the Gypsy population was to be launched the reasoning was that
the employment situation would remain the same for several years.
The truth is that it has not changed to this day. The need for
unqualified workers is growing and the authorities even had to
import some foreign workers. It is the large construction enter-
prises that recruit Gypsies in Slovakia ior work in the Czech
lands. The way they do it is not always ethical. `Ihey take
advantage of the Gypsy's lack of information and education; the
job contracts reflect this in many ways. Sometimes there are no
contracts at all. Some of the Gypsy workers do not get good
housing. Most of the time it lacks hygienic facilities forcing
the workers to live with relatives or friends in overcrowded
apartments. the recruiting officials do not take any family
matters into consideration.

'lhe dispersement of the Gypsy population was supposed to have
also helped to solve the shortage of workers in another part of
the state. The solution to this problem -- obligatory transfer of
an "illegal" minority -- is hindered by organizational inability
and lack of housing. On the other hand the lack of housing is one
of the reasons why the "unrestrained migration" of Gypsies, from
the longrange point of view, is not only good but even necessary.

When they cannot find employment, the Gypsies move to the Czech
and ivioravian industrials center where they are useful -- espe-
cially in construction work -- as unqualified labor. lhey live
mostly with their friends or relatives or they try to find apart-
ments of the lowest category, which do not always have hygienic
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facilities. The "unrestrained migration" does have some econo-
RAical benefits for the state. however, the Gypsies are faced with
a dilerrmia: on the one hand this "unrestrained migration" is being
tolerated for reasons stated above, on the other hand it is being
used as a reason for persecution which takes many forms -- such as
personal searches, forced evictions from apartments, confiscation
of property, etc.

lhe consequences of this official stand with regard to "un-
restrained migration" are ieit miostly in the area of housing. One
of the directives read that: "...under no circumstances will a
local national conmittee accept a Gypsy into its jurisdiction,
unless it is able to provide him with accornmodation..." This di-
rective is still being applied, however, in the most negative way.

Government enterprises need Gypsy labor. however, the nation-
al cor[Triittees refuse to assign them apartments. Their standard of
living is the biggest obstacle to the cultural development of this
minority and makes it impossible for them to rise above the level
of uncqualifieci labor for a long time to come. The great majority
of Gypsy households in Czechoslovakia consist of one room, or of a
kitchen and one room. The number of persons living in a Gypsy
Household is double or even triple that of the rest of the popula-
tion. 1he apartments are usually overcrowded, dark and damp and
lack the most basic hygienic facilities.

Until recently, the rducation Department did not consider any
programs directed at the Gypsy population, 30% of which does not
know how to read or write, and can be ciassified as iliiterate.
Lven in the age group between 15 and 29 years, about i7% fall in
that category. Only 50% of the male Gypsy population, averaging
3i years of age, finished grade school; 15% has about 9 years of
schooling and 10% did not attend school at all. Only about one
half of one percent of the Gypsy population finished higher educa-
tion and cinly about 50 persons of Gypsy descent attended college
in the whole of Czechoslovakia.

Unsatisfactory performance of Gypsy children in Czech and
Slovak schools is often "solved" by transferring the children to
special schools for the mentally retarded. During the school year
of i970-7i in tne Czech lands alone, about 20% of Gypsy children
attended tnese special schools as against only 3% of children from
the rest of the population. According to psychological tests the
great majority of these children should not be in these schools.
This indiscriminate transferring of Gypsy children to these spe-
cial schools, which is the general practice, reflects unfavorably
on the whole Gypsy population. A child who "graduates" from such
a school has the same standing as a child who did not finish his
basic schooling. Access to better employment opportunities is
closed. Even art schools are closed to them, while persons with
special musical talent -not unccoirnon among Gypsies - are shunned.
Musical and dance groups are interested in these talented persons,
however, they cannot employ them.
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'the main reason for the unsatisfactory performance of Gypsy
children is the fact that there are no schools which teach Gypsy
culture and try to develop it. The powers that be are, on the
contrary, doing everything to suppress Gypsy culture arid the media
assists in this destruction by spreading lies, such as that Gypsy
culture does not exist. Gypsy children are forced to attend
schools where they are taught in the czech or Slovak language and
where, fromn the pictures in the primer, they get the impression
that they are foreign, that they are second class citizens, with-
out their own language, without a past and without a future.

During the last few years special classes for Gypsy chi ldren
were arranged in places with larger Gypsy populations. In higher
classes, Gypsy children from these special Gypsy classes are
transferred to normal classes, where they attain better graces
than Gypsy children who did not attend these special Gypsy
classes. however, not even these special (Gypsy classes have
addressed the language problem and the whole burden of this exper-
iment, which has been conuucted with a minimum of expense, has
fallen on the teacher, who does not have any speciai books or
teaching aids necessary for such a task. The teachers have asked
in vain for a gramrner book which would help to overcome the
language problem of the Gypsy children. Many teachers are Dievoteci
to this problern, but have received no help whatsoever from the
Department of Education.

Ihe professional structure of the Gypsy minority is today
much more one-sided than it was at timnes, when the Gypsies lived
on the periphery of society and made a living using traditional
Gypsy skills, which represented higher qualification than the
professions they are engaged in now. Such traditional "iGypsy"
professions as basketmaking or blacksmithing are still pursued,
however, they are not open to Ciypsies. Many of the traditional
talents of G-ypsy families are thwarted by the bureaucracy which
requires permits to perform.

The Gypsies have, in the past, lived in dire poverty even
though they were recognized as musicians and craftsmen. 'Today,
Gypsy miners and workers earn much more but, nevertheless, they
serve as an example that higher income and higher expenditure,
does not automatically bring on a higher social standard. In view
of the present economic situation the authorities need to have the
Gypsy minority exactly where it is: uneducated, with no special
aspirations, willing to move to seek unqualified work from one end
of the country to the other, without even having a chance for
proper acconnoclation. The lack of unqualified workers in such
proportions as in our country is not a normal consequence of
economic development. It is, on the contrary, the consequence of
technical backwardness and deeper sociai disorders. This state of
affairs cannot remain indefinitely. Despite all the disorders and
shortages, as well as deficiencies in the direction of the econo-
my, the time will have to come when the situation will level off
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in accordance with international development. The need for unqua-
lified workers will drop; this will cause great unemployment among
the Gypsy population which, in turn, will expose this minority to
pressures. Its status as a social outcast and its dire poverty
will stimulate a new ethnic awareness which will get stronger
as the suppression will get tougher.

ihe Gypsy minority is undergoing a process of social disinte-
gration which has no comparison in the history of the Gypsies.
'-his fact is substantiatea by an ever increasing number of Gypsies
who are being sentenced to loss of freedom.

the reasons for this happening are not only the social condi-
tions under which they live including urbanization and loosening
of family unity, but also the prejudiced positions of the Gypsies
before the law as well as in society as a whole.

'the so-called "specifically Gypsy criminality" is in many
cases the direct consequence of unemployment among Gypsy youth as
well as lack of basic education. There are very few employment
opportunities for 15-i6 year old Gypsies and even the employment
office cannot find anything for them but the worst jobs in the
worst surroundings. It is especially difficult for Gypsy girls who
are, in many cases, left at home to look after younger brothers
ana sisters rather than being sent to seek employment. For this
they face the threat of criminal persecution for "parasitism." In
other cases this so-called "specifically Gypsy criminality" is the
consequence of rapid biological and social maturation of the
Gypsies. Early partnerships which generally lead to permanent
relationships and the establishment of a family, are viewed and
punished as ininoral conduct, without regard for the entirely
different way of living and cultural values of the Gypsies.

Unwritten laws which, for Courts in the CSSk are more binding
than written laws, require stricter sentences for Gypsies than for
others in the population. Also the fact that their knowledge of
the Czech and Slovak languages is scant and their understanding of
their rights non-existent, makes the Gypsies easy targets for
discrimination. They are also detained more often and are discri-
minated against curing their captivity in prison.

She saddest chapter in this persecution of the Gypsy minority
are the court decisions regarding the placement of Gypsy children
in children's homes against the will of the parents who are capa-
ble of bringing up their children. Ihe Gypsies are, naturally,
fighting such placements. There were cases where the police found
the child with the help of a police (og while it was hiding uncera beci. The forced transfer of Gypsy children from their homes to
children's homes against the will of their parents is very often
motivated by an effort to deprive an ethnic group of influence
over its own children so that they become more susceptible to the
infiuence of the majority.
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'Ihe question of sterilization is very important. 'While
medically acceptable in certain specific cases and sometimes even
necessary, morally it is very problematical. The consent of Gypsy
women to sterilization is obtained by certain suspicious means.
In some areas the sterilization of Gypsy women is carried out as a
planned administrative program and the success of employees is
juoged by the number of Gypsy women an employee has been able to
talk into sterilization. Under such circumstances it is impos-
sible to be objective about such a program. Often, in order to
get consent for sterilization, the authorities offer financial
reward. In this way sterilization is becoming one of the instru-
ments of the majority against the minority aimed at preventing
childbirth in a particular ethnic minority.

Subjugation of the Gypsies as a minority group forced them to
organize in the 196Ci's as an Association of Citizens of Gypsy
Descent. This organization has for the first time in our country
tried to get the Gypsies motivated enough not to remain a passive
subject of social assistance but a voluntary force of self- confi-
dent and equal citizens who would take part in decisions which
would lead to adjusting this abnormal situation and who would also
cooperate on the necessary changes that will have to be made.
This organization started on its great task in a normal and forth-
right way. however, it is symptomatic of the situation in the
USSR that this organization was unacceptable for the "normalized"
political arena in Czechoslovakia. Even though this Association
of Citizens of Gypsy Lbescent offered its assistance and coopera-
tion anu always acted loyally, it was forced to terminate its
activities in April of i973. buring the procedures which had to
be followed while the Association of Citizens of Gypsy Descent was
formaily disbanded, the members of the Association were subjected
to threats and pressures. however, they maintained their stand
and showed perserverence and bravery which has no comparison in
associations or clubs in Czechoslovakia in the 970Q's. Gyps i es,
with high school educations, who were active in this Association,
are now, in many instances, working as unqualified labor.

The authorities view the solution of the Gypsy "problem" in
the e l imi nat i on o f th i s mi nor i ty and i t s i ntegrat i on wi th the
majority. By eliminating the minority one eliminates the minority
problem. The theory behind it is that the Gypsies "are a dying
ethnic group" which is "destined for extinction." In order to
bring about this extinction the authorities are doing everthing in
their power to prevent the Gypsies f rom making any gains in inde-
pendent cultural and other activities, in attaining proficiency in
their language and in learning about their identity; they are also
trying to break their family ties and to disrupt their community
iife. however, this endeavor to force the integration of the
minority with the majority, is, on the contrary, deepening the
gulf between the Gypsies and the rest of the population. This
endeavor, which is called "integration," is, on the contrary,
leading to disintegration.
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1he real basis for the effort of the authorities to stimulate
the integration of the Gypsy population with the majority is intact a desire to forcefully assimilate this minority. The Gypsies
are naturally fighting against this because it would deprive them
of their heritage. The law of self-preservation forces the Gypsies
to bridge traditional differences among various groups and to find
a new, nationwide ethnic consciousness. There is also an endeavor
to create a Gypsy literature wni ch is having some success. how-
ever, the authors did not know the Gypsy language in their child-
hood and had to learn it as aciults as was the case with some
authors of the Czech national renaissance. The language vacuum in
which the Gypsy minority found itself as a consequence of the
repression of Gypsy culture inspired the Gypsy community to encou-
rage its intellectuals to create literary works in the Gypsy
language, which might result in the creation of a literary Gypsy
language. however, the Gypsy authors are now isolated because of
the policies of the Czechoslovak authorities but they are the ones

who could help to stop the process of disintegration of their
nii nor i ty.

The actions of the authorities are, therefore, counterpro-
auctive because they miss and reject the only way in which inte-
gration can be achieved -- as far as Gypsies are concerned -- and
that is group integration.

The goal of the government to elirminate this minority must,
of necessity, lead to further increased repression. if the con-
stant failures of this policy will not lead to a re-evaluation of
the whole concept of how to integrate, the Czechoslovak institu-
tions will soon have to answer charges that they are corrmitting
genocide -- para. 259 of the Penal Code. this law states:

1) he, who with the intent to eliminate fully or
partially a national, ethnic, racial or religious
group

b) employs measures destined to prevent the birth
of children in such a group or

cj forcefully removes and transfers children from
one such group to another group will be punished by
loss of freedom for i2 to if years, or even by the
death penalty

2i Punished also will be all those who have partici-
pated in actions specified in para. 1.

If the forceful removal of Gypsy children and sterilization
of Gypsy wornen continues at the same pace, it will not be possible
to keep these actions secret and nothing will be able to prevent
bringing f ormal charges (against the authorities) based on proof .
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The influx of Gypsy families into industrial centers creates
among the ma jority population -- which is not informed about Gypsyproblems -- tensions which lead to segregation and raciai atti-
tudes. This brings tie majority population -- despite the fact
that it is excluded from any decision-making of the authorities --into a situation where it also must accept moral responsibility
and blame for the persecution the Gypsy minority is subjected toin Czechoslovakia. And those, who are actively carrying out the
orders of the authorities concerning Gypsies are also legally andmaterially responsible.

Only the minority itself can decide whether it will integrate
with the majority population, whether it will preserve its identi-ty, whether it will remain an ethnic minority or whether it will

.develop into a national minority. Whether this Gecision-making
process will come about quietly and peacefully or whether the pro-
cess will be stormy will to a large extent aepend on the way inwhich the majority population will accord the minority its rights.Without those rights the Gypsies cannot effectively pursue eventhose rights granted them by the legal system and they could not
even effectively use those rights in cases where the authorities
would abide by the provisions embodied in the legal system. With-out group rights the Gypsies cannot develop any cultural activi-
ties which woulcd assist them in preserving their identity, without
which any proper social integration is not possible.

In the spirit of Charter 77 principles we suggest that all
information kept secret with regard to Gypsies be publicized. 'Wefurther suggest that (i) all illegal measures taken against theGypsies and their cultural and organizational activities, beinvestigated and dealt with in accordance with valid laws; (2)
that all respective departments and agencies, in cooperation withthe CSAV and other organs, carry out and publish a serious and
expert analysis of the situation of the Gypsy population; t 0j makepossible a public and free discussion concerning the solution ofthis situation; and (4) that a plan be prepared to correct the
legally unacceptable situation of the Gypsies.

Without a truthful revelation of the seriousness of this
problem, without a proper and basic adjustment in legal Girectives
and without the participation of Gypsies themselves in the deci-sion-making measures concerning their problem, the solution of
this question will be illusory. This question is no longer only aminority question or an economic or social question. It is becom-ing a question of the conscience of the whole society.
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Freedom to Travel Abroad

Document No. 24

On March 26, i979, Charter 77 issued document No. i4 concer-
ning the I reedon to travel abroad, In the Preamble it states the
following:

Freedom to travel is an important part of the legal status of
the Czechoslovak citizen in accordance with the Czechoslovak
Constitution and with the Covenant on civil and political rights.
'he present regulations concerning this basic right, are imper-
fect, contradictory and not in accordance with the provisions of
the Constitution or the Covenant. This unsatisfactory state of
affairs is rnaoe worse by various rules and instructions of the
respective organs, which contradict even the current regulations
and for which there is no legal basis. In his effort to realize
this right to travel, a citizen is in many instances aepenoent on
the arbitrary decision of a state organ or his employer, which, in
fact, and de jure, makes his freedom to travel null and void.

because this state of affairs has unfavorable consequences
for citizens, a group of charter 77 signatories, together with
other experts, prepared a critical analysis of the legal aspects
of the I reedian to travel in Czechoslovakia.

In order to find a positive resolution of this dilerrma,
Charter 77 is submitting this document to the public, to the
Federal Assembly - being the highest organ of state authority- and
to the Federal government, being the highest executive organ of
the kSSR. -we welcome a discussion concerning this issue as well
as serious suggestions with regarG to this subject.

Prague March 26, 197S

br. Vaclav benda Zcdena 'lominova Jiri Dienstbier
Charter 77 spokesman Charter 77 spokesman Charter 77 spokesman

Charter 77 spokesman, Dr. Jaroslav Sabata, is imprisoned.
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Regulations on Foreign Iravel by Czechoslovak Citizens.

As early as August Lb, i769, the French Declaration of human
Rights and the rights of a citizen proclaimed that human beings
are born and remain tree; liberty means treeciom to act, so long as
the freedom o1 others is not infringed upon, hence natural human
rights have no bounoaries, except Ior those which guarantee these
same rights to other members in our society kArticle i.4).

An essential component of f reedom is the right to move
freely, not only within one's own country, out in principle, all
over the wor la.

Itwentieth century Man cannot be held in slaveryI or in
serfdomi. Neither can a state curtail the freedom of movement of
its citizens and create a state in which some of the elements
resemble slaves or serfs, under the pretext that the state holds
unlimited power over "its" citizens.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted iy the
General Assembly of the United Nations on Decembier 10, 194a,
formulated these generally applicable principles:

1. Avery person has the right to move freely ano to select a
resicdence within a given state oArticle 13, para. l) .

E. every person has the right to leave any country, including
nis own, and to return to his own country (Article i-, para.ij.
Lach person has the right to seek refuge from persecution in other
countries, uniess the persecution is justified by nonpolitical
crimes or crimes which are in confiict with the objectives and
principles of the United Nations kArticle i4).

3. Every person has the right to citizenship; no person can
be willully deprived of his citizenship, or of the right to
change it kArticle i).

ihe International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
tfurther referred to as the "Covenant"), specif ically states that
K Ar ti cle 1 k) :

i. Every person can ireely leave any country, including his
own. 'Ihis right is not subject to any limitations, except for
those which concurrently fulfill the following conditions:

a) they are set down by law;

D) they are necessary to maintain national security,
public order, public health, morality or rignts
and freedoms o0 others;

c) they are in agreement with other rights recognized
in this Covenant.
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Z. No person can be willfully deprived of his right to enter
his own country.

Tfhe International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights was
ratified by the President of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic,
after being approved by the Federal Assembly, and on March 2i,
i976, became operative in Czechoslovakia. On October 13, i976, it
was published in the Collection of Czechoslovak Laws as
no. 1iU/1976.

Thus the Covenant is:

-- an international agreement which is obligatory for
Czechoslovakia, and which Czechoslovakia is internationally
responsible for respecting and enforcing domestically;

-- an act which legally governs internal relations, and as
such, it is binding upon all state organs tArticle 17 and 34 of
the Czechoslovak Constitution since 1960)

ihe current Czechoslovak legislative approach to freedom of
,iovement kresidence) should stem irorn Article 31 of the Czecho-
slovak Constitution, according to which, freedom of residence is
guaranteed. Contrary to objective social needs, the constitution
coes not recognize any restrictions of this right by law, and thus
grants tiie freedom of residence as an absolute right. However, at
the time of and after the drawing up of the constitution, a number
of regulations were valid, whi ch ior various reasons liini tea the
freedom of residence kthese are justified and in agreement with
the Covenant, bor example, penal regulations governing custody,
deprivation of citizenship, health regulations preventing the
spread of contagious diseases, etc.). The Constitution does
not contain any special provisions about the freedom of movement
across borders (emigration) and incluces this problem under the
general notion of "freedorn of residence."

In i965 a new Code on Iravel Documents (no.b.j/i1b-) was
issued, replacing an inadequate 1949 code on passports, as well as
a precise, and at that time still valid (although practically
unused) 19zi Code on Emigration. bound to the new code were hopes
that a precise regulation would provice citizens with a legal
right for a travel document, as long as they fulfilled specified
terms .

The Code stated that citizens of Czechoslovakia can cross the
national borders of Czechoslovakia or dwell abroad, only with a
vadid Czechoslovak 'Iravel Document, these documents are issued by
the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and
organs entrusted with this power.

A comparison of the amendments within this Code with the
Constitution and the Covenant shows, that we are Gealing with two
relatively independent problems:
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aj The right to ie issued a travel document,
.accoroing to the preamble of the Cooe, the travel

Document must also contain an exit visa which con-
tains intorn-mation such as for which countries, for
what purpose, ior how many voyages, and for what
length of time the travel document is valid. In
tnis respect Czechoslovakia difters considerably

rorm the rnajority of countries in the world.)

b. Thie right to leave tne country. This r ight may
be oeniea even to a person with a valid travel
document, either through a puolic measure kfor
example, the closing of borders lor meuical,
veterinary, military or other reasons as a part
o an international agreement; or by actual
canceliation of air, railway, and water travel)
or for personal reasons whi ch are related
solely to travel abroad (for example, travel
which was not approved by the iMii litary Service
Adminis~ration, whose consent is required
by Ia-w) or whicih lead to restrictions of the
ireedom of movement within the country Ifor
exarnpie, a person detained in protective or
punitive custody, is requi red to remain at a
given location as a result of the outbreak of
a conmunicable disease, in the case of an
epidemic, etc., and thus cannot realize
his rights as the holer of a valia travel
a ocumnen t ) .

The Constitution and the Covenant refer to both these pro-
blenis. Czechoslovak regulations and tne legislative bodies,
however, frequently attempt, without proper legal backing, to
iocus the entire problem on the issuance of travel documents and
delegate sole authority to the Ministry of interior, when some of
the issues fall under ditferent jurisdiction.

Most important in the area of the issuance of travel
docuriments is the provision in Section 4 of the law which
comprehensively enumerates the reasons for which permission for
the issuance of a travel d6cument may be denied. They are
exclusively the following:

l. the citizen's travei abroad would not be in
harniony with national interests;

z. criminai proceedings are being brought against
the citizen;

.'. the citizen may through his behavior abroad,
carnage the good reputation of Czechoslovakia.
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For these reasons, the travel document may be revoked or itsvalidity lirnitea; the travel document may also be revoked if thepurpose of the travel for which the travel document was issued, nolonger exists.

While reading these reasons, several doubts come to mind:Why is a citizen convicted for a criminal act cormaitted, forexample, in a traffic accident denied a travel document (the PenalCode itself contains no such limitation)? What does "damage tothe good reputation of Czechoslovakia abroad" mean, and on whatbasis is it determineo that the purpose of travel no longer existswhen the issuance of the travel document is in no way related tothe purpose of travel? She most serious problems are related tothe notion of "harmony with national interests," as it is a rathervague notion which with inadequate legal guicielines can be inter-preted arbitrarily, and differently in each case (especially whenpublic opinion anc other representative bodies have no influenceupon these issues).

ihus an objection may arise: in reality, the citizen doesnot have the legal right to a travel document, as the question ofwhat is and is not in harmony with national interests, can beinterpreted completely arbitrarily by the authorities~and,
consequently, eliminate any vestige of a legal right.b

The Government of Czechoslovakia must have been aware of thisand it is possible to assume that for this reason it issued anorder which enumerates those cases in which the issuance of atravel document may be denied because the intended travel is notin accord with national interests (no.li4/1969 Collection fromOctober 8, i969).

The formulation of the order, however, is surprising, and thereasons are presented in a strange manner.

The first group of reasons for which the issuance of a traveldocument may be denied contains the following:

-- if the trip abroaci is in conflict with the protection ofstate's security
-- domestic order,
-- public health, and/or
-- morality.

At first glance, it is evident that the reasons wereliterally lifted from among the permissible reasons introduced inthe Covenant (perhaps, this is because Czechoslovakia had signedthe Covenant by October 7, i9b8, and wanted to make it clear thatit was being respected in legislative practice).
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Initially, we assumed that the amendments were intended
seriously and that the reasons given by the government were truly
concrete reasons, on which the denial of a travel document could
be based. However, through analysis we reached the following
conclusions:

1. Although in principle the reasons are recognized by the
Lovenant, the leadership failed to notice that according to the
Covenant, the concrete reasons must be stated by law and must be
in accord with other rights respected by the Covenant. This is
not mentioned in the government Order.

Z. the Government Order states that travel abroad is not in
accord with national interests, if it is in conflict with national
security, dornestic order, public health or morality. lthat is to
say, it considers all the restrictions which the Covenant deems
acceptable as motivated by the protection of national interests.
but as the regulations on travel documents include reasons other
than national interest which can be the cause of denial of a
travel document, and because the Government Order itself presents
six further reasons, which are also in conflict with national
interests, the Government Order states something whicn is a con-
traoiction or what is referred to as a "legislative miscarriage."
According to the government Order, travel exists which is not in
conflict with national security, domestic order, public health and
morality, but which is in conflict with national interests in the
sense of the Constitution. (Section 4 para. i (a) of the (oae on
Travel Documents, and other interests protected by this code; that
is, in the case when criminal proceedings are being brought
against a citizen, etc.) Thus, it is clear that the order is in
conflict with the Coce on Iravel Documents, and, as we will see,
with the Pact itself.

3. As the government Order does not state that these reasons
must be concretely stated by law, it gives the Ministry of Inter-
ior an open field for considering which circumstances of a citi-
zen' s case constitute a conflict to the interests of national
security, domestic order, public nealth or morality. It could
then be almost anything (that a bald person abroad might put our
medical care and cosmetic industry to shame, that a nearsighted
person would endanger traffic, that a person who does not greet
functionaries could act impolitely, that many people could be
"morally" or even physically endangered through exposure to sexual
products or services, etc.). It should be added that, it is here
that the tendency to concentrate maximum power over the public's
welfare in the organs of the Ministry of Interior is readily
evident and enables the Ministry to make the issuance of travel
documents an instrument for a complex evaluation of citizens, in
which the determining circumstances have nothing to do with the
reasons acceptable by law and the Covenant.
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It has already been said that the regulations on travel
documents do not differentiate between short-term stay abroad
(tourism, visiting, etc) and long-term stay abroad (i.e. emigra-
tion). Theoretically, the issuance of travel documents for both
types of stay should be based on the same principles; in reality,
it is not. In the case of many citizens, "national interest" does
not interfere with their short-term travel abroad, but it inter-
feres with Iheir request for the issuance of an exit permit autho-
rizing permanent stay abroad. The nature of the national interest
which is the cause of rejection, is not officially communicated to
the citizens -- at most it is indicated that it is not in the
interest o~f the state ior people with certain qualifications, of a
certain age, etc., to emigrate. These reasons which have abso-
luteiy no support in the Covenant, or in the Cooe on Iravel Docu-
ments, make it possible Ior the leading organs to allege that it
is in the interest of "national security," etc.

4. The code on Travel Documents has not given authority to
the government to issue an implementation oroer, and thus the
order has dubious constitutional or legal value (article 79 of
Constitutional law no. 143i/i6&8). Nevertheless, it is binding
upon the lower organs. If we compare the reasons for denial of a
travel document, which are comprehensively stated by law, with how
the term "national interest" is interpreted by Government Order,
we can clearly see that the law has not defined the term at all.

Following our analysis we would like to believe that perhaps
the leadership aid not intend to reach such a state, and that it
may be a formulation error only. Such a puzzle could, however,
only be solved by a constitutional tribunal, which according to
the constitutional prescriptions from the year 1966, was to be
established, but has not been set up so far. Citizens remain
uncertain and can only be convinced through the practice of the
admin istrat ive organs.

Let us continue. The G~overnment Order, in addition to the
first group, also states six other circumstances, which are not
found among the reasons recognized by the Pact, but which, accor-
ding to the leadership, constitute a conflict between the intended
travel and the national interest. They are:

a) travel to a country with which Czechoslovakia
does not have diplomatic ties;

bi the case of a visit to a Czechoslovak citizen,
resi ing abroad without the permission of
Czechosl ovak authorities;

c) the case of a citizen, against whom legal proceedings
are in progress for not fulfilling his tax responsi-
biiities or financial obligations to the state or a
Social ist organization;
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dj the petitioner is a citizen, whose behavior suggests
that he intends to remain abroad after the termina-
tion of his permitted stay;

ej the travel expenses are not covered by foreign
exchange;

f) the case in which the petitioner has not been given
a promise of hard currency, with the exception of
travel to blood relatives, siblings and spouses,
if it is not covered by letters a) and d).

It is easy to have doubts in most of these circumstances, as
to whether they are in agreement at least with the Coce on Travei
Documents. According to the amendment to Section 4 of this code,
it is possible to assume that if the law-maker believed that these
circumstances are an obstacle in the issuance of a trav7l
document, he would have stated so directly in the coae. CThe
order has, therefore, markedly overstepped the boundaries defined
by law and introduced amenuments which are not "under law," but
rather on the "side of law;" and sidestep the exclusive legal
power of the Federal Assembly, the highest representative body of
Czechosl ovaki a.)

It would oe possible to polemicize about all the given rea-
sons, but we will limit ourselves to the question of foreign
exchange coverage, particularly, the promise of hard currency. It
is questionable whether tinancial security ior travel is in any
way related to the problem of issuing travel documents, as neither
the law on travel documents, nor the foreign exchange laws aeal
with it. Even more problematic is the manner in which the ration-
ing ot foreign exchange is carried out tin principle it is forbid-
den to purchase foreign currency).

A Czechoslovak citizen will, in principle, learn the follow-
ing troam a aaily paper at the beginning of the year: The State
bank is accepting applications for foreiign exchange for private
travel to capitalist countries t(or to Yugoslavia and others) inI
certain of its branches, by such and such date. Applications are
to be submitted on prepared torms, and must be certified by the
employer, school, social organization, the appropriate national
council and so on, who must state that they agree with the pro-
posed travel by the petitioner to a capitalist country and recomn-
mend expedient handling of the request. The bank notifies the
petitioner only in the case of a positive decision, by mailing the
foreign exchange promise by a given aate. Questions are dealt
with only at the branch where the application was filed. The
method of determining eligibility is not regulated by any legal
measures, and even elementary processing principles are not ad-
hered to; reasons for a rejection are not communicated; the possi-
bility of making an appeal does not exist. Aside from this, the
decision of the bank is subject to the earlier affirmative "Geci-
sion" by the employer, etc., who also is not bound by any legal
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regulations for his determination and the possibility of reviewing
the decision does not exist, even though the foreign exchange
promise and the issuance of a travel document depend on the re-
sults of these "rulings." Further coriments are clearly not
necessary.

having thus made our way through this subject, most appropri-
ately expressed as hic sunt leones, we may think that we at least
roughly know where we stand. That would be a serious error since
there is still the Declaration of the Ministry of Interior and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of April 4, 1970, no.44/i970, through
whi ch the coce on travel documents is carried out. According to
the authorizing provisions of the Cooe on Travel Documents, this
declaration should aetermine the types of travel documents, the
period and the territorial span of their validity, and the manner
of applying for its issuance; in reality, the declaration goes
much further, because in conflict with the Code, it states further
considerable iimitations. We will mention at least two of these.

Provision iO of the Declaration states that with a petition
fur thie issuance of a travel document, it is necessary to subiiiit,
among others:

-- acknowledgement of consent by the chairman, or the
deputy chairman as appointed by the chairman of
the organization by which the citizen is employed;

-- acknowledgement of consent oy the principal ot the
school or an entrusted acauemic functionary of a
college or university;

-- acKnowlegement of consent of the iocal national
corrinittee from the area where the citizen resides,
if he is not employed.

It is clear that if the citizen does not obtain the necessary
consent he cannot submit the application for a travel document,
and his request cannot be complied with. The chairman of the
organization, the superintendent of the school or the local natio-
nal council actually determine in the first stage, whether the
travel document will or will not be issued (de facto already for
the second time - the first was the requirement to obtain the
promise of foreign exchange).

Whi le:

-- the issuance of a travel document is a private matter of
the citizen, which is in no way related to work or study
r e l at i ons ;

-- work, school or national committee regulations are not
given any legal guidelines for handling these questions, no
procedures are set for them to follow, and no means for
reconsideration exist;
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-- a negative stance by the chairman of the organization,
etc., can be motivated by practically any reason: and thus all
the earlier thought about legal restrictions on foreign travel no
longer make sense.

According to Article iO, para. 2, of the Declaration, the
organs receivi ng applications for the issuance of a travel
document can require the applicant to submit further documents
which may be used in making the decision. In practice, pre-1965
regulations are followed, which require citizens wishing tol
ernigrate, to submit the so-called renunciation declaration by
which they surrender personal property accurnnulated up
to the day of emigration and surrender all claims to the Czecho-
slovak state, particularly their claims for social security pen-
sion funds, etc. This practice naturally not based on any law, is
clearly illegal and requires no further coirment.

In connection with this, it is worth mentioning that in
"travel with the ijtent to emigrate or reside permanently outside
of Czechoslovakia" an administrative fee must be paid in accord-
ance with the regulations on punitive fees. (Resolution No.
16i/'1976)

-- "for receiving permission to emigrate" which can be set up
at a maximum of i0,000 crowns;

-- for the eventual release from Czechoslovak citizenship up
to 12,500 Czechoslovak crowns;

-- for permission to take out personal articles of
clothing, up to 1000% of the price, that is, their value
multiplied by ten.

lhe fee decided upon in individual cases is not set through
legal guidelines and can be arbitrarily determined by the execu-
tive organs.

in conclusion, it is necessary to describe the procedures
through which the various passport regulations are carried out.
The executive order klaw no. 71 1967) gives the appropriate organs
the responsibility to proceed in agreement with other legal regu-
lations in order to protect the interests of the nation and of
society as well as the rights and interests of citizens and organ-
izations and to work closely with citizens and give them the
opportunity at all times to defend their rights, interests, etc.
Ihe overall process should reinforce the trust of citizens anu
their faith in its legality and credibility. Thus the appropriate
organs should when justifying their decisions, state what facts
were the basis for this decision, what considerations accompanied
the evaluation of evidence, and the regulation on which the deci-
sion was based.
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In reality, the so-called "passport organs" of the Ministry
of Interior do not proceed in this manner. If the request for atravel document is denied because the travel would allegedly not
be in the national interest, the citizen receives a standardized
response, whose justification is based on a superficial reference
to some legislation. The reasons for a particular decision arenot given and the citizen thus cannot judge the legality of the
determination. Procedures are similar for handling occasional
appeals. Supervision of these decisions by the courts or otherindependent organs is not permitted.

As the reason for the denial of a travel document may be
practically anything, and the citizen does not learn the truereason for denial, the entire legal process loses all its value.

II.

Quarding of National Borders

Citizens are prevented from avoiding the procedures of pass-
port control and from leaving the territory of the Republic with-
out the necessary permission: the national borders are strictlyguarcded.

The protection of national borders is covered by a special
order (law. no. 65/i951 Sb.) according to which the Minister ofthe Interior can declare that the entry into or stay in a given
part of the national territory is forbidden or allowed only with
special permission (article lO). On the basis of this edict, aborder zone has been defined which reaches quite far from thenational border and encompasses some of the border viliages: forthis reason a special regulation was instituted by which residencein the border zone hao to be reported. For example, a person had
to be registered even if he were staying for only one night;
for a longer stay, permission was required from the organs of thePublic Security Force.

In 1964, a statute for the border zone was passed, but it wasonly published in a Collection of Directives (closed to the pub-lic) for national committees and did not constitute a legal guide-line. According to this statute, the extent of the border zone isdetermined by the Minister of the Interior; inhabited villages arenot inclucieo. The outer edge of the border zone is formed by thenational border; the inner edge is determined according to the
needs of national security, approximately at a depth of 1,O0O to3,000 meters inland, measured perpendicularly from the national
border (after i969 the border zone was considerably extended).
Within the border zone, space is further differentiated. Entryinto or passage through the border zone is permitted only with apass issued by the organs of the Public Security Force. Entry is
permitted for only serious reasons, such as working. It is for-bidden to live in the border zone or to enter it between the time
of sunset and sunrise. A number of other restrictions apply here.
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In this manner, the national border is effectively isolated
from the inland territory.

Guarding of the border zone is secured by a number of complex
measures:

i. The main task falls to the bordsr Guard. It is an armed
unit under the Minister of the Interior which consists of "selec-
ted members of the working class." Members of the border Guard
have the same rights and auties as members of the armed services,
except for the added authority of membership in the National
Security Corps and in cases dealing with the security of the
national border, they also look for criminal records and help in
the definition of the offense.

A member of the border Cuard has the right to use a weapon
(Oraer no. 7011951 Col) that is, even a firearm, against persons

who have entered the national territory without authorization, or
who are attempting to cross the national border and refuse to heed
the warning; further, they can fire without warning curing an
escape attempt by arrested or detained persons or dangerous crimi-
nals. Without regard for the presumption of innocence, any person
attempting to cross the border in the direction of a foreign
country without permission can, in practice, be considered a
dangerous criminal.

2. If required, the protection of national biders is
further carried out by the National Security Corps and members of
the "People's iviitia," an armed unit of the Conrmust Part of
Czechoslovakia, the Armed Railway Protection Corps whicn was
foundcy in i974, the Armed Airport Protection Corgs founded in
1976, as well as members of the customs control. Members of
all these units can in certain circumstances resort to the use of
f i r earms .

3. According to certain provisions, the protection of natio-
nal borders is the responsibility of every citizen. "In oroer to
secure the borders, various organs cooperate, but the most impor-
tant aspects of this cooperation are steps taken to educate citi-
zens to observe the rules set for the border zone, to assist in
the protection of national security and to increase security and
public order in the border area villages." (article ix, para. I of
the border Law Statute) In this sense, all citizens - including
youth - are to watch every person who rouses any suspicion of
trying to cross the border illegally and to inform the appropriate
organs. This request evokes a positive response in some persons
due to certain easily explicable psychological reasons such as the
rewards given for successful intervention.
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Volunteer members of the armed corps are organized in theAssitant guard of the Public Security Force . Their participa-tion in the defe9se of national borders alongsioe the PublicSecurity F26ce, or the Assistants to the border Guard is alsorelied on.

4. "International cooperation" among the countries of theSocialist CornrionweajIth can be seen even in the sphere oi theprotection of comnnon national borders. For example, according tothe bilateral agreements between Czechoslovakia and Poland and theSoviet Union, the border organs are obliged to assist of anotherin detaining a person who illegally crossed the border. Accord-ing to the agreement with Poland, the pursuit by organs of onestate can be carried out on the territory of the other state to adistance of five kilometers without the approval of the organs ofthat state and, under given circumstances, the pursuers from theforeign state may resort to the use of weapons.

Ill.

Sanctions Against Illegal Emigrants

A person who leaves for a foreign country or remains abroadwithout permission is subject to a number of strict sanctions;various sanctions are used against his relatives and other
persons.

A.

The Sanction ot Criminal Law

As of the year i948, any so-called "unauthorized departure
frcn the country" has been considered a criminal act. Previously
it nad been considered only an offense. According to criminallaw (no. jii3/97i) the criminal act of "deserting the republic" iscon-ritted by: i) the person who leaves the republic withoutpermission (according to jurisprudence, it is uncertain whethersuch a person resided in the republic or whether he was visiting,
and whether it is a case of a Czechoslovak citizen); 2) a Czecho-slovak citizen who remains abroad without permission taccording tojurisprudence it is not an irrmediate offense until the moment whenpermission for the stay abroad has expired, contingent upon theintent to remain abroad either peririanently or ior a long period oft iine .

The actual basis of this criminal act was amended in section10O of the Penal Cooe.

Ihe punishment is imprisonment for six months to five years,and correctioonal measures (work compensation can be reduced by 10-2)% in the state's interest). Property may be confiscated inaddition to one of the other measures. Under given circumstances,it is permitted to render additional punishment, sucn as todeprive one of honors and military rank.
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Lqua Iy punishable as the comIpletedi act is tne mere attempt
or preparation oI the act (subsect ion 7 and 6 of the Penal ooeJ.

Further damaging is that this act is included in the category
entitleu "criminal acts against national security." Emigration is
tnus comparable to the dangers stenining from espionage, etc.
Mince the late sixties attempts have been made to reauce the
nature of this oftense Iromn a criminal act kpara 10U?) to a rniscie-
rneanor and, until the proper legislation exists, the situation
shoulu be resolved in one of the following ways:

1. According to section a, para. id of the Penal Code, a
cr inm na I act is a social I y harmi u I act ; an act wi thi a neg Ii gi bIe
amrount o0 social arna ge is not a cririinal act, even it it shows
other signs of a criminal act. For example, in the case of a
citizen entitled to a travel document, no criminal act is coirlzit-
teu if tue citizen remains abroad without formal permission from
the state organs: the social harmfulness of his act remains so
nlegligiible that it cannot be regardedu as anything more than a
miiisaemeanor. k PubIic Law No. bU/i6bi)

. l he second method stemrned trorm a procedural approach .
Piccoraing to para. i7s, section i, letter a of the Penal Cooe (time
complete text was published under No. i4b/j173/Sb.) the investiga-
tor or the pursuing organ is obligated to interrupt cri iinal
persecution, if the circumstances cannot be investigated and
cleareo because of the absence of the accuseu. in view of the
responsibility of tihe concerned authorities to investigate the
actual state of the case and to consider all mitigating and oaaia-
ging circumstances, this approach was, in principle, correct,
since without proper questioning of the accused, such circum-
stances cannot be determined.

Since 1969, this process has also no longer been admitted.
Instead, the process is conducted according to special resolutions
on procedures to be taken against the fugitive, i.e. against the
person avoiding criminal charges by staying abroad - subsection
Ju0 to )06 o0 the Penal Lode. All statements intended for the
accused are addressed to the uefense attorney who has the same
rights as the accused. Summons to the principal presentation of
evidence and tne public hearing are conveniently displayed in time
hallway of the court building and the proceedings are continued in
the absence of the accused, regardless of the fact that he may not
nave been notitied. This happens even in cases where the address
ot the accused is known and where international agreements on
iegai assitance could make it possible for a hearing to be held
abroad.

A person who corrrnitted the criminal act, according to section
iU9 o0 the Penal (ooe, ano who continues to reside abroad can be
pursued by law at any time in the future upon entering Czechoslo-
vak territory, since the time spent abroad is not considered time
served ksection O of the Penal Code).
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Rather than correcting some of the anomalies of section 109
of the Penal Code, new categories of criminal acts, so-called
"offenses," have been introduced which inciude "acts against the
interests of the Socialist societies in the field of foreign
relations;" such an offense is corrrnitted by a person who in any
way breaks the rules of the travel documents or conditions for
stay abroad by obtaining a travel document or an exit visa on the
basis of false or incomplete information or who does not abioe by
the time or3territorial restrictions of the travel document or the
exit visa. 4 Until 1969, such actions could only be treated as a
misdemeanor. At this time, it, s also possible to use the
sanction of administrative fees.

For comparison, one should know that a foreigner who enters
the national territory illegally can only be punished by a maximum
imprisonment of six months to three years (para iiO of the Penal
Code). Unauthorized residence of a foreigner in the Republic is
only a misdemeanor kIpara 17, section 1, letter c of Public Law No.
60/i56l/Sb.) The lawmakers, thus, see more harm in a Czechoslovak
citizen staying abroad without permission, than they do in a
foreigner's illegal entry into Czechoslovakia or in his unautlhor-
ized residence in the country.

B.

Poperty Sanctions

From the year I48, the principle of preventing at any cost
"illegal emigrants" from owning property in Czechoslovakia has
been strictly enforced.

The first and fundamental step taken is that the emigrant is
confronted with the confiscation of property. Typically, his act
was of a political rather than criminal or property nature, and,
thus, the reason for this measure is not to confiscate property
which was obtained in a dishonest way.

Related to this punishment, however, are a number of other
measures in the civil-legal sphere. lhe object is to include in
the confiscation even property which the emigrant transferred to
someone eise prior to emigrating. by invalidating the previous
property transaction, the emigrant remains the legal owner and his
property is subject to confiscation in the interest of the state.
The purchaser paid for the property believing that the transaction
was valid and ended up being the person punished. Thus, the
punishment aims at a person other than the offender. For a long
time the practice of financial institutions and civil courts was
such that many people who had obtained property from future enmi-
grants voluntarily conveyed it to the authorities upon an order
from financial institutions having realized the lack of an alter-
native. Frequently, this property was then bought from the state
at a low price by certain prominent figures whose actions could
only increase the bitterness of the public.
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In 1%'), the Ministry of Justice in Czechoslovakia prepared a
surprisingly realistic, open and critical (albeit unpublished)
document whicn dealt with this problem. During the same year,
sane decisions ano rulings of the Supreme Court of Czechoslovakia
were published, buj7 these only removed some of the most serious
"cosmetic faults.''

'Ine starting point of the reasoning process of state organs
is problematic in itself: the confiscation (loss of property is
not, according to section iO9 of the Penal Code, a mandatory
punishment) may, but does not have to be carried out; the citizen
may not even know that hie nas commiitted a criminal act by remain-
ing abroad or that his behavior will be labelled as such. On the
other hand, the person planning to emigrate may have sold his
property in order to prevent its confiscation. It is clear that
in this situation civil and criminal law overlap and are influ-
enced by the politics of the courts.

C.

work ano Social Matters

In December, 1969, the Federal Assembly passed a law on "some
of the consequences of workers staying abroad illegally"
kno.ibi/ivtb9j, according to which the period of employment is
included in the computation of total working time (if otherwise
eligible)

-- in order to determine the salary level kviz. resol.
section lO, para. 4 of the Work Codej.

-- in order to determine health insurance benefits and other
insurance, as well as the level of social security payments, only
it the worker remained outside e.zechoslovakia with the approval of
appropriate state organs. If this condition is not satisfied, the
period spent abroad is not taken into consideration at ail.

Special mention should be given to a clause which was added
to the social security law no. l2i/ji975. According to it, employ-
ment abroad is acknowledged in determining the level of social
security payments only if the worker is a permanent resident of
Czechoslovakia, a Czechoslovak citizen on the oay when he becomes
eligible to receive social security payments and has stayed abroad
with the permission of the appropriate state organs (section iG,
para. zi. Otherwise, no social security payments are sent abroad.
Thus "enmigrants witnout permission" will not receive any type of a
retirement pension from the Czeciioslovak state, regardless of the
fact that they spent most of their productive years in Czechoslo-
vakia, paio taxes and fees and in other ways contributed to the
economy.
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iJ .

hoiu s Mlatters

In view of the mass emigration following August, 1966 (at the
beginning of i970, there were still more than 5,200 vacant apart-
ments in Czechoslovakia) a ruling was passed in i97O (No. 15i
i970/'S.j according to which citizens residing abroad without
permission of the authorities, lost - as of March ii, 1970 - the
right to the use of their apartment. A simple certificate from
the respective department of the Ministry of Interior represented
sufficient basis lor the respective national corrmrittee to confis-
cate the contents of the apartment and to allocate it to another
citizen. The national coiniittee was not obligated to provide
alternate housing to the citizen whose apartment was occupied by
someone else.

E.

Insurance

Insurance is a service provided in Czechoslovakia exclusively
by the Czech and Slovak State Insurance Company. It is based on
the right to monetary compensation in the case of an unexpected
occurrence. It is, therefore, supposed to guarantee the citizen a
certain sense of security. Despite the private nature of the
matter, a few sanctions for breaking the rules on travel documents
have also managed to find their way into this field.

In the area of personal insurance, (in the case of an acci-
dent, death, etc.) it is stated that insurance applies only to
circumstances which occur on Czechoslovak territory or Curing a
perrnittea stay abroad (section 3, resol. no. 49/i964). In the

case of an "illegal stay" abroad, a strange situation arises; the
insurance is valid, but payments are not refundable and the insur-
ance company will not cover the claim.

In the case of responsibility for motor vehicle damage caused
by a person living abroad permanently, (Czechoslovak emigrant) the
Lzecnoslovak insurance company to which insura 2 Sepayments were made will not cover the oamages.

Foreign Exchange iegulations

Foreign exchange transactions between Czechoslovik citizens
and loreigners are strictly forbidoen and penalized.

According to the Foreign Lxchange Mianagement Act No.
i42/ii7u, the access to foreign exchange is granted only to
persons living abroad with the permission of Czecaioslovak
authoriti es .
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(a.

lhe ban on Pardoning Injustices Comrmitted by the Czecnoslovak
State

Ihe law on judicial rehabilitation was approved on June z),
i9b8. Its preamble states: "the pardon of injustices corrriiitted
in the past in the field of criminal law is the basic pre-condi-
tion for the renewal of full public trust in Socialist legality
and justice. In particular, it is necessary to attain the com-
plete rehabilitation of persons who were tried and sentenced forcrimes against socialism which they never conmitted."

The amended torrn of this law, no. 70i1970, however, states
that a court will not hear a petition presented by a person resi-
ding abroad illegally or a statement mnade in defense of such a
person. Such a person, therefore, cannot be rehabilitated, even
if concrete reasons for taking such a measure exist. This means
that the rehabilitation of a few unjustly tried and convicted
persons who belonged to an organization will have almost no effect
on the status of another member of the group who is residing
abroad. The previous unfair verdict remains valid in his case.

h.

Pi t izensih ip

lhe Universal Declaration of human Rights of 1948 stated that
every person nas tne right to citizenship and no person can be
willfully deprived of his citizenship or of the right to change
it. The term "wilifull" deprivation of citizenship must be ap-
plied to cases in which it was not proven that the citizen ser-
iously neglected the responsibility of loyalty to the state
(meaning to an organized human society and not just to a leader-
ship, political party, etc.).

the act of depriving a person of his citizenship was not
introduced in Czechoslovakia until i939, both in Slovakia and in
the territory of what was known as the "bohemian and Moravian
Protectorate." Th is rneasure, which probably originated from the
fascist concept of the relationship between the citizen and the
state, receded in i945, but after the Corrrnunist takeover in 1948,
this measure was reintroduced. According to current regulations,
the Ministry of Interior can deprive a person of his citizenship
solely on the basis that he:

-- illegally left the territory of Czechoslovakia and
resides abroao;

-- was staying abroad and failed to return by the given
Lead I i ne;
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-- has stayed abroad for an uninterrupted period of five
years 3 Without a valid Czechoslovak travel document authorizing his
stay .

Several other reasons exist for 6epriving a person of nis
citizenship; for example, the case of a citizen residing abroad -
even legally - who "through his acts" is damaging the interests of
Czechosl ovaki a.

1he act of depriving a person of his citizenship has aefinite
personal and legal consequences. A person Geprived of his citi-
zenship becomes a "stateless person" towards whom no country holds
specific responsibilities. 1-rorn this stern serious problems in the
field of international law. (At the International Forum, a number
of documents have been received aiming at the prevention of state-
lessness by adopting the principle that a loss of citizenship
occurs only at the time when the person involved has already
attained another citizenship; Czechoslovakia, however, does not
recognize this principle.)

Restrictions of the Enmigrants' Return to Czechoslovakia

Article 13, para. 2 of the Universal Declaration of Hurrman
Rights 1944) supports the right of every person to return to hiis
own country. The Pact also states that "no person can be willful-
ly deprived of the right to enter his own country." (Article i2,
para. 4)

'the right to return to a country is one of the fundamental
rights related to citizenship; it is, therefore, considered con-
ceptually impossible to ban someone from returning to a state of
which he is a citizen kit should be noteo that the Czechoslovak
Penal Code, unlike that of some other countries, does not contain
the penal measure of deporting a Czechoslovak citizen abroad, or
of depriving a Czechoslovak citizen residing in Czechoslovakia,
who does not simultaneously hold citizenship of another country,
of his Czecnoslovak citizenship).

Despite this, thy Czechoslovak leaoership's directive (no. 58
Irorn March 1i), 1977) on relations with Czechoslovaks living
abroad without permission of the authorities clearly states in
article ill, para. I that a Czechoslovak citizen who has not shown
interest in normalizing relations with Czechoslovakia after five
years of stay abroad, will be banned from entering Czechoslovak
territory..

The same directive also states that persons, who were re-
leased from Czechoslovak citizenship, have limited possibilities
to enter Czechoslovakia and that persons who were deprived of
citizenship are banned from entering Czechoslovak territory aito-
gether tArticles 7 and 11).
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J.

Repercussions Against keiatives

Questionnaires submitted to workers in all fields contain a
section in which they are required to report any (even distant)
relatives living abroad, and state whether they are in contact
with any of them. Ihis issue is o1 considerable importance for
the persons' "cadre profile" which is used in employment practice,
school admissions, travel document issuance, etc.

We have already noted that it "does not concur with national
interest" to visit a citizen of the CSSR, who is staying abroad
without permission from the Czechoslovak authorities (para. 1,
letter b, oI (jovernrnent Ruling it 114/i969/Sb. ) .

'he government directives from 1977, therefore, clearly state
t h a t :

-- A Czechoslovak citizen may visit a person residing abroad
with tine approval of the authorities, as long as he fulfills the
conditions for travel to capitalist states (article 5). These
conditions have not been defined by law.

-- A Czechoslovak citizen may visit a person whom the state
has subsequently released from Czechoslovak citizenship on the
condition that ) years have elapsed since the beginning of his
unauthorized stay (article bj.

-- Lzechoslovak citizens who maintain contact with persons
residing abroad, who were Deprived of Czechoslovak citizenship,
are not permi tted to travel abroad, not even to the Social ist
countries (article 1x, para. fi. The nature of these ties is not
examined, thus, the fact that it may be a case of closest rela-
tives is ignored.

-- A ezechoslovak citizen may not visit a person who has not
shown interest in normalizing relations with Czechoslovakia (arti-
cle i3, para. 2/). However, in the practice of the state organs,
any trip to the West is understood to mean "visit to a person."

-- Minors, up to the age of 18 years, living in Czechoslova-
kia, whose parents remained abroad without the approval of the
authorities, are allowed to visit their parents only in extenua-
ting circumstances, such as death or serous illness in the family
(article 15, para. 2). If the parents were deprived of citizen-
ship, even minors will not be permitted to travel under any cir-
cumstances.
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-- Emigration of minors, in order to be reunited with their
parents who are staying abroad without permission from the Czecho-
slovak authorities or who were deprived of Czechoslovak citizen-
ship, is seldom permitted (Article 15, para.3j.

IV.

This legal analysis expresses the urgent need for changes in
the laws, the revocation of regulations which limit the right of
Czechoslovak citizens to travel and for legal protection of citi-
zens from the arbitrary rule of the organs of power.
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Nootes

1. See Covenant on Slavery (in Czechoslovakia published as
no. l)5/i9i0j and article 6, para. I of the International Covenant
on GCivil and Political Rights.

i. See Article 8, para. 2 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights.

3. This analysis Goes not deal with the problem of
a) permitting the entrance of Czechoslovak citizens

to foreign territory (as this is an internal
concern of individual countries, based on
international agreements, the issuance of travel
visas, visa-free relations, etc.).

bi the entrance and stay of foreign citizens on
Czechoslovai< territory (Czechoslovak resol.
no. 63/i965, and respective international
agreements).

4. Permission of the Military Service Administration for
travel is requi red of persons sub ject to mi litary service who have
not completed their conscription duty, soldiers on active duty or
on leave, as well as soldiers in the reserve ranks, or those
invoived in military maneuvers. Permission is also required of

men and women soldiers whose services may be required. (Article
55 of the Constitution, on the conscription laws expressed in
resolution li/i978. Const. Art. 56 through 59-Government Order
21 j'1958 .1)

5. The enumeration of the reasons is complete; other reasons
cannot be given for the denial of a travel document. These are
the limits within which citizens have a legal claim to a travel
document. *fhe phrase "may oie denied" expresses the authority of
the administrative organs towards the citizen. It is questionable
whether fran the point of view of the auties of these organs this
expression means also "must be denied," or whether it entitles the
jurisdictional organs to discretion (May, but does not have to be
deniedj. The travel document Code from 192z used the expression
"can be d enied," which was interpreted as "cannot be issue u."
Regulations from 1965 must be interpreted in the same way on the
basis of both theoretical reasons and the nature of the given
reasons (the state could hardily allow jurisdictional organs to
decide upon their own discretion whether to deny issue of a travel
document, when the intended travel is against national interests).
If the Czechoslovak Ministry of Interior is occasionally tolerant
and permits the issuance of a travel document to persons who do
not fulfill the conditions set by law, it is necessary to consider
it as an equitable, out illegal, procedure which only points to
the faulty nature of the mechanism, and a lack of legal procedure.

6. An absolute discretion could lead to a situation, in
which anything could be held contrary to national interests, as
anything could be incluaied in the realm of national interest.
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however, even discretion cannot mean arbitrary rule, as legal
codes and public interest form a variety of barriers, which limit
the room for discretion (one of the most important barriers being
the principle of equal rights and equal responsibility for all
citizens -- article 20, para. l, of the Constitution -- from which
sterns the prohibi tion not "to measure with a double standard if
analogous circumstances are presented). The legal and sociopoli-
tical reality of these limitations is in principle recognized by
the leading organs only in those areas whicn are subject to juris-
diction of the courts. In Czechoslovakia, the jurisdiction of the
courts is not exercised even in the field of issuance of travel
documents.

7. The lawmaker places the condition that the proposed
travel would not be in the national interest in the same group as
circumstances such as, that criminal proceedings are being held
against the citizen, that he was convicted of a criminal act, ano
that he did damage abroad to the good reputation of the Republic.
The last three circumstances thus do not create a conflict with
national interests in the legal sense; from this it stems that the
term "national interest" must be interpreted very narrowly in the
legal sense.

S. "The amendment of all rights and responsibilities of
citizens anchored in the constitution can be carried out only
through law." This reflects the accepted principle that in these
cases, legislative competence is relied upon. (Report of the
Constitutional Council of the Czechoslovak National Assembly from
June 9, i966, on the analysis ot existing laws and the tasks of
the National Assembly in perfecting the legal code NS, CSSR, iO66,
issue no. 84, pp. 4.) In some cases the legislative approach is
actually used. For example, Law no. 102l/i971, on the protection
of state secrets states k'Subsection i2, 14 and 1)), that it is
permissible to deny the issuance of a travel document to persons,
who are privy to state secrets, this clearly being a case of
"national interest," which was undoubtedly even earlier protected
by laws on travel documents, and which can be used as a yardstick
in the interpretation of this term in the sense of regulations on
travel docuuments.

9. Earlier regulations from the year 1963 required only a
statement by the plant council and the chairman of the organiza-
tion or by the local national cormmittee.

i0. The [Declaration does state that the travel document is
primarily a "travel passport..." containing the respective "exit
permit," but in this and other regulations it clearly differen-
tiates between the travel document and the exit permit. It ex-
plicitly states that the exit permit is not the travel document:
which means that the Declaration is illegal in this respect, as
the term "exit visa" is not contained in the Code on Travel CDocu-
rnents, and thus the requirement ol this visa is not justified.
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ii. Comparison of the earlier amendment of this declaration
(supplement no. 21 of the i952 Official Paper, with supplemental
rules to the Code on Travel Documents, from article 11 a-a, decla-
ration no. li4/1956).

12. Regulations on travel documents do not formally take
into consideration emigration, and oe jure, no "emigration pass-
port" exists. It is all determined by the legally questionable
exit visa, which states the amount of time a citizen can remain
abroad, etc.

13. between the years 1965 and 1971, the border (uard was
subordinate to the Minister of National Defense, which was sup-
posed to show that its main function no longer was to carry out
security tasks; now it is once again subordinate to the Czechoslo-
vak Minister of Interior.

14. Const. para. 4 (ch), Public law no. 40/1974 Col, on
National Security Corps.

i). Resol. no. 67/1977 Col.

16. Const. para. 9a, 9b and 9c, Public law no. 511i964 Col.,
on Railways in law no. 104j1974 Col.

17. Const. para 29a, 29b and 29c, law on aviation, resol.
1z71/1976 Col.

1.. Const. para 32 of the customs laws, no. 44/1974 Col.

19. Const. para. 54, law no. 40/i974 Col., notice no.
4i/1974 Col.

i0. Notice no. 59/1976 Col.

21. Article 17, and agreement with Poland resolution no.
80/1971 and article 22 para. 3 of the agreement with the Soviet
Union resolution no. 87j/974.

Zi. It is generally recognized that if one is doing some-
thing which requires formal permission, without the permission to
do so, while fulfilling all the conditions necessary for the
granting of that permission, the social Camage of one's behavior
is less than if one did not attempt to fulfill those conditions.
F-or example, the Supreme Court of the SSR ruled that "the fact
that a person is driving a motor vehicle without a drivers license
does not have to constitute a violation of an important legal
responsibility (section ik4, para. 2, Penal Codej, if this person
has the technical skills to operate a vehicle safely and is well-
acquainted with the traffic rules." (Decision published in no.
39/1978 Collection of Court Decisions in Penal Mattersj. This
would simply be a case of a misdemeanor.
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23. Section 5 (d), Public law no. 150/1969, and Public law
no. 46/I973, 1, in which a clear distinction is made between a
travel document annd an exit visa.

Ž4. In the case of a misdemeanor, a penalty of a reprimand
or a fine of up to 500 crowns can be given; for an offense, the
penalty can be imprisonment for up to six months, correctional
measures or a monetary fine of up to 5,000 crowns (or confiscation
of property).

25. the court fee can be raised or even doubled.

Ž6. The term "emigrate" is used in the general sense meaning
"to move from one country to another" without regard for motives
and the manner in which the move is carried out.

L7. Collection of Supreme Court decisions from 1975
published under Nos. L6, 33, 34 and 35.

28. Section 1, para. 1, resol. no. lz)/1974 for CSk and
resol. no. i24/i974 Ior SSR.

29. Similarly, any hard currency transactions with persons
living abroad can only take place by means of the Foreign Exchange

- banks.

30. Section 7 of the law no. 194/l949 Col; section 15 of SlNR
law no. 20611968; section l4a of CNk law no. 39/i969; and no.
i24/1969 contained in resolution no. 137i1969.

31. This directive is not and was not published in the
Collection of Laws open to the public, but was released an
internal circular (no. 4 i977).
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lhesis on Consumption

Document No. 26

After almost a year of preparatory work, curing which mucn
consultation has been sought on several preliminary proposals, we
are submitting to the Czechoslovak public and the Czechoslovak
authorities a Thesis on Consumption, which is a collective enaea-
vor of a team of authors with divergent points of view and orien-
tation. the problem of consumption directly aIfects the every cay
life of every citizen. To correct the problems in this area is
unthinkable without making basic changes in public life - starting
with economic and political changes and ending with the mordl
stand of society.

The team of authors decided that it would be best to prepare
this docunment as a thesis, because the problems in this area are
so great that it would be impossible to cover in one document ail
the issues involveG. We hope that this document will become the
basis for discussions, for responsible criticism and for sugges-
tions on how to deal with the various problems involved.

We hope that some of the suggestions will be prepared in the
form of documents on various issues - such as ecology, housing,
health services, social problems, problems of pensioners and
children, the role of unions and various social organizations,
etc. We will aiso welcome any concrete suggestion with regard to
practical solutions of even a part of a given problem.

Prague, Miay 27, l979

Dr. Vaclav benda Jiri Dienstbier
Charter 77 spokesman Charter 77 spokesman

Zdena Tomi nova
Charter 77 spokeswoman

Charter 77 spokesman Dr. Jaroslav Sabata is imprisoned.

* * *

...Crises in tne area of goods and services production and
consumption are brought about by tne economic-political system in
which we live; an improvement in the former will be impossible
without funoainental changes in the latter. Our basic precept is
that consumption of material goods cannot be the cnief purpose of
numan life. We see such consumption only as a necessary means for
the liberation of man from the dominance of things, as a tool for
helping man to devote himself to his spiritual and physical aevel-
opment and participation in public affairs. Czechoslovakia has a
peculiar quasi-consumer society. A relatively large portion of
the population concentrates its efforts on the satisfaction of
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various needs and desires which are often superfluous for develop-
ment. These efforts require the spending of disproportionate
amounts of energy and money but often result in little satisfac-
tion to the consumer. Consumption as the chief purpose of life
becomes a fetish, especially when it is difficult to adequately
achieve.

... because of chronic shortages of all sorts of goods, people
in our country do not go shopping for what they need but rather go
hunt i ng f or whatever they can get. A consumer goes out into the
streets knowing that any item might be unavailable at any time...
Hie or she knows that he or she must buy any item being sold be-
cause there is no telling if, when or where it will be available
later. As a result, one often buys items of low quality, which
are expensive, and even unnecessary...lnterminable standing in
long queues, which is a characteristic East European phenomenon,
has becane a part of the martyrdom mentality affected by a major-
ity of our people...All inhabitants of Czechoslovakia and
especially women are being forced to devote their lives to the
problem of obtaining things and of arranging for services...

... In the sphere of culture, critical shortages of offerings
are multiplied by the lack of freedom of expression, creative
activity and scientific research. The number of copies in which a
book will be printed is determined by the ideological purposes of
those in power. A great number of books and works of art and
musical compositions are prohibited. People are starved for the
proaucts of culture -- as demonstrated for instance by the long
queues in front of bookstores whenever something of even mediocre
interest is to go on sale. She prices of cultural items shoot up
the fastest ...

... It is extremely ciifficuit to obtain the services of
tradesmen and artisans. but very many people will sell such
services surreptitiously or exchange them for other services.
Many trades have been made gradually valueless, including tail-
oring, shoemaking and repair, carpentry, plumbing and a number of
artistic crafts...Poor manageraent, shabby products and ail the
various proble-ns with consumer goods and services have resulted in
a shadow-economy which exists underground or behind the scenes.
This economy is making the life of a great many people a bit more
tolerable. And it is pushing our society to the shores of a new
economic order. 1 here are even brokers who hlave sprung up and who
can obtain almost anything for the consumer; they use their con-
tacts, bribes, or goods and services in exchange. There are
tradesmen and artisans who will dio a job on their own and off the
books for high pay. but without them, some construction and
maintenance and repair projects would never oe accomplished. In
the shadow-economy, goods and services are exchanged under the
concept of "If you will rub my back, I will rub yours." A butcher
wili put a piece ot liver under the counter for a salesgirl from a
Gress shop who will give him a pair of pantyhose in return. A
grocery will return a favor by means of a packet of cocoa.. .The
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gooos and services excnanged are often stolen from enterprises.
Sometimes they are used as "presents" and the higher the office of
the receiver, the higher the value of the gift. Public property
is thus being transferred into the private property of those who
strive to have ever more and more. Police and security organs
cannot prevent this because they are unable to eliminate its
causes ...

... There is, however, a group of citizens who do not have the
worries of other consumers. This group consists of the privilegeo
who can shop in special stores with exclusive goods, who can have
the gooos delivered, and who can even pay by checks sent by mail.
Ihese privileged ones know of shortages only from the press or
from hearsay...

.There is a class of people in %zechoslovakia who live in
poverty. Income statistics indicate that poverty in Czechosio-
vakia exists relatively to the same degree as in the industrial
Wes t...

.f..he shortage of housing, especially in large towns and in
cities, amounts to a crisis...Young people and families often have
to wait for many years for the al location of a cooperative apart-
ment. The waiting time can be shortened by self-help building
construction, but to work for one to two thousand hours in addi-
tion to a full-time job is a physical and mental burden which
often endangers one's health. State financed and managed building
construction ot apartments is by now for the privileged only. A
company-owned apartment may appear advantageous but may in fact
result in ties to the company which amount to serfdom....The hou-
sing crisis contributes to a moral crisis. Many young people are
aelaying marriage and many married couples break up because of the
shortage of living space or disharmony with parents or other
relatives wno share the apartment...

... Undemnocratic decision making, the unsatisfactory economic
situation, increasing disorder, incredible waste, and inept
management cause people not to care about their jobs, about the
whole country, and often even about their own future. Alienation
from jobs is accompanied by alienation fromn everything else;
unneeded, superfluous work is accompanied by unneeded, superfluous
consumption. The poor functioning of the market mechanism makes
the consumer worried about his Gaily bread and other basic neces-
sities. Superiluous consumption -- whicn consists of senseless
striving for ever more ingenious and fashionable goous and ever
more up-to-date status symbols -- keeps the consumer on an irra-
tional and exhausting rnerry-go-rouna. The present political
regime supports privatization oriented towards consumption in
order to suppress the real concerns of the citizens such as crea-
tivity, critical appraisal, and interest in public affairs.
Contrary to official declarations, the spirit of the petit-
bourgeois has become the order of the day and the official program
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for a new way of life. The typical characteristic of the petit-
bourgeois is strenuous striving for money and privileges. In the
situation in which we live, this striving ties the individual to
the political system and makes him more dependent on it and less
free than he would be if he directed his interests towards nobler
airms: his education and enlightenment, the upbringing of his
children, creative efforts, participation in public matters, aid
and assistance to fellow citizens...

...The group in power is now in a difficult situation. They
realize how serious it is but are afraid to initiate major chan-
ges. They consider the people of this country to be only a factor
in an equation, a factor whose concerns are of limited conse-
quence. they keep issuing urgent calls for increased labor acti-
vity along with amateurish decisions which are contrary to social-
ist principles -- decisions about wages, prices, time at work,
etc. People react with apathy which cannot be explained by fear
only. This apathy -- the "I don't give a damn" attitude -- often
manifested by loafing at work is the result of knowing that
diligence will bring no reward and that all efforts will be thwar-
ted by wismanagenient...

... The trade union organization should play its role. It
should keep track of the cost of living, changes in prices and
wages; it should make known what stand it is taking on increases
or decreases in the living standard of groups such as senior
citizens, families with children, etc. but it is not equipped to
Go that...

... If shortages of goods and services are to be alleviated,
this country could not avoid the establishment of small enter-
prises owned and operated by individuals or families who would pay
appropriate taxes -- enterprises such as repairshops, tradesman
shops, small vegetable and other farms, small retail stores, small
restaurants and small boarding room facilities. Of course, the
establishment of such enterprises would require major legal pre-
conditions...
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SECT ION I II

NUvMBERED DCUviENTS ISSUED BY CHAkTER 77 IN 1982



Statement of Charter 77 Concerning the Situation in Poland

Document No. 2 - 1982

"Some newspapers reported that Charter 77 supports the
present situation in Poland, but Charter 77 never issued a
statement to that effect. Charter 77 has always stood for the
implementation and enforcement of the International Covenants on
human Rights and the spirit of dialogue of the helsinki Final Act.
'rhe solution of a social crisis by military power or police power
is alien to ali that Charter 77 stands for. '[he abolition of
personal freedoms, the incarceration of thousands of citizens
without due process of law, the shedding of blood of fellow
citizens, the revocation of union rights of workers and of all
working people, the cessation of the activities of trade unions,
which had been duly recognized by Polish legal institutions - all
these are steps, which do not solve anything. On the contrary,
they increase social and international tensions and represent a
horrible investment in the future. however, we want to believe
that a way will be found, in which there will be no victors and no
defeated and which wili enable the deep wounds to heal and the
reconstruction work to continue."

Dr. Radim Palous, Anna iviarvanova, Dr. Ladislav Lis
Charter 77 spokespersons

* * * * * * * * * *

(Charter 77 issued this statement despite warning from the
Czechoslovak regime that any statements on the crisis in Poland
would be viewed as "subversion.")
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Five Years of Charter 77

Document No. 3 - i982

The beginning of January, 1982, marks the fifth year of the
existence and activity of Charter 77, the citizens' initiative,
forined to expand respect for human rights in the CSSR. It is a
free association of persons of varying convictions, views, faiths
and interests, drawn together by the will to engage their efforts
for full implementation of human rights, human dignity and
creativity in our society.

Charter 77 was formed in the fall of 1976, after the
provisions of the International Covenants on human Rights (The
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights)
were put into effect in our country (.March 23, i976) and published
(October 13, 1976) under No. 1Ž0 in the Coliection of Laws of
Czechoslovakia. The International Covenants on human Rights are
based on the Universal Jeclaration of human Rights and were
adopted by the Ueneral Assembly of the United Nations in 1966.
They were signed by the Czechoslovak government in i968 and
ratified in the fall of 1976. It is to be noted, that it was the
ratitication by the Czechoslovak parliament, which - besides
making the Covenants legal in the CSSR - brought the number of
participating states to the number required for giving the
Covenants international validity.

Charter 77 was, in January 1977, signed by 241 Czechoslovak
citizens, among themn many well-known persons in cultural,
political and religious life. This Nianifesto welcomed the fact
that the Czechoslovak state recognized these Covenants as an
integral part of its legal system, while noting that up to that
time, the legal system of our country, especially that which was
used in practice, contained many irregularities which contradicted
the provisions of the Covenants.

This Manifesto was addressed not only to the competent and
constitutional organs of the Republic, but also to the public.
'ihe signatories expressed their willingness to work towards the
full implementation of the provisions of the Covenants in our
country and they offered their cooperation not only to the state
organs responsible for carrying out these provisions, but also to
all citizens, who are concerned with these problems.
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ihe name "Charter 77", which was chosen for this initiative,
is linked to the historical process, by which the respect forhuman rights, fundamental freedoms and the dignity of man, gained
recognition as an integrai part of the policy of peace, security
and cooperation among nations. This process extends trom theAtlantic Charter, which formed the anti-fascist alliance in the
faIl of 1941i, to the Charter of the United Nations in 1945 which
changed the war-tiime aliiance into a universal organization forpeaceful settlement of issues and which was finalized in the Final
Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe inhelsinki in 1975.

TIhe activities of Charter 77 are in full conformity with the
Czechoslovak legal system, Article 29 of tile Czechosiovak
Constitution gives the right to every Czechoslovak citizen,
individually or in association with others, to submit proposals,
suggestions or complaints to the constitutional organs. 'ihe
contents oi the Manifesto, as well as the announced activities of
Charter 77, are in conformity with Article 17 regarding the duties
of citizens and organizations towards the full implementation ofsocialist legality in society, and their duty to abide by the
legal system, into which - as was mentioned before - the state
inserted the provisions of both Covenants, which it ratifie, and
which, with its signing of the Final Act in heisinki, it
faithfully promised to implement.

.The existence of Charter 77 and its activities are actually
recognized in the Final Act, which states that respect for human
rights is one of the conditions of real peace, security and
cooperation among nations. It also gives the right to every
citizen and inhabitant of the states participating in the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, to know and actupon his rights and duties in this field. This includes the right
to judge to what extent his rights are being respected by the
state authorities, and to submit, individually or collectively,
proposals and suggestions.

.I'his internationally recognized right to demand from the
state authorities respect of rights guaranteed by a national
agreen-1ent or treaty, represents great progress in the development
of international rights. Morally and politically, recognition
of such an action is a contribution to the fulfillment of goals
specified in the Final Act. After all, an appeai for such an
action was signed by the President of the cSSK, in his function asthe General Secretary of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia inthe closing document of the Conference of European Conmmunist and
Workers Parties in July of i976, which called for the
intensification of the democratic process of European cooperation,
and included, specifically, the implementation of the Covenants
on human Rights prepared in the United Nations by all European
countries.
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The publication of Charter 77 on January 1, 1977 and of ail
other proposals, suggestions and complaints addressed to the
respective state organs, is in harmony with Czechoslovak laws.
Article 28 of the Constitution guarantees the freedom of
expression in all spheres of the life of society, especially the
freedom of speech and freedom of the press. Ratification of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights complements,
tnrough Aticle i9 of the Covenant, the provisions of Article 29 of
the Czechoslovak Constitution by adding to this right the right
to accept and disseminate any information and ideas, regardless of
frontiers. The publication abroad of Charter 77 and of all
subsequent materials, is, therefore, in conformity with
Czechoslovak laws.

The citizens' initiative is engaged in an effort to secure
implementation of the laws of the state - a state, which calls
itself socialist. The fact that this state includes in its legal
system the provisions of the Covenants, points to the absurdity of
claims that efforts to have the provisions of the Covenants
implemented are anti-socialist.

Despite its conformity with the legal system and with
principles often proclaimed by official spokesmen, Charter 77
received from the very beginning of its existence, a negative,
even hostile reaction from official quarters. Through widespread
and dramatic police action, the authorities prevented the delivery
of the original Charter 77 document of January 1, 1977 to the
Federal Assembly and to the government. Signatories of the
Chiarter were subjected to harassment and to measures which
restricted their freedom and made their lives more difficult.
Police actions which were taken against the signatories and
are difficult to justify, were supplemented by dismissals from
employment in violation of the Labor Law as well as International
Agreements signed by the Czechoslovak government.

Even though the authorities dia not permit the publication of
Charter 77 in Czechoslovakia, they mobilized the media and ordered
it to attack the Charter with innuendo, against which the
signatories were not able to defend themselves. Through pressures
in their places of employment, hundreds of thousands - even
millions - of working men and women were forced to adopt
resolutions condemning the Manifesto about which they knew
nothing.

Even the Prosecution which, according to the Constitution, is
supposed to see to it that legality is preserved, tried to give
support through questionable methods to illegal measures and
harassment against those whose actions were in conformity with the
law and who demanded that the laws be observed. Nor are the
authorities, to whom Charter 77 was addressed and to whom all
other proposals of Charter 77 were sent, acting according to the
provisions of the Constitution, which stipulates that they should
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deal responsibly with citizens' proposals and suggestions and to
answer their complaints. Despite the fact that these proposals
submitted by Charter 77 are legal, reasonable and capable of
solving problems and reflected the interests of the great majority
of the population, the authorities chose to ignore them.

In contradiction of its own laws and obligations accepted in
the interest of the policy of relaxation of tensions and peaceful
cooperation, the authorities mobilized all means at their disposaland initiated many actions destined to silence and destroy the
citizens' initiative, which demanded that they observe these lawsand obligations. No one will ever know how many millions of
crowns were spent, how many working hours were wasted, how much
paper was used in the campaign against Charter 77; nor is it
likely to ever be known how much gas was used by the police in
their police raids and persecution of Charter 77 signatories
while, at the same time, the authorities were asking citizens to
conserve energy and other resources.

No one will ever be able to measure the scope or the number
of illegalities, insults, injustices and brutalities against those
who demanded and still demand the observance of principles and
norms, as well as international obligations which the authorities
themselves accepted and promised to abide by.

Dozens of citizens, working on behalf of their rights and the
rights of others, were sentenced to long-term prison sentences on
the basis of trumped up charges and indictments which lacked
proper documentation. There are cases where brutal physical force
was used and there have been victims of this physical force.
However, it is possible to state, that this campaign of repression
which began in the first months of 1977 and which continues in
various forms and intensity to this day, has not succeeded. All
the resources and means which were used and mobilized in order to
destroy Charter 77 have been wasted. Charter 77 has not been
destroyed. On the contrary, the campaign against the Charter has
made the Charter popular at home and abroad. This initiative
could have remained limited only to the persons personally
involved had the authorities used legal means in dealing with it.
because of their absurd reaction to Charter activities, the
Charter was thus presented to society as an important political
force. Due to the actions of the authorities, millions of people
became interested in the Charter 77 Manifesto which was not sensa-
tional since it merely stated facts already known. Hundreds of
persons added their signature to the original 241 signers despiteharassment, repressive actions and persecution. Numerous Charter
77 signatories were forced to emigrate. Only a few individuals
withdrew their signature because of these police actions.

Due to the repressive actions of the authorities against
Charter 77 the general public abroad, especially those interested
in international cooperation, had a chance to examine the legal,
constructive character of Charter 77 and its support for peaceful
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cooperation in Europe. It is not by accident that Charter 77 has
since its publication enjoyed the sympathy and solidarity of
persons, movements and organizations, who are presently in the
forefront of the disarmament movement and against the return of
tne atmosphere of the cold war. It is not tne fault of Charter
77, if, due to the actions oI the authorities, these circles
abroad have doubts about official Czechoslovak pronouncements on
peaceful cooperation.

In its proposals and suggestions, Charter 77 has pointed many
times to these doubts generated abroad by the actions of our
authorities and has suggested how to dispel these doubts. Charter
77 signatories are grateful to their friends abroad for their
sympathy and expressions of solidarity, which are motivated by an
honest effort to contribute to the spirit of Helsinki and which
should refute charges that Charter 77 is being supported, or even
directed, by some imperialist centers. Charter 77 signatories are
not happy about the fact that actions and illegal persecution
directed against them or against other non-conformist citizens of
Czechoslovakia, give Czechoslovakia a bad name abroad and do not
serve the interests of our country.

In their letters and proposals - which our state organs
ignored or which were met by further interrogations, detentions
and other forms of persecution - Charter 77 spokesmen have
repeatedly pointed out that these illegal steps against them
appear on the agenda of meetings or conferences which review how
obligations, accepted by constituent states, are being imple-
mented, including the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, held in belgrade in i977, and in Madrid in i980, and the
International Labor Conference in 1979. The spokesmen have, at
the same time, submitted constructive proposals, are how to con-
front such situations. It is not their fault and it does not give
them any satisfaction that during these meetings representatives
of our Republic have found themselves in embarrassing situations
unable to defend the reputation and/or the interests of our
Republic.

Despite the fact that five years of Charter 77 represent five
years of persecution, oppression and harassment for those who are
in or support the Charter 77 movement, its energies have not been
exhausted in self-defense. Its main thrust, now as before, lies
in its constructive and positive outlook. Its goal is to persuade
the authorities to abide by the agreements they signed specific-
ally in the field of human and civil rights. Evidence to this
effect nas been submitted to the authorities on many occasions,
especially in proposals on legislative and administrative adjust-
ments or amendments, as is stipulated in Doth Covenants in Article
L. A major proposal to that effect was submitted by Charter 77
spokesrmen at the beginning of 1978.
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In addition, Charter .77 spokesmen submitted proposals
and suggestions on many other subjects, such as: (a) the problems
of implementing the labor laws; (b) the practice of admitting
students to colleges and universities; (c) the implementation of
union rights; (d) the problems of freedom of religion; (e) the
respect for human dignity in correctional institutions; (f) the
implementation of economic rights of citizens as consumers; and
(g) the application of the right to a healthy environment, as
specified in the proclamation of the United Nations Conference,
which addressed this subject in 1972. These proposals and
suggestions were prepared by experts in their respective fields.

The official response to these proposals and suggestions was
to ignore them and unleash police actions against Charter 77
spokesmen. Such actions cannot be considered as implementation of
Article 29 of our Constitution, which requires the authorities to
properly consider problems affecting the entire society.

Charter 77 survived five years of constant efforts on the
part of the authorities to destroy it. It has thus demonstrated
its right to existence as an informal association of persons of
varying viewpoints, convictions, faiths, interests and temper-
aments, joined by a common feeling and consciousness of social
responsibility. They are also bound by the determination to
strive for human dignity as well as for the values which are
currently being ignored by the authorities, in large part, due to
the consumerism into which our society was forced as a result of
events of i968.

In its encouragement of active democratic citizenship and
determination to live in truth, Charter 77 follows good national
traditions, which for centuries have been the basis of our nation-
al existence. This enables the Charter to cooperate closely with
various creative and non-conformist groups and movements in the
arts, science and technology. Charter 77 is trying to establish a
dialogue with these groups, as well as discuss, within the Charter
itself, various aspects of life in our society. Without claiming
to speak for everyone, the Charter, speaking in the name of all
who participate in this movement, is trying to reflect the
interests and social needs of the silent majority of our society.
The essential tasks of Charter 77 remain to overcome the resigna-
tion of this silent majority and to raise its civic conscience,
responsibility and courage. These tasks are being approached
positively and constructively in the spirit of the Charter 77
Manifesto. Those who want to appeal against the unqualified and
ineffective administration of our institutions, against corruption
in all aspects of our society, against the indifference of those
in power as well as out of power, must realize sooner or later
that such appeals can be effective only when accompanied by guar-
antees of respect for human dignity and for the rights and views
of those who are doing the appealing. Politically mature society
cannot be achieved and cannot function without respect of human
and civil rights applied equally to all citizens.
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This lesson can also be learned from the stc:my events taking
place in our northern neighbor. Charter 77 is attentively
following these events and is very sympathetic with those in
Poland who are striving for the recognition and implementation of
this simple truth in solving the crisis in their own country.

Charter 77 continues to exist. Because our society continues
to need it, because the problems Charter 77 brought to public
attention are not being resolved, and because all efforts to
destroy Charter 77 have failed, the Charter has become one of the
realities of our life. This fact is recognized, even if indirect-
ly, by those who initiated and organized the attacks on it. The
Charter remains serious in its active, democratic, civil responsi-
bilities and commitments; it remains a movement, even if rela-
tively small, which takes its mandate seriously and which, on the
basis of this mandate, forms its relationships and gains greater
understanding and tolerance as well as respect for the views of
every one of its members.

because of the need for its existence, the Charter will
continue to live and function, even if there should be further
efforts to suppress it. All Charter 77 documents, including its
Manifesto, remain as valid today as they were when prepared and
submitted to the authorities. Charter 77 will, in this spirit,
continue to express its views on problems which obstruct the
positive development of our society and will continue to submit
proposals and suggestions for solving such problems. Charter 77
will continue to protest unjust persecutions, which hurt not only
the victims of such persecutions, but which also harm the
interests of our society. In this effort, Charter 77 will be
united with all who, either at home or abroad, are striving for a
human relationship in peace, based on freedom and justice for all.

Prague, January 7, i982

Dr. Radim Palous, Charter 77 spokesman; Anna Marvanova, Charter 77
spokeswoman; Ladislav Lis, Charter 77 spokesman

Dr. Bedrich Placak, Dr. Jaroslav Sabata, Vaclav Maly
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An Appeal Regarding the Imprisonment
of Havel, benda, Dienstbier, Uhl, etc.

Document No. 4 - 1982

To the Federal Assembly of the CSSR
Prague:

A year has now passed since we have contacted you with a
request to investigate the constitutionality of sentences meted
out by the Municipal Court in Prague, No. 1123/79, dated October
23, 1979 and by the Supreme Court of the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic No. To-1-4/79, dated December 20, 1979, which in our
view, violated socialist legality and harmed the interests of the
Republic abroad.

According to the sentences cited above, the following persons
have been found guilty of the criminal offense of subversion of
the Republic: Otta bednarova, Vaclav Benda, Jiri Dienstbier,
Vaclav Havel, Dana Nemcova and Petr Uhl. They were sentenced to
long terms in prison. In these sentences, the activity pursued by
these citizens in accordance with Article 17 of the Czechoslovak
Constitution and the Ruling of the Federal Assembly, dated April
5, i977, iwhich conmit citizens to see to it that socialist
legality is being implemented and to take the proper steps if it
is being violated) is considered criminal, even though both the
Constitution and the Ruling specify that the expansion of
citizens' rights is a permanent task.

For your information we want to state that during the whole
triai the basic legal rules of the Penal Code were not respected.
For example, right after the arrest of the above-named citizens,
the media, in violation of the constitutional principle of "being
innocent until proven guilty", published a report of "their sub-
versive activities" in June, 1979. The Courts excluded the public
from the trial (including accredited foreign correspondents and
the Vice-Chairman of the International Association of Democratic
Lawyers and a member of the World Council of Peace, John Platt-
Milles) and arbitrarily assessed the activity of the accused as
subversive.

Due to the fact that nothing helped to redress the wrong done
to these citizens and that four of those sentenced are still
serving their term in prison, we wrote to the Federal Assembly (on
January 9, 1981) and requested a review of the whole case. The
appeal was addressed to the Federal Assembly because we do not
have as yet a Constitutional Court in the CSSR which has the task
of reviewing controversial interpretations of the legal system, as
well as inconsistencies within the system. Regrettably, in this
case - as in many other cases - the norms of the Penal Code that
are being applied, are in contradiction with the International
Covenants on Civil Rights, which have become an integrai part of
our legal system. The following citizens have also been victims
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of the arbitrary interpretation of the Penal Code: Josef Adamek,
Rudolf Battek, Jiri Gruntorad, Jan Litomisky, and Frantisek Lizna,
as well as those citizens, who have been detained for such a long
time: Karel Kyncl, Eva Kanturkova, Jan Milynarik, Jirina Siklova,
Jan Ruml, Jiri Ruml, Milan Simecka and others.

However, even after the passage of a whole year there has
been no improvement in the situation, and we have even received an
acknowledgement that our letter was received and that the matter
was dealt with. It is our opinion that such a state of affairs
only worsen an already undesirable situation, and raises doubts
about the existence of the basic legal assurances for our citizens
and harms the international interests of our state. We sincerely
hope, therefore, that this time our request to deal with the
problem will meet with the proper interest and that a review of
the cases will take place which will lead to the revocation of
these - and perhaps other - illegal sentences.

Dr. Radim Palous, Anna Marvanova,
and Ladislav Lis

Charter 77 spokespersons

Prague, February 10, 1982
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STATEMENT of Charter 77: "Day of Solidarity" with Poland

Document No. 5 - 1982

The Czechoslovak citizens' initiative, Charter 77, joins
progressive public opinion in expressing its support for the "Day
of Solidarity" with the people of Poland on January 30, 1982.

We are of the opinion that violent repression cannot lead to
a real solution of the problems in Poland. It is necessary for
all the representative groups of Polish society to participate in
the solution of the Polish crisis including, undoubtedly, the
workers' Solidarity and the Catholic Church.

Ladislav Lis, Anna Marvanova, Radim Palous
Charter 77 spokespersons

January 30, 1982
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The Standpoint of Charter 77

(on the price increases of basic foods and on certain economic
questions as well as some general solutions.)

Document No. 6 - 1982

Even though at the beginning of the 1970's, the highest state
representatives pledged their efforts towards the stabilization of
the essentials, the prices of goods and services have since then
been - openly or secretly - increased several times.

Now again, after long delays and hesitation, the Czechoslovak
government decided to increase the price of some of the basic
foods. Even though the government at the same time announced some
compensatory measures with regard to wages and incomes in the
social services, this increase in prices reduces the living
standard of the majority of the population. It represents an
admission of the unfavorable state of the Czechoslovak economy and
a signal of what may yet come.

It is at the same time an indication of how the government is
planning to solve the growing economic and social problems. While
the latest price increase may not be so extensive as to cause a
substantial lowering of the living standard, it will leave its
mark in other ways if we take into consideration the general trend
of price adjustments over the past few years.

The price of coal, electricity and gas was increased by 50
percent; gas (for driving) was increased about 300 percent; crude
oil, by 200 percent; potatoes, by 100 percent; coffee beans, by 60
percent; some types of textiles, children's wear and shoes, by 50
to 100 percent; postage and telephone service, by 60 to iO0
percent.

We have calculated that the price increase for a family of
four (two adults and two children), which is the most representa-
tive in Czechoslovakia, would increase average expenditure by
about 300 - 500 Kcs, while the increase in family allowance for
two children comes to only 80 Kcs. Arguments that our living
standard is still good - should anyone believe that - have to be
measured against evidence that we are still far behind the indus-
trially advanced nations. The living standard of individual
Czechoslovak citizens cannot be measured by references to their
average monthly income. We have to recognize that behind such an
average there are social differences which are caused only in
small measure by differences in wages. These differences are much
more influenced by the number of working adults in a family and by
the number of children. however, at the same time, these differ-
ences are increasingly caused by various privileges, resulting
from privileged political positions, by serni-legal and illegal
advantages including incomes resulting from stealing and pilfer-
ing, from bribes and corruption.
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'rhe average income of a family with children is approximately
40 percent lower per head than for a childless family. About 10
percent of families do not reach the minimum living standard. And
about 10 percent do not have their own apartment. On the other
hand a certain privileged group owns luxurious villas which in
many instances are converted from community property to personal
property. These villas have often undergone expensive repairs or
remodeling and are sold for a low price, which does not correspond
with the amount invested. It is estimated that there are today in
the CSSR tens of thousands of millionaires, supposedly double the
number since 1947.

We ask, apprehensively, if and when there will be another
increase in prices. According to official data, the growth of
personal consumption per person has during the past several years
ceased, and for the fourth year in a row, its level is falling.
Regardless of official statistics, every citizen should demand
information about the actual fluctuation of real wages. He should
know, for example, how many hours he had to work in order to buy
so much meat, so many pounds of potatoes, or a suit or a pair of
shoes, or 10 litres of gas in any given year; for instance, in
1953, 1960, 1970, or 1982. he should also know how his position
compares with the living conditions of workers in other countries.

Czechoslovak citizens should, of course, be informed not only
about such statistics in the area of real wages, prices and the
consumer index, but also about basic problems, about the deeper
reasons for failures, about the serious shortages and losses in
the economic: sphere. They should also be informed about effective
proposals on how to solve these problems, or they should be able
to demand such proposals. And more than that. Citizens should
have influence on the removal of the negative aspects of economic
life. Qualified and experienced persons should be able to have a
say in the most basic questions concerning the national economy,
including questions dealing with the structure of production, as
well as with the quality of the controlling cadres.

In its document entitled, "Thesis on Consumption", Charter 77
in 1979 brought attention to the difficulties and problems
Czechoslovak citizens encountered as consumers. At the same time,
Charter 77 tried to point to at least a partial correction of the
problem. Above all, Charter 77 maintained that the problems of
consumption cannot be viewed apart from other factors affecting
all of society. As the document says - the very type of economic
and political system in which we live leads to crisis situations
and the correction of consumption problems is possible only
through basic changes in this area. Individual endeavors to make
the economy healthier, such as the "Collection of measures" which
increases prices and endeavors to limit management while advising
us to economize, etc., cannot bring the desired results, as long
as stringent central and branch management ties up production
forces and suppresses initiatives of economic units, groups and
individuals. As was already noted by many economists in the 1960s
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and as is noted in the enclosure to this statement,* it is impera-
tive for the structure of the Czechoslovak economy to undergo a
radical change - since, among the industrially advanced nations,
it is the most pinched in the area of investment, employment and
energy.

Democratization of the economy and of society are the main
pre-conditions for the development of corrinitrnent and initiative of
people, without which it will not be possible to find a way out of
the present situation. Preventing progress are above all, so-
called "cadres-ceilings", which are ideological barriers, behind
which certain power groups hide together with some very selfish
private interests. This is also the cause of rampant bureaucracy
and unproductive and costly state administration, which needs to
be reduced but can't be without qualitative and conceptual
changes. It is, in our opinion, necessary to awaken interest
among our citizens in these problems - interest, which was, in the
past decade deliberately suppressed.

It is also necessary that citizens and their elected repre-
sentatives approach the controlling organs with questions and
proposals regarding basic economic and political problems. To
this end they should use existing organizations and evaluate their
usefulness in the way they defend and enforce social interests.
The natural basis for defending society's economic interests
should be the trade unions and national corrnittees. Trade union
members and all committees should systematically follow the fluc-
tuation of wages, prices, living expenses and other aspects of
economic and social life in various age groups and professional
groups, in different family structures and in different parts of
the Republic. The public would certainly welcome it if informa-
tion about these problems were made public and if unrealistic
decisions would be met with opposition. The prerequisite of all
this is, of course, active citizenship - its complete revival.
This means that citizens should, on various occasions, assert
their responsibilities as for example, during elections of repre-
sentatives to various organs or unions when they should stop
giving formal approval to candidates selected elsewhere, but find
ways to push through their own representatives.

The democratization of power would also mean - among other
things - that this power would stop regarding criticism as sub-
version of the Republic and that it would ensure that citizens'
initiatives are not persecuted by state organs as an anti-social
activity or even as a criminal act. In order to be able to parti-
cipate responsibly in the economic life of our country, and to be
able to look for ways which would assist in correcting the un-
favorable state of affairs in our society, citizens have to have
assurance that constructive activity will not be persecuted.
Those who were sentenced to prison, some of them for many years,
for expressing their views should be released from prison; those
who were, for political reasons, fired from their employment and
who were forced to accept positions in unqualified jobs, should be
permitted to return to their former positions.
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The harassment and illegal persecution of those who have thecourage to speak the truth about the state of our society and ofthe authorities who are directing it, should cease. All of us
together, regardless of political opinions and basic life-style,are confronted with the task of how to manage our growing economicdifficulties; we must do this because of our responsibilities tothe future generations of this nation.

All of us together have the duty to create a favorable socialatmosphere, if only to prevent the deepening of the current
crisis. We believe that such a goal is within the power, thehands, the hearts, the minds and the courage of the Czech and
Slovak people. We are convinced that the following would assistour development:

1) If the forthcoming convention of ROH (Trade unions) would
discuss the present economic situation and related developments.
the government of the CSSR would then explain to it the reasons
for the increases in living costs and would submit a serious
program for economic recovery, social development and improvement
of the environment. The proceedings of the Convention should bemade public.

2) If the Convention of kOH would prepare and publicize aprogram which would ensure the participation of all working menand women in the management of the economy and its operations, aprogram which would enable working men and women to control theactivity of the state administration.

3) If, after the Convention, the Federal Assembly of the CSSRwould consider and adopt appropriate legislation on: the state ofthe Czechoslovak economy, social development, the programs oninformal participation of citizens in management and in the stateadministration, citizens' control of state organs, and the posi-tion of the Convention of ROH.

4) If all the political prisoners were released, namely:
Josef Adamek, Rudolf Battek, Vaclav Benda, Jiri Gruntorad, JiriDienstbier, Vaclav Havel, Karel Kyncl, Eva Kanturkova, Jan
Litomisky, Jan Rurum, Jiri RumI, Frantisek Lizna, Jan Mlynarik,
Jirina Siklova, Milan Simecka, and Petr Uhl; and if the illegal
persecution of Charter 77 signatories and other citizens for theircritical yet responsible opinions would stop.

The justification for our political and economic demands issupported by extensive information, which we enclose.*
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In accordance with Articles 17 and 27 of the Constitution of
the CSSR, we submit this document to the Federal Assembly of the
CSSR, to the Trade Union Organization and to the Convention of
URO.

Radim Palous, Anna Marvanova, Ladislav Lis
Charter 77 spokespersons

Prague, February 15, 1982

*(Ed.: Because the addendum to this document was not available in
translation at the time of the publication of this compilation, it
is not included in this report.)
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Letter to the Congress of Czechoslovak Writers

Document No. 7 - 1982

"Five years ago, Charter 77 Document No. i2 (1977) brought toyour attention certain facts which have been treated by officialsilence, namely - the existence of unpublished literature and ofauthors, who are being forced into inactivity. These are authorswho not only do not have the possibility to publish under normalconditions, but who have been deprived of the basic tools fortheir work, as well as the basic means of their livelihood.

"hana Ponicka at that time also was able to read her contri-bution to the discussion. This time, there is no hope that hanaPonicka, or any other writer, will be able to submit such a state-ment for discussion, let alone read it. More authors are inprison now then they were five years ago. The works of some havebeen published belatedly and in small editions as well as in adifferent form - such as-the works of Seifert, mikulasek, Skacel
and Hrabal. however, the number of authors, whose works are notbeing published is growing.

"We turn to you, the participants in the Congress, with anappeal to your moral obligation, which, in a cultured society
concerns everyone, to enable every person active in cultural
endeavors to voice his opinion, even if at first glance it seemsquite abstract. It is impossible to remain indifferent for anylength of time to obvious blunders which occur in one's closest
professional environment, without this having an effect on all
those who are engaged in the game of playing deaf and dumb, asweli as blind.

"We are presenting to the Congress a list of 200 Czech
authors whose work has recently been partially or totally bannedfrom publication. The ban is anonymous and is directed towards
authors of various generations and ideology from poets and novel-ists to songwriters, historians, critics and philosophers. Itincludes authors in Czechoslovakia and abroad, the living andthose who have died recently but whose work has remained unpub-
lished and unknown.

"As a supplement to the letter there is a list of silencedauthors. There are 230 of then)."

Or. Radim Palous, Anna Marvanova, Ladislav Lis
Charter 77 spokespersons

Prague, March 3, i98Z
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Ludvik Askenazi
*talan Blaban

Zdenek Earborka
Rudolf Eattek
Hana Belohradska
Vaclav Belohradsky
Jan Benes
Itrie Ponetkova
Vaclav Benda
Zbynek Ybnisek
Ivan Binar
Ivan Blatny
Vladimir ELazek
Jitka Bodlakova
Egon Bondy
Jiri Prabec
Vratislav Brabenec
Eugen Brikcius
Antonin Brousek
Ales Erezina
Stanislav Budin
Vladimira Cerepkova
Vaclav Cerny
Ifiroslav Cervenka
Iumir Civrny
Jiri Danicek
Jiri Dienstbier
Ivan Divis
lubos Dobrovsky
Bohumil Dblezal
Jaroslav Dresler
1Iiroslav Drozda
Irena Dubska
Ivan Dubsky
Ladislav Dvorsky
Vratislav Effenberger
Karel Bichler
Roman Erben
Ladislav Fikar
Ota Filip
Daniela Fischerova
Viktor Fischl
Petr Formanek
Bedrich Fucik
Jirina Fuchsova
Jiri Gold
Diuard Goldstucker
Bohumila Grogerova
Ladislav Grossman
Jiri Grusa
Igor Hajek
Jiri Hajek

Ales Haman
Iftlroslav Hanus
Jiri Hanzelka
Jirina iaukova
Vaclav Havel
Zbynek Havlicek
Zbynek Hejda
Ladislav Hejdanek
Vilem Hejl
Jitka Henrykova
Josef Heyduk
Josef Hirsal
Jird. Hochman
Karel Hora
lana Horakova
Bohumil' Hrabal
Josef Hruby
Jaroslav Hhtka
Ivana Hlyblerova
Jindrich Chalupecky
Petr Chudozilov
Iallan Jankovic
pavel Jansky
pavel Javor
Josef Jedlicka
Ivan Jelinek
Ivan Jirous
Vera Jirousova
EmJ. Julis
Petr Kabes
Zdenek Kalista
'Ara Kanturkova
Svatopluk Karasek
Vladimir Karfik
Dusan Karpatsky
Frantisek Kautman
Iiobjmir Klansky
Ivan Klima
Alexandr KIlient
Helena Klimova
Milan Knizek
Josef Koenigsmark
Erazim Kohak
pavel Kohout
J. .Kolar
Jirl Kolar
Bozena Komarkova
Petr Kopta
M3.roslav Korycan
Karel Kosik
Karel Kostroun
Iva Kotrla

Libor Koval
Jiri Kovtun
Zdenek Kozmin
Fetr Kral
Antonin Kratochvil
Karel Kraus
BEa Kriseova
Karel Kryl
CLdrich YKrystofek
1arie R. Krizkova
Jiri Kubena
Ivan Kubicek
Iilan Kucera
Erich Kulka
Iudvik Kundera
iMlan Kundera
Karel Kyncl
Pavel Landovsky
Gabriel Laub
Jiri Lederer
Josef Lederer
A.J.Liehm
Vera linhartova
Frantisek Listopad
Bedrich Loewenstein
Josef Lopatka
Zdenek Lorenc
Arnost Lustig
Sergej M~chonin
Milan 1Lchovec
Inka M1chulkova
Emanuel Iandler
Jan }ures
Frantisek Yerth
Karel Michal
Cldrich Mikulasek
Stanislav !ISc
Antonin 1bkrejs
Milan IDpravnik
Vladimir Naroznik
Zdenek Neubauer
Jiri Nemec
Ladislav lbvak
Bohumil Niska
Anastaz Cpasek
Jaroslav Opavsky
Fadim Falous
Frantisek Panek
Jan Fatocka
Frantisek Favlicek
Karel Pecka
Jiri Pechar
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Tomas Pekrn
Zdenek Pinc
Vladimir Piatorius
Potr Pithart
Jiri Flacek
Dalibor Plichta
Zdenek Pochop
Rio Preisner
Iva Prochazkova
Miroslav Ptacek
lenka Prochazkova
Karel Ptacnik
Jaroslav Putik
Milos Rejchrt
Jaroslava aeslerova
Jiri RLIil
Sylvia Richterova
Zdenek Rotrekl
Pavel Reznicek
Zdenek Reznicek
Uilem Sacher
Zdenka Salivarova
Jaroslav Seifert
Jaroslav Selucky
Karol Sidon
Jan Skacel
Karel Soukup
Andrej Stankovic
Vera Stiborova
Jiri Stransky
Dsniel Stroz
Wilan Suchomel
C(Leg Ss
Nna Svobodova
Karel Sebek
Karel Siktanc
Milan Simecka
Jan Simsa

Vladimir Sutina
Josef Skvorecky
pavel Srut
Pavel Svanda
IE.kolaj TIrlecky
Zdena Tbminova
Ilaroslav Tbpinka
Josef Topol
Jan Trefulka
Karel Trlnkewitz
Vlastiruil resnak
Italan Uhde
Ota Ulc
Zdenek Urbanek
Milos Vacik
Iudvik Vaculik
Nbrie XAlachova
Elvard Valenta
Zdenek Vasicek
Jaroslav Vejvoda
Jan Vladislav
Stanislav Vodicka
Jan Vodnansky
Josef Vohryzek
Vladimir Vokolek
Vladimir Vondra
Jaroslava Vondrackova
Jiri Weil
Josef Vondruska
Frantisek Vrba
Ivan Wernisch
Pavel Zajicek
Mi.roslav 2ikmund
Karel ZLin
Josef Zhmr
Josef Zverina
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To the Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic in Prague

Document No. 8 - 1982

Czechoslovak citizens are hereby petitioning their government
with a proposal to submit to the Conference on Security and
cooperation in Europe in Madrid the following eleven postulates as
a contribution of the citizens of Czechoslovakia to be included in
the concluding document of the Conference. We are convinced, that
the acceptance of the ideas contained in the proposal would help
in reaching a uniform interpretation of those parts of the Final
Act of the Helsinki Agreement which deal with freedom of
convictions and beliefs and with the activities of churches and
religious societies.

We deem it quite appropriate that such a proposal should
originate in Czechoslovakia, a country whose history is marked by a
tradition of respect for the convictions of others. It is a
country, which also knows from its history, how fateful it can be
when the authorities give preference to one set of beliefs while
violently suppressing the opinions of others.

In the spirit of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
the United Nations, both International Covenants on Human Rights
and the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, we submit this proposal on the implementation of the
freedom of thought, conscience and religion:

1. Each state should adjust its legal system in such a way
that it would assure, in the broadest form, inside the country as
well as across its borders, privately as well as publicly, the free
expression of an individual's convictions, including the acceptance
and preaching of religion.

2. This would enable citizens to meet and to assemble for
that purpose and to freely organize within existing churches,
religious societies or organizations, or outside existing
establishments.

3. Churches, religious societies, organizations and
associations as well as individuals should have the right to freely
- without limitations - communicate with each other within the
state as well as across the borders of the state. This would
assist in the exchange of ideas and contribute to the deepening of
spiritual, moral and religious life, as well as to the development
of mutual understanding and cooperation.

4. These groups, as well as individuals, should have a
guaranteed right to publicize their views on various questions
concerning religious life, through the news media, publications,
books and various other informative materials.
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5. Parents or educators should have as a first priority to
assist children in acquiring deep convictions and beliefs. The
methods used by churches and religious societies in teaching
religion to the young as well as to adults, should not be the
subject of state supervision and persecution.

6. Access to education includes access to religious
education, subject only to criteria established by the respective
school or church and should be under the control of a democratic
public.

7. All states should respect traditions on the basis of
which associations, organizations and societies are formed,
including congregations and religious orders. All states should
make it possible for these groups to have contact with correspond-
ing groups abroad, be it for the purpose of communication (see item
3) or the strengthening of structural or organizational links.

8. All states should respect the principle of self-government
for these groups including their close ties with higher organs
within the state or abroad. As for organizations which are an
integral part of a given state and which have the status of
public, corporate entities (established churches in certain
states), it is necessary to make certain that their activities do
not infringe on the rights of other citizens or groups. Countries
in which such groups, particularly churches and religious
societies, have a private, juridical character, should adjust their
legal system so that it does not infringe on the rights of these
groups or on the rights of their members, in employment, government
offices or public institutions.

9. Churches and religious societies should have the same
rights as other non-religious organizations even if they are formed
under special or different laws and regulations.

10. All the above-mentioned rights can be limited only under
extremely extraordinary circumstances (such as national security,
catastrophy, etc.), through proper legal procedures and for a
limited period of time, which would be decreed in advance.

11. The states should renounce religious or atheistic
propaganda.

Dr. Radim Palous, Anna Marvanova, Ladislav Lis
Charter 77 spokespersons

Prague, March 3, 1982
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Protest of Charter 77 Against the Violation of Religious Laws
(particularly as it affects the Catholic Church)

Document No. 11 - 1982

To the President of the CSSR, Dr. Gustav Husak; to the Federal
Assembly of the CSSR; to the Prime Minister of the CSSR; to Dr.
M. Lucan; to the Ministry of Culture - to the attention of K.
Hruza, Prague:

The repeatedly proclaimed statements of the government, as
well as statements of the representatives of the "Pacem in terris"
organization, leave the impression that the legal standing of the
Catholic Church in Czechoslovak society has been justly resolved
and that its activities are tolerated by the state authorities,
who respect its mission as well as its specific activities (See
the statement mrade by the Vice-Chairman of the federal government,
Matej Lucan, on November 12, 1981 in Banska bystrica; the state-
mnent made by the Secretary General of PIT (Pacem in terris),
Zdenek Adler, also in Banska Bystrica; the interview of the former
dean of the theological faculty in Litomerice, Ladislav Pokorny,
on the radio program "For the World of 1981", regarding the
virtually unlimited publishing possibilities available to the
Catholic Church in the CSSR.)

however, the facts are somewhat different and speak for
themselves. The facts, as grounded in Czechoslovak reality,
constitute a violation of Article 32 of the Constitution of the
CSSR concerning religious freedom, as well as a violation of
Articles 18 and 19 of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(Czechoslovak Collection of Laws No. 120/76/Sb). Generally, there
has been an increased campaign against religion. For example,
during the training of medical personnel in the northern region of
Moravia, the lecturers give priority to convincing their students
of the unscientific nature of religion. We can witness the activ-
ity of school principals against religious instruction in schools,
and even the registration and qualification of students is judged
on the basis of their religious convictions and that of their
parents. Discrimination against citizens who express their
religious convictions is continuing. Publishing possibilities for
religious literature are being limited more and more every day.
The "Czech Catholic Charita," the only institution permitted to
publish religious literature for the Catholic Church in the Czech
Socialist Republic, published only one religious book and one book
of religious songs in 1981. The only professional magazine "The
Spiritual Shepherd," does not meet the required standard and does
not inform its readers about theological research abroad. The
weekly newspaper, "The Catholic Newspaper," is an instrument used
for the propagation of government politics, which presents dis-
torted information about religious life at home and abroad.
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The situation at the theological faculty in Litomerice isgetting more and more oppressive. The faculty does not have -evidently by design - the necessary qualifications. The appoint-ment of professors is largely in the hands of the Secretariat forReligious Programs at the Ministry of Culture of the CzechSocialist Republic. Of the 60 applicants in 1981 who wantedto study theology, only a little more than half were accepted.The reasons for rejection: contacts with friars and not enoughinformation about the applicant - or too much information abouthim. In Bratislava, twelve theologians were expelled from theirclasses in 1981, because they were under suspicion of organizing ahunger stike in 1980.

The forcible and legally unjustified cessation of theactivities of friars in i950 has not been rectified. On thecontrary, the persecution of friars continues and the propagandaagainst the religious Orders is increasing. (See article of Dr.Bohuslav Cizek "The Task of Orders in the Policy of the RomanCatholic Church" which was published in the magazine "Security"dated October 1, 1981.) The priests also are under increasingpressure to join the pro-government organization "Pacem in terris"which has not been approved by the Roman Catholic legislature.Criticizing "Pacem in terris" is viewed as an indirect attackagainst "socialist coexistence, against the adjustment of rela-tions between the state and the church. Such attacks will beanswered in the proper manner...," (from M. Lucan, statement inBanska bystrica, Nov. 12, 1981). A similar answer was given by anofficial of the Secretariat for Religious Programs, Mr. Partsch,who attended the session of "Pacem in terris" in Olomouc inOctober, i981. Young people are being increasingly interrogatedabout "congregating for religious purposes."

Above aii, however, we must speak in defense of those whowere and are being persecuted and imprisoned for their religiousactivities. It is possible to say, without exaggeration, that theyear of 1981 was the year of religious trials.

On November 24, 1981 the Regional Court in Ostrava confirmedthe sentence meted out by the District Court in Olomouc againstvarious Catholic priests and laymen including Jaroslav Krumpholc,Frantisek Lizna, Josef Vlcek, Josef Adamek and Rudolf Smahel. Thereal reason for the sentences was the publication and distributionof religious literature (this literature did not contain any anti-state sentiment). Both Courts, however, sentenced these personsunder para 118 of the Czechoslovak Penal Code for unauthorizedgainful business activity (the accused in their statements havemaintained, however, that their activity was not "gainful," that,on the contrary, they often had to provide their personal funds inorder to be able to continue their activities) in order to maskthe real reason for sentencing the accused by claiming that theywere guilty of engaging in criminal economic activity. Jesuitpriest, Frantisek Lizna, was later given on January 21, 1982another sentence for an alleged criminal offense under para 112of the Penal Code (harming the interests of the Republic abroad).
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In September 1981 in Louny, Father Josef Kordik received a
suspended sentence for continuing his religious activities because
"...he was not informed about the withdrawal of his permit to
conduct religious services in a proper legal manner... ." In July
of 1981 the authorities arrested Father Jaroslav Duka, who worked
in the Skoda works in Pilsen. He was sentenced in November 1981,
to 15 months of imprisonment for conducting - once - religious
services without a state permit. The Regional Court confirmed the
sentence on February 19, 1982. In connection with the trial of
Father Duka (on October 27, 1981), the security forces descended
on the Home of the Dominican Sisters in Kadan, housing about 80
Sisters. About 40 members of the armed police, together with
dogs, searched the Home. The search continued the next day. The
police confiscated typewriters, two officially permitted dupli-
cating machines, official and sarnizdat religious literature (which
did not contain any anti-state sentiments), as well as texts of
prayers for everyday use. The slim results of this illegal action
forced the authorities to spread disinformation about the Home
(including allegations that the Home "harbored" a great number of
dishonestly obtained valuable objects; that six Polish citizens
lived in the House; and that a broadcasting station had been
installed there).

Similar action was taken by the police against the home of
pensioned priests in Moravec. The action was undertaken by 120
policemen with dogs. The police confiscated religious literature,
personal items and Tuzex Certificates (certificates that can be
used for merchandise in special government stores) which were
legally donated by the Consistory in Brno. Again, the authorities
came out with untrue reports. A day later (October 29, 1981) the
police conducted house searches in the rectories in Hostec near
Litomerice, in Steti and in Becov near Most. Father Radim
Hlozanka was arrested and the police confiscated his duplicator
and religious literature. In February 1981, Father Josef Barta
was released from detention in a prison in Liberec, where he spent
three months. Nevertheless, he is being persecuted while free for
distributing his religious literature and for conducting seminars
for those interested in theology.

Official evaluation of religious literature bears the
"expert" stamp of Dr. Jaroslav Hajek from the Secretariat for
Religious Programs in Prague. According to his evaluation it is,
for example, a criminal offense to copy a legally published text
from a Bible, even if it is for personal use. This "criminal
offense" can be judged under Public law No. 93/1949 concerning the
distribution of irregular publications, or under para 178 of the
Penal Code - obstructing state supervision over churches and
religious societies.
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Also, in Slovakia, we are witnessing increased persecution of
priests and laymen. The sentencing of priests such as Father
Anton Zlatohlavy, Father Gabriel Povala, Father Stefan Javorsky
and layman Gunter Rompf are proof of the government stand toward
the activities of the Catholic Church. Other actions by the
authorities which bear the mark of brutality and sadism should
also be mentioned.

At the end of October, 1981, four "unknown" men took 20-year-
old Stanislav Adainek, the son of imprisoned Josef Adamek, from his
place of employment. He was taken to a forest near Tisnov, where
he was threatened with death. He was brutally nit in the head and
an acidic substance was poured over him. he was forced to run in
front of their car and they twice threatened to run him over.
They then left and he was forced to walk 20 km to the nearest
railway station. There are two cases of "suicide" which remain
unclear and unexplained - the death of layman Coufal and Pavel
Svanda, a student.

1his state of affairs, naturally, arouses skepticism about
assurances and ceremonial proclamations of the state about the
formation of a new society, to be governed by justice, in which
all are to be equal, regardless of origin or convictions. It is
not necessarily the laws valid in our country which deform the
spirit and the implementation of laws and officially accepted
Agreements and Covenants concerning religious freedom, but their
arbitrary interpretation, such as is done in the official com-
mentary to the Czechoslovak Penal Code. The Czechoslovak courts
in their evaluation of criminal offenses are guided not by the
general interpretation of all accepted legal bills (the Constitu-
tion, Covenants, Czechoslovak laws, etc.) but only by the official
cormrentary to this or that cited paragraph. For example, the
con-rnentary to para 178 of the Penal Code (obstructing state super-
vision over churches and religious societies), is not in conform-
ity with Article i8 of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights -

which having been accepted by all respective official institutions
- went into force on March 23, 1976.

For comparison we will cite a few "explanations" of the way
these conTmentaries were published in an official guide for the
interpretation of the Penal Code (Trestni zakon-Komentar Praha,
1980 = Penal Code-Comnentary, Prague, 1980), pages 607-608. We
quote: "A person whose intentions are to obstruct or to make more
difficult the supervision over churches or religious societies,
will thereby have violated provisions concerning the economic
safeguards of churches or religious societies and will be punished
by imprisonment for up to two years or by a fine."
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Another explanation: The amendment concerning state super-
vision over churches and religious organizations is based on the
principle that priests can function only with the state's per-
mission and that religious activities and the conduct of religious
services can be performed only by persons who were granted per-
mission by the state to do so and who gave a pledge to this
effect. In addition, state permission is required for any provi-
sion or nomination to any elective office the main function of
which concerns religious activities. With regard to liability for
criminal offense under para 178, it is irrelevant whether the
activity of the offender is connected with a church (or religious
society) which has permission to function, or whose activities
have been forbidden.

Persons who are active in religious activities and who are
not priests of the church or of the religious society, or persons
who are active in other endeavors which interfere with the state's
supervision over churches and religious societies can also be
guilty of this criminal offense.

As an illustration it should be noted that there are cases in
which the Court judged a discussion about religion or a joint
prayer in a private home as criminal offense under para 178.
(justification: it was a religious activity during which it was
not possible to perform state supervision).

Charter 77 wants to bring these gross violations of the
Czechoslovak Constitution, of International Covenants and Agree-
ments in the field of religious freedoms to the attention of the
concerned official organs and requests that all cases of illegal
religious persecution and crjression be rectified. It also
requests that all laws valid in our country which limit Interna-
tional Covenants and human rights, be discussed and explained as a
means of demonstrating that they are not destroying religious
freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution and by the Covenants and
that provisions will be made which would allow the fulfillment of
these freedoms.

Dr. Radim Palous, Anna Marvanova and Ladislav Lis
Charter 77 spokespersons and

Vaclav Maly, member of the Collective of Charter 77 spokesmen

Prague, March 10, 1982

Copies sent to: The Pope, John Paul II, the Vatican; Cardinal
Dr.Frantisel< Tomasek, Prague; Organization Pacem in terris.
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Open Letter of Charter 77 to the Various Peace Movements
in the World

Document No. 13 - 1982

We want to emphasize again that we realize the seriousness of
the situation and that we value the importance of a peace movement
of ordinary citizens. As signatories of a document which is based
on adherence to human rights standards, we are aware of the fact
that without peaceful co-existence, one of the basic human rights
- the right to life - would be threatened.

However, we are of the opinion that peace is indivisible. In
order to secure peace, it would be necessary to exclude force and
the threat of use of force, to secure respect for the rights of
nations in international relations, as well as to end, the
violations and lawlessness inside the state. It would also be
necessary to secure respect for human rights by the authorities in
each country - with particular regard for human freedom and
dignity, including the freedom of thought, faith, assembly,
expression, etc. We wish to stress that there are values for
which a human life may have to be sacrificed and for which life
has been sacrificed (more than once).

We are of the opinion that it is not possible to believe in
the genuineness of peace initiatives in places where basic human
rights are suppressed or where the suppression of human rights is
being met with silence or even approval. We must not forget that
many infamous or disgraceful actions were committed in the name of
peace. For example, in 1938 Dalladier and Chamberlain gave in to
Hitler's and Mussollini's pressure, thereby enabling further
expansion of totalitarian regimes and contributing to the cause of
World War II -- all in the name of the preservation of peace in
Europe. For their actions, these statesmen were hailed by many
newspapers and by a large segment of the public in their own
countries.

We are also convinced that the close relationship and mutual
interdependence of peaceful co-existence and cooperation with
consistent respect for basic human rights and freedoms, human
dignity and moral values is.the only way through which the peace
movement can forcefully and effectively express itself and realize
its goals.

Even though we realize the scope of the present danger,
(unlike the present, in the past there was always the expectation
of some life after a war) we feel that only in embracing all human
rights can peace really be called peace. In addition, peace
should not only be a momentary Strategy of power, or the naive wish
of those who want to cling to life at any price without regard for
human responsibility to values which transcend life.
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As signatories of Charter 77, but also as citizens of Europe
whose civilization dates from ancient Greece and Christianity, and
which, except for a few omissions, has been noted for its ability
to recognize this human responsibility) we are bound not to
abandon the basic requirements of human rights, including notably,
the right to life and, thereby, efforts for peace.

In view of the fact that Europe and the world face very real
dangers and that efforts for peace by official social groupings
can come under suspicion since they usually operate within the
framework of political or power configurations, we feel that these
questions could best be addressed by unofficial citizens'
initiatives. We have already had a chance to exchange views with
representatives of the peace movements of certain countries and we
would welcome further discussions or meetings with regard to these
i ssues.

Dr. Radim Palous, Anna Marvanova, Ladislav Lis
Charter 77 spokespersons
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Letter to the teuerai Assembiy, the prosecutor General
anu the Supreme Court ol the CZS& on the Penal Code

vocument rNo. i4 - ivb

un october 7, 1i9b, the representative ol the CSSK signed the
international Covenant on Civil anG Voiiticai Rights in New 'York.
the tFederai Assemrliy of the CSSK expressed its agreement with the
Covenant on iNoveriber ii, i-/7, and on uecerrier 23, is7) it was
ratified in Prague by the President ot the tS SR. Ihe Covenant
then came into force in the CSSR on iviarch 23, i976. 'Ihe validity
oi the international obiigations contained in the Covenant was
tnen confirmeu by publication of the Covenant in the Coliection of
Laws oi the t%.SSK. This publication carried with it an obligation
to bring the existing jegal system of the country into conformity
with the Covenant and to abide by its provisions. uocument No. 15
of Charter 77 (january, i978) ana a letter from Charter 77
spokesmen, dated February 8, 197&, contained concrete suggestions
and proposals for measures wnich would bring the legai system and
government practice into conformity with the obligations accepted
by tne highest organs of the state, in ratifying the Covenants as
well as in signing the helsinki Finai Act.

-owever, even without such modifications and measures, a
legal state is guided by the principle that norms adopted later
cancel or modify norms vaiid earlier (Lex posterior Gerogat
priori). 'ihis principle, however, is not recognized in practice
by tile Czechioslovak security and judicial organs, which are doing
their best to interpret the provisions ot the Covenant in a way
which would suggest that they actually are subverting presently
vaiid norms and practices - which is in direct contradiction of
Articie v ol the Covenant.

For example, during the appeals proceedings against jan
Litomisky, heid on January 7, i98t, the representative of tie
prosecution argued that the accused was erroneously referring to
Article i9 of the Covenant on Civil and' Political Rights, because
- according to his interpretation - national norms which limit
Ireedoms guaranteed by the Covenant are nmore important for
Czechosiovak citizens, since they do not contain anything which
could be considered anti-socialist.

The proposals for modification, worked out in the spirit of
Article 17 of the Czechoslovak Constitution which obligates
citizens to have an active interest and to participate in the
implementation of laws in ail areas of social life, and presented
by the authors in accordance with Article 29 of the Constitution
on the Right of Petition, remained unanswered, even though the
above-mentioned provision of the Constitution states that the
addressees of such proposals are "obligated to deal with them
responsibly and in a timely fashion."
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on the other hand, official commentary to the Penal Code
attempts to explain the provisions of the Covenants in a way which
contradicts Article 5 of the Covenant on Civil and Political
rights and actually interprets the Penal Cone as substantially
limiting, even denying the rights, guaranteed by the Covenants.
Article i of the Covenant states: "...iNothing in this Covenant can
be interpreted in a way which would give to any state, to any
group or person, the right to generate activities, or to corrmit
acts directed towards the suppression of any rights or freedoms
recognized by this Covenant or to the limitation of these rights
on a greater scale than specified in the Covenant. basic numan
rights, recognized in any state which is a party to this Covenant
on the basis of law, agreements, rules or customs, will not be
limited or abrogated under the pretense that the Covenant does not
recognize such rights, or that it recognizes them on a limited
scale..."

"he next part of the document lists examples in which the
official interpretation in tne conmentary differs not only from
both of the international Covenants but aiso from still valid
Czecnosiovak laws.

"Article 19 of the international Covenant on Civil and Political
Rignts says:

i) everyone shail nave the right to hold opinions without
interference.

2i everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this
right shail include freeoom to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas of ali kinds, regardless of frontiers,
eitner orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or
through any other media.

i) The exercise of the rights provided for in the foregoing para-
graph carries with it special duties and responsibilities. it
may, therefore, be subject to certain restrictions, but these
must be provided for by law and be necessary:
ta) for the respect of rights or reputations of others
(D)b for the protection of national security or of public order,

or of public heaith or morals."

Penal Code para. 112 - harming the interests of the CSSR abroad:

"A Czechoslovak citizen or an inhabitant of the Kepublic, who is
not a citizen - who harms the interests of the Republic by
distributing or by making distribution possible abroad of
untruthful information on conditions in the Kepublic, about its
international standing, or about its foreign policy, wiii be
punished by the loss or freedom for up to 3 years or by the
forteiture of property." (explanations - see pages 4j)-340 of the
Penai Code)
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From item I kof the expianationsi: "...the subjects of protection
are all interests of the Republic abroad - be theypolitical interests, economic interests, culturai
interests, or other interests..."

Item 2: Criminai otfense under para li2 is a "potential
crimiinai offense" which means, that in an
objective sense, the interests of the Republic abroad
do not actually have to be anmaged in order for one to
De charged with that offense.

Item 3: Information, according to this provision, may be any
allegation or communication with regard to the
past, present or future - that is connected with
conditions in the Republic, with its international
standing or with its foreign policy. This information
can be of a general character, or can be related tocertain events or a certain person.

Item 4: Listribution of this information covers any and ali
colimunications in which the information comes to theattention of a great number of people. This covers
oral cormnunication, comrnunication through the press,
radio, television, tape, fiim, etc. The provision oncommunication aiso covers information sent abroad in a
personai letter or in a copy of a publication which
contains "untruthfui" information.

Item j: The provisions limiting the distribution of information
abroad prohibit the distribution of such untruthful
inlormation on the soil of another state and the trans-
mission of such information to another state. Also
prohibited are efforts to transmit such information toanotner person in the CSSK with the intent to get this
inbormation disseminated abroad.

item 7: These limitations concern "1untrue" information which isintended for distribution aoroaa. However, this means
tnat the information distributed must be either a totaltabrication or information which originally was true, or
partiaiiy true, but which through half-truths, or use outof context, is slanted against the Republic in a way whichpresents the Republic in an unfavorable light and thus hasthe same eitfect as information which was fabricated.

(The explanation concerning this paragraph of the PenaiCode has 12 Items - not all have been cited).
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Penal Code, para. 98 - Subversion of the Republic

1. "He who, out of nostility to the socialist social and state
system of the Republic engages in subversive activity against
the social and political system of the Republic, its terri-
torial integrity, defense capability or independence, or
against its international interests..." will be punished by
loss of freedom from one to five years.

2. the offender will be punished by loss of freedom from 3 to
10 years if:

a) he corrmits the criminal offense described in Article (1)
in collusion with a foreign power or with a foreign agent

b) he corrmits such a criminal offense on a greater scale, or
c) he cornnits such a criminal offense during a military

emergency in the state.

below are several items from the "explanations"

Item 10: Subversive activity is usually directed against the
interests o1 the CSSR in tne political arena as well
as in such fields as ideology, education and econ-
omics - performed either in a series of related actions
or by a single act which, Gue to its intensity and
consequences, is able to weaken the Republic and its
interests.
It is also necessary to regard as subversive activity
such activity performed on a local level, by individuals
or groups.

Item 12: "upen letters" containing distorted data or rumors
regarding conditions in the Republic, addressed to Party
officials or to state or other administrative organs of
the CSSR, which are given to correspondents or to other
organs of imperialist powers to be used against the CSSR
in the international forum - are also to be regarded as
subversive.

Item 13: Subversive activity through ideological diversion is
especially dangerous. It is distinguished, above all,
by spreading disinformation and half-truths, by exag-
gerating the magnitude of errors and shortages in order
to belittle the Lenin principles of socialism by pre-
tending support, while fomenting nationalism and pro-
voking doubts about Marxism-Leninism and the leading
role of the KSL (Czechoslovak Communist Party) and by
propagating anti-sociaiism among consumers hereby
creating the basis tor the destabilization of the
socialist system.
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Item 14: Subversion of the socialist social and state system of
the Republic is also done through actions of smaller
dimensions which are directed against the socialist
character of our state as embodied by the political
system of the Republic - such as, for example, the
promotion of a return to a bourgeois democracy, or
agitation against the leading role of the working class
or of the KSC. Such subversion may include local actions
such as trying to inject disagreement and malice between
workers and farmers, or between farmers and cooperatives;
or local actions against the federative arrangement in
relations between Czechs and Slovaks; or the fanning of
isolated nationalist differences; or isolated actions
against the Constitutionaj amendment concerning racial
policy. It would also include actions designed to weaken
the effectiveness of national committees or to discredit
these corrmittees and the judicial system. Organized or
consistent action against the socialist economic system,
based on socialist ownership of means of production and
planning, would also be considered subversive.

Item 17: -the promotion of a so-called Central-'European Federation,
calling for elections under international supervision
or agitation for the intervention of the United Nations
Organization in the affairs of the CSSR, are also to be
considered subversive activities against the independence
of the Republic.

Item 19: Subversion of the Republic is considered a "potential"
criminal offense, therefore, it is irrelevant whether the
activity of the offender has had any outside consequences
or not.

Item 20: The activities described in the paragraphs above cannot
be considered as freedom of expression, guaranteed by
the Constitution (Article 28) or as a Right of Petition
(Article 29), because they attack the foundation of the
Republic and fall within the category of the criminal
offense of subversion of the Republic. These conclusions
are not in contradiction with Article 19 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
The right to hold one's opinions without interference and
the right to freedom of expression in any manner,
embodied in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, cannot be
separated or viewed separately from paragraph 3 of the
Article.

It is well-known that the disregard of Czechoslovak security
and judicial organs for obligations stemming from the Covenants
and the Helsinki Final Act has on numerous occasions been criti-
cized by the same elements of world public opinion which are
presently in the forefront of the peace movement against nuclear
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armament in Lurope. This same disregard has created an unfavor-
able atmosphere for Czechoslovakia in its bilateral relations, as
well as during important international discussions of the Confer-
ence on Security and Cooperation in Europe in belgrade and in
Macrid and in the International Labor Organization.

This state of affairs is not beneficial to the international
interests of the Czechoslovak Republic, or to efforts to
consistently observe all principles of cooperation among the
nations of our continent. Most of all, however, it does not
assist in tne stimulation of true civic pride, which is neded now
more than ever, due to increased domestic difficulties as well as
to thie complexities of the problems of the Czechoslovak economy.

AlI appeals to such cormnitment and initiative will have no
effect as long as criticism of the anti-social actions of the
authorities, all endangered by the arbitrariness of these
authorities regarding the interpretation of laws and norms, as has
been manifested in the above-mentioned corrrnentary and its
application by the security and judicial organs.

We, therefore, repeat our advice and our proposals for
legislative reforms, as well as the need for the adjustment of the
activity of state organs - especially the security and judicial
apparatus - in such a way that this activity conforms with the
obligations assumed by the Czecnoslovak government in signing
and ratifying the Covenants on human Rights and other agreements
concerning relations of the state to its citizens. The citizens'
initiative, Charter 77 is ready - as it has already noted in many
documents and letters - to assist in this endeavor with the
cooperation of experts from its own ranks as well as from the
ranks of its friends...

Dr. Radim Palous, Anna M'varvanova, Ladislav Lis
Charter 77 spokespersons

Prague, April 15, l982
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Charter Disavowal of Open Letter to Trade Union Congress

Document No. 15 - 1982

On Wednesday, March 31, 1982, the Czechoslovak securitypolice detained for interrogation Charter 77 spokespersonsur. Radim Palous, Anna Marvanova and Ladislav Lis, as well as someof their relatives and family mien-bers. The reason behind theinterrogation was a document, allegedly issued by Charter 77,entitled, "Open Letter of Charter 77 to the So-called 10th TradeUnion Congress."

Those detained were questioned about the authorship of theletter. Only Dr. Radim Palous read the letter in its entirety;the others were informed of parts of the text. The letter wasdenounced by the security police as a "subversive act against theunity of the trade union movement, and, therefore, as an anti-state act."

During a talk with Vaclav Bumba, director of the Institute ofAstronomy at the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Jan Palous, sonof Charter 77 signatory Dr. Radim Palous, was informed that thereport concerning the document allegedly issued by Charter 77,came from the Czechoslovak Press Agency. The relatives of Charter77 spokespersons were immediately contacted and asked to warn thespokespersons.

All three Charter 77 spokespersons denounced the document asan obvious forgery and declared that Charter 77 never issued sucha document and that, to the extent of their knowledge, no oneassociated with Charter 77 had anything to do with the letter.They also stated that they were not planning - and are notplanning - demonstrations or any other provocative actionmentioned by the security police during the interrogations.

Charter 77 spokespersons regard this incident as an attemptto discredit the spokespersons and the Charter 77 movement athome, as well as abroad. Such actions are aimed, in allprobability, at intimidating citizens and could serve as ajustification for repressive actions.

The citizens' initiative, Charter 77, is working towardpositive and legal goals, as can be ascertained from its foundingcharter and its documents. The language as well as the contentand form of the forged document are absolutely foreign to it.
Dr. Radim Palous Ladislav LisCharter 77 Spokesman Charter 77 Spokesman

Anna Marvanova
Charter 77 Spokeswoman

Prague, April 6, 1982
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Terrorism

Document No. 17 - 1982

lo: President of the CSSR
Dr. Gustav Husak
Praha - hrad

A negative phenomenon of the second half of the twentieth
century is terrorism, which has spread all over the world like a
dangerous infection. Innocent people, many of whom have no
interest or involvement in sensitive issues of a political,
religious, national or social nature, are being taken hostage.
even children and old people are being taken as hostages.

Persons who are related to or connected with hostages through
political, religious or other organizations are forced to
cooperate with the kidnappers out of fear over the fate of the
hostages. Pressure, in the form of direct or indirect blackmail,
is not only being exerted by individuals on other individuals,
and by the politically weak against the politically strong, but
also by the powerful against ordinary people.

Political terrorism is an indication of the total collapse of
elementary moral vaiues, which at the same time indicates weakness
in the protagonists. Attempting to mask this weakness, perpetra-
tors of terrorism conmmit blatant crimes against humanity. These
acts only serve, however, to further weaken social order.

We have, therefore, an obligation to resist any activities by
those with executive power in our country which might employ
methods close to terrorism.

There has lately been a marked increase in cases involving
the persecution of relatives, friends and acquaintances of Charter
77 signatories and the use of scare tactics against them. Such
tactics would include threats of being fired, public scandal
through fabricated rumors, physical attack by "unknown" persons,
eviction and deprivation of personal property.

Many menbers and spokesmen of the citizen's initiative,
charter 77, are being subjected to systematic blackmail and are
being victimized by unsubstantiated rumors about involvement in
conspiratorial activities which border on espionage. They have
also been accused of painting anti-state slogans on walls and
planning violent actions. Nothing is further from the truth.

In March and April of this year, for example, the relatives
of the current Charter 77 spokesmen were harassed and urged to
convince the spokesmen to give up their activities of defending
human rignts, furthering peace inside the country as well as
outside, enforcing the law and protecting against the
arbitrariness of those who do not recognize the laws of the land,
and criticizing the unhealthy state of affairs in our country and
offering positive suggestions for reform.
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by harassing the relatives of Charter 77 spokesmen, theauthorities have ignored Article No. 30 of the Constitution of theCSSR, which guarantees the inviolability of a person, as well aspara. 9 of the Czechoslovak Penal Code, which stands on theprinciple that guilt is not transferable and that an offender isdefined as the person who committed the offence. Therefore, evenif the activities of Charter 77 spokesmen were unjustifiably
qualified as felonies or criminal offences, the persecution ofother persons for their alleged crimes, even if they are closerelatives, is illegal.

It has already been established as well as proven by theexperience of Charter 77 over the past 5 years, that all itsactivities are in conformity with the existing laws and legal
norms as established by the Czechoslovak Constitution, with inter-national agreements which have been incorporated into theCzechoslovak legal system, and with all other laws of the CSSR.The interpretation and application of these laws must be in
harmony; one law cannot contradict another existing law nor can itsupercede another law.

We would like to bring these discrepancies to the attentionof cormpetent organs of the government because we cannot believe
that such illegalities could be perpetrated with the full
knowledge of the state organs, or that the state organs could bebehind the kidnapping of hostages.

Illegal actions are being comnitted under the incorrectinterpretation of provisions of para. 19 of the Public Law on theSigh (the security police), under which, without prior
notification, individuals are being brought for interrogation tothe offices of the SNb where they are asked questions about issuessuch as personal contacts, political, religious and civic views,etc., not under the jurisdiction of the SNB. These individualsare also brought in under false pretenses, such as a charge of"hooliganism," kpara. 202 of the Czechoslovak Penal Code), andheld 48 hours in detention.

This illegal and inhuman practice is also being used against
citizens who do not "conform" and against their friends andrelatives. This state of affairs threatens the very existence ofour society. If the highest state organs permit practices in theconduct of state affairs which show disrespect for valid laws andregulations, or if they allow the laws to be misinterpreted, thiscould lead to the suspension of the legal system and the substi-tution of arbitrary rule. Only the full implementation of alllaws and legal norms will prevent a return to the state which
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existed when you yourself, Mr. President, were illegally
persecutea and im-prisoned. We expect, therefore, that the
respective state organs will put a stop to these illegal
p ract ices.

Dr. Radim Palous Anna Marvanova
Charter 77 spokesman Charter 77 spokeswoman

Ladislav Lis
Charter 77 spokesman

Prague, May 3, 1982

cc: Federai Assembly of the CSSR
Prosecutor General of the CSSR
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Letter to the Peace Movement in the German Democratic Republic

Document No. 18 - 1982

Charter 77 expresses full support for your peace efforts and
shares your concrete goals. It is of the opinion, as expressed in
the Charter 77 Document No. 13/1982 (Open Letter to the Peace
Movements), that ordinary citizens, individually and in unofficial
groups, should take up the cause of human rights and of a just
peace, which means being able to live free from militarism and
nuclear weapons of mass destruction, and, as concerns external and
internal peace, a life in which it is recognized that the civic
duty of each citizen in every state involves the responsibility
and duty of ensuring that all provisions concerning human rights
are implemented.

Militarization and militarism, against which we stand
together, are viewed as a dangerous phenomenon both on the
international scene and in the internal political sphere. We
welcome the fact that an unofficial peace movement involving
average citizens originated in the German Democratic Republic--
part of a former European Power which played a great part in the
militarization of Europe in the first half of the 20th century.
This is the reason why we value your courageous efforts so highly.

We are aware of the fact that your statement concerning the
peace movement was signed by, among others, Prof. Iiavemann, who
died not long ago. May we express our deepest sympathy over the
death of this courageous German. Please convey our sentiments to
all his relatives.

Dr. Radiim Palous Anna Marvanova
Charter 77 spokesman Charter 77 spokswoman

Ladislav Lis
Charter 77 spokesman

Prague, April 21, 1982
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Position of Charter 77 on the
Implementation of the Discrimination Convention No. ill

of the International Labor Organization

Document No. 19 - 1982

To: the Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
and the Central Council of Unions, Prague

The citizens' initiative, Charter 77, considers it its duty
to again bring to the attention of the government of the CSSR the
fact that the corxmitments undertaken by the government of Czecho-
slovakia by its ratification of Discrimination Convention No. 111
of the International Labor Organization, are still being violated
in Czechslovakia. According to this Convention, all forms of
discrimination against citizens in their employment with regard to
their political, civic and religious views as well as their
nationality or race, are prohibited.

This fact of Convention violations is not news. When we look
into the past, we are reminded that in the years 1969-1970, hun-
dreds of thousands of Czechoslovak citizens were fired from gov-
ernment jobs, as wel-l as jobs in the business cornmunity, after
they were screened for their political reliability, based on their
political or religious views. In order to make the firing of
citizens simpler, the government amended para. 53 of the Labor
Code in 1969. The amended paragraph, however, contradicts the
Czechoslovak Constitution, as well as the corrmitments undertaken
by the Government of Czechslovakia through its ratification of
Covenant No. 111. The International Labor Organization has
brought these facts to the attention of the Government of Czecho-
slovakia several times. During those two years, the ILO even kept
the Czechoslovak government on a "black List" until the critical
situation was corrected. The so-called Black List names states
which do not honor commitments ensuing from Covenant 111. because
of the criticism of the ILO, the Czechoslovak government amended
the Labor Code so it would conform to the provisions of Covenant
111. At the same time, the government of the CSSR provided the
ILO with information on how the amended Labor Code will be inter-
p re ted.

According to this interpretation, termination of employment,
justified by the employer as necessary because the employee com-
mitted an act endangering the security of the state, must be
substantiated by proof - as was explained by the Czechoslovak
delegate at the ILO - that the "employee did indeed corrmit such an
act which endangers the security of the state." The term "security
of the state" includes: the inviolability of territory of the
state; inviolability of the state,s capability to organize its
defense; and inviolability of the state's constitution and of
state secrets. (Minutes of the meetings No. 36 taken at the 60th
session of the ILO in Geneva.)
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While incorrect provisions of the Labor Code were amended,
existing v'iolations of the provisions, which were caused by the
application of these incorrect interpretations, were not recti-
fied. Citizens who were fired from their jobs in 1969 because of
the incorrectly amended Labor Code, were not given the opportunity
to return to these jobs, nor were they able to obtain employment
in similar positions elsewhere. Even though the Czechoslovak
government submitted information to the ILO regarding the inter-
pretation of the correctly amended Labor Code, it did not inform
its citizens of this change, either in various government state-
ments, or through the media, which is controlled by the state.

Further, the Czechoslovak government did not apologize to the
citizens who were victims of the dismissals, nor did it corrmit
itself to discontinuing the practice of checking citizens' poli-
tical or religious views as part of the application process for
employment in the government or in industry. The consequences of
this inconsistency of the government of the CSSk was felt very
deeply in 1977 and in the following years when many citizens
signed the human rights manifesto Charter 77, requesting the
Czechoslovak government to abide by the agreements it signed with
regard to human rights which were ratified by the President of
Czechoslovakia and published in the Czechsolovak Collection of
Laws. As a result of signing this human rights manifesto and
because of other civic and political views, many Czechoslovak
citizens were fired from their employment at that time.

The General Prosecutor of the CSSR justified these firing's on
the grounds that Czechoslovak citizens who signed Charter 77
endangered the security of the Czechoslovak state, although he was
unable to base this assumption on material or legal proof. The
citizens' initiative, Charter 77 brought to the attention of the
Czechoslovak government, the General Prosecutor and the Labor
Department, the fact that such dismissals violate the existing
Czechoslovak legal system as well as the commitments ensuing from
the Convention of the International Labor Organization No. 111.

Some improvement in the situation came after the Interna-
tional Labor Organization, acting on the request of the Confed-
eration of Free Trade Unions, asked the Czechsolovak government
for an explanation of how, in regard to the 1977 firings, it was
implementing the provisions of Convention No. 111. The Czecho-
slovak government has since then submitted several explanations to
the ILO; none of them, however, was satisfactory.
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As is evident from the minutes of the 67th session of the ILO
in Geneva which was held in 1981, the Czechoslovak delegate re-
ported that "....-out of 42 employees who were affected (i.e.
employees named in the complaint which was discussed at the ILO),
only 24 appealed the firings at Court; 8 of the 24 cases were
resolved satisfactorily, 2 cases were reconciled and in 5 cases
the employees were reinstated. In one case the firing was an-
nulled anc the Court awarded the employee 17,000 Kcs in damages.
In all these cases, as in 16 others where the appeal was refused,
the employees were able to stay in their jobs....

Unfortunately, the explanation given by the Czechoslovak
government, does not accord with the facts. In several cases
which were appealed, the Courts did rule in favor of the employ-
ees, however, such cases are rare. The corrections in the inter-
pretation of the Convention No. 111 were not made until after a
great lapse of time and, in many instances, persons who were fired
from their employment considered appealing to the Courts useless
since so many cases of a similar nature were resolved unfavorably.

Another factor determing why so many cases have not been
appealed, is the cost involved and the fact that ROH (the trade
union) refused legal assistance. The Court proceedings were, in
all cases, conducted in such a way that they grossly violated the
existing legal system. The Courts would not allow the public to
attend the hearings or the "defendants" to submit evidence, and
they refused to deal particularly with Charter 77 and to allow the
inclusion of its text in the individual files, even though in many
cases the signing of the manifesto was the only reason for firing
the employee. The only evidence admitted was the brief of the
Prosecutor General of the USSR, which was mimeographed and auto-
matically inserted in the files of cases dealing with labor re-
lations disputes.

The job dismissals not only concerned persons named in the
complaint, as discussed by the International Labor Organization,
but many other citizens as well. The latest known dismissals were
carried out alter the Czechoslovak'government submitted its expla-
nations to the ILO. In none of the cases of illegal firings,
which we documented and brought to the attention of the public in
our statement at the beginning of 1981, was any change recorded
which would have corrected the injustice done to the persons
concerned.

The facts, with regard to those who were fired from their
jobs and positions because of their views, do not square with the
claim of the Czechoslovak delegate that all these citizens were
able to stay in their jobs, (unless he meant any job--such as a
job which does not utilize the qualifications of the worker.)
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Even though the Czechoslovak government informed the ILO asto how it dealt with cases of Charter 77 signatories who werefired for signing the Charter, it ai d not deem it necessary toinform the citizens of Czechoslovakia of this development. It isalso regrettable that the government did not, through public mediaaccessible to all Czechoslovak citizens, proclaim that:

a) the steps taken by the employers during the proceedings
leading to the dismissals of citizens named in the complaint, wereincorrect;

b) in the future, no Czechoslovak citizen will suffer in hisemployment for expressing his civil, political or religious views,even if they are different from official views, so long as theyare expressed in accordance with Czechoslovak laws (if, for ex-ample, they are in accordance with corrnitments of the Czechoslovakgovernment and Czechoslovak citizens, undertaken through theratification of the International Covenants on Civil, Political,
Cultural and Economic Rights);

c) it will, in the framework of its jurisdiction, assure thepunishment of those supervisors in the government and in thebusiness sector, who fire employees for their views.

Without such a proclamation from official Czechoslovak
sources addressed to the Czechoslovak public, it will not bepossible to believe that there has been a real and lasting changein the area of labor relations. Nor could it be believed thatthere will be no repetition of dismissals such as we witnessed inthe past, or that Convention No. Ill is being respected and fullyimplemented in labor relations in Czechoslovakia. All this,together with facts which substantiate the complaint that the
statement of the Czechoslovak delegate to the ILO in severalinstances contradicts the situation as it really is, brings one tothe conclusion that the actions of the Czechoslovak delegation inthe ILO were directed toward one goal only, which was not toremedy relations in the area of labor relations in the CSSR, butto remove from the agenda as quickly as possible the complaint
against the Czechoslovak government, with regard to the imple-mentation of Convention No. 111.

Dismissals for expressing political and religious views,which differ from official views, represents only one aspect ofviolations against the rights of Czechoslovak citizens in employ-ment. This discrimination is in contradiction to the cormitmentsundertaken by the Czechoslovak government with respect to theimplementation of Convention No. III of the ILO.
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The second, no less important aspect of the violations of
citizens' rights with regard to employment, is the denial of equal
opportunity for all Czechoslovak citizens to enter a profession orto secure employment by the government or industry. This limit-
ation affects hundreds of thousands--if not millions--of Czecho-
slovak citizens. In contrast to terminations of employment, which
can be documented by concrete documents such as a notice from theemployer or a court decision in a labor dispute, this kind of
discrimination is not covered by any provision of the Czechoslovak
Labor Law, and cannot be documented by any concrete evidence.
This discrimination is practiced outside the law and is, there-
fore, illegal. It is based on various decisions and instructions
which were not made public, but which are binding because theywere registered in the Collection of Laws.

The Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Concerns, for ex-ample, issued on January 27, 1977 under No. 11/5-34/77-73/3, a
ruling which stipulates the nomenclature of functions and basic
pay schedules for employees of the government and other govern-
mental agencies. This ruling is still in force. It was amended
only with regard to wage increases and their scope. From this
ruling, which should stipulate qualifications required and payscale, we quote this passage:

"The qualifications of a government employee are measured
by his/her political maturity, expert competence, personal abil-
ity, character and health."

Article l,a: "Political maturity of an employee of the government
is characterized by acknowledgement of the leading role of the
Conmnunist Party of Czechoslovakia and of the working class in asocialist society; by an active attitude towards the building
of socialism on the basis of Marxism-Leninism and by a
committed approach to the fulfillment of the political goals ofthe Corrmunist Party of Czechoslovakia. An essential ingredient
in political maturity is the enforcement of the principles of
proletarian internationalism, consolidation of friendship with
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and with the other
socialist states and active engagement against bourgois
ideology."

This, then, is the active ruling with regard to "qualifica-
tions" for government employees. This Ruling was incorporated
into the nomenclatures of functions and pay scales of all govern-
ment offices. The Ministry of Transportation, for example, has asimilar ruling which was registered in the Collection of Laws,
1982, Section 5, as does the Ministry of Energy, to be found in
the Collection of Laws, 19982, Section 6.
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In addition, there exists a widely used system of "partynomenclature." It is common knowledge that the great majority ofmanagement positions (in the government and elsewhere) can befilled only after approval by an organ of the Commun nist Party ofCzechoslovakia. These decisions are accepted outside of thenormal procedures and are not based on existing Labor Laws. Anemployee whose fate is being debated is not invited to these
discussions and cannot, therefore, voice his opinion and appealagainst the decision concerning his case. In order to qualify forthousands of jobs, one must fulfill special requirements. Almostdaily it is possible to read aavertisements placed in the news-papers by various enterprises and institutions which are lookingfor employees, who apart from expert qualifications, education orother special requirements--such as knowledge of languages--must
also qualify on the basis of a special screening. Every Czecho-slovak citizen knows what this term means--a term which is notbased on any existing labor law.

We quote a part of the Ruling with regard to screening
(evaluation) and personal qualifications, which was agreed upon bythe Chairmanship of the Central Corrmnittee of the CzechoslovakCorrmunist Party on November 6, i970, and which was published by"Rude Pravo" on February 24, 1971. This Ruling is still in force:

"Qualification is composed of: political maturity, classconsciousness, the required degree of theoretical knowledge,
experience in life and employment, skills, general outlook andintellect, moral qualities and personal abilities. The importantpart of all this is formed by political views, loyalty tosocialism, Marxist-Leninist policies of the Corrmunist Party ofCzechoslovakia and the socialist state, and friendship with theSoviet Union."

When we look at this definition without taking intoconsideration the normal qualification requirements with regard towork performance, and personal and moral qualities of employees,
we can see the real reason for this "screening." It is evidentthat to qualify for certain positions, it is necessary to havespecific personal and political views. Persons whose views do notconform to the officially declared political party line, have nochance of securing such positions. During interviews the
applicants find that the "qualification requirements" ofteninclude membership in the Czechoslovak Cormmrunist Party.

The point of the matter is not that members of the Czecho-slovak Commnunist Party have better possibilities, but that acitizen who might wish to become a member of the Party, in orderto have better access to employment, cannot do so. The acceptance
of a person into the KSC (Czechoslovak Corrmunist Party) does notdepend on his goodwill, but whether the Party will want to accepthim as a member. And again, while membership in the KSC carrieswith it the possibility of seeking and obtaining employment in
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government, governmental agencies, the army, the economic sphere
and elsewhere, the ordinary citizen does not have the right to be
a member of this organization. And because he does not have the
right to be a member of the organization, he cannot appeal its
decision, because this organization is the only one with the power
to decide who will be recommended for what position. There is no
appeal to any independent Court or state organ.

The practice of evaluating applicants has been instituted in
most offices and institutions. In some institutions the question-
naires are even more probing. The questions asked, besides normal
personal data, qualifications, etc., also concern irrelevant
personal data and political affiliation of family members. The
applicant is also requested to state--in a special enclosure to
the questionnaire--his political and personal views. One require-
ment stipulates that the applicant name all his relatives abroad.

It is impossible to overlook this question by either not
answering it or by not answering completely. From the day a
person finishes basic schooling and throughout his entire career
until his retirement, his file, which includes every evaluation or
screening concerning his person and family, goes wherever he goes,
from job to job, with new evaluations being added to the file.
The employee has no opportunity to see what is in his file and
cannot, therefore, appeal against untruthful statements, evalua-
tions, or views expressed in connection with his work or personal
life. In many cases, files include evaluations based on anonymous
charges. This practice discriminates against a large segment of
citizens of our country, in many cases for the rest of their
lives.

This outline concerning the problems inherent in labor rela-
tions in Czechoslovakia is proof that Convention No. III of the
ILO, prohibiting discrimination in employment, is being violated
not only by employers and Court organs, but also by existing legal
amendments, particularly in the area of qualification requirements
which are a part of secondary wage norms and other regulations.

It is our opinion that the Czechoslovak government would
demonstrate its responsibility with regard to respecting inter-
national relations by accepting the following measures:

--To establish a special co-mnission of the government of the CSSR
and of the URO (trade union organization) whose task it would be
to determine the cause of the violations of Convention No. III of
the International Labor Organization and to correct the conse-
quences of mass discrimination against citizens and to secure
their return to the positions for which they are qualified.

--To permit entry into the CSSR of an independent working group of
the International Labor Organization which would study the basis
for the special commission and ascertain on the spot the extent of
implementation of Convention No. Ill.
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--To amend all qualification requirements in such a way that they
would guarantee to all citizens equal access to employment, re-
gardless of their political or religious views. This would
include applicants as well as citizens already employed.

--To repeal the ruling of the Supreme Court No. 20, 1978.

-- To amend directives concerning evaluations for positions in the
government, governmental agencies, public organizations and insti-
tutions, so that they would reflect the qualifications of the
employees.

--To amend directives so they would permit an employee access to
all evaluations which deal with him and his work performance and
make it impossible for any evaluation to be made secretly. This
would also permit the employee to have control over this proce-
dure, or to have this procedure controlled by the public, (co-
workers, union, etc.).

--To publicize the text of Convention No. 111 of the International
Labor Organization and to make public the commitments undertaken
by the government of the CSSR to enable this Convention to become
a part of our political, economic, cultural and religious life.

We wish to stress that the suggested amendments and corrmit-
ments concerning personal and professional questions do not
concern only the interests of individual employees, but the
interests of the whole society--namely, its economic prosperity
and attitude which create legal assurances and just treatment. We
repeat that we are willing to participate in the realization of
the above-mentioned principles, as well as assist in the implemen-
tation of Convention No. Ill of the International Labor Organiza-
tion. We can submit documentation for concrete cases, where the
Convention was, and we quote, "violated," and we can assist with
further suggestions.

Dr. Radim Palous Anna Marvanova
Charter 77 spokesman Charter 77 spokeswoman

Ladislav Lis
Charter 77 spokesman

Prague, May 17, 1982

cc: World Trade Union Federation, Prague
Confederation of Independent Trade Unions, Belgium
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